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Preface 

THESE STUDIES consider how certain well-intentioned contemporary po
litical projects and theoretical postures inadvertently redraw the very 
configurations and effects of power that they seek to vanquish. The 
topics explored in the course of this consideration include the liberal, 
capitalist, and disciplinary origins of the force of rcssmtiment in late mod
ern political and theoretical discourse; the gendered characteristics oflate 
modern state power and the paradoxical nature of appeals to the state for 
gender justice; the convergences of juridical and disciplinary power in 
contemporary efforts to procure rights along lines of politicized identity; 
and the gcndered sexuality of liberal political discourse. 

If the immediate provocation for each essay is a specific problem in 
contemporary political thought or activity, taken together these provoca
tions provide an occasion of another sort: reflection on the present-day 
value of some of the last two centuries' most compelling theoretical cri
tiques of modern political life. Thus, the chapters on identity and moral
ity in contemporary intellectual and political formations critically engage 
Nietzsche; the chapters on rights and liberalism reconsider Marx's cri
tique of liberalism and Foucault's critique of regulation through individ
uation; the chapters concerned with state power arc in dialogue with 
Weber, Foucault, and liberal thought; and the early Baudrillard is en
gaged to reflect on Catharine MacKinnon's adaptation of Marx for a the
ory of gender. 

Such a schema of the book's objectives, however, involves a trick of 
retrospection that lends coherence to contingency when, in fact, like 
many works written in the dizzying intellectual and political pace of the 
late twentieth century, this one started and finished as quite different pro
jects. Conceived in the mid-1 <)80s as a critical feminist theory of late 
modern state power (now chapter 7), it quickly outgrew the confmes 
established both by gender as a governing political concern and by the 
state as a delimitable domain of political power. From the outset, my 
interest in developing a feminist critique of the state was animated less by 
intrinsic fascination with the stare than by concern over the potential di
lution of emancipatory political aims entailed in feminism's turn to the 
state to adjudicate or redress practices of male dominance. Nor was my 
worry about such dilution limited to the politics of gender but rather. 
engaged a larger question: What are the perils of pursuing emancipatory ·' 
political aims within largely repressive, regulatory, and depoliticizing in-
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stitutions that themselves carry elements of the regime (e. g., masculine 
dominance) whose subversion is being sought? Discerning ''the man in 
the state" was thus a way to concentrate such a query on the problem of 

feminist political reform. 
There was a certain disingenuousness, however, even to this formula

tion. Theorizing the state as a largely negative domain for democratic 
political transformation was not circumscribed by the state's expressly 
gendered features, by its history and genealogy as mirror and accomplice 
of male dominance. Nor was the state the only domain of antidemocratic 
powers about which I thought feminists ought to be wary. Indeed, my 
own effort to "deconstruct" the state, to avoid the kind of reifications of 
that potent fiction to which theories of the state are so vulnerable, re
vealed an ensemble of familiar powers: the state's "gender" could be 
traced in its mediations of capitalism, welfarism, and militarism, as well 
as in the specific liberal and bureaucratic discourses through which legis
lation, adjudication, policy execution, and administration transpire. But 
to argue that each of these dimensions of state power was problematic for 
feminist aims not only because it was inscribed with gender but because 
it carried generically antidemocratic tendencies betrayed both "femi
nism" and "the state" as having something of a metaphorical operation in 
my own political Weltanschauung. Feminism was being freighted with a 
strong democratic ambition, with aspirations for radical political free
dom and equality, while the state was carrying the weight of all the dis
courses of power against which I imagined radically democratizing 
possibilities to be arrayed. While some feminists may be radical demo
crats, no ground exists tor marking such a political posture as either in
digenous or consequent to the diverse attachments traveling under 
feminism's name. Similarly, although the state may be an important site 
of convergence of antidemocratic discourses, it is hardly the only place 
where they make their appearance, nor always the best lens through 
which to study them. Discourses of sovereign individuality, or of bu
reaucratic depoliticization of gendered class relations, for example, can be 
discerned in the state but are not limited to operations there. Indeed, one 
of the richer sites of radical democratic agitation in the last decade, prac
tices gathered under the rubric of "cultural politics," is premised pre
cisely on the notion that neither domination nor democratic resistance are 
limited to the venue of the state. 

The confining qualities of gender and the state as categories of political 
analysis did not exhaust the sources undoing the "feminist theory of the 
state" project. The point of mapping the configurations of power in 
which contemporary democratic political opposition took shape was to 
understand where and how such opposition might do other than partici
pate in contemporary orders of regulation, discipline, exploitation, and 
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domination-in short, in existing regimes of unfreedom. But to pose the 
problem as one of negotiating these orders was to leave uninterrogated 
the question of the subject doing the negotiating; indeed, it was to as
sume that the politically committed subject sufficiently cognizant of the 
map of power would plot appropriate strategies and tactics given its aim 
of democratizing political life. What such an assumption eschews was the 
problem of subject formation by and through the very discourses being 
charted as sites and zones of unfreedom. 

Nor was such neglect a minor matter: the viability of a radical demo
cratic alternative to various political discourses of domination in the pre
sent is not determined only by the organization of institutional forces 
~pposing that alternative but is shaped as well by political subjects' desire 
lor such an alternative. Even if, for example, feminists could be per
suaded of the antidemocratic character of certain state-centered reforms 
would they count this as an objection to such reforms? Even if the in~ 
scription of gendered, racial, or sexual identity in legal discourse could be 
shown to have the effect of reaffirming the historical injuries constitutive 
of those identities, thus installing injury as identity in the ahistorical dis
course of the law, would proponents of such actions necessarily despair 
over this effect? To what extent have the particular antidemocratic 
powers of our time produced subjects, often working under the banner 
of "progressive politics," whose taste for substantive political freedom is 
attenuated by a historically unique form of political powerlessness amid 
historically unprecedented discourses of individual liberty? And if this 
peculiar form of powerlessness is sometimes worn rather straightfor
wardly as the conservative raiment of despair, misanthropy, narrow pur
suit of interest, or bargains of autonomy for state protection, when does 
it twist into a more dissimulated political discourse of paralyzing re
criminations and toxic resentments parading as radical critique? 

To pursue these questions was to shift attention from the conditions 
framing and facing contemporary political opposition to the constitutive 
material of the opposition itself. Insofar as this moved the analysis into a 
more psychological and less institutional line of inquiry, for some the 
appropriate theoretical consultants at this point might have been Freud or 
Lacan bent toward history, insedimented with culture, and tethered by 
economic and political context. In my own theoretical lexicon, however, 
this shift entailed moving from the register of Marx and Weber to that of 
Nietzsche and Foucault. While Marx and Weber trace power as a prob
lem of macrophysical social processes, whether those of capital or of 
instrumental rationality institutionalized as bureaucracy, Nietzsche and 
Foucault concern themselves with the psychic, social, and moral econ
omies imbricated with such processes. Put slightly differently, if Marx 
and Weber delineate forces-capital and rationalization-that can be said 
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to shape the contours of modern "history" (even as their more teleologi
cal versions of history have been exposed as fictions), Nietzsche and 
Foucault discern the atomic powers of history in microphysical particles, 
in "descriptive" languages, in moral systems, and in thwarted aggression 
and ideals-in short, in the very making of bodily subjects and socio
political desire. 

Methodologically, discerning contemporary inhibitions of radiCal 
democratic aims in the verv matnial of contemporary subject formation 
confounds a "subject/worhi" distinction in political science that takes the 
disciplinary form of infelicitous distinctions between studies of"political 
psychology" and "political institutions," as well as between ''political 
behavior" and "political theory." Politically, this inquiry into the making 
of contemporary political desire interrupts a tendency to externalize po
litical disappointment by blaming failures on the character of power "out 
there." being bound instead to the more sober practice of searching for 
political disappointment's ''cause" in our own psychic and social ranks. 
What kind of attachments to unfrccdom can be discerned in contempo
rary political formations ostensibly concerned with emancipation? What 
kinds of injuries enacted by late modern democracies arc recapitulated in 
the very oppositional projects of its subjects? What conservative political 
impulses result from a lost sense of futurity attendant upon the break
down of progressive narratives of history? 

This effort to understand the contemporary preemption of liberatory 
politics in the liberators themselves turned still further from the study of 
political institutions as it turned toward the politics of contemporary the~ 
ory. Could Nietzschcan themes of rcssentiment, revenge, and a thwarted 
will to power be found in some of the more troubling stalemates and 
furious debates occupying those on the academic Left, including aca-

_r:---acmic feminism? How might certain wounded attachments and pro
found historical disoricntations form the basis for ungrounded 
persistence in ontological essentialism and epistemological fot:t_ndational
ism, for infelicitous formulatiOns of identity rooted in injury, for liti

·giousness as a way of political life, and for a resurgence of rights 
discourse among left acadcmicsi Could the rhetorical force, the theoreti
cal incoherence, and the politically invidious effects of Catharine Mac
Kinnon's social theory of gender be understood in terms of broken 
progressive theoretical and social narratives that leave immediate suffer
ing \Vithout a redemptive place in history and without guarantees of po
litical redress? Could Patricia Williams's seemingly paradoxical 
enthusiasm for rights be read not only as reaction to white radical dis
courses blithely dismissive of them but also as a desire to resuscitate the 
fictions of sovereign accountability (despite their dcpoliticizing effects) as 
a weapon against public irresponsibility on the one side and late-
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twentieth-century deracinations of personhood on the other? And might 
the effort to establish such individual accountability and boundaries 
through discourses of rights and responsibility conveniently cast the 
powers of economy and state as relatively benign at a historical moment 
when both seem nearly unassailable anywayi 

Insofar as academic and popular political discourses arc neither identi
cal nor distinct, this concern with the politics of theory docs not consti
tute a turn away from "the world"; nor, however, is it a direct study of 
whatever we mean by this bold term. Rather, perhaps these seemingly 
academic quandaries, in addition to their intrinsic interest, can operate 
diagnostically. Perhaps they can serve as a rich text for readmg aspects of 
our historically and culturally configured fears, anxieties. disorientation, 
and loss of faith about the future. And while there are no guarantees 
about the usc to which such a reading might be put, one possibility is 
this: that these afflictions not metamorphose unchecked into political ex
pression, not have their own indirect way in political life, but be actively 
contested with rejuvenated self-consciousness, irony, and passion in the 
difficult labor of the collective self-fashioning that is democratic politics. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction: Freedom and the 
Plastic Cage 

The political, ethical, social, philosophical problem of our days 
is not ro try to liberate rhe individual from the state ... but 
to liberate us both from the state and from the type of 
individualization which is linked to the state. 

-Michel Foucault, "The Subject and Power" 

If men wish to be free, it is precisely sovereignty they must 
renounce. -Hannah Arendt, "What Is freedom'" 

The road to freedom tor gays and lesbians is paved with 
lawsuits. 

-Spokesperson, National Center for Lesbian Rights 

THESE ESSAYS Investigate dimensions of late modern modalities of politi
cal power and opposition by engaging, in various combinations, the 
thinking of Marx, Nietzsche, Weber, Foucault, and selected contempo
rary feminist and cultural theorists. They serve in part to reflect upon the 
present-day value of such thinkers, to measure the capacity of their 
thought to apprehend contemporary formations of power and contribute 
to strategies tor democratizing those formations. But these essays have 
another purpose as welL Working heuristically fi:om Foucault's relatively d 

simple insight that political "resistance" is figured by and within rather 
than externally to the regimes of power it contests, these essays examine 
ostensibly emancipatory or democratic political proJects for the ways 
they problematically mirror the mechanisms and configurations of 
power of which they arc an ctiect and which they purport to oppose. The ' 
point of such exploration is not the small-minded one of revealing hy
pocrisy or internal contradictions, nor the strictly practical one of expos
ing limited political efficacy. While these studies arc not exercises in what 
today tratTtcs under the sign of "normative political theory" and they 
develop no political or even theoretical program, they make no pretense 
at being free of normative impulses. Rather, they work in the slightly 
old-fashioned genre of political theoretical critique, a genre neither di
rectly accountable to political practicalities on the one hand nor bound to 

a fixed set of political principles on the other. Structured by a set of cares 
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and passions making up an amorphous but insistent vision of an alterna
tive way of political life, this vision is itself shaped and textured by the 
activity of criticizing the present; in this regard, the critique and the alter
native it figures never feign independence of one another. 

The question animating these explorations is bound to a remnant of 
Hegelian-Marxist historiography almost embarrassing to name, given its 
tattered ontological, epistemological, and historical premises. Can some
thing of a persistent desire for human freedom be discerned even in the 
twisted projects of this aim, eveu in its failure to realize itself, its failure 
to have the courage, or the knowledge, of its own requisites? Such a 
question need not assume, with Arendt, that freedom i:; "the raiscm d'errc 
of politics"! nor, with Marx, that "history'' is tethered to the project of 
freedom, that "htstory" has a project at all, or that "freedom" is the tclos 
of "human" (species) being. Certainly poliucs. the place where our pro
pensity to traffic in power is most explicit, i> saturated with countless 
aims and motivations other than freedom-from "managing popula
tions," negotiating conflicting interests, or providing for human welfare, 
to the expression of open revenge, aggression spurred by injury, pleasure 
in domination, or the prestige of power. 

The question, then, is not whether freedom can be discerned as the aim 
of politics or of history in the political projects of the present but a more 
modest, albeit still tendentious one, which borrmvs as much from the 
devolutionary outlook of Rousseau as from the teleological thinking of 
Marx: Migh; the desire for some degree of collective self-legislation. the 
desire to participate in shaping the conditions and terms of life, remain a 
vital clement-if also an evidently ambivalent and anxious one-of 
much agitation under the sign of progressive politics? Equally important, 
might the realization of substantive democracy continue to require a de
sire for political freedom, a longing to share in power rather than be 
protected from its excesses, to generate futures together rather than navi
gate or survive them? And have we, at the close of the twentieth century, 
lost our way in pursuing this desire? With \vhat consequences? 

In the context of recent "democratizing" developments in the former 
eastern bloc and Soviet Union, in South Africa, in parts of Latin Amer
ica, and in the Middle East, it may seem perverse if not decadent to 
suggest that Western intellectuals and political activists have grmvn dis
oriented about the meaning and practice of political freedom. Freedom, 

1 ~·what Is Freedorn?H in Bcflf!t'CII Past aud Future· E((!ht Excrdscs in Poliiical Thought (New 

York: Viking. 1'!54). p. 144. 
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of course, is an eternally nettlesome political value as well as a matter of 
endless theoretical dispute, and it is not my purpose to reflect here upon 
its genealogy or its history as a concept. Rather, freedom's recent predic
ament might be captured schematically thus: Historically, scmiotically, 
and culturally protean, as well as politically elusive, "freedom" has 
shown itself to be easily appropriated in liberal regimes for the most 
cynical and unemancipatory political ends. Philosophically vexing 
throughout modernity for the formulations of will and agency it appears 
to invoke, it has been rendered utterly paradoxical by poststructuralist 
formulations of the subject as not simply oppressed but brought into 
being by-that is. an effect of-subjection2 Yet despite these assaults on 
its premises, freedom persists as our most compelling way of marking 
differences between lives \"'hose terms arc relatively controlled by their 
inhabitants and those that are less so, between conditions of coercion and 
conditions of action, between domination by history and participation in 
history, between the space for action and its relative absence. If, politi
cally, freedom is a sign-and an effect-of'· democracy," where democ
racy signifies not merely elections, rights, or free enterprise but a way of 
constituting and thus distributing political power, then to the extent that 
Western intellectuals have grown disoriented about the project of free
dom, we must be equally bewildered about the meaning and tasks of 
democratic political life3 Indeed, much of the progressive political 
agenda in recent years has been concerned not with democratizing power 
but with distributing goods, and especially with pressuring the state to 
buttress the rights and increase the entitlements of the socially vulnerable 
or disadvantaged: people of color, homosexuals, women, endangered 
animal species, threatened wetlands, ancient forests, the sick, and the 
homeless. Without disputing the importance of such projects, especially 
in a political economy fundamentally impervious to human, ecologicaL 
and aesthetic life, the dream of democracy-that humans might govern 
themselves by governing together-is difficult to discern in the prolifera
tion of such claims of rights, protections, regulations, and entitlements. 

"[W]hat the Left needs is a ~.~-~~n~!v.i.??~li:S c,~t;ccp.t ?~!r~~~~n.l, for It 
is still over questions of freedom and equality that the dectstve tdeolog1cal 
battles arc being waged. "4 So argues Chantal Moufte in response to two 

1 See Michel Foucault. HistM)' tl(Scxuality, voL L A11 Imr~duaion, tram. R. Hurley (New 
York: Vmtagt. 19HO); !uditb Bud~r, Gc11dn Tr,>t~blc: F•·mi11ism aod the Subt'asioll ~r Idc11tiry 
(1\:ew York: Roudcdg~, 1989); and Butler's forthcoming work on ''subjection." 

3 On democracy as a problem of distribution of power, see Sheldon Wolin, The Prescr"' 
of rlzc Past: Essay; ott the Srarc ami the CtmifitlltWII (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UmverSl!y 
Press, 1989), chaps. 'i-11 

• "Hegemony and New Pohtical Subjects: Toward a New Concept of Democracy." m 
A1arxism and the Irucrpretati"" o( Ct~lttrn, ed. Cary Nelson and Lawrence Grossberg (Chl
cago: University of Illinois Press, l'i88). p lOU. 
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decades of conservative political and theoretical efforts to define and 
practice freedom in an individualist, libertarian mode, a phenomenon 
Stuart Hall calls "the great moving right show. "5 Yet as Hall keenly ap
preciates, "concepts" of freedom, posited independently of specific an
alyses of contemporary modalities of domination, revisit us with the 
most troubling kind of idealism insofar as they deflect from the local, 
historical, and contextual character of freedom. Even for philosopher 
Jean-Luc Nancy, "freedom is everything except an 'Idea.' "6 Freedom is 
neither a philosophical absolute nor a tangible entity but a relational and 
contextual practice that takes shape in opposition to whatever is locally 
and ideologically conceived as unfreedom. Thus in slaveholding and 
male dominant fifth-century Athenian "democracy," Arendt argues, 
freedom was conceived as escape from an order of "necessity" inhabited 
by women and by slaves; what was called Athenian freedom thus entailed 
a metaphysics of domination and a necessary practice of imperialism. 
Liberal freedom, fttted to an economic order in which property and per
sonhood for some entails poverty and deracination for others, is con
veyed by rights against arbitrary state power on one side and against 
anarchic civil society or property theft on the other. As freedom from 
encroachment by others and from collective institutions, it entails an at
omistic ontology, a metaphysics of separation, an ethos of defensiveness, 
and an abstract equality. Rendering either the ancient or liberal forma
tions of freedom as "concepts" abstracts them from the historical prac
tices in which they arc rooted. the institutions against which they are 
oriented, the domination they arc designed to contest, the privileges they 
are designed to protect. Treating them as concepts not only prevents 
appreciation of their local and historical character but preempts percep
tion of what is denied and suppressed by them, of what kinds of domina
tion are enacted by particular practices of freedom. 

It would also appear that the effort to develop a new "postindividual
ist" concept of freedom responds less to the antidemocratic forces of our 
time than to a ghostly philosophical standotT between historically ab
stracted formulations of Marxism and liberalism. In other words, this 
effort seeks ro resolve a problem in (a certain) history of ideas rather than 
a problem in history. Like a bat flying around the owl of Minerva at 
dusk, it would attempt to formulate a philosophy of freedom on the 
grave of selected philosophical traditions rather than to consider freedom 
in existing contlgurations of power-economic, social, psychological, 
political. This is not to say that the contemporary disorientation about 

' Stuart Hall, Tl~e Hard Road to Rettewal: Tlwtducrism o11d the Crisis of the Lt{t (London: 
Verso, 1988). 

6 The lixperimce of Freedom, trans. 8, MacDonald (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
!993), p. I L 
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freedom is without theoretical dimensions nor is it to suggest that free
dom's philosophical crisis, about which more shortly, is merely conse
quent to a historical or "material" one. I want only to register the extent 
to which the problematic of political freedom as it relates to democratiz
ing power, while of profound philosophical interest, cannot be resolved 
at a purely philosophical level if it is to be responsive to the particular 
social forces and institutions-the sites and sources of domination-of a 
particular age. 

But this opens rather than settles the problem ofhow to formulate a dis
course of freedom appropriate to contesting contemporary antidemocratic 
configurations of power. One of the ironies of what Nietzsche boldly 
termed the "instinct for freedom" lies in its inceptive self-cancellation, its 
crossing of itself in its very first impulse. Initial figurations of freedom 
are inevitably reactionary in the sense of emerging in reaction to per-~· 
ceived injuries or constraints of a regime from within its own terms. . 
Ideals of freedom ordinarily emerge to vanquish their Imagined imme
diate enemies, but in this move they frequently recycle and reinstate 
rather than transform the terms of domination that generated them. Con
sider exploited workers who dream of a world in which work has been 
abolished, blacks who imagine a world without whites, feminists who 
conjure a world either without men or without sex, or teenagers who fan
tasize a world without parents. Such images of freedom perform mirror 
r~versals of sufferin~ without transforming the organization of the <lctivity 
tl~rou,~h which tize suffiring is produced and without addressing the .wbjea 
constitruion that domination effocts, that is, the constitution of the social cate
gories, "workers," "blacks," "women," or "teenagers." 

It would thus appear that it is freedom's relationship to identity-its 
promise to address a social injury or marking that is itself constitutive of 
identity-that yields the paradox in which the ftrst imaginings of free-· 
dom are always constrained by and potentially even require the very 
>tructure of oppression that freedom emerges to oppose. This, r think, is 
not only a patently Foucaultian point but is contained as well in Marx's 
argument that "political emancipation" within liberalism conceived for
mal political indifference to civil particularity as liberation because politi
cal privilege according to civil particularity appeared as the immediate 
nature of the domination perpetrated by feudal and Christian monarchy. 
"True human emancipation" was Marx's formula for escaping the in
nately contextual and historically specific, hence limited, forms of free
dom. True human emancipation, achieved at the end of history. conjured 
for Marx not simply liberation from particular constraints but freedom 
that was both thoroughgoing and permanent, freedom that was neither 
partial nor evasive but temporally and spatially absolute. However, since 
true human emancipation eventually acquired for Marx a negative refer-
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ent (capitalism) and positive content (abolition of capitalism), in time it 
too would reveal its profoundly historicizcd and thus limited character. 

Invoking Marx recalls a second dimension of this paradox in which 
freedom responds to a particular practice of domination whose terms arc 
then often reinstalled in its practice. When institutionalized, freedom 
premised upon an already vanquished enemy keeps alive, in the manner 
of a melancholic logic, a threat that works as domination in the fi)rm of 
an absorbing ghostly battle with the past7 Institutionalized, freedom ar
rayed against a particular image of unfreedom sustains that image, which 
dominates political life with its specter long after it has been vanquished 
and preempts appreciation of new dangers to freedom posed by institu
tions designed to hold the past in check. Yet the very institutions that arc 
erected to vanquish the historical threat also recuperate it as a form of 
political anxiety; so, for example, functions the "state of nature" or the 
"arbitrary sovereign" in the liberal political imagination. 

It may be the extent to which freedom institutionalized transmogriftes 
into its opposite that led Foucault to insist upon understanding liberty as 
a p!'acticc rather than a state, as that which can "never [be J assured 
by . . institutions and laws" but "must be exercised."~ Sheldon Wolin 
presses a similar point in his provocation that "a constitution, in setting 
limits to politics, set limit> as well to democracy .... Democracy thus 
seems destined to be a moment rather than a form."" In Jean-Luc 
Nancy's account, "freedom ... is the very thing that prevents itself 
from being founded. "ll' And a similar concern can be discerned in 
Hannah Arendt's insistence on the perniciousness of equating freedom 
with sovereignty, along with her counterproposition that freedom as 
"virtuosity" is defined by the contingency of action, as the place where 
"the I-will and the l-ean coincide" as power.1 1 

Recognition of the tension, if not the antinomy, between freedom and 
institutionalization compounds the difficulties of formulating a politics of 
freedom in the late twentieth century, the age of institutions. Not only 
do we require a historically and institutionally specific reading of con
temporary modes of domination, but frecdom;s "actualization'' would 
appear to be a frustratingly indeterminate matter of ethos, of bearing 
toward institutions, of the style of political practices, rather than a matter 

7 Tim logic is drawn from Freud·s The /::;flo and tile Jd, trans. J Riviere. <"d. J Strachey 
(New York: Norton. 1960). pp. 18-19. although transformed as it is allegorized for politi
cal purposes unimended by Freud. 

" "Space. Knowledge, and Power,'' interview by Paul Rabmow. in The Fo~cau/t Readn, 
ed. Rabinow (New York: Pantheon. 1984). p. 245. 

" "Fugitive Democracy" (paper presented at the Foundations of Politic;>] Thought con
ference Democracy and Difference. New Haven, April 1993), pp. 9, 23. 

to Expcrieucc c:r Frrrdom 1 p. 12. 
11 "What Is Freedom''' pp 153-54, 160. 164-65. 168-69. 
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of policie>. la\\'s, procedures, or organization of political orders. This is 
not to say that freedom becomes aesthetic, but rather that it depends 
upon a formulation of the political that is richer, more complicated, and 
also perhaps more fragilr: than that circumscribed by institutions, proce
dures, and political representation. 

These reflections on the inherently difficult, paradoxical, even delusional 
. features of freedom frame but do not exhaust freedom's contemporary 
predicament in North Amcnca. Why, today, do we not only confront the 
limited or paradoxical qualities of freedom but appear disoriented with 
regard to freedom's very value? Why, as versions of freedom burst out 
around the globe. arc critical theorists and progressive political activist; 
in established liberal regimes disinclined to place freedom on their owu 
political agenda, other than to endorse and extend the type of "freedom" 
the regime itself proffers? 

Certainly this disorientation is partly consequent to the conservative 
political culture ascendent in the United States in the 1980s, a culture that 
further narrowed the meaning of freedom within liberalism's already 
narrow account. Throughout that decade. "freedom" \Vas deployed by 
the Hight to justify thuggish mercenaries in Central America, the expen
diture of billions on cold war defense, the deregulation of toxic enter
prise, the destruction of unions with "right to work" protection, the 
importance of saluting-and the blasphemy of burning-the flag. Mean
while, liberal or radical formulations of freedom were smeared by 
charges of selfishness and irresponsibility-as in women who put their 
own desires and ambitions on a par with family obligations-or charges 
of infantilism and death-as in repudiations of juvenile past involve
ments with liberation struggles, or narratives of the AIDS epidemic in 
which the "sexually emancipated" 1970s were placed in a direct causal 
relation to the plague of death in the l980s. 12 In the contemporary popu
lar refrain, freedom other than free enterprise was cast as selfish, infan
tile, or killing, and placed in ignominious counterpoise to commitment. 
maturity, discipline, sacrifice, and sobriety. 13 This discourse, in which 

11 See Randv Shilts, Ami tile Band Played Chi (New York: St. Martin's. 19!17); and Jon 
Pareles. "The 'Mls: Only the Beat Goes On," New link Times. February 5. 1989, H-1, 21. 

u Of course, freedom as free enterprise also began to emerge as infantile and irrespon
sible during these years: such were the scandals concerning junk bonds, insider nading. and 
S&'L real estate deals. But th<' point is that as liberal, let alone radicaL commitment' to 
freedom can1c into seven: disrepute, numerous progressive political operations dropped it 
from their agenda. Even those political identities most recently forged from liberation 
movements-black. feminist, gay-pursued relatively unremarkable agendas concerned 
with rights and minimalist economic redistribution during the 19HO,. And so also did the 
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"good freedom" was imperialist, individualist, and entrepreneurial, 
while "bad freedom" was decadent if not deadly, was not an easy one for 
the Left to counter. But if it was easier to drop treedom from its own 
political lexicon, what was the price of such a disavowal? 

Contemporary disorientation about freedom also appears consequent 
to the Right's programmatic attack on the welfare state since the 
mid-1970s. This attack incited liberal and left protectiveness toward the 
state and, for many, rendered critiques of the state tantamount to luxury 
goods in bad times. This disorientation appears consequent as well to the 
discredited critique of liberalism contained in the communist ideal; it was 
abetted too by the stark abandonment of freedom as an element of the 
communist project long before its 1989 "falL" The cumulative etiect of 
these tendencies is that as the powers constituting late modern configura
tions of capitalism and the state have grown more complex, more perva
sive, and simultaneously more diffuse and difficult to track, both critical 
analyses of their power and a politics rooted in such critique have tended 
to recede. [ndeed, Western leftists have largely forsaken analyses of the 
liberal state and capitalism as sites of dominatiott and have focused instead 
on their implication in political and economic inequalities. At the same 
time, progressives have implicitly assumed the relatively unproblematic 
instrumental value of the state and capitalism in redressing such 
inequalities. 

Thus, as the Right promulgated an increasingly narrow and predomi
nantly economic formulation of freedom and claimed freedom's ground 
3S its own, liberals and leftists lined up behind an equally narrow and 
predominantly economic formulation of equality. [n this regard, leftists 
ceded important ground to liberal doctrine, which generally places 
equality and freedom on perpendicular axes in inverse relation to each 
other, casting their relationship as something of political philosophy's 
Phillip's curve. While Marxism promised to escape this trade-off by di
vesting both freedom and equality of their economic scarcity and recon
ciling them through collective ownership, and thinkers such as Arendt 
sought to reformulate the problematic of political freedom on fully non
economic ground, most late-twentieth-century progressives have shied 
from these alternative formulations of freedom and equality to embrace a 
vision involving state-administered "economic justice" combined with a 

"radical" wings of these movements direct most of their Jppeals to the state: threats by 
black organizers in Chicago and Detroit to revive the Black Panther Party including its 
tactics of VIolence were based on the failure to get a share of the economic pie; ACT UP 
largely targeted government (in) attention to AIDS and AIDS research. The other "radical" 
wing of each of these movements largely eschewed the project of freedom in favor of 
various kinds of culturalisms and nationalisms-queer+ Afrocentric, bhunic, t'Cminist, and 

so forth. 
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panoply of private liberties. This would seem to characterize Chantal 
Mouffe's call for "postindividualist liberalism," or "radical, plural, and 
libertarian democracy" to "rearticulate ideas of equality and justice," as 
well as the argument of Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis for "post
liberal democracy" in which, oddly, the primary instrument of struggle 
is "personal rights. "14 Significantly, neither Moutfe nor Bowles and 
Gintis regard their positions as a retrenchment of their commitment to 
radical democracy but rather, through renewed appreciation of individ
ual rights and liberties combined with state administered economic redis
tribution, as the fulflllment of that commitment.15 

Yet for all the admirable effort to blend commitments of economic 
equality with liberal civil goods, as well as to enfranchise-theoretically 
.md politically-a diverse range of identity-based struggles, what is diffi
cult to discern in the work of those who have appropriated the name 
"radical democrats" in recent years is precisely where the radicalism lies. 
What constitutes the ostensible departure trom liberal democracy and 
from the forms of domination liberalism both perpetrates and obscures? 
Such diticrentiation is especially faint in their formulation of hberty, 
which rather faith tully replicates that of the sovereign subject of liberal
ism whose need tor rights is born out of subjection by the state, out of an 
economy not necessarily bound to human needs or capacities, and out of 
stratific3tions within civil society (renamed "social antagonisms·· by Er
nesto Ladau and Chantal Moutie), all of which may be attenuated but are 
Jt the same time codified by the rights advocated by the "radical 
democrats." 

lt is interesting as well that the optimism of the radical (social) demo
cratic vision is ti.telcd by that dimension of liberalism which presumes 
social and political forms to have relative autonomy from economic ones, 
to be that which can be tinkered with independently of developments in 
the forces of capitalism. 16 [ndced, it is here that the radical democrats 

•• "Hegemony and New Political Subjects," pp. 102, 103; Bowles and Gintis, Dcmom1cy 
<~Hd Capitalism: Property, Commwu'ry, 1md Ihe Comradictions t~f .\J,,dcrn Smial Tlwtt,t[ltt (New 
York: Basic Books, \9Hti). 

·' Both works seck to :~ddrcss JS well the recent proliferation of politicized identities 
other than class. Mouffe actually measures "democratization" by the extent of acknowledg
ment and connection between these identity-based struggles: "The longer the chain of 
eyuivalenccs set up between the defense of tht: rights of one group and rhose of other 
groups, the deeper w11l be the democratizatlon process ·• ("Hegemony and New Political 
Subjects," p. lliO). j)emocrJtization here presumably refers to a nonliberal form of recogni
tion wd criteria for p.micipation: "fn addition to . . traditional social subJects [citizens 
md workers), we must recognize the existence of others .md their political characters: 
won1cn and the various n1inoriries JJso have a right to equality .1nd to sclf .. determlnation." 

'" fn Hegemony •md Soci,llist Strategy (London: Verso, 1')85), Ernesto Laclau and Chantal 
Mouffe do otTer a historicaJ reading ofunew social antagonisms'' rooted in the pern1eation 
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become vulnerable to the charge of "idealism," where idealism marks the 
promulgation of select political ideals de-linked from historical configu
rations of soc1al powers and institutions, much as calling for a "politics of 
meaning" without addressing the sources of meaning's evisceration from 
politics is an idealist response to the problem of vacuitv.l7 This is not to 
say, in a fashion that mistakes positivism for historical' materialism, that 
capitalist economics require liberal political orders nor that collective 
economic ownership is incompatible with individual rights. Rather, it is 
to ask: When do certain political solutions actually codifv and entrench 
existing social relations, when do they mask such relation~. and when do 
they directly contest or transform them' Against what backdrop of ceo
nomiC and pohttcal power. for example, arc rights claimed to health care, 
housing, privacy •. or autonomy' What abrogation of these needs is pre
sumed to mhere m the pohtical economy agamst which such rights arc 
asserted? If rights arc, however useful, a paradoxical form of power inso
far as they signify something like the permanent presence of an endan
gering power or violation, if rights thus codify even as they may slightly 
mitigate ccrtam modalities of subordination or exclusion, it behooves 
radical democrats not simply to proliferate rights but to explore the his
toncally and culturally specific ground of the demand for them. 

This lack of attention to the historical relationship between economic 
and political formations may be understood somewhat differently by 
cons1dcrmg the place of capitalism as such in contemporary theoretical 
dtscourses, a place that has been diminished both by Foucault and bv 
other post-Marxist tendencies. Foucault's salutary critique of a model C:f 
power as an expropriablc and transferable commoditv combined with 
his concern to confound a materialist/idealist antinom; with the notion 
of discourse-in sum, his q~arrels with Marx-resulted in analytically 
rcducmg the Importance o! capitalism itscl( and not only disputing 
economtsttc formulations of capital's power.!~ In fact, by ascribing a for-

of capitalism into both the domain of consumption and into more "subjective'' reaches of 
social life. Yet there is a profound difference between this kind of historical reading and one· 
that emphasizes the relationship between particular pobtical forms and particular '~modes of 
production." Mouffc, citing C. B. MacPherson, notes that "democracy" was rendered "lib
eral" not without "struggle" and notes as well, citing Stuart Hall, that the Right struggled 
through the 1 980s to pull liberalism away from democracy. From this she concludes that if 
the new social antagonisms are rendered as struggles, democracy can be wrested away from 
hberahsm and be made "radical" and "plural." If democracy can indeed be radicahzcd with
out capitalism being substantially augmented, one can only wonder about the signi6cancc 
of democracy in this formulation. See "Hegemony and New Political Subjects," especially 
pp. 96, 101. 

17 "Hegemony and New Political Subjects," p. l04. 
. '" Thus, for example, Foucault inclines toward reversals where complex rethinkmg 

mtght have better suited his aims: "In the last analysts, we must produce truth as we must 
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mulation of power as a commodity to Marxism, Foucault deprives 
Marxism of its analysis of the diffusion of domination throughout the 
production process, where it inheres not only in the extraction of surplus 
value but in the discourses enabling commodity fetishism, rcification, and 
ideologies of free and equal exchange. Certainly the notion that labor 
power is cxpropriablc or that surplus value is extracted from labor casts 
power in the image of a commodity. Yet it is Marx's appreciation of the 
very perversity and singularity of this achievement within capitalism that 
constitutes the basis ofhis theory of the social activity oflabor as power. 
Indeed, Marx is at pains to explain the process whereby the human activ
ity of labor becomes a commodity wielded over and against its site of 
generation, how it is both produced and circulated by capitalist relations 
such that it is transformed into something alien to itself. In other words, 
for Marx, unlike Foucault perhaps, a commodity is never just a com
modity but, as the effect of the complex and dissimulating activity of 
commod!ficatioll, always remains itself a social force as well as the con
densed site of social forces. Interestingly enough, this is precisely the way 
Foucault himself speaks of individuals-as "an effect of power, and at the 
same time ... the clement of its articulation," as both constituted by 
power and "at the same time its vehicle. "1'1 

Foucault's de-emphasis on capital as a domain of power and source of 
domination issues from a substantially different source than that of con
temporary post-Marxists, nco-Marxists, and "radical democrats." While 
thinkers such as Bowles and Gintis, Ladau and Mouffc, and the analytical 
Marxism school arc certainly critical of capitalism's inequities, they arc 
less concerned ·with capitalism as a political economy of domination, ex
ploitation, or alienation, precisely those terms by which the problem of 
freedom is foregrounded as a problem of social and economic power and 
not only a matter of political or legal statutes. It is as if the terrible un
freedom and indignities attendant upon "actually existing soe1alisms" of 
the last half century persuaded such thinkers that free enterprise really is 
freer than the alternatives, that alienation is inherent in all labor, and that 
freedom, finally, is a matter of consumption, choice, and expression: an 
individual good rather than a social and political practice. Ironically, it is 
this conceptual move-and not the historical practices it claims to de
scribe or decry-that succeeds in finally rendering Marxism as econom
ism. Indeed, such apparent imperviousness to domination by capital-its 
mode of constructing and organizing social life and its specific form of 

produce wealth, indeed we must produce truth m order to produce wealth in the 6rst place" 
("Two Lecture;," in Power!K11ou•ledgt: Selected Intervieu•s tmd Other Wriliugs, 1972-1977, ed. 
C. Gordon (New York: Pantheon, 1980], pp. 93-94) . 

'" Ibid .. p. 9H. 
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subject production, combined with a preoccuption with goods and with 
private "liberty" -was precisely the nightmare forecast a quarter century 
ago by Herbert Marcuse in Orte-Dimensional A1au. Marcuse's anxieties, 
however, were addressed to the consciousness he associated with "mass 
society"; did he ever imagine that such indifference to freedom would 
infect left thinking itsclf?20 

In equating the positive dimensions of socialism with a method for 
distributive economic justice and equating liberalism with a system of 
individual liberties and satisfactions, socialism is reduced to the status of a 
(nonpolitical) economic practice while liberalism is treated as a (non
economic) political practice. This rendering, in addition to eclipsing the 
social power that Marx argued was generated in modes of production 
and consritutive of a specific political and social architecture, in addition 
to resuscitating the very division between civil life and political life that 
he criticized as an ideological split within liberalism, mirrors rather than 

criticizes recent histories of socialism. As Marxism was contorted into 
bleak and repressive modalities of state ownership and distribution in 
places such as Eastern Europe, liberalism phantasmically figured the 
dream of sunny pleasures and liberty, whether conceived as freedom of 
expression, as consumer choice, or freedom of expression as consumer 
choice. 21 Yet if Marxism had any analytical value for political theory, was 
it not in the insistence that the problem of freedom was contained in the 
social relations implicitly declared "unpolitical" -that is, naturalized-in 
liberal discourse? Was not Marx's very quarrel with the utopian socialists 
based on the insight that the problem of domination in capitalist relations 
cannot be solved at the level of distribution, no matter how egalitarian 
such distribution might be? Is not contemporary elision of this insight, in 
a "radical, plural democratic" visiOn, to jettison the dream of freedom in 
its social and economic-perhaps its most fundamemal-dimcnsions? 

Theoretical retreat from the problem of domination within capitalism is 
related to another noteworthy lost object of critique among those on the 
Left and among Foucaultians as well: the domination entailed in domestic 

20 As Marcuse remarks. "domination has its own aesthetics, and democratic domination 
has its democratic aesthetics" (Ortc-Dimeusional A1au ([Boston: Beacon, 1%~1. p. 65). Not 
only does the domination inherent 111 capitalism and the state acquire little attention from 
most contemporary critical political theorists, few of them articulate a concern With the 
kind of bureaucratic domination first formulated by Max Weber JI1d then developed into 
radical social theory by the Frankfurt School. Again. it is as if all the lack of freedom 
attendant upon bureaucratized societies was contained in the fOrn1cr soci:thst states, this 
notwithstanding Michel Foucault's own theorization of disciplinary power-the increasing 
organization of everything-as the pervasive mode of subjection in our age. 

21 On freedom of expression ,15 consumer choice, see Slavenka Drakuhc, H01v We SHr· 

vived Cmmmmism mtd Even Laughed (New York: Norton, l'J92). 
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state power. 22 As the Right attacked the state for sustaining welfare chis
elers and being larded with bureaucratic fat, liberals and leftists jettisoned 
two decades of" Iv1arxist theories of the state" for a defense of the state as 
that which atiords individuals "protection against the worst abuses of the 
market" and other structures of social inequality. In a 1987 essay, Frances 
Fox Piven and Richard Cloward argued that the welfare state empowers 
individuals by reducing their vulnerability to the impersonal social forces 
of capitalism and male dominance. 23 In the course of this defense, they 
decline to consider the state as a vehicle of domination or to reflect on 
"protection" as a technique of domination. This omission is equally 
striking in (former Marxist) Fred Block's discovery of the "caretaking 
state," as well as in many contemporary appeals to the state for protec
tion from injuries ranging from poverty to pornography to "hate 
speech. "24 But this response to the Right's attack on the state is perhaps 
nowhere more stark than in The /vlean Season: Tlte A.ttack on the Welfore 
State, authored by "democratic socialists" Fred Block, Richard Cloward, 
Barbara Ehrenreich, and Frances Fox Piven. According to the back cover 
blurb, "our boldest social thinkers . . argue for [the welfare state's] 
real, hard-won accomplishments. More than a defense of the welfare 
state's economic efficiency and fairness, The :Hean Season is a reaffirma
tion of those decent, humane values so much under attack in Reagan's 
America. "25 Such bold thinking hardly recalls the critical analyses of state 
paternalism and state management of capitalism's inequities authored by 
these same thinkers in an earlier era. 

If the state has ceased to be a substantial object of criticism among left 
sociologists and political activists, so also has it been largely ignored by 
critical theorists as an object of study in the last decade. 26 Impugned by 

22 My characterization of Foucault as analyttcally eschewing the state and capital should 
be qualitied by mention of his lectures on "governmentality" (in Tile Foucault Etfoa: Studies 
ill Co<'Wtmwtality, ed. Graham Burchell, Colin Gordon, and Peter Miller (Chicago: Uni
versity of Chicago Press, 1991 ]). Yet these lectures are also olien used to mark Foucault's 
"hberal turn.·· It is noteworthy as well that notwithstanding the fme essays by Giovanna 
Procacci and Jacques Donzelot (in the volume cited above) that make use of these lectures, 
most contemporary appropriations of Foucault tor political analysis continue to elide this 
work. See, for example, the volume Foucai<it and the Critique of fmtitutio11s, ed. John Caputo 
and Mark Yount (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1993). in which
the title notwtthstanding-the state and capital barely make appearances. 

?J "The Contemporary Relief Debate," in Fred Block et al., Tl~e tHean Senson: The Attack 
'"'the We/fore State (New York: Pantheon, 1987), .:specially pp. 95-98. 

·'• Revi~i11g St<lte Theory: Essays iu Politin ,md P<>stil!dustrialism (Philadelphia: Temple Uni
versity Press, 19117). 

" Mean Season, back cover. 
There arc obvious exceptions to this claim, including cultural theorists tocusing on 

race in Britain and the United States. such as Wahneema Luhiano, Stuart Hall, and Paul 
Gilroy; and theorists analyzing conflicting state discourses of race. gender, religion, caste, 
.md class in postcolonial states, such as M. Jacqui }\lexander and Zakia Pathak. 
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poststructuralist critique for its tendency to rcify and universalize rather 
than deconstruct and historically specify the state. the 1960s cottage m
dustrv in Marxist state theory was also derailed by Michel Foucault's 
histo;ical-political argument that the distinctive feature of the post
monarchical nation-state is the decentered and decentralized character of 
political power. 

We should direct our researches on the nature of power not towards the juridi

cal edif1ce of sovereignty, the State apparatus<:> and dw ideologies wluch ac

cmnpany them, but towards dominarion and the material operators of power, 
towards forms of subjection and the inflections and utilization;; of their lo

calized systems, and towards strategic apparatuses. We must eschew the modd 

of Levia;han in th..: study of power. We must escape from the limited f1cld of 

juridical sovereignty and State institutions, and instead base our analysis of 

power on the study of the techniques and tactics of domination. 27 

As with his summary dismissal of psychoanalysis and of the significance 
of capital in history, performed so that he might open a different kind of 
inquiry into sexuality and pm'>er, Foucault appears to steer hard away 
from the state in order to disrupt and displace an intellectual preoccupa
tion with the state as tile center or source of the power producing sub
jects. A formulation of power as ~roducnv~ rather than rcpress~.ve, as 
discursive rather than commod!ty-hke, as lrri.Ratllll~ soc1al hfe 111 a cap11-
lar'v" mode rather than residing in particular sites or objects-all of these 
require a certain analytical diminution of the state in order to come into 
focus. However, as with his dismissal of psychoanalysis, Foucault IS uln
mately ensnared by this instrument of theoretical ground clearing: it tri
umphs over him as it transmogrifies from methodological strategy to 
political truth. The consequence is that two of the most s1gmficant con
te;nporary domains of disciplinary power-the bureaucratic state and the 
organization of the social order by capital-arc neither scrutlmzed by 
Foucault nor treated as significant sites of power by many ofh1s d1sc1plcs. 

Foucault's injunction to "cut off the king's head in political theory" 
actually betrays an attachment to a formulation of political theory con
fined by liberalism's open preoccupation with sovereignty and lts ten
dency to reduce the problem of the state to one of legitimacy. 2~ But 
conceiving the state-and individual-as problems of soveretgnty and 
legitimacy is quite a different matter from conceiving them as sacs of 
convergence or "dense transfer points" of relations of power, conce1vmg 
them simultaneously as critical vehicle, effect, and legitimate admmlstra
tors of power. Indeed, it is finally Foucault who, by dcmat~diHJZ its exew-

27 "Two Lectures," p. 10:!. 

2' "Truth and Power.'" in Pvu•cr/Kowwled~<·, p. 121 
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riort, identifies king, state, and law: "J believe that the King remains the 
central personage in the whole legal edifice of the West. "2\1 This identi
hcation pn:cludes Foucault from including the state as a critical site in the 
uousovercign, nonrepressivc or "productive." microphysical, and capil
lary workings of power to which he directs our attention. It is precisely 
whcu we set aside the problem of sovereignty that the state comes into 
view as a complex problem of power, as part of the "study of the tech
niques and tactics of domination" that Foucault defines as more crucial 
than the state for those interested in powcr3" 

In the study of "governmentality" he undertook ncar the end of his 
lite. this dichotomy between state and social power-including bio
powcr, disciplinary power, and regulatory power of other sorts
appeared to loosen in Foucault's thought31 Indeed, here he seemed to be 
iu at least partial accord with the argument that while the liberal state is 
IH.:Ccssarily le,(!itimarcd through the language of sovereignty, its primary 
function has never been sovereignty-its own or that of the people. 
Hathcr, the state rises in importance with liberalism precisely through its 
provisiou of essential social repairs, economic problem solving, and the 
management of a mass population: in short, through those very func
tJOm that standard ideologies of liberalism and capitalism cast as self
gmerating in civil society and thus obscure as crucial state activities. As 
the social body is stressed and torn by the secularizing and atomizing 
effects of capitalism and its attendant political culture of individuating 
nghts and liberties, economic, administrative, and legislative forms of 
repair are required. Through a variety of agencies and regulations, the 
liheral state provides webbing for the social body dismembered by liberal 
mdividualism and also administers the increasing number of subjects dis
enfranchised and deracinated by capital's destruction of social and gco
~raphic bonds3:' If this kind of administration and regulation is not 
innocent of particular state interests, neither is it to one side of "tech
niques and tactics of domination." 

From this perspective, the recent anti-statism of the Right appears as a 
late-breaking and dissimulating development as well as a departure from 
conservative precedents with regard to the state. Traditionally it has been 
left liberals, following in the tradition of Mill and Thoreau, who viewed 
the state as a danger to freedom (conceived as popular sovereignty); con-

"Two Lectures," p 94. 
'" Ibid., p. 102. 
·
11 Sec Foucault E{ji·ct. 

Although the Keynesianism of the 193(Js moved this state function onto a more open 
>t•gc as it became evident that neither a "hidden hand"' nor '"moral sentiments" could pro
v•dc such social webbing, regulation, and ewnomic problem solving. ideologies of the state 
preoccupied with sovereignty continue to obscure this function 
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servative liberals such as Samuel Huntington or Henry Kissinger, follow
ing Hobbes and Hegel, tended to cast the state as a fount of free~om, 
protector against danger from without and domestiC manager ot our 
problematic particularity and atomistic energies. When freedom IS 

equated with stability and order in this way, what IS reqUired IS the con
tainment rather than the enlargement of citizen powers, as the mfamous 
1973 Trilateral Commission Report decrying an "excess of democracy" 
made explicit. In this vein, Sheldon Wolin argues that the Right's 1980s 
rhetoric about "getting government off our backs" actually masked the 
steady expansion of state powers and retrenchment of citizen rights 
achieved through both foreign and domestic policy. 33 Stuart Hall reads 
Thatcherism in a similar way, citing the resuscitation of empire manifest 
in the Falklands War combined with the (heavily racializcd) emphasis on 
law and order as evidence of expanded state domination shrouded in a 

discourse of anti-statism. 3~ 
If Wolin and Hall are right, it makes all the more troubling the phe

nomenon of recent progressive theoretical and political indifference to 
state domination, appeals to expand state benefits, and ever-increasmg 
reliance on the state for adjudication of social injury. It means that cntical 
theory turned its gaze away from the state at the moment when a dis
tinctly late modern form of state domination was bemg consolidated: 
when expansion and extension of state power transpired not through 
centralization but through deregulation and privatization, through lo
calizing and "contracting out" its activtties-in short, through what 
some have idcntitied as characteristically "postmodern" techniques of 

power. 

Thus far, I have suggested that the retreat from a progressive politics of 
freedom responds to the Right's monopoly on positive discourses of 
freedom and to the consequent scorn recent decades have heaped upon 
the notion that freedom is a credible element of a socialist proJeCt. Hut I 
have hinted as well that developments in philosophy and in feminist, 
postcolonial, and cultural theory have eroded freedom's ground. For 
many toiling in these domains, "freedom" has been swept onto the dust
heap of anachronistic, humanistic, androcentric, subject-centered, and 
''Western" shibboleths. Challenged politically as a token of the 
bourgeois-individualist modern West, freedom's valorization has been 

33 "Dcmocracv Jnd the Welfare State: The Political and Theorerical Connections be
tween Sw,ttsrdson, and Hlolrt6lhrtsswatsrCisol't," in Presenu of the Pttst) PP· 171-74. 

'·• Hard Ro<~J to Renewal, chap. 4. 
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marked as ethnocentric and its pursuit as implicitly imperialistic. Chal
lenged philosophically as a conceit of Enlightenment humanism, free
dom has been cast by some as predicated upon a subject that does nor 
exist, upon a fictional "will" that presumes such a subject, and upon a 
space emptied of power that turns out to be thoroughly cluttered. More
over, Foucault's critique of the "repressive hypothesis"-the transcen
dent self and the world it hypostasizcs-would appear to vitiate our 
capacity to mark either individuals or political orders as "free" or "un
free." The death of the essential subject appears to eliminate the possi
bility of the free subject, as the death of the essential world eliminates the 
possibility of a free world. 

Recent political thought has also confounded a political theory and 
practice of freedom in its discovery of disciplinary power, which 
Foucault takes to be modernity's most pervasive mode of social power. 
The disciplinary institutions and discourses generative of obedient, disci
plined subjects confound the premise of most emancipatory narratives: 
when discipline becomes the stutf of our desire, we cease to desire free
dom. (And when psychoanalytic accounts arc added to the picture, we 
may be seen not simply as lacking the desire for freedom, but as desiring 
our very subjection.) Moreover, Foucault and, under a different rubric, 
Weber and Marcuse have demonstrated that disciplinary power is ex
traordinarily dfective in "colonizing" allegedly free subjects, for exam
ple, those highly individuated, self-interested subjects produced by 
liberal cultures and capitalist political economies. These turn out to be 
the subjects quintessentially susceptible to disciplinary power: their indi
viduation and false autonomy is also their vulnerability. The prooflies in 
Bentham, who simultaneously and consistently developed a political the
ory of the self-interested liberal subject on the one hand, and techniques 
for administering the social whole through discipline and surveillance on 
the other. 

In addition to generic posthumanist assaults upon a coherent politics of 
freedom, recent political thought has spawned several specifically femi
nist theoretical anxieties about such a politics. Most familiar is the claim 
that freedom of the bourgeois variety is male-premised upon and ad
vancing the interests of an autonomous, self-interested, excessively indi
viduated subject, a subject easily panicked by intimacy, averse to 

rclationality, and obsessed with independence. According to objects rela
tions theorists (Nancy Chodorow), feminist developmental psycholo
gists (Carol Gilligan), teminist economists (Julie Nelson), some French 
feminists (Luce lrigaray), and some North American cultural feminists, 
women inhabit a different moral, psychological, cultural, or nascently 
politic1l universe than men, with different sensibilities and concerns. 
Generally, the normative analogue of these accounts is that women seek 
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an intimate. connected, relational. nurturam human order, not neces
sarily an order sutTused with freedom. JS Feminist charges against the 
rnasculmism of bourgeois freedom include its premise of a starkly auton
omous subject, its abstract and alienated application, and its atomistic 
social ontology.36 Albeit issuing from a different epistemological and on
tological site than the generic posthnmanist critique of freedom, these 
charges of rnasculinism achieve a convergent disintegration of the 
"universalist" ground and context of Enlightenment formulations of 
freedom. 

A second feminist hesitation about a politics of freedom quenl'S what 
kind of freedom is possible or meaningful for women under conditions 
of gender inequality, that is, undt:r social relations of male dominance. A 
liberal fonnulation of fret:dom, proffering liberty as individual license, 
appears to aggravate the vulnerability of the socially weak to the socially 
privileged, and thereby to facilitate as well as legitimize the exploitation 
of wage labor by capital. the racially subordinate by the racially domi
nant, and the sexually vulnerable by the sexually exploitative. So. ac
cording to Catharine MacKinnon, '·anyone with an ounce of political 
analysis should know that freedom before equality, freedom before JUS

tice, will only further liberate the power of the powerful and will never 
free what is most in need of expression. " 37 It is in this vein she disdains as 
'"sexual liberals" those feminists who argue for expanding the domain of 
sexual freedom in their defense of pornography, sadomasochism, and 
other culturally stigmatized sexualities and sexual practices. 

Albeit from concern with social inequality rather than regulatory sub
jection, MacKinnon thus joins Foucault in disputing the premises of con
ventional discourses of liberation: if. she argues, women arc systemati
cally and structurally positioned for exploitation by men, then the more 
formally free the setting. the deeper this vulnerability a11d the more that 

Listen to Jessica Benjan1in as she pejoratively contrasts freedom as autonon1y to st·cu
rity. safety, and intimacy: "Both the assemon of women's absolute autonomy and the 
shame at disclosing dependency . deny the initial thing that makes lift: worth living: that 
sense of safety, of bodily intimacy and security, of familial and cornmunitv cohesion which 
many have experienced as the price of revolution" ("Shame and Sexual Politics." cited Ill 

Pauline Johnson. "Femimsm and lmagts of Autonomy," R<1diwl Philosoplt)', Summer 19810, 
p. 26). 

% Certainly the essentalism, cultura] narrowness, and reif1ed fentininity m this variant of 
feminism has annoye-d as many women as it has captured, but onJy a very fe\v feminist 
theorists have struggled to recast rather than sustain or reJect the· masculimst binary bc·
t\veen intiinacy and autononty, relatiouallty and independence, Joan Trontojs .\,1(.'JI"i1l B(llltlfl

adcs (New York: Routlcd~c, 199.1), and Kathy Ferguson's The fcmiw'st Casr· a,~aifl.'l 

BurcatW'aq· (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 191l4) are efforts at such recastmg. 
37 Feminism Unm~di/icd· Dc'scmmcs "" U{t and Law (Cambndge: Harvard University 

Press, 191l7), p. 15. 
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male social power is masked. Here MacKinnon implies, and many femi
nists tacitly agree, that women arc in greater need of social equality and 
political protection than of freedom. A similar critique of liberalism is 
implicit in other identity-based political arguments against freedom and 
for protection, such as those seeking legal or policy sanctions against 
"harassment" or "hate speech" targeted at socially marked groups
people of color, Jews, homosexuals, and women.3H While the effort to 
replace liberalism's abstract formulation of equality with legal recogni
tion of injurious social stratifications is understandable, what such argu
ments do not query is whether legal "protection" for a certain injury
forming identity discursively entrenches the injury-identity connection it 
denounces. Might such protection codify within the law the very pow
erlessness it aims to redress? Might it discursively collude with the con
version of attribute into identity, of a historical effect of power into a 
presumed cause of victimization; 

~·or some. fueled by opprobrium toward regulatory norms or other mo
dalities of domination, the language of "resistance" has taken up the 
ground vacated by a more expansive practice of frt:edom. For others, it is 
the discourse of "empowerment" that carries the ghost of freedom's val-

" Despite her avowed kinship with Marxism in proffering mch an argument, MacKin
non's wariness about freedom strugg1es waged by structuraHy subordinate classes contrasts 
sharply wah Marx's belief that such struggles almost always open progressive possibtlity. 
Marx speculated that the achievement of formal freedom and equality under substantiwlv 
unfree and lnrgalitanan condition!. can expose the inequitic:. of such condition!>, highlight~ 
ing contradictions between tdcas and practices, and thereby providing material for revolu
tJonary consciousness. For Marx. every struggle fOr freedom generates hum.:tn power and 
possibility, and thus releases a certain fom· into the social realm. 

lt is easy enough to criticize this perspective today. Marx bore little appreciation of the 
mvironrnental limits of den·lopmcnt. the psvchological consequences of living m high
technology o.ocieties. or the colonizin;1: power of extracapital forces. StilL Jl.1arx's insight 
into the relationship between power and even the- mosr limited, contradictory forn1s of 
Creedom retains a useful dtmension for contcmporarv poliucal thinkmg. Particularly for 
those whose identities have been shaped, iflln alca, through dependence, shame, suh
missivcness, violation. hdpJcssness. or inferiority, breaking these containing codes can 
'f"'ring loose latent capacities and generate po\verful resistance to dommation. In this formu
lmon. cowra Foucault, sometimes power really lS repressed. Or, more subtly, perhaps Marx 
here offers a reminder that even the most limited freedom struggles can enhance the scarce 
political space needed by subordinated sUbjects seekmg to alter their conditions. The carl} 
davs of the Civil Rights movement and the Women's movement revealed that even partially 
unleashing subjects from subordinating codes of behavior and inciting them to action create 
a taste, space, and discourse fc>r a politics of freedom. More recent history suggests that 
legally and politically codifying justice as matter; of protection, prosecution, and rcguiation 
tends to turn us ;nvay fron1 "practicing" freedonL 
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cnce. Yet as many have noted, insofar as resistance is an. effect of _the 
regime it opposes on the one hand, and insofar as its practitioners otten 
seek to void it of normativiry to differentiate it from the (regulatory) 
nature of what it opposes on the other, it is at best politically rebellious; at 
worst, politically amorphous. Resistance stands against, not for; it is re
action to domination, rarely willing to admit to a desire for it, and it is 
neutral with regard to possible political direction. Resistance is in no way 
constrained to a radical or emancipatory aim, a fact that emerges clearly 
as soon as one Foucault's notion of resistance to its companion 
terms in Freud or Nietzsche. Yet in some ways this point is less a critique 
of Foucault, who especially in his later years made clear that his political 
commitments were not identical with his theoretical ones (and un
apologetically revised the latter), than a of his misappropriation. For 
Foucault, resistance marks the presence of power and expands our under
standing of its mechanics, but it is in this regard an analytical strategy 
rather than an expressly political one. "Where there Is power, there IS 

resistance. Jnd yet, or rather consequently, this resistance is never in a_ 
position of exteriority to power .... [T]hc strictly relational chara~tcr ot 
power relatiOnships ... depends upon a muluphc!ty of pomts ot resis
tance: these play the role of 11dversary, target, SHpport, or handle m power 
relations. ".w This appreciation of the extent to which resistance is by no 
means inherently subversive of power also reminds us that it is only by 
recourse to a very non-Foucaultian moral evaluation of power as bad or 
that which is to be overcome that it is possible to equate resistance with 
that which is good. progressive, or seeking an end to domination. 

If popular and academic notions of resistance attach, however weakly 
at times, to a tradition of protest, the other contemporary substitute for a 
discourse of frecdom-"empowcrmcnt"-would seem to correspond 
more closely to a tradition of idealist reconciliation. The language of 
resistance implicitly acknowledges the extent to which protest always 
transpires inside the regime; "empowerment," in contrast, registers the 
possibility of generating one's capacities, one's "self-esteem," one's life 
course, without capitulating to constraints by parncular regimes of 
power. But in so doing, contemporary discourses of empowerment too 
often signal an oddly adaptive and harmonious relationship With dom_J
nation insofar as they locate an individual's sense of worth and capacity m 
the register of individual feelings, a register implicitly located on some
thing of an otherworldly plane vis-a-vis social and political power. In this 
regard, despite its apparent locution of resistance to subje:twn, contem
porary discourses of empowerment partake strongly ot liberal sohp-_ 
sism-the radical dccontextualization of the subject charactenstlc ot 

19 Hulory oi Sexuality, p. 95; emphasts 1ddcd. 
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liberal discourse that is key to the tlctional sovereign individualism of 
liberalism. Moreover, in its almost exclusive focus on subjects' emotional 
bearing and self-regard, empowerment is a formulation that converges 
with a regime's own legitimacy needs in masking the power of the regime. 

This is not to suggest that talk of empowerment is always only illusion 
or delusion. It is to argue, rather, that while the notion of empowerment 
articulates that feature of freedom concerned with action, with being 
more than the consumer subject figured in discourses of rights and eco
nomic democracy, contemporary deployments of that notion also draw 
so heavily on an undeconstructed subjectivity that they risk establishing a 
wide chasm between the (experience of) empowerment and an actual 
capacity to shape the terms of politicaL social, or economic life. Indeed, 
the possibility that one can "feel empowered" without being so forms an 
important clement of legitimacy tor the antidemocratic dimensions of 
liberalism. 

Liberal institutions cease to be liberal as soon as they are 

attained: later on, there are no worse and no more thorough 

inJun::rs of freedom than liberal institutions. Their effects arc 

known well enough: they undermine the will to power; . 
they make men small, cowardly, and hedonistic. 

-Friedrich Nietzsche. Twilixht of tire ldols 

In addition to the immediate political Jnd philosophical reasons tor 
which freedom has been jettisoned from contemporary progressive dis
course, several persistent paradoxes appear to converge at the site of its 
evisceration. The first was confronted stoically by Weber as he traced 
how the desire tor mastery animating instrumental rationality results in 
an iron cage of rationalization and enslavement to bureaucratic soulless
ness. ~0 In this transmutation, freedom is simultaneously achieved and 
undone by the powers it tabricates and deploys to realize itself. Weber's 
"specialist without spirit" and "sensualist without heart" arc not simply 
tragic figures of modern disenchantment but the unintended yet inevita
ble products of the quest for freedom conceived as mastery. or more 
precisely, conceived as maximizing predictability and rationality. These 
two figures are rhus reminders that the will to institutionalize freedom, 
to resolve its contingent character and render it permanent, meta-

'" See the tina] three of Tl!e Pratest.wt Ethic a11d rite Spirit ,>[Capitalism, trans. 
T Parsons (New York: Scribners Sons, 1 'ISH), and "'Politics as a Vocation,"' in 
From .\fax Weber: Ess.1ys it1 Sodology. trans .. md cd. H. H. Gerth md C. W. !VIills (New 
York: Oxford University Press. 1946). 
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morphoses freedom into its opposite, into a system of constraints by 
norms of routinization and calculability, into unfrcedom at the pinnacle 
of the project of rationality. For Gianni Vattimo, this constitutes ''the 
discovery that the rationalization of the world turns against reason and its 
ends of perfection and emancipation, and docs so not by error. accident, 
or a chance distortion, but precisely to the extent that it is more and more 
perfectly accomplished. " 41 If this paradox confronts us especially sharply 
today, it is because the unprecedented "rationalization of the world'' pat
ently generates so little in the way of "perfection or emancipation.'' And 
we arc haunted too by failed experiments in socialism in which the "ra
tional" ordering of economy and society became a nightmare of bureau
cratic dehumanization and soullessness. 

A second paradox of freedom, about which Rousseau may have been 
most candid while Marx glossed it with dialectics and history, pertains to 
the dilemma that liberation from masters-god, history, or man
constrains us to an extraordinary responsibility tor ourselves and for 
others. As we arc emancipated from the tethers of history, we take up the 
weight of the future; "popular sovereignty" and ''individual liberty" be
queath us the task to make something not only of ourselves but of the 
world whose making now lies in no hands but our own. Countless theo
rists and practitioners of freedom, of course, have sought to escape its 
paradoxical weight by defining freedom as license. But Plato's account of 
the seeds of tyranny inherent in licentious regimes, classical liberal de
scriptions of life as unhappy ("nasty, brutish, and short") in the politi
cally free "state of nature," the Frankfurt School's theorization of liberal 
"choice" as an instrument of capitalist dommation, and. more recently, 
Foucault's argument that sexual "liberation" transpires within rather than 
against regulatory discourses of sex-all of these serve as reminders that 
if liberty as license is ever freedom, it invariably transmutes into a form 
of domination. 42 This paradox, too, has a unique force in our time: as 
social mores become ever more obvious in their contingency, sover
eignty and responsibility become increasingly difficult to inhabit, collec
tively and individually. Indeed, rarely have social "permissiveness'· and 
social powerlcssnes~ coincided with the poignancy suggested by the cur
rent ungovernability of American cities. 

These paradoxes incite a certain am/Jir,aletHe and anxiery about freedom 
in which we dwell especially uncomfortably today. The pursuit of politi-

"' The Transparc11t Sodcry, trans. D. Wehb (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UniverSJt\· PreS>, 
1992), p. 7K. 

"2 Plato, Rcpubli£ 564a; Hohbcs. Lcuiatha11, d1Jp. 13; tvbrcu,c, Ollc~Dimm.<iMwl ,l;[,w, 

pp. 7-8. ln Marcusc's account, domination rcfen not merely to overt suhordination in a 
hierarchical relationship, but to that permeation of the sonal and individual bodv h: the 
hegen1onlc powers-the needs and requirements-of a reginlc. 
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cal freedom is necessarily ambivalmt because it is at odds with securitv, 
stability, protection, and irresponsibility; because it requires that we su~
rcndcr the conservative pleasures of familiarity. insularity, and routine 
for investment in a more open horizon of possibility and sustained will
ingness to risk identity. both collective and individual. Freedom thus 
conceived is precisely at odds with the adolescent pleasures held out by 
liberal formulations of liberty as license. ludccd, the admonition to ado
lescents that "with ffccdom comes responsibilities'' misses the point of 
this investment insofar as it isolates freedom from responsibility. The 
notion that there is a debt to pay for spending, a price to pay for indnl
gcncc, a weight to counter lightness already casts freedom as a matter of 
lightness, spending. indulgence-just the thing for adolescents or the 
relentlessly self-interested subject oflibcralism. Freedom of the kind that 
seeks to set the terms of social existence requires inventive and careful usc 
of power rather than rebellion against authority; it is sober, exhausting, 
and without parents. "For what is freedom." Nietzsche queries in Twi~ 
l(~ht o( th~ Idol.<, but "that one ha~ the will to assume responsibility for 
oneself "4-' 

Freedom is a project suffused not just with ambivalence but with anxi
ety, because it is flanked by the problem of power on all sides: the power:. 
against which it arrays itself as well as the power it must claim to enact 
itself. Against the liberal presumption that freedom transpires where' 
power leaves off, I want to insist that freedom neither overcomes nor 
eludes power; rather. it requires for its sustenance that we take the full 
measure of power's range and appearances-the powers that situate, con
strain, and produce subjects as well as the will to power entailed in prac
ticing freedom. Here again. freedom emerges as that which is never 
achieved; instead, it is a permanent struggle against what will otherwise. 
be done to and for us. "How is freedom measured in iudividuals and 
peoples?" Nietzsche asks, and answers, "according to the resistance 
which must be overcome, according to the exertion required. to remain 
on top ... The free man is a warrior. "44 

If freedom is invariably accompanied by ambivalence and anxiety, 
these concomitants are magnified today both because of the kind of sub
jects we arc and because of the particular of freedom required to 
counter contemporary forms of domination and regulation. The dimen
sions of responsibility for oneself and one's world that freedom de
mands often appear overwhelming and hopelessly unrealizable. They arc 
overwhelming because history has become so fully secularized: there is 

41 Tu•iliglu ~{the Id<li.<, in The PmMble Nicrzsd1<, ed. W. Kaufmann (New York: Viking. 
1954). p. 542 

lb1d. 
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nobody here but us-no "structures," no supervening agent, no cosmic 
force, no telos upon which we may count for assistance in realizing our 
aims or to which we may assign blame for failing to do so. Yet they are 
hopelessly unrealizable for an apparently opposite reason: the powers and 
histories bv which the social, political, and economic world are knit to
gether are ~o intricately globalized that it is difficult for defeatism not to 
preempt the desire to act. Moreover, bereft of the notion that history 
''progresses," or even that humans learn from history's most nightmarish 
episodes, we suffer a contemporary "disenchantment of the world" more 
vivid than Weber let alone Marx ever imagined. This is not so much 
nihilism-the oxymoronic belief in barely masked 
despair about the meanings and events that humans have generated. It is 
as i( notwithstanding the pervasiveness of non teleological discourses of 
contingency, .1rbitrarincss, and intervention, we were steeped in a con
sciousness of amiprogress. "What a ghasdy century we have .lived in," 
Cornel West ruminates, "there arc misanthropic skeletons hanging in our 
closet. . [W]c have given up on the capacity of human beings to do 
<~nything right[,] .. of human communities to solve any problem. "45 

If generic anxieties and ambivalence about freedom have intensified tor 
reasons sketched in this chapter, they make still more understandable the 
tendency of late-twentieth-century "progressives" to turn back from 
substantive ambitions of a politics of freedom. But the consequences of 
such a retreat arc traumatic for democratic thinking and projects, and 
thev arc not limited to the uncritical statism and attachments to redis
tributive justice characteristic of social democrats who call themselves 
radical. Rather, as chapters 2 and 3 of this work argue, the "instinct for 

· freedom turned back on itself" surfaces in the torm of a cultural ethos 
and politics of reproach, rancor, moralism, and guilt-the constellation 
detailed by Nietzsche's account of ressentiment. Nietzsche regarded our 
fundamental ambivalence about freedom-its demanding invocation of 
power and action-as capable of producing entire social formations, en
tire complexes of moral and political discourses, that denigrate the pro
ject of freedom rather than attempt it. For Nietzsche, when the negative 
moment in our ambivalence about freedom is ascendent, the will to 
power is redirected as a project of antifreedom; it takes the form of re
crimination against action and power, and against those who affirm or 
embody the possibilities of action and power. 

There is a second and related reason for taking up with Nietzsche in the 
ensuing reflections on contemporary forms of political life. His thought 
is usetul in understanding the source and consequences of a con tempo-

-45 Prophetic Tlwuglrr m Posmudan Times: Bt:yond f..:.'urountrism ttnd .\lultifulturalism, vo1. 1 
(Monroe, .'v!aine: Common Courage Press, 1993). p. 6. 
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rary tendency to moralize in the place of political argument, and to un
derstand the codification of injury and powerlessness-the marked turn 
.1way from freedom's pursuit-that this kind of moralizing politics en
tails. Examples of this tendency abound, but it is perhaps nowhere more 
evident than in the contemporary proliferation of efforts to pursue legal 
redress tor injuries related to social subordination by marked attributes or 
behaviors: race, sexuality, and so forth. -16 This ctTort, which strives to 
establish racism, sexism, and homophobia as morally heinous in the law, 
and to prosecute its individual perpetrators there, has many of the attri
butes of what Nietzsche named the politics of ressentiment: Developing a 
righteous critique of power from the perspective of the injured, it de
limits a specific site of blame tor suffering by constituting sovereign sub
jects and events as responsible for the "injury" of social subordination. It 
fixes the identities of the injured and the injuring as social positions, and 
codifies as well the meanings of their actions all possibilities of 
indeterminacy, ambiguity, and struggle tor rcsignitication or reposition
ing. This effort also casts the law in particular and the state more gener
ally as neutral arbiters of injury rather than as themselves invested with 
the power to injure. Thus, the effort to "outlaw" social injury powerfully 
legitimizes law and the state as appropriate protectors injury and 
casts injured individuals as needing such protection by such protectors. 
Finally, in its economy of perpetrator and victim, this project seeks not 
-power or emancipation for the injured or the subordinated, but the re
venge of punishment, making the perpetrator hurt as the sufferer docs. 

It is important to be clear here. I am not impugning antidiscrimination 
law concerned with eliminating barriers to equal access to education, em
ployment, and so forth. Nor am I suggesting that what currently travels 
under the sign of "harassment" is not hurtful, that "hate speech" is not 
hateful, or that harassment and hate speech are inappropriate tor political 
contestation. Rather, precisely because they arc hurtful, hatetul, and po
hncal, because these phenomena are complex sites of political and histor
ical deposits of discursive power, attempts to address them litigiously are 
worrisome. When social "hurt" is conveyed to the law tor resolution, 
political ground is ceded to moral and juridical ground. Social injury 
such as that conveyed through derogatory speech becomes that which is 
"unacceptable" and "individually culpable" rather than that which symp
tomizcs deep political distress in a culture; injury is thereby rendered 
intentional and individual, politics is reduced to punishment, and justice 

"'' For the remarks that follow. I am tndebtcd to Judith Butler's malysis of "hate speech" 
m "Burnmg i\cts: On Injurious Speech," in Per/Ormatillity a11d Perfi,rtnanfe, ed. i\ndrew Par
ker and Eve Sedgwick (New York: Routledge, 1 '194), and to conversations with her about 
that c'ssay. 
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is equated with such punishment on the one hand and with protection by 
the courts on the other. It is in this vein that, throughout the ensuing 
chapters, I question the political mea11i11~ and implicatiotls of the turn to
ward la\v and other dcmems of the state for resolution of antidemocratic 
injury. In the course of such questioning, I worry abotn the transfornLJ
tion of the instrumental function of law into a political end. and about 
bartering political freedom for legal protection. I worry. too, about the 
recuperation of an anachronistic discourse of universal and particular that 
this turn seems to entail: if the range of political possibihty today traffics 
between proliferating highly specified (identity-based) rights and entitle
ments and protecting general or universal rights, it is little wonder that 
tiresome debates about censorship, and about "idcntitv politics" versus 
··universal justice." so preoccupy North American progressives in the 
late twentieth centurv. 

When contempora~y anxieties about the difficult Imperatives of free
dom arc installed in the regulatory force» of the state in the form of in
creasingly specified codes of injury and protection. dLl Wl' unwittingly 
increase the power of the state and its \'arious regulatory discourses at the 
expense of political freedom; Arc we fabricating something like a plastiC 
cage that reproduces and further regulates the inJured subJeCts it would 
protect' Unlike the "Iron cage" of Weber's ascetics under capitalism. this 
cage would be quite transparent to the ordinary eye. •7 Yet it would be 
distressingly durable on the face of the earth: la\Y and other state institu
tions arc not known for their capacity to historicizc themselves nor for 
their adaptation to cultural particulars. Nor is this cage fabricated only by 
those invested in social justice: Foucault's charactenzation of contempo
rary state power as a "tricky combination in the same political structures 
of individualization techniques, and of totalization procedures" suggests 
that progressive efforts to pursue justice along lines of legal recognition 
of identity corroborate and abet rather than contest the "political shape'' 
of domination in our time. 4 " 

The danger here is that in the name of equality or justice t()r those 
historically excluded even from liberal forms of these goods, we may be 
erecting intricate en scm blcs of definitions and procedures that cast in the 
antihistorical rhetonc of the law and the positivist rhetoric of bureau
cratic discourse highlv specified identities and the injuncs contingently 
constitutive of them. In tlus effort, notwithstanding its good intentions, 
will we not, as Foucault puts the matter, turther ''tic the individual to 

[it]sclf"' Is it not precisely this form of power that "applies Itself to lin

mediate everyday life [to] categorize the individual, mark him by his own 

4-: Protcstrwt .b'rhir and rile Sp1rit f:_{Capitalism, p. 1K1. 
41"1 "The Suhjrct and PO\VCT." in ;\Jidtcl Foutmdt· Bt')itmd StrHt'!Hu1h.qn and licrmnJcHti,·.,, ed. 

Herbert Drcyf~s and !'ani Habinow (Chtragn Univcrmy of Chicago Press. 1%:'). r 213. 
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individuahty, attach him to his own identity, impose a law of truth on 
him which he must recognize and which others have to recognize in 
him "?49 Even as we seck to redress the pain and humiliation consequent 
to historical deprivation of freedom in a putatively "free" political order, 
might we thus sustain the psychic residues of these histories as the an
imus of political institutions constitutive of our future' It is against this 
grave possibility, and fi.H alternatives, that these essays arc written. 



CHAPTER TWO 

Postmodern Exposures, Feminist 
Hesitations 

The process of the emancipation of reason ... has gone 

further than either idealism or positivism expected. Numerous 

peoples and cultures have taken to the world stage: and it has 

become impossible to bdieve that history is a umlmear process 

directed towards a telos. The realization of the universality of 

history has made universal history impossible. 

-Gianni V3ttimo, The Twtrsparmt S,>ciery 

l:lut the lite that begins on earth after the last day is simply 

buman life. -Georgio Agamben, The Coming Cotmtumity 

MANY THINKERS have hailed our times as "postmodern." yet there is lir:le 
consensus among them about the configuration of this. condmon, ItS 

most striking markers, implications, and portent~. Nor IS there agree
ment about postmodernity's sites and sources ot ongm, current gco
demographic headquarters, or dynar~ic of prod~cnon. Is postmodermty 
the issue of"advanced" capitalism; ot late-twenneth-~entury technology,_ 
art, or architecture; of Europe's sclf-decentcring or ot a global mufada ot 
the margins against the center; of postphilosophy's m_urder of truth, the 
subject, the solidity of the earth, and the prmmse ot the heavens? The 
unresolved character of these questions themselves accord With late mod
ern dissembling of origins, headquarters, engines of d~velopment, rea
son, coherence, and continuity in history. Refusal to sclt-define or wnte a 
single origins story also reflects a late modern or postmodern conscious
ness of the exclusions and violations accomplished by master narratives, 
the oppressiveness of closure on identity,. and the vulnc

1

rability to colom
zation and regulation presented by dcfimt1ve nammg. 

, Although 1 prefer William Connolly's "late modem" appd!Jnon tor our times, this 
h . · d 'th 11 pp•.ng and responding to challenges to wh,H ItS detractors have c tJp£er 1s concerne WI r a 

n.tmcd "post modernism" or "posnnodern thought." and thus I have brg':,ly sought to ~ork 
within the lattc·r's locution throughout the essay. Whrle the advantao;e .?1 such a strategy IS 

that tt\permits J more .. hrcct encounter with crltics of"·postmodcrmsTn. the dJsa~v::mtJ.gc 1s 

that it concedes the existence of a doctrine or school of thought often more mdully calle~ 
into question .ts ::.tJCh. For exa 1nple: Is poststructuralism equivalent to postn1odermsm:' 
What 1s the rdationsh1p of each to post-Marxism? And if Foucault, LJcatl, Dernda, .md 

I 
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We may respect this refusal to speak defmitivcly or consistently, this 
anxiety about closure and totality, and at the same time partially resist it. 
While what have come to be called postmodern epistemological and on
tological insights commission political claims of a parcial, situated, and 
local character, the development of an cmancipatory or radically demo
cratic politics within contemporary political conditions requires incessant 
theorization of these conditions and, at times at least. an accounting of 
their global movement. To do less, to abandon theory and accounts of 
global tendencies at this juncture, leaves us reeling in postmodernity 
rather than appropriating and navigating for radical political projects its 
peculiar (dis)organization of social, political, and economic life. Yet the
ory and global accounts today may also appear in a postmodernist par
lance: self-consciously perspectival rather than Archimedean, temporally 
situated rather than floanng above history, framed by and within a partic
ular idiom rather than pretending to universal voice. Within the ta.lse 
purity of its etymological life, theory bears no inherent relation to the 
universalizing, colonizing, or ethnocentric tendencies with which it has 
lately been charged. The Greek theoria from which our term descends 
promises only the vision or perspective achieved by corporeal, cognitive, 
or spiritual traveling. Insofar as postmodernity's more treacherous attri
butes include disorientation resulting from boundary breakdowns, col
lapsed narratives, high object density, excessive speeds. and sensory 
bombardment, we are in no little need of the perspective theory prom
ises. Confounded as well by the decertification of god, science, philoso
phy, and intuition as epistemological and normative authorities, theory's 
promise of vision-and especially of developing a postfoundational angle 
of (in)sight-also carries unparalleled contemporary importance. 

With its affiliates-postindustrialism, postphilosophy, poststructural
ism, post-Marxism, and posthistoire-postmodernity would seem to sig
nify a pervasive condition and experience of "being after. "2 In political 
theory and practice, postmodernism is <l}ier Platonic forms, Hobbesian 
sovereignty, Hegelian totality, Millian liberty, Kancian reason and will, 
and Marxian dialectics and redemptive politics. In history, it is after 

are poststructuralists, do thq share a politics' What kinship does Vadav 
Havel's ''postmodernism" bear with Richard Rorty's? A more extended meditation on this 
problem .1ppears in Judith Butler's "Contingent Foundations: Feminism and the Question 
of 'Postmodernism,' " in Seyla Bcnhabib et al., h•minist Contelltions: i\ Philomphical E>:
ch.mge (New York: Routledge, 1994). 

1 
Ferenc Feher and A~nes Heller, Th~ Postmodern Politic,,/ Gmditio11 (Oxford: Polity 

Press, !9ilil), p. 4. 
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Hegelian and Marxian discernments of reason, purpose. and progress in 
time, human affairs, and human nature; It is also after periodicity. teleol
ogy, and facticity detached from discourse. In social life and sociology, 
postmodernity is marked by fragmentation without corresponding 
wholes, heterogeneity without the umty th;a converts ditference to di
versity, social surfaces without depths, and deracination of communities 
and peoples. In political economy, postrnodcrmty registers postindustrial 
and increasingly decommodified capitalist production as well as capital
ism's triumphant global reach in heretofore unimagined combination 
with substantial vanety among regional capitalist cultures. Postrnodern 
capitalism also tcaturcs the reversal of a centuries-old process of eco
nomic concentration, although the shift from consolidated and hierarchi
cal to dispersed and networked production is accompanied by increased 
privatization and monopoly of mYnership. Postmodern capitalist power. 
like postmodcrn state pmver, is monopolized without being concentrated 
or centered: it is tentacular, roving, and penetrating. paradoxically ad
vanced by diffusing and decentralizing itsclf1 

To speak of postmodernity as specific configurations and representa
tions of social, economic and political life IS not (yet) to take a political 
position ou it or withm it, nor even to adopt, in Lyotard's intonatiOn, a 
particular "sensibility."~ It is simply to drav;, in necessarilv partial and 
contestable \vays, some of the contours of the contemporary world 
within which there arc as many political possibilities as there are political 
locations, attachments, and imaginations. Nietzsche, Rousseau, Hegel, 
and Marx were all theorists of modernity. wne specifically produced by 
and preoccupied with modernity, but also adopted diftcrent positions on 
and withi11 modernity. Similarly. while postmodem conditions produce 
certain historicaL epistemologicaL and ontological ruptures in terms of 
which we arc challenged to develop ne\Y political understandings and 
projects, these ruptures do not by themselves produce a particular poli
tics: they have no necessary or inevitable political entailments. 

From tcminists who array themselves "against postrnodernism," the 
rare acknowledgment of the distinction just drawn between postmodern 
conditions and theory, between epoch and politics, is a political move. 
The conflation of such registers by those steeped in materialist analysis 
and practiced at attending to fine gradations of modernist tcminisms 
speaks a stubborn determination to vanquish evidence ofhistorical devd-

·' Sec Shddon Wolili. "Democracy and the Wdf:ne State: The Political and Theoretical 
Connections bet\veen SMat...:r,Json and IV;,J/JUdiJrtssta~.Ttsnh·on, in The J>rrsfl/(<' (lfrl~t· f>iHt: Ess.1ys 

on the St<7tc <111d rlrc Co11SI11111icm (Baltimore: Johns Hopkms Umvcrsity Press. l'IH9), pp. 173-
7'!: and Wendy Brow11. "Deregulating Women: The Trial> of Freedom under a Thou;and 
Points of L1~hc sttbl!'t'UiOIL~ 1 (1991). p. 4 

4 "Rules and bradoxcs and Svelte Appmd1x. ,. Cul111r••l C,·il1•1'"' 5 (1 'iHI,-H7). p. 209. 
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opmcnts that its antagonists blame on thinking-the latter often por
trayed as dangerously relativist, irresponsible, unpolittcal. or unfcminist. 
In other words, the move to blur or collapse these critical distinctions 
bespeaks a desire to kill the messenger, and wh<lt I v,;ant to explore in this 
essay is the nature of this dcstrc. If the "postmodern turn'' in politicali 
tcminist theory is, at its best, an attempt to articulate and engage the 
characteristic powers of our age, what frightens tcminism about thi' age 
and about developing a politics appropriate to it? 

In casting postmodcrnity as a time, circumstance, and configuranon 
rather than an intellectual tendency or political position. I do Hot mean to 
underestimate thc troubling nature of some: of its constituent qualities. 
For those desirous of alternatives to existing dominations. exploitations, 
and inequalities, our time carries abundant political perils, many of 
which arc heightened by inadequate apprehension of specifically post
modern modes of power. Indeed, it is quite possible that our greatest 
impediments to developing cogent oppositional politics today arise not 
from the academically crumbled foundations of Truth, facticity, or the 
modernist subject. as those who array thcmst:lvcs agamst postmodcrn 
theory ordinarily contend, but rather from certam "material" features of 
our age: the expanding hegemony of technical reason. cultural-spatial 
disorientation. and a political tendency produced by this disorientation
"reactionary f(mndationalism." Each of these is briefly considered below. 

'li·dmical Rcasa11. Marcuse before Habcrnus. and Weber bdorc !vlar
cuse, identified as the most ominous feature of a fullv "disenchanted age" 
not an immaculate nihilism but a form of nihilism in which "technical 
reason" (!\.1arcuse), "means-end rationality" (Habermas). or "instrumen
tal rationality" (Weber) becomes the dominant and uncbalkngcablc dis
course framing and ultimately suffusing all social pr;~ctKes. Technical 
reason is currently among the strongest contemporary forces erasing 
both the standing and signitlcance of the subject: it is far more potent 
than the subject-disintegrating effects of postmodern theory. As Foucault 
makes clear in his analysis of the achieved partnership between juris
prudential and disciplinary discourse-the latter mav be seen as one 
social face of the modernist hegemony of instrumeutal rationality
disciplinary or instrumental rationality easily absorbs both the modern 
subject and opposition from within liberal discourseS Moreover. as even 
the most casual ethnographer of contemporary North American and Eu
ropean cultures may discern. technical reason extends its hegemony 
when other legitimating discourses of a culture-political. religious, or 

="' Mich(_~l fuucJult, "1\vo Lectures,·· in P(IH.'t>rlJ(nowlcd:i!t SefNrt'd lllftTl'icw.' mtd Otitt·r 

l·Fiititz.\..l', 197:!-1977, cd. C. Gordon (Nc'W York: Pantheon. 19Hil), pp. lil5~K. 
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scicntitlc-are fractured or discredited, a process that is a defining feature 

of postmodernity. _ . _ .. 
Technical reason conjoins with postmodern tragmcntatlons ot poht1cal 

and social power to make the critical articulation of domination extraor
dinarily difficult, especially if this articulation is attempted m a moderms_t 
idiom. Postmodcrn power is often characterized as dccentered and dif
fuse even while it incessantly violates, transgresses, and resituates social 
boundaries/' it flows on surfaces and irrigates through networks rather 
than consolidating in bosses and kings; 7 it is ubiquitous, liminal, potent 
in small and fluid doses. H In the absence of a critical discourse attuned to 
such configurations and conduits of power, we risk becoming unresisting 
vehicles of its objectionable contemporary functions, more eviscerated of 
soul than simulacra, more oblivious to our unfrccdom than One
Dimensional Man. Here lies the serious threat of a thoroughly disinte
grated subject, of false consciousness beyond what either Marx or radical 
feminism ever dreamed, of a total "system" that no longer requires a 
systematic form to operate as containment. 9 

Disorientatio11. Another consequence of postmodernity's decentering 
and diffusion of power-its wttrifi.tgation of power-is tha~ we arc today 
very susceptible to simply getting losL In F~ednc Jameson ~ readmg, m
sofar as being lost means being without (hxcd) means ot oncntatlon, 
postmodcrnity renders this condition a normal feature of our world: 

What is striking about the new urban ensembles around Paris ... is that there 
is absolutdy 110 pcrspeai"e at ,,1/. Not only has the street disappeared (that was 
already the task of modernism) but all profiles have disappeared as well. This is 

r, One clear cxJnlplc of this in the policy domJin .1ppears in (he vicissitudes of we~fare 
state policy over the last decade: the boundaries and relations between fa~1ily, _~tate, SOCiety, 
cconon1y, workplace, Jnd individual have been incessantly and contradJctonly rewo~ked. 

See Brown, "Deregulating Women"; Wolin, l'rewue of the P.ut; and Nancy Fraser, :;,ndy 
Practices: Power, Disumrsf, all(/ Gender in Contemporary Social Theory (Mmneapohs: Umvcr

siry of Minnesota Press, 1989), chaps. 7, H. 
7 Foucault, "T\vo Lectures," p. (JH. 
" Donna Haraway, "A Maniiesto tor Cyborgs: Science, Technology. and Socialist Femi

msm Jnd the Privilege of Partial Perspective," in h'mhlism/Postmoderfllsm, cd. Lmda 

Nicholson (New York: Routledge, 1990), p. 195. . . 
''Arguing that a good deal of this nightmare is already upon us. Sheldon Wolm nan_:es Its 

expressly political fJ.ce "democracy without the de1nos" or "1nanagcd dcmo~r~cte~ th~t 

"n1ake only rhctoric.11 gestures toward egalitarianisn1 [orl \vidcspread parttc~p;.Hion m 

power" ("Democracy in the Discourse of Postmodernism," Soci'.'' l?cse<1rrh CJ7 [ l \IYO[, 
p. 26). He .11so 1ns1Sts that pmtmodern theory, or the strand of It mcarnated by R~chard 

Rorrv acceJeratcs Jnd Jssists this phenon1enon through celcbntm~ the severance of truth 
from. 'politics, adulating "difference" th.H is .1etually recycled liberali_reprcssive tolerance, 
and cultivating !Jnguage ga 1ncs-"stories"-that mock the value ot reportable, discuss

able, politiCJl reality (pp. 26-29). 
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bewildering, and I usc existential bewilderment in this new postmodern space 
to make a final diagnosis of the loss of our ability to position ourselves withi11 this 
space a11d cog1titively map it. This is then projected back on the emergence of a 
global, multinational culture that is decentered and cannot be visualized, a 
culture in which one cannot position oneself.'" 

Stanley Aronowitz otTers a similar reading of the etiect of deterritorializ
ation of production on the "patterns of everyday life. It means ... that 
we have lost a sense of place. " 11 In the absence of orienting instruments, 
to avert ·'existential bewilderment" inhabitants of postmodcrnity
substituting (poorly) for more comprehensive political analysis-resort 
to fierce assertions of "identities" in order to know/invent who, where, 
md what they arc. Drawing upon the historically eclipsed meaning of 
disrupted and fragmented narratives of cthnicity, race, gender, sexuality, 
regiOn, continent, or nation, identity politics permits a sense of 
situation-and often a sense of filiation or community-\vithout requir
ing profound comprehension of the world in which one is situated. Iden
tity politics permits positioning without temporal or spatial mapping, a 
feature that sharply distinguishes it from (Marxian) class analysis and 
reveals its proximity to (liberal) interest group politics. In this respect, 
identity politics, with its fierce assertion and production of subjects, ap
pears less as a radical political response to postmodcrnity than a symp
tom of its ruptures and disorienting cticcts. 12 As much a symptom of a 
certain powerlessness as a redress of it, identity politics may also be read 
as a reaction to postmodcrnity's cross-cultural mcldings and appropria
tions, as well as its boundless commodification of cultural practices and 
icons. Identity politics emerges partly as a reaction, in other words, to an 
ensemble of distinctly postmodcrn assaults upon the integrity of mod
ernist communities producing collective identity. 

Reaaiorwry Fotmdatioiialism. Along with identity politics, there has 
arisen a second coping strategy for our "lost" condition in postmoder
nity, one equally familiar to even the most casual reader of postmodcrn 
culture or the subset of it that is the knowledge industry. This is the 
strategy of political, religious, or epistemological fundamentalism, 
"foundationalism without a grand narrative," or reactionary founda-

In ·'Regarding Postmodcrnistn-A Conversation w1th Frcdnc jJmeson," in U11iversal 
.-\bm1don? The Politics ofPostmodanism, ed. Andrew Ross (J\Ilmneapolis: University of Min
nesota Press, 1 '!HH). p. 7. 

ll '·Pustmodcrnism ,lnd Pohtics," in Ro'3s, L'tlil'ersal Abandon, p. 4H. 
1

2 See Erncsto Lacbu Jnd ChantaJ MoutTe, Hc,~emOfzy ,md Socialist Stratt,'?Y (London: 
Verso, 10H5) for an altcrnJte Jccount of identity politics JS a response to late Inodern 
cJpHJlism. 
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tionalism.D What constitutes this strategy as reactionary rather than 
merely conservative is its truncated, instrumental link to a foundational 
narrative· it is rooted not in a coherent tradition but m a fet1sh1zcd, de
contcxtu~lized fragment or icon of such a narrative-"the American 
flag," "the great books," "the traditional family." Thus, "~undamcntal
ists select one aspect of the dogma, one 'text ot foundation With regard 
to which thev declare all attempts at hermeneutics politically subver
sive. "14 Jmpo;tantly for our purposes, reactionary foundationalism is not 
limited to the political and intellectual Right, but emerges across the po
litical spectrum from those hostile to what they take to. be post modern 
political decay and intellectual disarray. Like 1denmy pohtJCs, a 1s both a 
symptom of and act of resistance against the epistemological. pohocal, 
and social terrain postmodernity forces us to mhabH. Heactwnary foun
dationahsm unlike its more coherent and dignitied ancestor. rarely and 
barely post~res as Truth. More often, it works in the Idiom. of moral 
utilitarianism, presenting and legitimating Itself as the Imhspcnsablc 
threads preserving some indisputable good, for example .. Western CJvib-
zation, the American way of life, feminism, or left polmcs. , 

Both the mien and the reasoning constitutive of Nancy Hartsock s 
principles for "revised and reconstructed [feminist] theory" exemplify 
the anxieties and strategies of reactionary t()Undarionalism. In "Foucault 
on Power: A Theory for Women?" Hartsock writes: "fWJe need 
to . . constitut[e] ourselves as subjects as well as objects ofhistory .. 
[W]c need to be assured that some systematic knowledge about our 
world and ourselves is possible .... [W ]c need a theory of power that 
recognizes that our practical daily activity contains an understanding of 
the world. "I:> In her insistence that "we need" these (articles of faah? 
ontological assumptions' political principles?) if"wc" arc to,~avc "fenu~ 
nisr politics" at all-as other fundamcntahsrs clann .we .:1ced the famd) 
or taboos against homosexuality for '"cultural survJVal-Hartsock docs 
not concern herself with the defensibility or persuasiveness of the narra
tive out of which these items arc torn. She is concerned only with the 
(dubious) necessity of rescuing them from the discredited narratives, a 

u Feher and Heller. Post1n<>dcm 1\>llt!cal Coiidilloll, pp. 7-k. 
14 Ibid .. p. 7. If one compares Allan Bloom's C:losmg ,,( tlu .4mmmn Mind: H.w Hi~lin 

EduwJhlll HfH f.1ilcd Dnnorracy and Jmpoverisl1cd the Soul.< of Tod.1J' '.:i SmdctH~ (.Nt"\.V York: 
Simon and Schuster, 1987). wuh earlier works in the Straussian tradition of mtcrpretmg 
pohtical theory from which Bloom hails, one can see quite clearlyrhe.~ostm~dcru quaht)" 
rhe fornler operates as oven fundatncntalisnl, lS hucred wHh tcons ot ~ruth, and op.posc~ 
itself ro "rdati\'JSOl" and hcdonisnt, while the latter, however conserv~tlve, 1S foundattona)
jsn1 self-consciou~ of tht' indispensability of hermcnelnics fOr irs rxtstcncc. mtcntionally 
and provocatively oppoSill!' ibdf ro other interpretations 111 the poli_r.iral theory "canon." 

1;) Nancy Hartsock. "Foucault on Power: A Theory tor Wotncn~ m NJCholson, cd., 

F'emiulsw/Pt1Stmodrml'sm, pp. 17,1-72. 
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rescue waged in order to "preserve" fcmimsm from what she takes to be 
the disorienting, debilitating, and dcpoliticizing characteristics of post
modern intellectual maneuvers. 

When these precepts "without which we cannot survive" issue from 
the intellectual or political Hight, they arc easy enough to identify as both 
reactionary and fundamentalist. It is fairly clear what they oppose and 
seck to foreclose: iwa alia, democratic conversation about our collective 
condition and future. But when they issue from feminists or others on 
the "Left," they arc more slippery, especially insofar as they arc posed in 
the name of caring about political thmgs, caring about "actual women" or 
about women's "actual condition in the world," and arc lodged against 
those who presumably do not or cannot care. given their postmodem or 
poststructuralist entanglements. 

The remainder of this essay turns this argument on its head. I will 
suggest that feminist wariness about posrmodernism mav ultimarelv be 
coterminous with a wariness about politics, when politics is grasped as a 
terrain of struggle without fixed or metaphysical referents and a terrain 
of power's irreducible and pervasive presence in human affairs. Contrary 
to its insistence that it speaks in the name of the political, much feminist 
anti-postmodcrnism betrays a preference for extrapolitical terms and 
practices: for Truth (unchanging, incontestable) over politics (flux, con
test, instability); for certainty and security (safety. immutability, privacy) 
over freedom (vulnerability, publicity); tor discoveries (science) over de
cisions (judgments); tor separable subJects armed with established rights 
and identities over unwieldy and shifting pluralities adjudicating for 
themselves and their future on the basis of nothing more than their own 
habits and arguments. This particular modernist reaction to postmoder
nism makes sense if we recall that the promise of the Enlightenment was 
a revision of the old Platonic promise to put an end to politics by sup
planting it with Truth. In irs modern variant. this promise was tendered 
through the multiple technologies of nature's rationality in human affairs 
(Adam Smith); science, including the science of administration (Hobbes); 
and universal reason (Kant, Hegel. Marx). Modermty could not make 
good on this promise, of course, bur modernists do not surrender the 
dream it instilled of a >vorld governed by reason divested of power. H• 

Avm.ved ambivalence about Western reason and rationality notwith
standing, feminist modernists arc no exception, but the nature of our 

"' Jurgcu Habcrnus remains tht· exemplar of this modernist impulse. See especialh· 
Knowfc~(!t' mtd Hum.w lmcrests (Bosron: Beacon, 1971); The Theory <?,fComrmmiwtive Affi,(1Jl 1 

vol. L Rt:a.wu.wd rltc RationahzathliJ ,;(Society, trans. T, McCarthy (Boston; BeJcon, 19H4): 
"Modcrnit\· \'S. Postmodernity." ,'\'n<' Gemw11 Critique 2:?. (1981). pp. 3-14: and ~A Reply to 

,\1v Critics.'· in flahermns: Cnriral Dcbmn, cd. John B. Thompson and David Held (C•m
bridge: MIT Pre". 1%:?.). 
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~nachmcnt to thts ironically antipolitical vision is distinctively colored by 
feminist projects. To the particulars of this attachment we now turn. 

Contemporary Western nomenclature for politics emerges not only from 
polis but also from politeia, an ancient Greek term marking the singularly 
human practice of constituting a particular mode of collective life through 
the generation of multiple associations, mstitutions, boundaries, mores, 
habits, and laws. The rich connotative content of politeia suggests that 
politics refers always to a condition of plurality and difference, to the 
human capacity for prodtuini? a world of meanings, practices, and institu
tions, cmd to the constant implication of power among us-its genera
tion, distribution, circulation, and effects. 

The constitutive elements of politics suggested by politeia do not disap
pear in postmodemity but are starkly featured within it, at times exag
gerated in topographical articulation and complexity. In the regional 
cultural diversiftcation accompanying the relentless process of global in
tegration, and in the discovery of difference's intinitude, the dimensions 
of human plurality productive of politics now appear as a permanent and 
irresolvable condition, no longer reducible to class society or interest
based politics. but also never innocent of power and stratification. The 
measure of our world-making capacity is paradoxically both amplified 
and diminished by postmodernity's disenchanting etfects: without the 
crutch of progress. essences, god. teleologies, iron laws of development, 
or any other reasons in history, humans appear as the only fabricators of 
culture but simultaneously as so completely fabricated, so void of being 
of our own, that we do not extst, we create nothing. The subject is dis
solved at the same time that posunodernity reveals us as all there is; there 
is no "maker" anywhere, only the constant effects of what has already 
been made, including ourselves. 

Postmodernity produces a similar accentuation and diffusion of the 
political problematic of power. Bursting its modernist containment by 
the formal categories and boundaries of sovereignty and the public, 
power reveals itself everywhere: in gender, class, race, ethnicity, and sex
uality; in speech, writing, discourse, representation, and reason; in fami
lies, curricula, bodies, and the arts. This ubiquity of power's appearance 
through postmodernity's incessant secularizations and boundary erosions 
both spurs and frustrates feminist epistemological and political work: on 
the one hand, it animates and legitimizes feminism's impulse to politicize 
all ideologically nacuralized arrangements and practices; on the other, it 
threatens to dissipate us 1111d our projects as it dissolves a relatively 
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bounded formulation of the political and disintegrates the coherence of 
women as a collective subject. 
. While human plurality, human agency, and the problem of power are 
111 these ways transmogritied in and by post modernity, these clements of 
political life continue to constitute rich resources for feminist political 
u~agtnattons. Yet it is significant that in the course of this brief itinerary 
ot elements of politeia in postmodernity, there has been little mention of 
t~ose three terms or practices without which some have argued that 
(fcmmtst) politics cannot survive: the subject, truth, and normativitv. J7 

We may thus begin to wonder if it is not politics as such but politics ~fa 
parttcular, peculiarly modern and possibly problematic sort that depends 
so heavtly upon this triad. 

Despite Luce lrigaray's formulation of "the subject [as] always mas
~uline, ':_Judith Butler'~ exposure of the gendered subject as a "regulatory 
hcnon, Demse Htley s account of the category "women" as "htstori
cally, discursively constructed, and always relative," and extensive femi
nist critiques ot: masculinist models and practices of the subject, 
deconstructton ot the subject incites palpable feminist panic.lH Insofar as 
the subject as self is a specttic creation of modernity, ,md even more of 
liberalism, this panic would seem to rest in feminism's genealogicallv 
mtelhgtble (albeit politically questionable) attachment to these overlap~ 
pmg pohttcal and cultural f(Jrmations. 19 However, few feminist objec
n~ns to postmodernism have been explicitly grounded in a valorization 
ot hberalism, and few concerned with sustaining a strong notion of the 

In "Dilemmas of Difference," Christine Di Stefano characterizes ''the feminist case 
:~gamst postmodernism" as consisting of "several related claims," including the followmg; 

the ~ostmodcrntst project, tf senously adopted by feminms, would make any semblance 
ol a temtmst polincs impossible. To the extent that feminist politics is bound up with a 
speCifiC constituency or subject, namely, women, the postmodcrnist prohibition agamst 
subJeCt-centered mqmry and theory underrnmes the legitimacy of a broad-based organized 
n1:wement dcdtcJ~cd,t~ ar~JCubc1ng a~1d unp1ementing the goals of such a constituency" (in 
Ntcholson, ed., ft·mJmsmlPoslmodt'rmsm, p, 7h). 

'"Luce lrigaray, "Any Theory of the Subject Has Already Been Appropriated by the 
Masculine,." Spewlr11n o{the Otlur Woman, trans. G. Gill (lthaca; Cornell University Press, 
l'JHS); Judith Butler. GmJcr Trouble: Feminism ,mJ rite Suhversio11 o( ldemity (New York: 
Houtlcdge, I'!H'J); and Denise Hiley, "Am I thar S<Une>"; Feminism a"d the Cate~ory of 
"Womeu" in History (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, l'JSS). . · 

19 According to Di StcEmo, "contemporary Western feminism is firmly, if ambivalently, 
located Ill the modernist ethos, which made possible the feminist identilication and critique 
of gender'' ("Dilemmas of Difference," p. 64). 
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subject express affection for the (masculine) liberal subject. Moreover. 
modes of political life transpiring prior to or beyond the boundaries of 
modern, Western cultures of liberalism have not been without promising 
feminist political formations. Indeed, insofar as the condition of politics 
as a problem of collective life is plurality rather than individuality, a poli
tics devoid of the rational, willing, autonomous, and self-determining 
subject of modernity is not so difficult to conceive. Why. then. is putting 
the subject in question-dccentering its constitution, deconstructing its 
unity, denaturing its origins and components-such a lightning rod for 
feminist hostility to postfoundational thought? 

Sevla Bcnhabib answers this way: "Carried to its logical consequences. 
post;tructuralism leads to a theory without addressees, to a self without a 
center. ... Is not a feminist theory that allies itself with poststructural
ism in danger oflosing its very reason for being?" 20 Although this worry 
is rhetorically compelling, it also appears to be slightly disingenuous. 
After all, the most ardent feminist poststructuralists do not claim that 
women's pervasive economic subordination, lack of reproductive free
doms, or vulnerability to endemic sexual violence simply e\·aporates be
cause we cannot fix or circumscribe who or what "woman'' is or what it 
is· that "she" want5. Certainly gender can be conceived as a marker of 
power, a maker of subjects, an axis of subordination, without thereby 
converting it to a "center" of "selves" understood as foundational. 

In fact, postmodern decwtering, disunifying, and denaturalizing of the 
subject is far more threatening to the status of feminism's well of truth 
than to feminism's raison d'etre. While often cast as concern with retaining 
an object of political struggle, feminist attachment to the subject is more 
critically bound to retaining women's experiences, feelings, and voices as 
sources and certifications of postfoundational political truth. When the 
notion of a unified and coherent subject is abandoned. we not only cease 
to be able to speak of woman or of women in an unproblematic way, '-VC 

forsake the willing, deliberate, and consenting "!" that liberalism's 
rational-actor model of the human being proffers, and we surrender the 
autonomous, rights-bearing fictional unity that liberalism promises to 

secure. Yet each of these terms and practices-woman, willing, deliber
ate, consenting, an "I," rational actors, autonomy, and rights-has been 
challenged by various modernist feminisms as masculinist, racist, ethno
centric, heterosexist, culturally imperialist, or all of the above. More
over, dispensing with the unified subject docs not mean ceasing to be 
able to speak about our experiences as •vomcn, only that our words can
not be legitimately deployed or construed as larger or longer than the 
moments of the lives they speak from; they cannot be anointed as "au-

.. On Contemporarv Feminist Theory," Disscrlf 36 (l'ill'c!). p. 3(J'i. 
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thentic" or "true" since the experience they announce is linguistically 
contained, socially constructed. discursively mediated, and never just in
dividually "had." 

But this is precisely the point at which many contemporary North 
Atlantic feminists hesitate and equivocate: while insisting on the con
structed character of gender, most also seck to preserve some variant of 
consciousness-raising as a mode of discerning and delivering the "truth" 
about women. Consider Catharine MacKinnon's insistence that women 
arc entirely the products of men's construction and her ontologically 
contradictory project of developing a jurisprudence based on "an account 
of the world from women's point of view. "21 Consider the similar prob
lematic in other theories of "the feminist standpoint," the sharp but fre
quently elided tensions between adhering to social construction theory 
on one hand, and epistemologically privileging women's accounts of so
cial life on the other. "The world from women's point of view'' and "the 
feminist standpoint" attempt resolution of the postfoundational 
mology problem by deriving from within women's experience the 
grounding for women's accounts. But this resolution requires suspend
ing recognition that women's "experience" is thoroughly constructed, 
historically and culturally varied, and interpreted without end. Within 
feminist standpoint theory as well as much other modernist feminist the
ory, consciousness-raising thus operates as feminism's epistemologically 
positivist moment. The material excavated there, like the material uncov
ered in psychoanalysis or delivered in confession, is valued as the hidden 
truth of women's existence-true because it is hidden, and hidden be
cause women's subordination functions in part through silencing, mar
ginalization, and privatization22 

Indeed, those familiar with Foucault's genealogy of confession will 
have discerned in this argument an implied homology between the 
epistemological-political operations of consciousness-raising and those 
he assigns to confessional discourse. In his account of modern sexuality 
as structured by such discourse, Foucault argues that confession
inaugurated by the Catholic Church as a technique of power that works 

21 hminism Umnodr/id: Discourses 011 Lif' arrd Law (Cambridge: Harvard Univcrsit} 
Pre", 1987), pp. 48-50. 

22 Although I have thus far allowed MacKinnon and Hartsock to be the implicit repre
sentatives of "feminist standpoint" theory. Patricia Hill Collins's effort to develop an 
"Afrocentric fcmmist epistemology" or a "Black women's standpoint" may be considered 
here as wdL While Collins is far more careful than MacKinnon or Hartsock to avoid claim
ing that black women have a monopoly on either oppression or truth, she does msist that 
black women's standpoint derives from her marginalized status as "outsid,·r within" or 
"neither /no'r" within the categories "women and blacks" (where woman is implicitly coded 
white and black ts implicitly coded male). Sec her Black Feminist Thauc~lrr (New York: Rout
ledge, 19'11), ehap. 111. 
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by exposure and individuation-produces "truth" as a secret contained 
within. 23 Confessional revelations are thus construed as liberation from 
repression or secrecy, and truth-telling about our desires or experiences is 
construed as deliverance from the power that silences and represses them 
(rather than as itself a site and effect of regulatory power). What Foucault 
terms the "internal ruse of confession" is reducible to this reversal of 
power and freedom: "Confession frees, but power reduces one to silence; 
truth docs not belong to the order of power, but shares an original affm
ity with freedom. '' 2~ In believmg truth-telling about our experiences to 
be our liberation, Foucault suggests, we torget that this truth has been 
established as the secret to our souls not by us but by those who would 
discipline us through that truth. 

Since women's subordination is partly achieved through the construc
tion and positioning of us as private-sexual, familial, emotional-and is 
produced and inscribed in the domain of both domestic and psychic inte
riors, then within modernity the voicing of women's experience acquires 
an inherently confessional cast. Indeed, "breaking silence" is a standard 
feminist metaphor for what occurs in consciousness-raising sessions, 
speak-outs against sexual violence, and other forums for feminist truth 
telling. Consciousness-raising, as/like confession, delivers the "hidden 
truth" of women and women's experience, which accounts for those 
symptomatically modernist paradoxes represented in Catharine MacKin
non's work: while women are socially constructed to rhe core, \Vomen's 
words about their experience, because they issue from an interior space 
and against an injunction to silence, are anointed as Truth, and constitute 
the foundations of teminist knowledge. Within the confessional frame, 
even when social construction is adopted as method for explaining the 
making of gender, "feelings" and "experiences" acquire a status that is 
politically if not ontologically essentialist-beyond hermeneutics. This 
strand of feminist toundationalism transports the domain of Truth from 
reason to subjectivity, from Geist to inner voice, even while femininity 
itself is submitted to a methodology elaborating its fully fabricated 
nature. 

As a source of truth, the subjectivity of the subject constitutes femi
nism's alternative to aperspectival and presumably masculinist reason 
and science. Through articulations of"standpoint" or women's "point of 
view," this alternative seeks legitimacy as a form of knowledge about the 
world that, while admitting to being "situated," cannot admit to par
tiality or contestability, and above all cmri.ot be subjected to hermeneu-

23 Tire History v(So:uality, vol. t. An lntrodumvn, trans. R. Hurley (New York: Vintage. 
1'180), pp. 5!!-63. 

24 Ibid., p. 60. 
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tics without g1vmg up its truth value. If feminist anxieties about 
deconstructing the subject are in this way linked to feminist anxieties 
about a postfoundational knowledge universe, we may proceed to this 
problem directly: What is it about tcminist politics that cannot survive, 
or worries that it cannot survive, a radically disenchanted postmodern 
world? What is it about feminism that tears the replacement of truth with 
politics, method with contesting interpretations, privileged and system
atic knowledge with a cacophony of unequal voices clamoring for 
position? 

Feminism's complex relationship to Truth-its rejection of Truth's mas
culine Western modes and its need for grounded know ledges of its own 
that are equal in potency to those it rejects-has been productively ex
plored by feminist philosophers and historians as an ensemble of epis
temological and political conundrums. 25 But in order to fathom our 
anxiety about a politics unarmed with Truth, I want to explore the prob
lem in Nietzschean terms-the terms of cultural dreads, displacements, 
ailments, and diagnoses. In this endeavor, it is necessary to retell a por
tion of a story Nietzsche tells, for Nietzschcan "conclusions" have little 
nonnihilistic force in the absence of Nietzschean genealogies. 

In On the Genealo,qy of,'v/orals, Nietzsche inaugurates his deconstruction 
of morality with an intentionally disturbing query: What if moral good
ness were not the telos of the human capacity for splendor and accom
plishment but rather, its nemesis? "What if a symptom of regression 
were inherent in the 'good.' likewise a danger, a seduction, a poison, a 
narcotic, through which the present was possibly living at t!ze expense of 
the }ilture?"26 In short, what if morality is not a spur to great human 
achievements but a strangulation of them? Nietzsche traces these possi
bJhties by hypothesizing morality "as consequence, as symptom, as 
mask, as tartufferie, as illness, as misunderstanding, but also morality as 
cause, as remedy, as stimulant, as restraint, as poison. "27 Through a 

" In Donna Haraway's words: "my problem, and 'our' problem, is how to have simu/
talleously an account of radical historical contingency for all knowledge claims and knowing 
subJects, a critical practice tor recognizing our own 'semiotic technologies' for making 
rneanmgs. and a no-nonsense commitment to faithful accounts of a 'real' world" ("Situated 
Knowlcdges: The Science Question in Feminism and the PrivJiege of Partial Perspectives," 
Feminist Studies 14119!!8], p. 579). See also discussions of this problem by Sandra Harding, 
Evelyn Fox Keller, Cathanne MacKinnon, and Nancy Hartsock. 

26 
On the Gmealo.~y of Aforals, trans. W. Kaufmann and R. J. Hollingdale (New York: 

Vint•ge, 1909), p. 20. 
27 Ibid., p. 20. 
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weave of etymological, demographic, literary, and historical fragments, 
Nietzsche conjures a gcnealogv of morality that begins with the histori
cal inversion of an aristocratic equation of power with truth, goodness, 
beauty, happiness, and piety. 2' This ancient equation Nietzsche endorses 
for its homage to "the noble instincts of man." In his telling. the equation 
is inverted through "the slave revolt in morality," a 2, 000-ycar-old and 
-long revolt accompanying the btrth of Western civilization, "which we 
no longer sec because it-has been victorious. . The slave revolt in 
morality begins v.'hcn rcsscntimcnt itself becomes creative and gives birth 
to values: the rcsseutimcllf of natures that arc dcmcd the true reaction, that 
of deeds, and compcnsne themselves with an imaginary revenge. "2'1 

In his insistence that morality springs from and compensates pow
erlessness, Nietzsche challenges the Marxist thesis that all ideology, in
cluding ethical and moral codes, issues from class divisions to legitimate 
the power of the privileged. In Nietzsche's account. morality emerges 
from the powerless to avenge their incapactty for action; 1t enacts their 
resentment of strengths that they cannot match or overthrow. Rather 
than a codification of domination, moral ideas arc a erinque of a certain 
kind of power, a complaint against strength, an effort to shame and dis
credit domination by securmg the ground of the true a12d the good from 
which to (negatively) judge it. In this \.vay, of course, morality itself be
comes a power, a weapon (which is hmv it eventually triumphs), al
though this expression of the "will to power" is far from the sort 
Nietzsche savors or respects: power born of weakness and resentment 
fashtons a culture whose values and ambttions mirror the pettiness of its 
motivating force. Moreover, rcssertti111cnt's acquisition of power 1s facili
tated by what Nietzsche terms the overdeveloped quality of its clever
ness; it ascends to power through its cultivation of reason-an 
"imaginary revenge" taken in lieu of "the true reaction, that of deeds.'' 
Because resJentime111 reacts, needs a hostile external world in order to exist 
at all, 30 and is prcoccup1ed with disceming and discrediting the nature of 
what it seeks to undercut, "a race of such men of ressemime/ll is bound to 

become eventually dcl'er<T than any noble race; it will also honor clever
ness to a far greater degree: namely, as a condition of existence of the first 
importance. "-'1 

2
' lbtd .. pp. 32-34. 

c'! Jbtd., pp. 34. 3(L 

'" lbtd., p. 37. 
" Ibid .. p. 3H. Ntctzschc cbborates: "Whik the noble man lives in trust and openness 

\Vith himself. , the n1an of fl'S5l'tifimem is neither upright nor naive nor honest and 
straighti(m.vard with himself. Hi, soul.1qllillts; his spirit loves hidmg places. secret paths and 
back doors, everything covert entices him as his world. !lis security. !w refreshment; he 
understands ho"· to keep silent. ho" not to forget. how to wait, how to be provisiOnally 
self-deprecatin~ and humble .. (p 3H). 
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Nietzsche means to be telling a generic story about the West and espe
cially about modernity, a story in which "slave morality" has triumphed 
so completely that "we have lost our love for man," "we arc weary of 
man"-th!s, and not Ntetzschc's analysis, betokens "the true nihtlism of 
our age. "32 I want to suggest that much North Atlamic feminism par
takes deeply of both the epistemological spirit and political structure of 
rcssmtiwl'lll and that this constitutes a good deal of our nervousness about 
moving toward an analysis as thoroughly Nietzschcan in its wariness 
about truth as postfoundarional political theory must be. Surrendering 
cpistonological foundations means giving up the ground of specifically 
moral claims against domination-especially the avenging of strength 
through moral critique of it-and moving instead into the domain of the 
sheerly political: "wars of position'' and amoral contests about the just 
and the good in which truth is always grasped as coterminous ~ith 
power, as always already power, as the voice of powcr.3' In William 
Connolly's words, overcoming the demand for epistemological founda
tions docs not foreclose ethics but opens up alternative ethical possi
bilities. ·'4 Apparently lacking confidence in our capacity to work and 
prevail in such domains of the political and the ethical, feminism appears 
extremely hesitant about this move. 

This hesitation is evident first in the feminist worry that postmodcrn 
theories of discourse "rcduc[ c] all discourse to rhctonc, ... allow( ing l 
no distinction between reason and power. ".'15 Presumably, the objection 
here lies not in the discernment of power, even violence, in di~coursc 
itself-most feminists work assiduously at just such discernments-but 
to the reduction of all discourse to rhetoric. to the insistence on the will 
to power in all of reason's purveyors, ourselves included. Consider 
Nancy Hartsock's "need to be assured that some systematic [undistorted 
or power-free?] knowledge about our world and ourselves is possible.,_,_ 
Now for the morally superior position issuing from resseminwll to 
"work,,. reason must drape itself in powerlessness or dispossession: ir 
attacks by diftcrentiating itself from the pohtical-ontological twlur-c of 
what it criticizes, by adopting the stance of reason agamst power, or, in 
Marx's case, by adopting scientific objectivity against power's inherent 

3C Ibid - p. 44. 
3 ·' Foucault. 'Truth and Power," in Powrr!Knewlcdj!c, p. 13.'\. 
3" Personal communicatiou. April 19'14. 
3:; Nicholson, introduction to fcminism/PcJ.stwodcmism, p. 1 L Thi5. is Nichoh.on 's charac~ 

tcrization of an objection. not necessariJy her own position, 
"· "The Feminist Standpoint: De,·elopinf,; Grounds for a Specitlcally Feminist Hisrori

cally Materialism.'' 1n Disawaiu.f! Ri'alit}'.· 1--t·mimst Ptrspeaivt'5 011 Ep1stcmoloxr ... 'v1etaphy5il~, 
Mctlwdo/,>~y, a11d P!Jiloso]>hy o(S,ielllr, ed. Sandra Harding and Merrill Hintikka (Dordrecht: 
Reidel, l'll\3), p. 171. 
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cloaking in ideology. Thus, this desire for accounts of knowledge that 
position us outside of power would appear to be rooted in the need to 
make power answer to reason/morality and to prohibit demands for ac
countability in the opposite direction. In Nietzsche's telling, the supreme 
strategy of morality based in ressemiment-the source of its triumph over 
two thousand denial that it has an mvolvement with power, 
that it contains a will to power or seeks to (pre)dominate. 

There is no more vivid historical illustration of morality's dependence 
upon a discursive boundary between truth and power than Plato's at
tempt to distinguish Socrates from his rivals, the Sophists, by contrasting 
Socrates' ostensible devotion to truth for its own sake with the Sophists' 
practice of openly consorting with political interests. In this picture, the 
impoverished, purdy philosophical, and formally powerless Socrates is 
presented as uncontaminated by power interests or power desires; his life 
.md utterances are cast by Plato as "moral" and "true" because they are 
not directly hinged to political power, indeed, because philosophy is "out 
of power." Not surprisingly, Socrates becomes Nietzsche's prime exam
ple of (plebeian) ressemimem-"One chooses dialectic only when one has 
no other means .... Is dialectic only a form of rweni>ie in Socrates?"37 

A contemporary feminist instance of the Platonic strategy for legit
imizing "our truth" through its relation to worldly powerlessness, and 
discrediting "theirs" through its connection to power, is again provided 
by Hartsock. Arguing that there can or must be an "epistemological 
base" such that knowledge of "how the world really works" is possible, 
she declares: 

Those (simply) critical of modernity can call into question whether we ever 

really knew the world (and a good case can be made that "they" at least did 
not). They are in fact right that they have not known the world as it is rather 

than as they wished and needed it to be; they created their world not only in 
their own image but in the image of their iantasies. JH 

In this account, powerlessness is implicitly invested in the Truth while 
power inherently distorts. Truth is always on the side of the damned or 
the excluded; hence Truth is always clean of power, but therefore also 
always positioned to reproach power. On the other hand, according to 
Hartsock, "the vision available to the rulers will be both partial and will 
reverse the real order of things. "39 What would be required for us to live 
and work politically without such myths, without claiming that our 

Twil(~hr of the Idols, in The Portable Nietzsche, trans. W. Kaufmann (New York: Vi
king. 1954), p. 476. 

'""Foucault on Power: A Theory for Women?" p. 17!. 
"' Ibid., p. 172 (emphasis added). 
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knowledge is uncorrupted by a will to power, without insisting that our 
truths are less partial and more moral than "theirs"' Could we learn to 

contest domination with the strength of an alternative vision of collective 
life, rather than through moral reproach? In a word, could we develop a 
feminist politics without ressentiment? 

Thus far, I have situated feminist anxieties about postmodernity in its 
disruption and deauthorization of our moral ground-our subject that 
harbors truth, and our truth that opposes power. But preference for 
moral reasoning over open political contest is not the only legacy of the 
modernist feminist story: modernity also bequeaths to us a preference for 
deriving 11orms epistemologically over deciding on them politically. In
deed, from Plato to Marx, from natural law theory to Christian idealism, 
Hobbesian inductivism, and historical materialism, much of Western po
lltlcal theory has derived (and legitimized) the Good from the True, and 
feminist theory is no exception, notwithstanding the sharply competing 
conceptions of "truth" harbored under its auspices. Feminist standpoint 
theory takes this effort furthest in its imitation of the Marxist effort to 
vest the class that is "in but not of civil society" with the capacity for a 
situated kn~wlcdge capable of achieving universal vision and containing 
the seeds of umversal norms. 40 Not only the truth of oppression hut the 
truth of human existence and human needs IS apprehended by, because 
produced by, the daily experience of society's most exploited and deval
ued. With their unique capacity for seeing truth and their standing as the 
new universal class (the class that represents universal interests because its 
interests lie with the complete abolition of class), this population also has 
a singular purchase on "the good. "4t 

The post modern exposure of the imposed and created rather than dis
covered character of all know ledges-of the power-suffused, struggle-

, "''This point tirst emerges, in rough form, in Marx's CritJque of Hcf?el's Plli/o_wphy of 
Rtght. It gams Jts finest polish from Gyorgy Lubes's "Heitication and rhc Consciousness o-f 
the Proletariat~> in History :md Class Cmuciousness,· St11dies itr .\Jarxist Dialectits trans 
R. Livingstone (Ctmbridge: ,'vtiT Press. 1971). ' . 

'' Hartsock, "The Feminist Standpoint," pp. 290-JIXl. The "Black women's stand
point" developed by Patricia Hill Collins does not claim the same tight connection between 
pnvtleged perspective and privileged access ro the good_ Black women's "outsider within" 
perspecrive as developed by Collins is affirmed as an ,Jlternative (and undervalued) cptste
mology ~oored m black women's lived experience, not as The Standpoint for knowmg The 
frurh. ~everth~less~ one senses rhat pracrkes she exan1ines such as diaJogue aud emotional 
expre:stveness I~ knowledge production are heing implicitly valorized as both true and 
s~pcr10r ways ot know mg. not merely forwarded as black women's way of knowing. See 
Collms, Blad< rmwust f!wu.~hr, chap. 10. 
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produced quality 'Of all truths, including reigning political and scientific 
ones-simultaneously exposes the groundlessness of discovered norms 
or visions. It also reveals the exclusionary and regulatory function of 
these norms: white women who cannot locate themselves in Nancy 
Hartsock's account of women's experience or women's desires, African 
American women who do not identify with Patricia Hill Collins's ac
count of black women's ways ofknowing, are once again excluded from 
the Party of Humanism-this time in its feminist variant. 

Our alternative to reliance upon such normative claims would seem to 
be engagement in political struggles in which there arc no trump cards 
such as "morality" or "truth." Our alternative, in other words, is to 
struggle within an amoral political habitat for temporally bo~nd and 
fully contestable visions of who we arc and how we ought to hve. Put 
still another way, postmodernity unnerves feminist theory not merely 
because it deprives us of uncomplicated subject standing, as Christine Di 
Stefano suggests, or of settled ground for knowledge and norms, as 
Nancy Hartsock argues, or of "centered selves" and "emancipatory 
knowledge,'' as Seyla Benhabib avers. Postmodernity unsettles femmtsm 
because it erodes the moral ground that the subject, truth, and nor
mativity coproduce in modernity. When contemporary feminist political 
theorists or analysts complain about the antipolitical or unpolitical nature 
of postmodcrn thought-thought that apprehends and responds to this 
erosion-they are protesting, inter alia, a Nietzschean analysts of truth 
and morality as fully implicated in and by power, and thereby dt::legm
mated qua Truth and Morality. Politics, including politics with passion
ate purpose and vision, can thrive without a strong theory of the subject, 
without Truth, and without scientifically derived norms-one only need 
reread Machiavelli, Gramsci, or Emma Goldman to see such a politics 
flourish without these things. The question is whether feminist politics 
can prosper without a moral apparatus, whether feminist theorists and 
activists will give up substituting Truth and Morality for poltttcs. Are we 
willing to engage in struggle rather than recrimination, to develop o~r 
faculties rather than avenge our subordination with moral and epis
temological gestures, to fight for a world rather than conduct process on 
the existing one? Nietzsche insisted that extraordinary strengths of char
acter and mind would be necessary to operate in the domain of epis
temological and religious nakedness he heralded. But in this he 
excessively individualized a challenge that more importantly requires the 
deliberate development of postmoral and antirelativist political spaces, 
practices of deliberation, and modes of adjudication. 
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The only way through a crisis of space is to invent a new 
space. -Fredric Jameson, "Postmodernism" 

Precisely because of its incessant revelation of settled practices and identi
ties as contingent, its acceleration of the tendency to melt all that is solid 
into air, what is called postmodernity poses the opportunity to radically 
sever the problem of the good from the problem of the true, to decide 
"what we want" rather than derive it from assumptions or arguments 
about "who we are." Our capacity to exploit thts opportunity positively 
will be hinged to our success in developing new modes and criteria for 
political judgment. It will also depend upon our willingness to break 
certain modernist radical attachments, particularly to Marxism's promise 
(however failed) of meticulously articulated connections between a com
prehensive critique of the present and norms for a transformed future-a 
science of revolution rather than a politics of one. 

Resistance, the practice most widely associated with postmodern polit
ical discourse, responds to without fully meeting the normativity chal
lenge of postmodernity. A vital tactic in much political work as well as for 
mere survival, resistance by itself does not contain a critique, a vision, or 
grounds for organized collective efforts to enact either. Contemporary 
affection for the politics of resistance issues from postmodern criticism's 
perennial authority problem: our heightened consciousness of the will to 
power in all political "positions" and our wariness about totalizing an
alyses and visions. Insofar as it eschews rather than revises these prob
lematic practices, resistance-as-politics does not raise the dilemmas of 
responsibility and justification entailed in "affnming" political projects 
and norms. In this respect, like identity politics, and indeed sharing with 
identity politics an excessively local viewpoint and tendency toward po
sitioning without mapping, the contemporary vogue of resistance is 
more a symptom ofpostmodernity's crisis of political space than a coher
ent response to it. Resistance goes nowhere in particular, has no inherent 
attachments, and hails no particular vision; as Foucault makes clear, resis
tance is an effect of and reaction to power, not an arrogation of it. 

What postmodemity disperses and postmodern feminist politics re
quires are cultivated political spaces for posing and questioning feminist 
political norms, for discussing the nature of "the good" for women. 
Democratic political space is quite undertheorized in contemporary femi
nist thinking, as it is everywhere in late-twentieth-century political the
ory, primarily because it is so little in evidence. Dissipated by the 
increasing technologizing of would-be political conversations and pro
cesses, by the erosion ofboundaries around specifically political domains 
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.md activities, and by the decline of movement politics. political spaces 
arc scarcer and thinner today than even in most immediately pnor epochs 
of Western history. In this regard, their condition mirrors the splayed_ and 
centrifuged characteristics of postmodern political power. Yet preCisely 
because ofpostmodernity's disarming tendencies toward pohtlca~ dtson
cntation, fragmentation, and technologizing, the creation ot spaces 
where political analyses and norms can be proffered and contested Is su-
premely important. . . . 

Political space is an old theme in Western pohncal theory, mcarnated 
bv the polis practices of Socrates, harshly opposed by Plato m the Repub
li::, redeemed and elaborated as metaphysics by Anstotle, resuscitated as 
salvation for ri~odernity by Hannah Arendt, and given contemporary 
spin in Jurgen Habermas's theories o~ ideal speech _situations and com
municative rationality. The project ot devclopmg temm1st postmodern 
political spaces, while enriched by pieces orchis tradition, ~ecessanly a!so 
departs from it. In contrast with Ansrod: s formulation, tem1msr polltl
cal spaces cannot define themselves agamst the pnvate sphere, bodtes, 
reproduction and production, mortality, and all the populattons and Is
sues implicated in these categories. Unl~ke Arcndt:s. these spaces cannot 
be pristine, rarified, and policed at their boundanes but are necessanly 
cluttered, attuned to earthly concerns and VISions, mccssantly disrupted, 
invaded, and reconfigured. Unlike Habermas. we can harbor no ~:cams 
of nondistorted communication unsullied by power, or even of a com
mon language," but we recognize as a permanent political condition par
tiality of understanding and expression, cultural chasms whose nature 
may' be vigilantlv identified but rarely "resolved," and the powers of 
words and image~ that evoke, suggest, and connote rather than transmit 
meanings. -l2 Our spaces, while requiring some defimuon and protection, 
cannot be dean, sharply bounded, disembodied, or permanent: to en
gage posnnodern modes of power and honor specifically fcmm1st know l
edges, they must be heterogenous, rovmg, relauvdy nonmsututlon-
d!izcd, and democratic to the point of exhaustion. . . 

Such spaces are crucial for developing the skills and practices ot post
modern iudgment, addressing the problem of"how to produce a discourse 
on justi~c ... when one no long_er reli_es on ontology or epistemol
ogy. "43 Postmodcrnity's d1smantlmg ot _me~aphystcal foundanons for 
justice renders us quite vulnerable to dommanon by tcchmcal reason un-

42 In "Situated Knowledgcs.'1 Donna Haraway writes, ·•feminism loves another scicnc~; 
the sciences dnd politics nfintaprct>tion, trJnslation, stuttering Jnd the pJrrly understood 

(p. 589). d . .., v 
.i:l Emdia Steurman, '"Habennas vs. Lyotard: Modernity vs. Postnto crn1ty:' .. <'W 

l'oimd.>litllls 7 (1989), p. 61. 
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less we seize the opportunity this erosion also creates to develop demo
cratic processes for formulating collective postepistemological and 
postontological judgments. Such judgments require learning how to 
have public conversations with each other, arguing from a vision about 
the common ("what I want for us") rather than from identity ("who I 
am"), and from explicitly postulated norms and potential common 
values rather than from false essentialism or unreconstructed private in
terest. H Paradoxically, such public and comparatively impersonal argu
ments carry potential for greater accountability than arguments from 
identity or interest. While the tormer may be interrogated to the ground 
by others, the latter are insulated from such inquiry with the mantle of 
"truth" worn by identity-based speech. Moreover, postidcntiry political 
positions and conversations potentially replace a politics of difference 
with a politics of diversity-differences grasped from a perspective larger 
than simply one point in an ensemble. Postidentity public positioning 
requires an outlook that discerns structures of dominance within ditTused 
and disorienting orders of power, thereby stretching toward a more po
litically potent analysis than that which our individuated and tragmcnted 
existences can generate. In contrast to Di Stefano's claim that "shared 
identity" may constitute a more psychologically and politically reliable 
basis tor "attachment and motivation on the part of potential activists, "45 

I am suggesting that political conversation oriented toward diversity and 
the common, toward world rather than self, and involving conversion of 
one's knowledge of the world from a situated (subject) position into a 
public idiom, otTers us the greatest possibility of countering postmodcrn 
social fragmentations and political disintegrations. 

Feminists have learned well to identify and articulate our "subject 
positions" -we have become experts at politicizing the "I" that is pro
duced through multiple sites of power and subordination. But the very 
practice so crucial to making these elements of power visible and subjec
tivity pohttcal may be partly at odds with the requisites for developing 
political conversation among a complex and diverse "we." We may need 
to learn public speaking and the pleasures of public argument, not to 
overcome our situatedncss, but in order to assume responsibility for our 
situations and to mobilize a collective discourse that will expand them. 
For the political making of a feminist future that does not reproach the 
history on which it is borne, we may need to loosen our attachments to 
subjectivity, identity, and morality and to redress our underdeveloped 
taste for political argument. 

44 
Haraway makes a similar Jrgumcnt in "Situated Knowledges," pp. 586-87. 

" ''Dilemmas of DitTerencc," p. 76. 



CHAPTER THREE 

Wounded Attachments 

If something is to stay in the memory, it must be burned in: 
only that which never ceases to hurr stays in the memory. 

-Fnedrich Nietzsche, Ott tile Gellcalo.~y <){Morals 

. this craving for freedom, release, forge-tfulness , 
-Thomas Mann, Death ill Ve11icr 

TAKING ENORMOUS pleasure in the paradox, Jamaican-born social theorist 
Stuart Hall tells this story of the postwar. postcolonial "breakup'' ofEn-

glish identity: 

... in the very moment when finally Britain convinced itself it had to decolo

nize. it had to get rid of them, we all came back home. As they hauled down 
the flag [in the colonies), we got on the banana boat and sailed right into 
London .... [T)hey had ruled the world for 300 years and, at last, when they 
had made up their minds to climb out of the role, at least the others ought to 

have stayed out there in the rim, behaved themselves, gone somewhere else. or 

found some other client state. But no, they had always said that this [London) 
was really home. the streets were paved with gold, and bloody hell. we just 

came to check out whether that was so or not. 1 

In Hall's mischievous account, the restructuring of collective "First 
World" identity and democratic practices required by postcoloniality did 
not remain in the hinterlands but literally, restively, came home to roost. 
The historical "others" of colonial identity cast free in their own waters 
sailed in to implode the center of the postcolonial metropoles, came to 

trouble the last vestiges of centered European identity with its economic 
and political predicates. They came to make havoc in the master's house 
after the master relinquished his military-political but not his cultural and 
metaphysical holdings as the metonymy of man. 

Hall's narrative of the palace invasion by the newly released subjects 
might also be pressed into service as metaphor for another historical 
paradox of late-twentieth-century collective and individual identity for
mation: in the very moment when modern liberal states fully realize their 

l "The Local and the Global," in Culture, Globalizatioll, and tile World System: Contempo· 

rary Conditious for tl1c Rcpreselltat!oll of Jdcmity. ed. Anthonv Kmg (Albany: SUNY Press, 

19i'l9). p. 24. 
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secularism (as Marx put it in "On the Jewish Question"), just as the 
mantle of ~bstr.act personhood is formally tendered to a whole panoply 
~f those histOncally excluded from it by humanism's privileging of a 
smgle race, gender, and organization of sexuality, the marginalized reject 
the rubnc of humanist inclusion and turn, at least in part, against its very 
prem1ses. Refusmg to be neutralized, to render the differences inconse
quential, to be depoliticized as "lifestyles," "diversity," or "persons like 
any other," we have lately reformulated our historical exclusion as a mat
ter of historically produced and politically rich alterity. Insisting that we 
are not merely positioned but fabricated by this history, we have at the 
same time insisted that our very production as marginal, deviant, or sub
?u.man is itself constitutive of the centrality and legitimacy of the center, 
IS Itself what paves the center's streets with semiotic, political, and psy
chiC gold. Just when polite liberal (not to mention correct leftist) di5-
course ceased speaking of us as dykes, faggots, colored girls, or natives, 
we began speaking of ourselves this way. Refusing the invitation to ab
sorption, we insisted instead upon politicizing and working into cultural 
critique the very constructions that a liberal humanism increasingly ex
posed m Its tacit operations of racial, sexual, and gender privilege was 
seeking to bring to a formal close. 

These paradoxes oflate modern liberalism and colonialism, of course. 
are not a matter of simple historical accident-indeed, they are both in
complete and mutually constitutive to a degree that belies the orderly 
chronological scheme Hall and I have imposed on them in order to ren
der them pleasurable ironies. Moreover, the ironies do not come to an 
end with the Jamaican postcolonials sailing into London nor with tht: 
historically marginalized constructing an oppositional political culture 
and critique out of their historical exclusion. Even as the margins assert 
themselves as margins, the denaturalizing assault they perform on coher
ent collective identity in the center turns back on them to trouble their 
ow.n identities. Even as it is being articulated, circulated, and lately insti
tutJonahzed m a host oflegal, political, and cultural practices, identity is 
unraveling-.metaphysically, culturally, geopolitically, and histori~ally
as rap1dly as It IS bemg produced. The same vacillation can be seen in the 
naturalistic legitimating narratives of collective identity known as nation
alism. lmpl.oded within by the insurrectionary knowledges and political 
claims of h1stoncally subordinated cultures, and assaulted from without 
by the spectacular hybridities and supranational articulations of late
twentieth-century global capitalism as well as crises of global ecology, 
nation formation-loosened from what retrospectively appears as a his
~orically fleeting attachment to states-is today fervently being asserted 
m cultural-political claims ranging from Islamic to deaf, indigenous to 
Gypsy, Serbian to queer. 
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Despite certain convergences, articulations, and parallels between sue~ 
culturally disparate political formations in the late twentieth century, this 
chapter docs not consider the problematic of pohnc1zed 1dennty on a 

lobal scale. To the contrary, it is, among other thmgs, an argument for 
;ubstantial historical, geopolitical, and cultural specifiCity m explormg 
the problematic of political identity. Thus: the focus m what follows IS o~ 
selected contradictory operations of poht!C!zed 1dent1ty w1thm late mod 
ern democracy; 1 consider politicized identity as. both a production ,md 
contestation of the political terms of liberalism, d1sc1phnary-bureaucranc 
regimes, certain forces of global capitalism, and the demograp~IC flows 
of postcoloniality that together might be taken as consntutl~e of the con-

North American political condmon. In recent years. enough temporary . · f 
stalemated argument has transpired about the VIrtues and VIces o some-
thing named identity politics to suggest the hm1ted usefulness ~fa dis
cussion of identity either in terms of. the umcless metaphys1cal. or 
linguistic elements of its constitution or m terms of the ethical-pohucal 
rubric of good and evil. Beginning instead w1th the premise that the 

roliferation and poliricization of identlt!es m the Umted States IS not .a 
p 1 po]1't1'cal choice but a complex historical productiOn, this mora or even . . . 
chapter seeks to elucidate something of the nature of th1s production, m 
order to ]ocate within it both the openings and the penis for a radically 
democratic political projen. . .. 

Manv have asked how, given what appear as the mhercntly totahzmg 
and "othering" characteristics of identity in/as language, 1dennty ca~ 
avoid reiterating such investments in its ostensibly emanCipatory mode.-

2 "An identity is established in relation to a series ofdiffereuces that have becodm~ socially 
· 1 · b · If th dtd not coextst as thcrences, · d These differences are essenna to us em g. ey · . d 

recogmze . . . . d I'd' , Identity requires difference m or er to 
it would not exist in its dtsnncrness an so I tty. . . . - . . ·If aintv ., (\Vil-
b nd it converts difference into otherness in order to secu:e lt~ own se -cert _ , . , 
li:~: Connolly, fdenriry!Difforence: Democratic Ne~vtiariom oj Paltttcal Paradox (Ithaca. Cor-

nell University Press, 1991]. P· 
64l· b . D· 'd b c se Connolly is exem-

. - Connolly rather than the more o vtous ern a e au . . 

Pl~r~lt~/:~:neff{m within political theory to think about the political proCblern lol f tbdenttty 1 

• . • • As well 1 Cite from onno y ecause working heuristically with its hngmsuc operauon. '. b . 1991 at an Amcri-
h "' ent essay is in some ways an extenston of a conversauo~ eg~n tn , 

t e ';~lsi tical Science Association annual meeting roundtable dtscussto? of hts book. In that 
can . - that Connollv identified late modernity as producmg certam problems 

~:ci:s;~~i~~ ~~ttt~~d not historici~e politicized identity itsdC I called for ~~ch ~ts~ici:~-
. that the resent essay is my own parttal response tot at ca • ~t as~ . e 

tton. To the degrele . pd b d to Connolly's book and that public occaston ot Its footnotes n1ake c ear-IS m e te . 

discussion. - " - d · l · th gh and past the 
A short list of others who have struggled to take pohtJCize. ll cnttty rou H II T . h T 

problem of political exclusion and political closure mtght mdude Stuart . aS, . r~n d 
Minh-ha, Homi Bhabha, Paul Gilroy, Aiwah Ong, Judith Butler, Gayatn p1va , an 
Anne Norton. 
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I want to make a similar inquiry but in a historically specific cultural
political register, not because the linguistic frame is unimportant but 
because it is insufficient for discerning the character of contemporary 
politicized identity's problematic investments. Thus, the concerns fram
ing the work of this chapter are these: First, given the subjectivizing con
ditions of identity production in a late modern capitalist. liberal, and 
bureaucratic disciplinary social order, how can reiteration of these pro
duction conditions be averted in identity's purportedly emancipatory 
project? In the specific context of contemporary liberal and bureaucratic 
disciplinary discourse, what kind of political recognition can identity
based claims seek-and what kind can they be counted on to want-that 
will not resubordinate a subject itself historically subjugated through 
identity, through categories such as race or gender that emerged and cir
culated as terms of power to enact subordination? The question here is 
not wherher denaturalizing political strategies subvert the subjugating 
force of naturalized identity formation, but what kind of politicization, 
produced our of and inserted into what kind of political context, might 
perform such subversion. Second, given the widely averred interest of 
politicized identity in achieving emancipatory political recognition in a 
posthumanist discourse, what are the logics of pain in the subject forma
tion processes of late modern politics that might contain or subvert this 
aim? What are the particular constituents-specific to our time yet 
roughly generic for a diverse spectrum of identities-of identity's desire 
tor recognition that seem often to breed a politics of recrimination and 
rancor, of culturally dispersed paralysis and suffering, a tendency to re
proach power rather than aspire to it, to disdain freedom rather than 
practice it? In short, where do the historically and culturally specific 
clements of politicized identity's investments in itself, and especially in 
its own history of suffering, come into conflict with the need to give 
up these investments, to engage in something of a Nietzschean "for
getting" of this history, in the pursuit of an emancipatory democratic 
project? 

Such questions should make clear that this is not an essay about the 
g<:neral worth or accomplishments of identity politics, nor is it a critique 
of that oppositional political formation. It is, rather. an exploration of the 
ways in which certain aspects of the specitlc genealogy of politicized 
identity arc carried in the structure of its political articulation and de
mands, with consequences that include self-subversion. I approach this 
exploration by first offering a highly selective account of the discursive 
historical context of the emergence of identity politics in the United 
States, and then elaborating, through a reconsideration of Nietzsche's 
genealogy of the logics of ressentlment, the wounded character of politi
cized identity's desire Within this context. 
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The tension between particularistic 'Ts" and a universal "we" in liberal
ism is sustainable as long as the constituent terms of the "!" remain un
politicizcd: indeed, as long as the "!" itself remains unpoliticized on one 
hand, and the state (as the expression of the ideal of political universality) 
remains unpoliticized on the other. Thus, the latent conflict in liberalism 
between universal representation and individualism remains latent, re
mains unpoliticized, as long as differential powers in civil society remain 
naturalized, as long as the "I" remains politically unarticulated, as long as 
it is willing to have its freedom represented abstractly-in effect, subor
dinating its "!-ness" to the abstract "we" represented by the universal 
community of the state. This subordination is achieved bv the "!" either 
abstracting from itself in its political representation, thu; trivializing its 
"difference" so as to remain part of the "we" (as in homosexuals "l.vho arc 
"just like everyone else except for who we sleep with"). or accepting its 
construction as a supplement, complement, or partial outsider to the 
"we" (as in homosexuals who arc just "different," or Jews whose com
munal affiliations lie partly or wholly outside their national identity). 
The history of liberalism's management of its inherited and constructed 
others could be read as a history of variations on and vacillations between 
these two strategies. 

The abstract character ofliberal political membership and the ideologi
cally naturalized character of liberal individualism together work against 
politicized identity formation. 3 A formulation of the political state and of 
citizenship that, as Marx put it in the 'Jewish Question," abstracts from 
the substantive conditions of our lives, works to prevent recognition or 
articulation of differences as political-as effects of power-in their very 
construction and organization; they arc at most the stuff of divergent 
political or economic interests. 4 Equally important, to the extent that po
litical membership in the liberal state involves abstracting from one's so
cial being, it involves abstracting not only from the contingent 
productions of one's life circumstances but from the idem(ficatory pro
cesses constitutive of one's social construction and position. Whether 
read from the frontispiece of Hobbes's Leviathan, in which the many arc 
made one through the unity of the sovereign. or from the formulations of 
tolerance codified by John Locke, John Stuart Mill, and, more currently, 

3 Locke's (16li9) Letter Co,.cemins Toleration signals this development in intellectual his
tory. The 300-year process of eliminating ftrst the property qualification and then race and 
gender qualifications in European and North American constitutional states heralds its for
mal political achievement. 

• "On the Jewish Question," in The Marx-Eugels Reader, 2d ed .. ed. R. C. Tucker (New 
York: Norton. 1978), p. 34. 
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George Kateb, in which the minimalist liberal state is cast as precisely 
what enables our politically unfettered individuality, we arc invited to 
seek equal deference-equal blindness from-but n~t equalizing recog
mtJOn from the state, which is itself liberalism's universal moment. s As 
Marx discerned in his critique of Hegel, the universality of the state is 
ideologically achieved by turning away from and thus dcpoliticizing, yet 
at the same time presupposing, our collective particulars-not by embrac
mg them, let alone emancipating us from them6 In short, "the political" 
in liberalism is precisely not a domain for social identification: expected 
w recognize our political selves in the state, we are not led to expect deep 
recognition there. Put slightly differently, in a smooth and legitimate 
hberal order, if the particularistic 'Ts" must remain unpoliticized, so also 
must the universalistic "we" remain without specific content or aim, 
without a common good other tha11 abstract universal representation or 
pluralism. The abstractness of the "we" is precisely what insists upon, 
reiterates, and even enforces the depoliticized nature of the "I." In Er
nesto Laclau's formulation, "if democracy is possible, it is because the 
universal does not have any necessary body, any necessary content. "7 

While this detente between universal and particular within liberalism is 
riddled with volatile conceits, it is rather thoroughly unraveled by two 
features of late modernity, spurred by developments in what Marx and 
Foucault respectively reveal as liberalism's companion powers: capitalism 
and disciplinarity. On the one side, the state loses even its guise of uni
versality as it becomes ever more transparently invested in particular eco
nomic interests, political ends, and social formations-as it transmogri-

s John Locke, Letter Concemi11.~ Toleration; John Stuart Mill, 011 Liberty; George Kateb, 
"Democratic Individuality and the Cla1ms of Politics." Political Theory 12 (1984). pp. 331-
6n. 

'' h1 the ']ewish Question," Marx argues, "far from abolishing these ~(ft·aive differences 
\m Civil soc1cty, the stateJ only exists so far as they are presupposed; it is conscious of being 
a p~lltlcal staf<· and it manifests its Imil'ersality only in oppositio11 to these elements" (p. 33). 
See also Marx's Critique of He&rl's Philos~ph)' o(Right, ed . .J. O'Malley (Cambridge: Cam
bridge Universitv Press. 1970), pp. 91, 1 ](, 

7 "Universalism. Particularism. and the Question of Identity." Oaober 61 (Summer 
1992), P- 90. Laclau is here concerned not with the state but with the possibility of retaining 
a "universal" in social movemem politics where a critique of bourgeois humanist universal
ism has hecome quite centraL Interestingly. Ladau's effort to preserve a universalist politi
cal ide~] from this challenge entails making the ideal even more abstract. pulling it further 
away trom any specif1c contlguration or purpose than the distance ordinarily managed by 
hberal discourse. Ladau·s aim in voiding the universal completely of body and content is 
only partly to permit it to be more completely embracing of all the particulars; it is also 
intended to recognize the strategic value of the discourse of universality, the extent to which 
"different groups compete to give their particular aims a temporary function of universal 
representation .. (p. 90). But how, if universal discourse mav alwavs be revealed to have th" 
strategic function, can it also be taken seriously as a subst~ntive .value of democracy' 
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ties from a relatively minimalist, "night watchman" state to a heavily 
bureaucratized, managerial, fiscally enormous, and highly intervention
ist welfare-warfare state, a transformation occasioned by the combined 
imperatives of capital and the auto-proliferating characte:istics of bureau
cracy. 8 On the other side, the liberal subJeCt IS mcreasmgly d1smterred 
from substantive nation-state identification, not only by the mdJviduat
ing effects of liberal discourse itself but thro~gh the social e~fe.cts of late
twentieth-century economic and political hfe: deterntonahzmg demo
graphic flows; the disintegration from within and invas~on from without 
of family and community as (relatively) autonomous Sites of soCial pro
duction and identification; consumer capitalism's marketmg discourse m 
which individual (and subindividual) desires are produced, com
modified, and mobilized as identities; and disciplinary productions of a 
fantastic array of behavior-based identities ranging from recovering alco
holic professionals to unrepentant "crack mothers. "9 These disciplinary 
productions work to conjure and regulate subjects through dass1ficatory 
schemes, naming and normalizing social behaviors as soCial posltlons. 
Operating through what Foucault calls "an anatomy of det:ul,". "disci
plinary power" produces social identities (available for pohtiCIZatwn be
cause they are deployed for purposes of political regulation), which 
cross-cut juridical identities based on abstract right. Thus, for exampl~, 
the welfare state's production of welfare subjects-themselves subdi
vided through the socially regulated categories of motherhood, disabil
ity, race, age, and so forth-potentially produces political identity 
through these categories, produces identities as these categories. . 

In this story, the always imminent but increasingly politically mamfest 
tailure of liberal universalism to be universal-the transparent fiction of 
state universality-combines with the increasing individuation of social 
subjects through capitalist disinterments and disciplinary productions. 
Together, they breed the emergence of politicized identity rooted m dis
ciplinary productions but oriented by liberal discourse toward prote~t 
against exclusion from a discursive tormation of umversal JUStice. This 

"Jurgen Habermas's Le.~irittwtioll Crisis, trans. T. McCarthy (Boston: Beacon, 1975), 
.1nd James O'Connor's Fiocal Crisis ofrhe State (New York: St. Martin's, 1973). rcmam two 
of the most compelling narratives of this development. Also informing this claim are Max 
Weber's discussion of bureaucracy and rationalization in Ewnomy a11d Society, ed. G. Roth 
md C. Wittich (Berkeley: University ofCalitornia Press, 1978); Sheldon Wolin's discussion 
of the "mega-state" in The Presence o{ the Past: bssays ot1 1ite State .md the Ct>nstinui,m (Bal
timore: Joh;1s Hopkins University Press, 1989); as well as the rcselrches of Claus Off e. Bob 

Jessop, and fred lllock. . . 
9 I draw the latter example from a fascmating dissertation-m-progress by Deborah Con

nolly (Anthropology Board, Untwmty oi California. Santa Cruz), which examines the 
contemporary production of "crack mothers" as a totalizing tdennty through a combma
tion of legal. medtcaL and social servtce discourses. 
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production, however, is not linear or even, but highly contradictory. 
While the terms of hberahsm are part of the ground of production of a 
politicized identity that reiterates yet exceeds these terms, liberal dis
course itself also continuously recolonizes political identity as political 
mterest-a conversion that recasts politicized identity's substantive (and 
often deconstructive) cultural claims and critiques as generic claims of 
p~rticularism endemic to universalist political culture. Similarly, disci
plinary power manages liberalism's production of politicized subjectivity 
by neutralizing (re-de-politicizing) identity through normalizing prac
uces. As liberal d1sco~rse converts political identity into essemialized pri
v·ate mterest, diSCiplinary power converts interest into normativized 
social identity manageable by regulatory regimes. Thus, disciplinary 
power pohncally neutralizes entitlement claims generated by liberal indi
VIduatiOn, while liberalism politically neutralizes rights claims generated 
by disciplinary identities. 

. In addition to the formations of identity that may be the complex ef
fects of disciplinary and liberal modalities of power, I want to suggest 
one other h1stoncal strand relevant to the production of politicized iden
tity, this one twined more specitically to developments in recent political 
culture. Although sanguine to varying degrees about the phenomenon 

. they are describing, many on the European and North American Lett 
have argued that identity politics emerges from the demise of class poli
ncs a.ttendant upon post~Ford~sm or pursuant to May '68, Without adju
dicatmg the p:"ec1se relatwnshtp between the breakup of class politics and 
the prohferanon of other sites of political identification, I wane to re
tigure this claim by suggesting that what we have come to call identity 
polmcs IS partly dependent upon the demise of a critique of capitalism 
and of bourgeois cultural and economic values.l 0 In a reading that links 
the .n.ew identity claims to a certain relegitimation of capitalism, identity 
polmcs concerned with race, sexuality, and gender will appear not as a 
supplement to class politics, not as an expansion of left categories of 
oppr~ss10n and e~ancipation, not as an enriching augmentation of pro
gressive formulations of power and persons-all of which they also are
but as tethered to a formulation of justice that reinscribes a bourgeois 
(mascuhmst) Ideal as Its measure. 

If it is this ideal that signifies educational and vocational opportunity, 

"' To be fully persuasive, this claim would have to reckon with the wavs in which the 
.trtlculation of African Anlerican, tCminist. queer1 or Native An1erican "v,alues" Jnd cui

rural styles have figured cemnlly in m:my contemporary political projects. lt would have to 
~ncounter the ways that the critique of cultural assimilation to which I alluded on pages 52-
~3 of this chapter has been a critical dimensiOn of identity politics. Space prohibits such a 
reckoning but I think its terms would be those of capitalism and style, economics and 
culture. rounterhegemonic projects ond the politics of resistance. 
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upward mobility, relative protection against arbitrary violence, and re
ward in proportion to effort, and if it is this ideal against which many of 
the exclusions and privations of people of color, gays and lesbians, and 
women are articulated, then the political purchase of contemporary 
American identity politics would seem to be achieved in part throu~ll a 
certain renaturalization of capitalism that can be said to have marked pro
gressive discourse since the 1970s. What this also suggests is that identity 
politics may be partly configured by a peculiarly shaped and peculiarly 
disguised form of class resentment, a resentment that is displaced onto 
discourses of injustice other than class, but a resentment, like all resent
ments, that retains the real or imagined holdings of its reviled subject as 
objects of desire. In other words, the enunciation of politicized identities 
through race, gender. and sexuality may require-rather than inciden
tally produce-a limited identification through class, specifiCally abjur
ing a critique of class power and class norms precisely insofar as these 
identities arc established vis-a-vis a bourgeois norm of social acceptance, 
legal protection, and relative material comfort. Yet, when not only eco
nomic stratification but other injuries to the human body and psyche 
enacted by capitalism-alienation, commodiftcation, exploitation, dis
placement, disintegration of sustaining albeit contradictory social forms 
such as families and neighborhoods-when these arc discursively nor
malized and thus depoliticized, other markers of social difference may 
come to bear an inordinate weight; indeed. they may bear all the weight 
of the sufferings produced by capitalism in addition to that attributable to 
the explicitly politicized marking. 11 

If there is one class that articulates and even politicizes itself in late 
modern North American life, it is that which gives itself the name of the 
"middle class." But the foregoing suggests that this is not a reactive iden
tity in the sense, for example, of "white" or "straight" in contemporary 
political discourse. Rather it is an articulation by the figure of the class 
that represents, indeed depends upon, the naturalization rather than the 
politicization of capitalism, the denial of capitalism's power effects in 
ordering social life, the representation of the ideal of capitalism to pro
vide the good life for all. Poised between the rich and poor, feeling itself 
to be protected from the encroachments of neither, the phantasmic mid-

11 It is. of course, also the abstraction of politicized identity from poluical economy that 
produces the failure of politicized tdentities to encompass and unify their "members:" ~tri
ated not onlv in a formal sense bv class but divided as well by the extent to whtcb the 
suffering en;ailed. for example. i~ gender and racial subordination can be substantially 
offset by economic privilege, insistent definitions of Elack. or Queer, or Woman sustain 
the same kind of exclusions and policing previously enacted by the tacitly white male het
erosexual figure of the "working class." 
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dle class signifies the natural and the good between the decadent or the 
corrupt on one side, the aberrant or the decaying on the other. It is a 
conservative identity in the sense that it semiotically recurs to a phan
tasmic past, an imagined idyllic, unfettered, and uncorrupted historical 
moment (implicitly located around 1955) when life was good-housing 
was affordable, men supported families on single incomes, drugs were 
confined to urban ghettos. But it is not a reactionary identity in the sense 
of reacting to an insurgent politicized identity from below. Rather. it 
precisely embodies the ideal to \vhich nonc!ass identities refer for proof 
of their exclusion or inJury: homosexuals, who iack the protections of 
marriage, guarantees of child custody or job security, and freedom from 
harassment; single women, who are strained and impoverished bv trying 
to raise children and hold paid jobs simultaneously; and people of color, 
who are not only disproportionately affected by unemployment, punish
ing urban housing costs, and inadequate health care programs, but dis
proportionately subjected to unwarranted harassment, figured as 
criminals, ignored by cab drivers. 

The point is not that these privations are trivial but that without re
course to the white masculine middle-class ideal, politicized identities 
would forfeit a good deal of their claims to injury and exclusion, their 
claims to the political significance of their difference. lf they thus require 
this ideal for the potency and poignancy of their political claims, we 
might ask to what extent a critique of capitalism is foreclosed by the 
current conftguration of oppositional politics, and not simply by the 
"loss of the socialist alternative" or the ostensible "triumph of liberalism" 
in the global order. In contrast with the Marxist critique of a social whole 
and Marxist vision of total transformation, to what extent do identity 
politics require a standard internal to existing society against which to 
pitch their claims, a standard that not only preserves capitalism from 
critique, but sustains the invisibility and inarticulateness of class-not 
accidentally, but endemically' Could we have stumbled upon one reason 
why class is invariably named but rarely theorized or developed in the 
multiculturalist mantra, "race, class, gender, sexuality"? 

The story of the emergence of contemporary identity politics could be 
told in many other ways-as the development of "new social antago
nisms" rooted in consumer capitalism's commodification of all spheres 
of social life, as the relentless denaturalization of all social relations occa
sioned by the fabrications and border violations of postmodern technolo
gies and cultural productions, as a form of political consciousness 
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precipitated by the black Civil Rights movement in the United States. 12 I 
have told the story this way in order to emphasize the discursive political 
comext of its emergence, its disciplinary, capitalist. and liberal parentage, 
and this in order to comprehend politicized identity's genealogical struc
ture as comprising and not only opposing these very modalities of politi
cal power. Indeed, if the ostensibly oppositional character of identity 
politics also render them something of the "illegitimate offspring" of 
liberal, capitalist, disciplinary discourses, their absent fathers are not, as 
Donna Haraway suggests. "inessential" but are installed in the very 
structure of desire fueling identity-based political claims: the psyche of the 
bastard child is hardly independent ofits family of origin. 13 And if we are 
interested in developing the politically subversive or transformative cle
ments of idenritv-based claims, we need to know the implications of the 
particular genealogy and production conditions of identity's desire for 
recognition. We need to be able to ask: Given what produced it, given 
what shapes and suffuses it, what does politicized identity want? 

We might profitably begin these investigations with a reflection on 
their curious elision by the philosopher who also frames them, Michel 
Foucault. For Foucault, the constraints of emandpatory politics in late 
modern democracy pertain to the ubiquity and pervasiveness of power
the impossibility of eschewing power in human affairs-as well as to the 
ways in which subjects and practices are always at risk of being resubor
dinated through the discourses naming and politicizing them. Best 
known for his formulation of rhis dual problem in the domain of sexual 
liberation, Foucault offers a more generic theoretical account in his dis
cussion of the disinterment of the "insurrectionary knowledges" of mar
ginalized populations and practices: 

Is the relation of forces today still such as to allow these disinterred knowledges 
some kind of autonomous life? Can they be isolated by these means from every 
subjugating relationship' What force do they have taken in themselves? ... Is 
it not perhaps the case that these fragments of genealogies are no sooner 

12 See Ernesro L.aclau Jnd Chantal Mouffe, He,qemony and Socialist Stratt:~y (london: 
Verso, 1')85), p. 161; Scott Lash and John Urry. The End ofO•Janized C1pitalism (Madison: 
University of Wisconsin Press, 191'!7), chap. ;I; David Harvey. The Cor~dition o/Posmwderttity 
(Oxford: Blackwell, I <J/>9), chap. 26; and Bernice Johnson Rcagon, "Coalition Politics: 
Turning the Century," in Home Girls: A Black Femiuist A11tlwhwy, ed. Barbara Smith (New 
York: Kitchen Table: Woman of Color, 1983). p. 362. 

<J In ··A Manifesto tor Cyborgs: Science, Technology, Jnd Socialist Feminism and the 
Privilege of Partial Perspective" (in 1:-i:minism/Posrmodemism, ed. Linda Nicholson [New 
York: Routledge, IY'J(J[), Donna Haraway writes: "cyborgs ... lre the Illeg•timate otT
spring of militarism Jnd patriarchal capitalism. not to mention state socialism. But illc;giti
mate offspring are often exceedingly unfaithful to their origins. Thc;ir fathers. after all, are 
messential'' {p. 193). 
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brought to light, that the particular clements of the knowledge that one seeks 
to disinter are no sooner accredited and put into circulation, than they run the 
risk of re-codification, re-colonisation' In fact, those unitary discourses which 
first disqualified and then ignored them when they made their appearance are, 
it seems, quite ready now to annex them, to take them back within the fold of 
their own discourse and to invest them with everything this implies in terms of 
their l'lfects of knowledge and power. And if we want to protect these only 
lately liberated fragments, are we not in danger of ourselves constructing, with 
our own hands, that unitary discourse?l 4 

Foucault's caution about the annexing, colonizing effects of invariably 
unifying discourses is an important one. But the question of the emanci
patory orientation ofhisrorical1y subordinated discourse is not limited to 
the risk of cooptation or resubordination by extant or newly formed uni
tary discourses-whether those of humanism on one side, or of cultural 
studies, multiculturalism, subaltern studies, and minority discourse on 
the other. Nor is it reducible to that unexamined Frankfurt School strain 
in Foucault, the extent to which the Fouc:mltian subject originally de
sirous of freedom comes to will its own domination, or (in Foucault's 
rubric) becomes a good disciplinary subject. Rather, I think that for 
Foucault, insofar as power always produces resistance, even the disciplin
ary subject is perversely capable of resistance, and in practicing it, prac
tices freedom. Discernible here is the basis of a curious optimism, even 
volunteerism in Foucault, namely his oddly physicalist and insistently 
non psychic account of power, practices, and subject formation. His re
moval of the "will to power" ti-om Nietzsche's complex psychology of 
need, frustration, impotence, and compensatory deeds is what permits 
Foucault to feature resistance as always possible and as equivalent to prac
ticing freedom. 

In an interview with Paul Rabinow, Foucault muses: 

I do not think that it is possible to say that one thing is of the order of"libera
rion" and another is of the order of" oppression." ... No matter how terrify-

a given system may be, there always remain the possibilities of rcsisrance, 
disobedience, and oppositional groupings. On the other hand, I do not think 
that there is anything that is iimctionally ... absolutely liberating. Liberty is a 
practice . ... The liberty of men is never assured by the institutions and laws 
rhat are intended to guarantee them .... Not because they are ambiguous, but 
simply because ''liberty'' is what must be exercised. . The guarantee of free
dom is freedom. ts 

14 "Two Lectures," in Power/K.,osvletf.~e: Sclated lnterviervs and Otlrer Writings, 1972-
1977, ed. C. Gordon (New York: Pantheon. 1980), p. ~6. 

"Space, Knowledge. >nd Power," interview by Paul Rabinow in Tile Foucat4/t Reader, 
cd. lbbinow (New York: Pantheon. 191'!4), p. 245. 
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My quarrel here is nor with Foucault's valuable insistence upon freedom 
as a practice but with his distinct lack of attention to what might consti
tute, negate, or redirect the desire for frcedom.Jfi Notwithstanding his 
critique of the repressive hypothesis and his postulation of the subj;ct as 
an effect of power, Foucault seems to tacitly assume the givcnness and 
resilience of the desire for freedom, a givenness that arises consequent to 
his implicit confiation of the will to power in the practice of resistance 
with a will to freedom. Thus, Foucault's confidence about the possi
bilities of "practicing" or "exercising" liberty resides in a quasi-empirical 
concern with the relative capacity or space for action in the context of 
certain reg1mes of domination. But whether or not resistance is possible 
is a different question from what its aim is, what it is for, and especially 
whether or not it rcsubjugatcs the resisting subject. Foucault's rejection 
of psychoanalysis and his arrested reading of Nietzsche (his utter neglect 
of Nietzsche's diagnosis of the culture of modernity as the triumph of 
"slave morality") combine to define the problem of freedom for Foucault 
as one of domain and discourse, rather than the problem of "will" that it 
is for Nietzsche. Indeed, what requires for its answer a profoundly more 
psychological Nietzsche than the one Foucault embraces is not a question 
about when or where the practice of freedom is possible but a question 
about the direction of the Will to power, a will that potentially, but only 
potentially, animates a desire for freedom. Especially for the Nietzsche of 
On the Genealogy of Morals, the modern subject docs not simply cease to 
desire freedom as is the case with Foucault's disciplmary subject but, 
much more problematically. loathes freedom.1 7 Let us now consider 
why. 

Contemporary politicized identity in the United States contests the terms 
of liberal discourse insofar as it challenges liberalism's universal "we" as a 
strategic fiction of historically hegemonic groups and asserts liberalism's 
"I" as social-both relational and constructed by power-rather than 
contingent, private, or autarkic. Yet it reiterates the terms of liberal dis
course insofar as it posits a sovereign and unified "I" that is discn-

lh John Rajchman insists that Foucault's philosophy is "the endless question of freedom·· 
(Michel roumult: The Freedom ofP/,ilo.wphy !New York: Columbia University Press. 19851, 
p. 124), bm RaJchman, too. eschews the question of desire in his account of Foucault's 
freedom as the "motor and principlr of his skepticism: the endless questionmg of consti
tuted experience" (p. 7). 

17 "Thts insti•w for fi"etdmn forcibly made latent- .. this instinct for freedom pushed 
back and repressed, mcarcerated within and t]nally able to discharge and vent itself onlv on 
itself. " (On the Ger~ealo>?y o( Moral.i, trans. W. Kaufmann and R. J Hollmdale [New 
York: Vintage, 1969), p. 87). 
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franchised by an exclusive "we." Indeed, I have suggested that politicized 
identity emerges and obtains its unifying coherence through the politiciz
ation of exclusion from an ostensible universal, as a protest against exclu
sion: a protest premised on the fiction of an inclusive/universal 
community, a protest that thus reinstalls the humanist ideal-and a spe
citlc white, middle-class, masculinist expression of this ideal-insofar as 
it premises itself upon exclusion from it. Put the other way around, polit
icized identities generated out of liberal, disciplinary societies, insofar as 
they are premised on exclusion from a universal ideal, require that ideal, 
as well as their exclusion from it, for their mvn continuing existence as 
identities. 1 ~ 

Contemporary politicized identity is also potentially reiterative of reg
ulatory, disciplinary society in its configuration of a disciplinary subject. 
It is both produced by and potentially accelerates the production of that 
aspect of disciplinary society which "ceaselessly characterizes, classifies, 
and specializes," which works through "surveillance, continuous regis
tration, perpetual assessment, and classification," through a social ma
chinery "that is both immense and minute. "1'' An example from the 
world of local pohtics makes clear politicized identity's imbrication in 
disciplinary power, as well as the way in which, as Foucault reminds us. 
disciplinary power "intlltrates" rather than replaces liberal juridical 
modalities. 2" 

Recently, the city council of my town reviewed an ordinance, devised 
and promulgated by a broad coalition of identity-based political groups, 
which aimed to ban discrimination in employment, housing, and public 
accommodations on the basis of "sexual orientation, transsexuality, age, 
height, weight, personal appearance, physical characteristics, race, color, 
creed, religion, national origin, ancestry, disability, marital status, sex, or 
gender. "21 Here is a perfect instance of the universal juridical ideal of 
liberalism and the normalizing principle of disciplinary regimes con
joined and taken up withm the discourse of politicized identity. This 
ordinance-variously called the "purple hair ordinance" or the "ugly or-

'"As Connolly argues. politicized identity abo reiterates the structure ofliberalismm its 
configuration of a sovereign, unified. accountable individuaL Connolly urges a different 
configuration of identity-one that understood itself as contingent. relationaL contestatory, 
and social-although it is not dear what would motivate identity's transformed orienta
tion. Sec Jdmtity/Dij!erwcc, especially pp. J71-H4 

19 Michel Foucault, Discipline and P1mish: The Binh o{thr Pmon, trans. A. Sheridan (New 
York: Vintage, !979), pp 209, 212. 

'" Ibid .. p. 206. 
21 From an early draft of"An Ordinance of the Cny of Santa Cruz Addin~ Chapter 9.1;3 

to the Santa Cruz Municipal Code Pertaming to the Prohilmion of Discnrnination.'" A 
somewhat amended form of the ordinance was eventually adopted by the city council in 
19'14. 
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dinance'' by state and national news media-aims to count every ditier
ence as no difference, as part of the seamless whole, but also to count 
every potentially subversive rejection of culturally enforced norms as 
themselves normal, as normalizable, and as normativizable through law. 
Indeed, through the definitional, procedural, and remedies sections of 
this ordinance (e.g., "sexual orientation shall mean known or assumed 
homosexuality, heterosexuality, or bisexuality") persons are reduced to 
observable social attributes and practices defined empirically, pos
itivistically, as if their existence were intrinsic and factual, rather than 
diects of discursive and institutional power; and these positivist defini
tions of persons as their attributes and practices are written into law, 
ensuring that persons describable according to them will now become 
regulated through them. Bentham couldn't have done it better. Indeed, 
here is a perfect instance of how the language of recognition becomes the 
language of unfreedom, how articulation in language, in the context of 
liberal and disciplinary discourse, becomes a vehicle of subordination 
through individualization, normalization, and regulation, even as it 
strives to produce visibility and acceptance. Here, also, is a perfect in
stance of the way in which "differences" that are the effects of social 
power are neutralized through their articulation as attributes and their 
circulation through liberal administrative discourse: what do we make of 
a document that renders as juridical equivalents the denial of employ
ment to an African American, an obese woman, and a white middle
class youth festooned with tattoos, a pierced tongue, and fuchsia hair? 

What I want to consider, though, is why this strikingly unemancipa
tory political project emerges from a potentially more radical critique of 
liberal juridical and disciplinary modalities of power. For this ordinance, 
I want to suggest, is not simply misguided in its complicity with the 
rationalizing and disciplinary clements of late modern culture; it is not 
simply naive with regard to the regulatory apparatus w·ithin which it 
operates. Rather, it is symptomatic of a feature of politicized identity's 
desire within liberal-bureaucratic regimes, its foreclosure of its own free
dom, its impulse to inscribe in the law and in other political registers its 
historical and present pain rather than conjure an imagined future of 
power to make itself. To see what this symptom is a symptom o( we 
need to return once more to a schematic consideration of liberalism, this 
time in order to read it through Nietzsche's account of the complex 
logics of ressentimwt. 

Liberalism contains from its inception a generalized incitement to what 
Nietzsche terms resswtimmt, the moralizing revenge of the powerless, 
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"the triumph of the weak as weak. "22 This incitement to ressentiment in
heres in two related constitutive paradoxes of liberalism: that between 
individual liberty and social egalitarianism, a paradox which produces 
failure turned to recrimination by the subordinated, and guilt turned to 
resentment by the "successful"; and that between the individualism that 
legitimates liberalism and the cultural homogeneity required by its com
mitment to political universality, a paradox which stimulates the articula
tion of politically signitlcant differences on the one hand, and the 
suppression of them on the other, and which offers a form of articulation 
that presses against the limits of universalist discourse even while that 
which is being articulated seeks to be harbored within-included in-the 
terms of that universalism. 

Premising itself on the natural equality of human beings, liberalism 
makes a political promise of universal individual freedom in order to 
arrive at social equality, or achieve a civilized retrieval of the equality 
postulated in the state of nature. It is the tension between the promises of 
individualistic liberty and the requisites of equality that yields ressentimwt 

in one of two directions, depending on the way in which the paradox is 
brokered. A strong commitment to freedom vitiates the fulfillment of 
the equality promise and breeds ressentiment as welfare state liberalism
attenuations of the unmitigated license of the rich and powerful on behalf 
of the "disadvantaged." Conversely, a strong commitment to equality, 
requiring heavy state interventionism and economic redistribution, at
tenuates the commitment to freedom and breeds ressentiment expressed as 
neoconservative anti-statism, racism, charges of reverse racism, and so 
forth. 

However, it is not only the tension between freedom and equality but 
the prior presumption of the self-reliant and self-made capacities of lib
eral subjects, conjoined with their unavowed dependence on and con
struction by a variety of social relations and forces, that makes all liberal 
subjects, and not only markedly disenfranchised ones, vulnerable to res
smtimwt: it is their situatedness within power, their production by 
power, and liberal discourse's denial of this situatedness and production 
that cast the liberal subject into failure, the failure to make itself in the 
context of a discourse in which its self-making is assumed, indeed, is its 
assumed nature. This failure, which Nietzsche calls sutTering, must ei
ther tlnd a reason within itself (which redoubles the failure) or a site of 
external blame upon which to avenge its hurt and redistribute its pain. 
Here is Nietzsche's account of this moment in the production of 
ressentiment: 

~~ l\ nun1ber of political theorists have advanced this argun1enr. For a cogent account, 
see Connolly, [dcmity/Di{femiCe, pp. 21-27. 
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For every sufferer instinctively seeks a cause tor his suffering, more exactly, an 
agent; still more specifically, a guilty agent who is susceptible to suffering-in 
short, some living thing upon which he can, on some pretext or other, vent his 
affects, actually or in effigy. . , This ... constitutes the actual physiological 
cause of ressentimem. vengefulness, and the like: a desire to deaden paitl by meam 

of affects, , .. to deadm, by means of a more violent emotion of any kind, a 
tormenting, secret pain that is becoming unendurable, and to drive it out of 
consciousness at least for the moment: for that one requires an affect, as savagr: 
an affect as possible, and, in order to excite that, any pretext at alL 2 3 

Ressmtime11t in this context is a triple achievement: it produces an affect 
(rage, righteousness) that overwhelms the hurt; it produces a culprit re
sponsible for the hurt; and it produces a site of revenge to displace the 
hurt (a place to inflict hurt as the sufferer has been hurt). Together these 
operations both ameliorate (in Nietzsche's term, "anaesthetize") and ex
ternalize what is otherwise "unendurable." 

In a culture already streaked with the pathos of ressentimCIIt for the 
reasons just discussed, there arc several distinctive characteristics of late 
modern postindustrial societies that accelerate and expand the conditions 
of its production. My listing will necessarily be highly schematic: First, 
the phenomenon William Connolly names "increased global contin
gency" combines with the expanding pervasiveness and complexity of 
domination by capital and bureaucratic state and social networks to create 
an unparalleled individual powerlessness over the fate and direction of 
one's own life, intensifying the experiences of impotence, dependence, 
and gratitude inherent in liberal capitalist orders and constitutive of 
ressetllimmt. 24 Second, the steady desacralization of all regions of life
what Weber called disenchantment, what Nietzsche called the death of 
god-would seem to add yet another reversal to Nietzsche's genealogy 
of ressetltimetzt as perpetually available to "alternation of direction." In 
Nietzsche's account, the ascetic priest deployed notions of "guilt, sin, 
sinfulness, depravity, damnation" to "direct the ressentiment of the les' 
severely affiicted sternly back upon themselves .. , and in this way cx
ploit[edJ the bad instincts of all sufferers for the purpose of self-discipline, 
self-surveillance, and self-overcoming. "25 However, the desacralizing 
tendencies of late modernity undermine the efficacy of this deployment 
and turn suffering's need for exculpation back toward a site of external 
agency. 26 Third, the increased fragmentation, if not disintegration, of all 

2-' Grno:alo,Ry ~(Morals, p. 127. 
14 Jdmtity/Difiereucr, pp. 24-26. 
23 Ge11ealo.~)' ojAforals, p. 128. 
26 A strikmg example of this is the way that contemporary natural disasters, such as the 

1989 earthquake in California orrhe 1992 hurricanes in Florida and Hawaii, produced popu-
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forms of association not organized until recently by the commodities 
market-communities, churches, families-and the ubiquitousness of 
the classificatory, individuating schemes of disciplinary society, combine 
to produce an utterly unrelieved individual, one without insulation from 
the inevitable failure entailed in liberalism's individualistic construc
tion. 27 In short, the characteristics of late modern secular society, in 
which individuals are buffeted and controlled by global configurations of 
disciplinary and capitalist power of extraordinary proportions, and arc at 
the same time nakedly individuated, stripped of reprieve from relentless 
exposure and accountability for themselves, together add up to an incite
ment to ressentimem that might have stunned even the finest philosopher 
of its occasions and logics. Starkly accountable yet dramatically impo
tent, the late modern liberal subject quite literally seethes with 
ressentimerlf. 

Enter politicized identity, now conceivable in part as both product of 
and reaction to this condition, where "reaction" acquires the meaning 
Nietzsche ascribed to it: namely, an effect of domination that reiterates 
impotence, a substitute for action, for power, for self-affirmation that 
reinscribcs incapacity, powerlessness, and rejection. For Nietzsche, re5-
selltimellt itself is rooted in reaction-the substitution of reasons, norms, 
and ethics for deeds-and he suggests that not only moral systems but 
identities themselves take their bearings in this reaction. As Tracy Strong 
reads this element of Nietzsche's thought: 

identity ... does not consist of an active component, but is reaction to some
thing outside; action in itself, with its inevitable self-assertive qualities, must 
then become something evil, since it is identified with that against which one is 
reacting. The will to power of slave morality must constantly reassert that 
which gives defmition to the slave: the pain he suffers by being in the world. 

Jar and media drscoursc about relevant state and federal agencie; (e.g .. the Federal Emer
gency Management Agency [FEMA)), that came dose to displacing onto the agencies 
themselves responsibility for the suffering of the victims. 

27 In a personal communication (Spring 1994). Kathy Ferguson suggested that given "all 
the people I know, from a variety of classes, color., and sexualities, who struggle mightily. 
and often happily. to create and maintain families and communities-might the death of 
families be greatly exaggerated7 " I want to afiirm the existence of these eftorts and at the 
same time note that the struggle she cites is taking place precisely because the fam1ly is a 
disintegrating social form (a process that is several centuries old and not, as the Christian 
Right would have it, a recent tear in the social fabric). Moreover, the numbers grow annu
ally for those who have lost or abandoned such struggles. those who live wtthout any 
signifrcant geographically based familial or community ties, "Internet communities" not
withstandmg. And it is this nonemancipatory individuation that renders late modern sub
jects more intensely vulnerable to social powers that in turn undermine their capacity for 
self-making. Indeed, it is the increased vulnerability attendant upon thts kind of individua
tion that most powerfully exposes the fallacy of the sovereign subject of liberalism. 
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Hence any attempt to escape that pain will merely result in the reaffirmation of 
painful structures2 8 

If the "cause" of resswtimellt is suffering, its "creative deed" is the re
working of this pain into a negative form of action, the ''imaginary re
venge" of what Nietzsche terms "natures denied the true reaction, that of 
deeds. "2'i This revenge is achieved through the imposition of suffering 
"on whatever does not feel wrath and displeasure as he does"30 (accom
plished especially through the production of guilt), through the establish
ment of suffering as the measure of social virtue, and through casting 
strength and good fortune ("privilege," as we say today) as self
recriminating, as its own indictment in a culture of suffering: "it is dis
gracctul to be fortunate, there is too much misery. "~ 1 

But in its attempt to displace its suffering, identity structured by ressen
timellt at the same time becomes invested in its own subjection.' This 
investment lies not only in its discovery of a site of blame for its hurt will, 
not only in its acquisition of recognition through its history of subjection 
(a recognition predicated on injury, now righteously revalued), but also 
in the satisfactions of revenge, which ceaselessly reenact even as they 
redistribute the injuries of marginalization and subordination in a liberal 
discursive order that alternately denies the very possibility of these things 
and blames those who experience them for their own condition. Identity 
politics structured by ressentiment reverse without subverting this blam
ing structure: they do not subject to critique the sovereign subject of 
accountability that liberal individualism presupposes, nor the economy 
of inclusion and exclusion that liberal universalism establishes. Thus, po
liticized identity that presents itself as a self-affirmation now appears as 
the opposite, as predicated on and requiring its sustained rejection by a 
"hostile external world. "32 

Insofar as what Nietzsche calls slave morality produces identity in re
action to power, insofar as identity rooted in this reaction achieves its 
moral superiority by reproaching power and action themselves as evil, 
identity structured by this ethos becomes deeply invested in its own im
potence, even while it seeks to assuage the pain of its powerlessness 
through its vengctul moralizing, through its wide distribution of suffer
ing, through its reproach of power as such. Politicized identity, premised 

'" Tracy Strong, Friedrid1 ''-'icrzsche •lltd the Politics of Transfig.,ratioll, expanded cd. 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988), p. 242. 

Ge~>ea/ogy of,Horals, p, 36, 
"' T/ms Spoke Zarailwstra, in The Porrable Nietzsche, cd. W, Kaufmann (New York: Vi

king, !954), p, 252. 
Genealogy o( ,\fora is, pp, 123, 124. 

J2 Ibid. p. 34. 

I 
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on exclusion and fueled by the humiliation and suffering imposed by its 
historically structured impotence in the context of a discourse of sover
eign individuals, is as likely to seek generalized political paralysis, to feast 
on generalized political impotence, as it is to seck its own or collective 
liberation through empowerment. Indeed, it is more likely to punish and 
reproach-"punishment is what revenge calls itself; with a hypocritical 
he it creates a good conscience for itself"33_than to find venues of self
affirming action, 

But contemporary politicized identity's desire is not only shaped by 
the extent to which the sovereign will of the liberal subject, articulated 
ever more nakedly by disciplinary individuation and capitalist disintern
ments, is dominated by late-twentieth-century configurations of political 
and economic powers. It is shaped as well by the contemporary problem
atic of history itsel( by the late modern rupture ofhistory as a narrative, 
history as ended because it has lost its end-a rupture that paradoxically 
gives history an immeasurable weight. As the grim experience of reading 
Discipline and Punish makes clear, there is a sense in which the gravita
tional force of history is multiplied at precisely the moment that history's 
narrative coherence and objectivist foundation is refuted. As the prob
lematic of power in history is rcsituated trom subject positioning to sub
ject construction; as power is seen to operate spatially, infiltrationally, 
"microphysically" rather than only temporally, permeating every here
totore designated "interior" space in social lives and individuals; as erod
ing historical metanarratives take with them both laws ofhistorv and the 
futurity such laws purported to assure; as the presumed continuity of 
history is replaced with a sense of its violent, contingent, and ubiquitous 
j;lrce-history becomes that which has weight but no trajectory, mass but 
no coherence, force but no direction: it is war without ends or end. Thus, 
the extent to which "the tradition of all the dead generations weighs like a 
nightmare on the brain of the living"34 is today unparalleled, even as 
history itself disintegrates as a coherent category or practice. We know 
ourselves to be saturated by history, we feel the extraordinary force of its 
determinations; we are also steeped in a discourse of its insignificance, 
and, above all, we know that history will no longer (always already did 
not) act as our redeemer. 

I raise the question of history because in thinking about late modern 
politicized identity's structuring by ressentimellt, I have thus far focused 
on its foundation in the sufferings of a subordinated sovereign subject. 
Bur Nietzsche's account of the logic of ressentiment is also linked to that 

)J Z.1rathustra, p. 252. 

J
4 

Marx, 'The Eighteenth l:lrumaire of Louis Bonaparte," in :\f,nx·EIIgds Reader, p. 595. 
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feature of the will that is stricken by history, that rails against time itself, 
that cannot "will backwards," that cannot exert its power over the past
either as a specific set of events or as time itself. 

Willing liberates; but what is it that puts even the liberator himself in fetters? 

"It was"-that is the name of the will's gnashing of teeth and most secret 

melancholy. Powerless against what has been done, he is an angry spectator of 

all that is past. .. He cannot break time and time's covetousness, that is the 
will's loneliest melancholy.35 

Although Nietzsche appears here to be speaking of the will as such, 
Zarathustra's own relationship to the will as a "redeemer of history" 
makes dear that this "angry spectatorship" can with great difficulty be 
reworked as a perverse kind of mastery, a mastery that triumphs over the 
past by reducing its power, by remaking the present against the terms of 
the past-in short, by a project of self-transformation that arrays itself 
against its own genealogical consciousness. In contrast with the human 
ruin he sees everywhere around him-"fragments and limbs and dread
ful accidents"-it is Zarathustra's own capacity to discern and to make a 
future that spares him from a rancorous sensibility, from crushing disap
pointment in the liberatory promise of his will: 

The now and the past on earth-alas, my friends, that is what 1 find most 

unendurable; and I should not know hov.· to live if I were not also a seer of that 

which must come. A seer, a wilier, a creator, a future himself and a bridge to 

the future-and alas, also, as it were, a cripple at this bridge: all this is 
Zarathustra. 3'· 

Nietzsche here discerns both the necessity and the near impossibility
the extraordinary and fragile achievement-of formulating oneself as a 
creator of the future and a bridge to the future in order to appease the 
otherwise inevitable rancor of the will against time, in order to redeem 
the past by lifting the weight of it, by reducing the scope of its determi
nations. "And how could I bear to be a man if man were not also a creator 
and guesser of riddles and redeemer of accidents'"37 

Of course, Zarathustra's exceptionality in what he is willing to con
front and bear, in his capacities to overcome in order to create, is Nietz
sche's device for revealing us to ourselves. The ordinary will, steeped in 
the economy of slave morality, devises means "to get rid of his melan
choly and to mock his dungeon," means that reiterate the cause of the 
melancholy, that continually reinfect the narcissistic wound to its capa-

35 Zarathustra, p. 251. 
:;, Ibid., pp. 250-51. 
37 Ib1d., p. 251. 
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ciousncss inflicted by the past. "Alas," says Nietzsche, "every prisoner 
becomes a fool; and the imprisoned will redeems himself foolishly. "3~ 
From this foolish redemption-foolish because it does not resolve the 
will's rancor but only makes a world in its image-is born the wrath of 
revenge: 

"that which was" is the name of the stone [the will] cannot move. And so he 

moves stones out of wrath and displeasure, and he wreaks revenge on what

ever does not feel wrath and displeasure as he does. Thus the will, the liber<l

tor. took to hurting; and on all who can suffer he wreaks revenge for his 

inability to go back~ards. This . . is what revenge is: the will's ill will againsr 
time and its "it was. ''39 

Revenge as a "reaction," a substitute for the capacity to act, produces 
identitv as both bound to the history that produced it and as a reproach to 
the pr~sent which embodies that history. The will that "took to hurting'' 
in its own impotence against its past becomes (in the form of an identity 
whose very existence is due to heightened consciousness of the immov
ability of its "it was," its history of subordination) a will that makes not 
only a psychological but a political practice of revenge, a practice that 
reiterates the existence of an identity whose present past is one of insis
tentlv unredeemable injury. This past cannot be redeemed unless the 
iden;ity ceases to be invested in it, and it cannot cease to be invested in it 
without giving up its identity as such, thus giving up its economy of 
avenging and at the same time perpetuating its hurt-"when he then stills 
the pain of the wound he at the same time infects the w01md. "41.• 

In its emergence as a protest against marginalization or subordination, 
politicized identity thus becomes attached to its own exclusion both be
cause it is premised on this exclusion for its very existence as identity and 
because the formation of identity at the site of exclusion, as exclusion, 

3H Ibid., p 251. 

'"Ibid., pp. 251-52. 
'" Genealei!)' ~(Aiorals, p. 12(, In whar could easily characterize the rancorous quality of 

many contemporary institutions and gatherings-academic, political. cultural-Ill whKh 
politicized identity is strongly and permissibly at play, Nietzsche_ offers an elaborate acc~unt 
of this replacement of pain with a "more violent emotion" that 1s the stock m trade of the 
suffering .. : 

The sufferin~ are one and all dreadfully eager and inventive in discovering occasions for 
painful affec;s; they enJOY being mistrustful and dwelling on nasty deeds and imaginary 
slights; they scour the entrails of their past and present for obscure and. quesuonable 
occurrences that offer them the opportunity to revel in tormenting suspiCIOns and to 
intoxicate themselves with the poison of their own malice: they tear open their oldest 
wounds. thev bleed from long-healed scars, they make evildoers out of their fnends, 
wives, child;en. and whoever else stands closest to them. "I suffer: someone must be to 
blame for it"-thus thinks every sickly sheep. (pp. 127-28) 
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augments or "alters the direction of the sutfering" entailed in subordina
tion or marginalization by fmding a site of blame for it. But in so doing, 
it installs its pain over its unredeemed history in the very foundation of its 
political claim, in its demand for recognition as identity. In locating a site 
of blame for its powerlessness over its past-a past of injury, a past as a 
hurt will-and locating a "reason" for the "unendurable pain" of social 
powerlessness in the present, it converts this reasoning into an ethicizing 
politics, a politics of recrimination that seeks to avenge the hurt even 
while it reaftlrms it, discursively codifies it. Politicized identity thus 
enunciates itself, makes claims for itself, only by entrenching, restating, 
dramatizing, and inscribing its pain in politics; it can hold out no 
future-for itself or others-that triumphs over rhis pain. The loss of 
historical direction, and with it the loss of futurity characteristic of the 
late modern age, is thus homologically refigured in the structure of desire 
of the dominant political expression of the age: identity politics. In the 
same way, the generalized political impotence produced by the ubiqui
tous yet discontinuous networks of late modern political and economic 
power is reiterated in the investments of late modern democracy's pri
mary oppositional political formations. 

What might be entailed in transforming these investments in an effort 
to fashion a more radically democratic and emancipatory political cul
ture? One avenue of exploration may lie in Nietzsche's counsel on the 
virtues of "forgetting," for if identity structured in part by ressmtiment 
resubjugates itself through its investment in its own pain, through its 
refusal to make itself in the present, memory is the house of this activity 
and this refusal. Yet erased histories and historical invisibility arc them
selves such integral elements of the pain inscribed in most subjugated 
identities that the counsel of forgetting, at least in its unreconstructed 
Nietzschean form, seems inappropriate if not cruel. 41 Indeed, it is also 
possible that we have reached a pass where we ought to pare with Nietz
sche, whose skills as diagnostician often reach the limits of their politi
cal efficacy in his privileging of individual character and capacity over the 
transformative possibilities of collective political invention, in his remove 
from the retigurative possibilities of political conversation or trans forma
tive cultural practices. For if I am right about the problematic of pain 
installed at the heart of many contemporary contradictory demands for 
political recognition, all that such pain may long for-more than 
revenge-is the chance to be heard into a certain release, recognized into 
self-overcoming, incited into possibilities for triumphing over, and hence 

41 Thts point has been made by many. but tor a recent, quite powerful phenomenologi
cal exploration of the relationship between htstorical ensure and lived identity, see Patricta 
Williams, Tlte t\/ch!'my tJf Rila: dtld Rights (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, l')')l). 
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losing, itself Our challenge. then, would be to configure a radically 
democratic political culture that can sustain such a project in its midst 
without being overtaken by It, a challenge that includes guarding against 
abetting the steady slide of political into therapeutic discourse, even as we 
acknowledge the clements of suffering and healing we might be 
negotiating. 

What if it were possible to incite a slight shift in the character of politi
cal expression and political claims common to much politicized identity? 
What if we sought to supplant the language of "I am" -with its defensi~e 
closure on identity, its insistence on the tlxity of position, its equation of 
social with moral positioning-with the language of"! want this for us"? 
(This is an "I want" that distinguishes itself from a liberal expression of 
self-interest by virtue of its tlguring of a political or collective good as its 
desire.) What if we were to rehabilitate the memory of desire within 
identificatory processes, the moment in desire-either "to have" or "to 
be''-prior to its wounding?~2 What if "wanting to be" or "wanting to 

have" were taken up as modes of political speech that could destabilize 
the formulation of identity as fixed position, as entrenchment by history, 
and as having necessary moral entailments, even as they affirm "posi
tion" and "history" as that which makes the speaking subject intelligible 
and locatable, as that which contributes to a hermeneutics tor adjudicat
mg desires? If every ''I am" is something of a resolution of the movement 
of desire into fixed and sovereign identity, then this project might in
volve not only learning to speak but to read "I am" this way: as poten
tially in motion, as temporal, as not-1, as deconstructable according to a 
genealogy of want rather chan as fixed interests or experiences. 43 The 
subject understood as an etTect of an (ongoing) genealogy of desire, in
cluding the social processes constitutive of, fulfilling, or frustrating de
sire, is in this way revealed as neither sovereign nor conclusive even as it 
is affirmed as an "I.'' In short, if framed in a political language, this de
construction could be that \Vhich reopens a desire for futurity where 
Nietzsche saw it toreclosed by the logics of rancor and ressetttiment. 

Such a slight shift in the character of the political discourse of identity 
eschews the kinds of ahistorical or utopian turns against identity politics 

42 Jesse Jackson's 19l:!8 "keep hope >hve" presidential campaign smkes me as having 
>ought ro contigure the relationship between injury. identity, and desire in something like 
this way md to have succeeded in torging a "rainbow coalition" because of the idiom of 
futurity it employed -want, hope, desires, dreams-among those whose postures and de
mands had previously had a rancorous quality. 

4
·
1 In Trinh T. Minh-ha's formulation, "to seek 1s to lose. for seeking presupposes a 

separatiOn between the seeker and the sought, the continuing me and the changes it under
goes" ("Not You/Ltke You: Post-Colonial Women md the lnterlocking Questions oflden
tity md Difference," lnscriprions J-41l'l8HJ, p. 72). 
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made by a nostalgic and broken humanist Left as well as the reactionary 
and disingenuous assaults on politicized identity tendered by the Right. 
Rather than opposing or seeking to transcend identity investments, the 
replacement-even the admixture-of the language of "being" with 
"wanting" would seek to exploit politically a recovery of the more ex
pansive moments in the genealogy of identity formation, a recovery of 
the moment prior to its own foreclosure against its want, prior to the 
point at which its sovereign subjectivity is established through such fore
closure and through eternal repetition of its pain. How might democratic 
discourse itself be invigorated by such a shift from ontological claims to 
these kinds of more expressly political ones, claims that, rather than dis
pensing blame for an unlivable present, inhabited a necessarily agonistic 
theater of discursively forging an alternative future? 

CHAPTER FOUR 

The Mirror of Pornography 

Too much freedom seems to change into nothing but too 
much slavery, both for private man and the city. Well then, 
tyranny is probably established out of no other regime than 
democracy, I suppose-the greatest and most savage slavery 
out of the extreme of freedom. 

-"Socrates," in Plato's Republic 

To lead a life soaked in the passionate consciousness of one· s 
gender at every single moment, to will to be a sex with a 
vengeance-these are impossibilities, and far from the aims of 
feminism. -Denise Riley, "Am I That Name?" 

THis EffORT to apprehend the rhetorical power of Catharine MacKinnon's 
social theory of gender is compelled by an aim that exceeds critique of 
her depiction of women as always and only sexually violable, her por
nography politics, or her arguments about the First Amendment. Insofar 
as MacKinnon's work has extraordinary political purchase, this essay 
seeks to discern something of the composition and constituency of this 
power in her theoretical project. How and why does MacKinnon's com
plicatedly radical political analysis and voice acquire such hold? And 
what arc the possibilities that other feminisms could rival such power 
with analyses more multivalent in their representation of gender subor
dination and gender construction, more attentive to the race and class of 
gender, more compatible with the rich diversity of female sexual experi
ence, more complex in their representations of sexuality and sexual 
power, more extravagant and democratic in their political vision? In 
other words, while MacKinnon might be "wrong" about Marxism, gen
der, sexuality, power, the state, or the relation between freedom and 
equality, those issues are of less concern here than the potent order of 
"truth" she produces. How did MacKinnon so successfully deploy a mili
tant feminism during the 1980s, a decade markedly unsympathetic to all 
militancies to the left of center? 

Whether developing antipornography ordinances in midwestern cities 
and, more recently, Canada, or articulating an analysis of sexual harass
ment on the MacNeil/Lehrer News Hour, Catharine MacKinnon has 
been taken up and taken seriously by those in mainstream judicial and 
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media institutions as well as in august corners of academe, an unusual 
phenomenon in any event and certainly rare tor a femi~ist who is no 
liberal. Featured in fall 1991 as the cover story of the .'\ew York Tu11es 
magazine, she was anointed in the same season by _philosopher Richar~ 
Rorty as the new prophet of our age. Named NBC . person of the week 
during the Hill-Thomas hearings, shortly after wh1ch she dehvered the 
prestigious Gauss Lectures J.t Princeton University, she has also appeared 
frequently in other commercial media venues to discuss Issues rangmg 
from pornography and sexual harassment to hate speech. . 

While MacKinnon has made an unusual splash m the mamstream, her 
following among radical feminists is equally significant. The unques
tioned theoretical lodestar of the feminist antipornography movement, 
she is an important figure in the rapidly developing ftcld of feminist juris
prudence, and her rhetorical persuasiveness also shows its measure on 
ordinary undergraduates: young women and men across polmcal and 
sexual orientations. racial and class formations. find themselves com-
pelled, disturbed, and convinced by her work. . 

Anyone who has seen or heard .'\1acKinnon knows that she 1s ex
tremely smart, articulate, charismatic, and a master of an oratorical style 
in which righteous rage is alloyed with icy rationality, hammenng em
piricism, and a beseeching feminine anguish-all of which must be men
tioned in an analysis that purports to account tor her power and purchase 
in American politics, the law school classroom, and the femin~st activist 
community. However, without diminishing the importance ot these ele
ments, nor the sheer brilliance and deftness of some of her arguments, I 
want to ask a different set of questions about MacKinnon's political hold, 
questions concerned with the logical and narrative. structures of her 
prose, with rhetorical strategies and contemporary pohucal resonances m 

her writing. . 
To some degree, discerning MacKinnon's analytic potency cntatls de-

bunking the putative radicalism of MacKinnon's work .. It involves ex
ploring the ways in which MacKinnon's formulatiOn of gender, 
notwithstanding its flirtations with social construction and its concern to 
supplant arguments from difference with arguments from mequahty, 
dosely echoes the universalizing, transcultural, and transh1stoncal argu
ments about the sexual order of things proffered by orthodox political 
conservatives. But elaborating the purchase of her arguments is not only 
a matter of locating the conservative body beneath the radical attire. ln
decd, MacKinnon's complex residual attachments to Marxism ~nd to 
monological, structural analyses of oppression also produce a set ot ques
tions about the rhetorical powers of certain kinds of logical and narratiVe 
structures. Here, the problem for which a study of MacKinnon's work 
provides only an occasion could be put this way: Can a radical postfoun-
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dationalist feminist political discourse about women, sexuality, and the 
law-with its necessarily partial logics and provisional truths, situated 
knowledges, Huid subjects, and dccentered sovereignty-work to claim 
power. or to contest hegemonic power, to the degree that MacKinnon's 
discourse docs? Or do the commitments of postfoundationalist tcminist 
analysis condemn it tO a certain political marginalization, to permanent 
gadfly status, to a philosopher's self-consolation that she is on the side of 
"truth" rather than power? In the domain of late modern political life, 
and especially the domain of the law, can political-theoretical strategies of 
subversion, displacement, proliferation, and resignitlcation compare or 
compete with the kinds of systematic and ontological claims MacKinnon 
makes about the condition of women and the good for women? And is 
JllY answer we might venture to this question specific to the resonant 
range of the contemporary discursive field into which these claims are 
inserted, a field that remains formally dominated by a modernist political 
idiom? Or might we venture some more quasi-transcendental postulates 
about the powers of systematic analytical structures and syllogistic 
cal torms, about the ways in which (scientistic) modes of analysis that 
totalize, reduce, systematize, and close achieve their superior power ef
fects precisely through such discursive violence and can effectively ignore 
or dominate "postmodern" incursions because of this greater violence? 
While these are not questions to be fully answered here, they frame and 
animate this investigation of the rhetorical structure of MacKinnon's 
work. 

Sexuahty is to teminism what work is to Marxism. 
-Cathanne !v1acKinnon, Toward a 

Femiuist Theory of the State 

MacKinnon's social theory of gender is an adaptation of Marxism, 
which, somewhat paradoxically, it intends both to parallel and displace. 1 

Paralleling the systemic and totalizing explanatory logic of the realm of 
production and the materiality of labor in explaining and criticizing class 

1 EJrly in J;,,.,nd '' Fcmmi.<t Theory ultlu State (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
19il'i), MacKinnon refers to Marxism am! feminism as two social theories oi power, defin-
ing JJld tra<,king rwo "b.tsic social (p. -1). However, when she is eni-;Jged in a 
criticJI Jnalysis of Marxist method feminism, she rders to feminism as "srand[ingJ in 
n+,nlon to rnarxisn1 J.S marxisn1 does ro dassicai political economy: its tinJi conclusion and 
ultimate cTitiquc'' (p. 125). 
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society, MacKinnon develops an analogical account of sexuality and gen
der. Yet by simultaneously displacing the Marxist emphasis on the pri
macy of class, and of economics, as the constructing and positioning 
feat~re of women and men, MacKinnon identifies Marxism as a partial 
rather than inclusive social theory and positions feminism as that which 
can "turn marxism inside out and on its head. "2 Her desire to match and 
displace Marxism's systematicity is captured in the following statement: 

Feminism has not been perceived as having a method, or even a central argu
ment. h has been perceived [by whom?] not as a systematic analysis but as a 
loose collection of complaints and issues that, taken together, describe rather 
than explain the misfortunes of the female sex. The challenge is to demonstrate 
that feminism systematically converges upon a central explanation of sex in
equality through an approach distinctive to its subject yet applicable to the 
whole of social life, including class. 3 

MacKinnon's social theory of gender rests upon a crucial conceptual 
identification and a crucial conceptual equivalence: it depends upon an 
identity-not merely a relation-between sexuality and gender, and an 
equivalence-not merely an analogy-between the capital-labor relation 
in Marxism and the male-female relation in feminism. For Marx, the 
organization of production expressed by the capital-labor relation is the 
material of class in capitalism; for MacKinnon, the organization of sexu
ality expressed in the male-female relation is the material of gender in 
male dominance. Sexuality is the stuff of gender because labor is the stuff 
of class, and class is like gender-both are relations of dominance and 
subordination rooted in fundamental social processes, sexual activity and 
production respectively. Thus the organization of desire is to gender as 
the organization oflabor is to class-fully constitutive but masked in the 
ideologically naturalized form that legitimates the regime. If sexuality 
signifies the organization of human desire and labor signifies the organi
zation of human productive power, the former makes gender and the 
latter makes class: together they make history, the social world, ideol
ogy, the state, and the individual. "As the organized appropriation of the 
work of some for the benefit of others defines a class, workers, the orga
nized expropriation of the sexuality of some for the use of others defmes 
the sex, woman. "4 

2 [bid., p. 125. 
'Ibid., p. lOR 
4 Ibid., p. 3. One can begin to discern here a number of problems with the parallel 

MacKinnon is attempting to establish between work and sex. class and gender. Sexuality, 
which MacKinnon defines at times as the organization of desire-leaving open an ensemble 
of questions about the ontological status of desire-and at other times as "whatever a given 
society eroticizes" -leaving open questions about the ontological status of society and the 
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In MacKinnon's account, the sexiness of the social process she calls 
desire doses a loop in gender formation that is not closed in Marx's ac
count of class formation. If gender is a relation of domination and subor
dination in male dominant societies, and gender is constituted by 
sexuality, then, argues MacKinnon, sexuality in such societies is the erot
icization of dominance and submission. 5 Thus, female sexuality is not 
only expropriated by men (as labor is expropriated by capital), hetero
sexual desire itself constitutes, insofar as it eroticizes, gender subordina
tion by eroticizing dominance and submission as gendered positions. 
Sexuality in male dominant societies is the eroticization of male domi
nance, an eroticization that prod~<ces gender as this dominance, a gender
ing that reproduces the erotics of this dominance. Thus, "feminism is a 
theory of how the eroticization of dominance and submission creates 
gender, creates woman and man in the social form in which we know 
them. "6 For MacKinnon, if sex is to gender what work is to class-only 
more so, because the sexiness of sex eroticizes gender inequality and does 
not simply coercively or ideologically enforce it-then every feminist 
issue, every injustice and injury suffered by women, devolves upon sexu
ality: the construction of femininity is the making of female vulnerability 
and violation as womanhood; the construction of female economic de
pendence is sexual availability to men; incest, sexual harassment, rape, 
and prostitution arc all modes of sexual subordination; women's lack of 
authoritative speech is women's always already sexually violated 
condition. 7 

However, it is pornography that MacKinnon isolates as the most po
tent and tangible vehicle of women's subordination in contemporary 
culture. Neither a "harmless fantasy nor a corrupt and confused mis
representation of an otherwise natural and healthy sexual situation," 

erotic-is the "linchpin of gender inequality" because sexuality is a form of power, indeed. 
the form of power that creates gender. Marx. of course, rooted his argument about labor as 
power in labor's generativiry-its capacity to produce a surplus that could be commoditlcd 
as labor power, appropriated as surplus value. and congealed as capital. While MacKinnon 
posits the" organized expropriation of the sexuality of some for the use of others" as defin
ing the sex, woman, and posits "gender and family as its congealed forms" (Tou,ard a 
Femitlist Theory ~(the Stat.:, pp. 3-4). she never quite specities how-through what 
gencrativity-the political economy of sexuality is orchestrated. Thus, where Marx's argu
ment is logical (dialectical) and developmental (progressive), MacKinnon's is tautological 
(circular) and static (rooted in equivalents and syllogisms), As will become dear in the last 
portion of this chapter, this has political implications that exceed the mere irritant of its 
analytic incoherence. 

s Ibid., p. 113. 
6 Femiuism Unmodified: Disrourses 011 Lift a11d Law (Cambridge: Harvard University 

Press, 1987), p. 50. 
7 ToU'ard a Femittisr Theory of the Stale, pp. 109-12. 
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pornography "institutionalizes the sexuality of male supremacy, fusing 
the erotization of dominance and submission with the social construction 
of male and female. "8 For MacKinnon, pornography is the distillate of 
gender relations in male dominant regimes, not merely an expression but 
the legitimating institution of male dominance: 

Pornography, in the feminist view, is a form of forced sex, a practice of sexual 

politics, an institution of gender inequality. [n this perspective, pornography is 

not harmless fantasy or a corrupt and confused misrepresentation of an other

wise natural and healthy sexuality. Along with the rape and prostitution in 

which it participates, pornography institutionalizes the sexuality of male su

premacy, which ruses the eroticization of dommance and submission with the 

social construction of male and female. Gender is sexual. Pornography consti

tutes the meaning of that sexuality. Men treat women as who they see women 

as being. Pornography constructs who that is. Men's power over women 

means that the way men see women detlnes who women can be. Pornography 

is that way.'J 

Although MacKinnon never says so explicitly, pornography presum
ablv is to male dominance as, for Marx, liberalism is to capitalism
so~ething institutionally securing, discursively naturalizing, ideologi
cally obscuring, and historically perpetrating the power of the dominant. 

There are any number of questions to be raised about MacKinnon's ctTort 
to install gender and sexuality into categories and dynamics used to ex
plain the making of class through labor. We might begin by wondering at 
her failure to develop a specitic theory of sexuality and gender-as op
posed to adapting a theory of work and class for this project. If sex is to 
gender what work is to class, then presumably a theory of sexuality, 
rather than a theory of work applied to sex, is required for a feminist 
critique and theory of emancipation. Moreover, given the importance to 

Marx's theory of class of the capacity to generate a surplus-and hence to 
produce surplus value and to support the revolutionary aim dependent 
on the possibility of collectivizing work and collectively sharing in the 
benefits of such surplus generativity-and given the absence of this ele
ment in the powcr(s) constitutive of gender or organizing desire, we 
might also wonder about the fit of a Marxist theory of class to a theory of 
gender based on sexuality. Even if it were granted that a single social 
relation, called sexuality, produced gender, would it therefore be eligible 

"Fcmim'~.-m Umnod1jied, p. 172. 
. , Ibid, p. 148. 
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tor a theoretical apparatus designed to apprehend class? And what if sex
uality is not reducible to a single soCJal relation but is itself a complex 
nonschema of discourses and economies, \Vhich are constitutive not only 
of the semiotics of gender but of race and class formations? What if gen
der generally and women's subordination in particular do not devolve on 
a single social relation but have manifold sites and sources of production 
and reproduction-for example, in discourses organizing motherhood, 
race, philosophical truth, citizenship, class, heterosexuality, war, science, 
and so forth? Does sexuality's inability to be systematized and the lack of 
a single mechanism on which gender turns make gender subordination 
less real than class distinctions, or sexual violation less injurious than 
exploited labor? Or does it instead make gender less conducive to a 
monological theoretical form and unitled political practice? In this re
gard, might MacKinnon's anxiety about supplying feminism with a sys
tematicity, with a single logic, mechanism, and explanatory principle, 
betoken a distinctly late modernist (as well as phallogocentric) anxiety 
about \vhat constitutes the real and the potem? 

Insofar as MacKinnon's Marxism is intended to be less doctrinal than 
methodological, it gives the illusion of being surgically recontlgured to 
tit its subject and thus to elide one of MacKinnon's chief anxieties
namely, that the intercourse of Marxism and feminism will inevitably 
subordinate the latter. 1" However, MacKinnon's adoption of Marxism as 
method and worldview may ultimately constitute problems more insid
ious tor feminism than did more patently limited efforts to assimilate 
feminist concerns to an unreconstructed Marxist lexicon, efforts that re
vealed the character of women's \Vork (caretaking and service), domain 
of injury (bodily, private, subjective), consciousness (always exceeding a 
relation to the mode of production), and social location (isolated, private) 
to make it a poor candidate for intelligent apprehension within terms 
such as "production of surplus value" or "history of class struggle." In 
Iv1acKinnon's own words, the abiding significance and value of Marxist 
theory pertains to its critical analysis of ''society's dynamic laws of mo
tion in their totality, materiality, and historicity, combining dcterminacv 
with agency, thought with situation, complexly based on interest." 11 I~ 
other words, MacKinnon intends to appropriate from Marxist theory 
not its categories, its theory of history, nor even its historical approach to 
social life, but an extract trorn its science of domination. Indeed, hers is a 
strikingly nonhistorical and non dialectical account of antagonistic social 

'" "Underlying marxist attempts to accommodate or respond to teminism, including 
most socialist-feminist theories, is one of three approaches: equate and collapse, derive and 
subordinate, and substitute contradictions' (1:l!l'<lrd <1 Fcmwist Tltcory <'(!he State, p. 60). 

II Ibid .. p. 39 . 
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dynamics constitutive of an apprehensible social totality. In this MacKin
non not only takes over but exaggerates Marxism's totalizing construc
tions of social life-including and especially its reduction of subjects and 
subjectivity to subject positions-and its ontological generalization of his
torically specific subject production (about which more shortly). 

MacKinnon's conceptual equivalent between the absolute domination 
of capital and the absolute domination of men-"as many work and few 
gain ... some fuck and others get fuckcd"l2-de-esscntializes gender, 
by making it fully a production of power. At the same time, this concep
tual equivalent unifies and universalizes gender by dehistoricizing it; by 
divesting it of any greater specifiability through class, age, sexuality. 
race, or culture; by exhaustively identifying it with respectively domi
nant and subordinate social positions; and by making gender fully a func
tion of such positions, giving it no plasticity, complex and diverse 
interiors. variability, or domain of invention. In this replacement of mys
tified political subjects with reified ones, in this subversion of de
naturalizing analytic strategies with dehistoricizing and totalizing ones, 
MacKinnon is operating both within and outside a Marxist framework. 
She is repeating a certain Marxist limitation but repeating it with a differ
ence that, as we shall sec, intensifies the force of the limitation. 

First, what is she repeating? By Baudrillard as well as Arendt, we arc 
reminded that Marx's powerful analytic critique of nineteenth-century 
political economy may have been less Archimedean with respect to its 
specific historical context than Marx had imagined or than his followers 
ordinarily acknowledge. In Baudrillard's analysis. Marx was so steeped 
in the milieu of capitalist political economy that he rendered its cultural 
productions and effects in a vein more ontological than historical and 
thus reified the actiPity of the nineteenth-century proletarian as an eternal 
verity of man and the culture of nineteenth-century European industrial
ization as the soul of history. In Baudrillard's reading, the mid
nineteenth-century resolution of industrializing European societies into 
two great oppositional classes led Marx to regard history as fully consti
tuted by class struggle and labor as fully constitutive of man. This is 
Baudrillard: 

If on the one hand Marx is interested in the later fate of the labor power objeC
tified in the production process as abstract social labor[, J ... Marxist theory, 
on the other hand, never challenges human capacity of production[, J .•. this 
productive potential of every man in every society "of transforming his envi
ronment into ends useful for the individual or society." ... Criticism and 
history are strangely arrested before this anthropological postulate: a curious 
fate for a Marxist concept .... Radical in its logical analysis of capital, Marxist 

12 Ibid .. p. 4. 
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theory nonetheless maintains an anthropological consensus with the options of 
Western rationalism in its definitive form acquired in eighteenth-century bour
geois thought. 13 

"Overwhelmed," as Hannah Arendt puts the matter, "by the unprece
dented actual productivity of Western mankind [in the modern age]," 
Marx deduces "man" from this epoch and thus dehistoridzes the relative 
valences of political economy and its components-labor, labor power, 
and relations of production-even while treating the development of 
specific modes of production as a problem of dialectics and history. 14 

"But," as Baudrillard reminds us, "differentiating modes of production 
renders unchallengeable the evidence of production as the determinant 
instance. It generalizes the economic mode of rationality over the entire 
expanse of human history, as the generic mode of human becoming." 
Thus, failing to grasp his critical ontology of man the producer as itself 
historically produced, Marx posits a homo faber who mirrors rather than 
criticizes the age of political economy2._ "the abstract and generalized de
velopment of productivity (the developed form of political economy) is 
what makes the concept of production itself appear as man's movement and 
generic. "lS Production as the determinant instance. Baudrillard argues, 

circumscribes the entire history of man in a gigantic simulation modeL 1t tries 
somehow to tum against the order of capital by using as an analytic instrumem 
the most subtle ideological phantasm that capital has itself elaborated. Is this a 
"dialectical" reversal? Isn't the system pursuing its dialectic of universal repro
duction here' If one hypothesizes that there has ne!ler been and will neper be atly
thing bur the single mode of productim1 ruled by capitalist political economy-a 
concept that makes sense only in relation to the economic formation that pro
duced it (indeed, to the theory that analyzes this economic formation)-thett 
even the "dialectical" generalization of this concept is merely the ideological 
universalization [the mirror] of this system's postulates. 1" 

Just as Baudrillard suggests that Marx '·generalizes the economic mode 
of rationality over the entire expanse of human history, as the generic 
mode of human becoming," so MacKinnon's thesis that sexuality is fully 
constitutive of gender, and that heterosexuality is gender's male domi
nant form, also "generalizes the {pornographic heterosexual sexual] 
mode of rationality over the entire expanse of human history, as the ge
neric mode of {gender] becoming." As Marx's "discovery" that ceo-

13 "The Mirror of Production," in Selected Writings, ed. Mark Poster (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1988), pp. 104-5. 

14 The Humau Co,ditioll (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958), p. 87. 
15 "Mirror of Production," pp. 105, 104. 
"·Ibid., p. 105. 
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nomic production is the ontological ground of humanity mirrors the age 
in which it occurred, MacKinnon's thesis mirrors a hyperbolic expres
sion of gender as sexuality in the late-twentieth-century United States 
and reveals the extent to which construction and regulation of gender by 
a panoply of discourses, activities, and distinctions other than sexuality 
have been sharply eroded and destabilized. These would include the pri
vatization and pervasive feminization of reproductive work; a gendered 
division of labor predicated on the exchange between household labor 
.md socialized production; gendered religious, political, and civic codes; 
and other sharply gendered spheres of activity and social norms-in 
short, all elements of the construction of gender that are institutionalized, 
hence enforced, elsewhere than through the organization of desire. The 
destabilization of these other domains of the production and regulation of 
gender lead not only MacKinnon but feminist theorists putatively quite 
dtfierent from her-those theorizing gender as performativity vis-a-vis 
heterosexual norms, for example-to read gender as almost wholly con
stituted by the (heterosexual) organization of desire. t? 

While a clearly delineated and complexly arrayed sexual division of 
labor may have constituted regimes of gender-gendered social loca
tions, productions of subjectivity, and mechanisms of subordination
more profoundly in other times and places, the culturally normative het
erosexual organization of desire, including its pornographic commercial 
expression, emerges most tierccly inscribed in our own. 18 l'v1oreover, as 
in Baudrillard's reading "the system of political economy does nor pro
duce only the individual as labor power that is sold and exchanged ... 
[butj the very conception of labor power as the fundamental human po
tential," the pornographic sexual order, of which MacKinnon's theory is 

Baudri!lard himself mcmions psychoanalytic categories as taking flight from the his
rory that produces them-"What we have said about the Marxist concepts holds for the 
unconscious, repression. Oedipus complex, etc. as well" ("Mirror of Producnon." 
p. llJ)-but it is not a point that he develops. Moreover, Baudrillard implies that the 
problem with the psychoanalytic concepts is their complicity with the Marxist economic 
one. My point, which could not be Baudrillard's, given his inattention to the construction 
of gender, is that their dchistoricized character is linked to the naturalized constitucms of 
gender. 

"This is, crucially, a ditTerent argument from Hegel's argument about the relation of 
philosophy to history in which the "owl of Minerva flies at dusk." For I am suggesting that 
the reduction of gender construction and regulation to heterosexual sexual orders !S a his
torical process of our time, not that MacKinnon is only retrospectively grasping what held 
together an order now unraveling. Yet I also want to make the second argument: Evidence 
Clfthe unraveling of the heterosexual gender regime is everywhere in popuhr culture. from 
Madonna and Michael jackson to Ronald Reagan's possibly queer son and PeeWee Herman. 
In short, MacKinnon is theorizing a very peculiar historical moment, as Marx did when he 
described "society as a whole as more and more splitting up into two great hostile camps, 
into two great classes directly facing each other" (.Han!festo o( the Commrmist Party, in Tl1e 
.'vl.nx-E11gcis Reader, 2d cd .. ed. R C. Tucker [New York: Norton, l'J7ll], p. 474). 
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a mirror, docs not produce only women as sexuality but the very concep
tion of sexuality as the fundamental feature of gender. In Baudrillard's 
elaboration: 

More deeply than in the fiction of individuals freely selling their labor power in 

the market, the system is rooted in the identiiication of individuals with their 

labor power and with their acts of "transtorming nature according to human 

ends." In a word, man is not only quantitatively exploited as a productive 

Ioree by the system of capitalist political economy, but is also metaphysically 

overdetermined as a producer by the code of political economy. In the last 

instance, the system rationalizes its power here. A11d in this }vfarxism assists tire 
WIHiitl.~ of capita[.l9 

I am suggesting that MacKinnon's theory of gender as fully consti
tuted by sexuality and of pornography as the ultimate expression of male 
dominance is itself historically produced by, on the one hand, the erosion 
of other sites of gender production and gender ctiects, and on the other, 
the profusion, proliferation, and radical deprivatization and diffusion of 
sexuality in the late twentieth century. The phenomenon Marcuse called 
repressive desublimation, which Foucault reconceived as the production 
of a specific regime of sexuality, is what we might call the pornographic 
age that MacKinnon's theory "mirrors" rather than historically or analyt
ically decodes. So, too, does her social theory of gender mirror rather 
than deconstruct the mbjects of heterosexual male pornography-both 
the male consumer and the female model-subjects that, we may specu
late, function largely (and futilely) to shore up or stabilize a sexual/ 
gender dominance itself destabilized bv the erosions of other elements of 
gender subordination in the late twen~ieth century. 

In other words, if not only gendered divisions of labor and activity, 
but a regime of sexual binarism-heterosexuality-itsclf is deccntered 
by the political-economic-cultural forces of late modernity, then Mac
Kinnon's theory of gender unwittingly consolidates gender out of symp
toms of a crisis moment in male dominance. In this way, MacKinnon 
formulates as the deep, universal, and transhistorical structure of gender 
what is really a hyperpornographic expression: indeed, it marks the crisis 
J.ttendant upon the transmutation from overdetermined gender dualism 
:md gender subordination (here underspecitled) to a present and future 
characterized by the erosion of compulsory heterosexuality itself as con
stitutive of everyday gender constructions. 2o 

MacKinnon's move to read gender otT of pornography, her construe-

''' ''Mirror of Production," p. 104. 

"'MacKinnon herself glimpses this: ·•pjf you understand rhat pornography literally 
means \Vhat it sJys, you might conclude that sexu::thty has becorne the t--:lscism of contt.:rn
porary An1cr1Ca ;md we Jrc n1oving into the bst days of Weinur'' (1-l'miuism [..'mm•difled. 
p. l~. . 
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tion of a social theory of gender that mirrors heterosexual male pornog
raphy. not only convenes a pervasively, totally, and singly determined 
gendered subject, it encodes the pornographic age as the truth rather than 
the hyperbole of gender production: it fails to read the $10 billion a year 
porn industry as a "state of emergency" (as Nietzsche spoke of the hyper
rationality of classical Greek philosophy) of a male dominant heterosex
ual regime. 21 Moreover, her move to read pornography as the literal and 
essential representation of gendered heterosexuality precisely identifies 
the pornographic male consumer and pornographic female subject as on
to logically male and female. In arguing that "pornography literaiiy 
means what it says, "22 MacKinnon not only begs questions about the 
workings of representation and fantasy, of hermeneutics and interpella
tion, she ontologizes pornography as gender. In short, MacKinnon's the
ory of gender mirrors the straight male pornography it means to 
criticize, a mirroring that manifests in a number of ways. 

First, in MacKinnon's theory of gender as in the heterosexual male 
porn she analyzes, the subject positions of male and female are depicted 
as relentlessly dualistic and absolute, figured literally, not metaphorically 
or qualifiedly, as subject and object, person and thing, dominant and 
subordinate: or, as Drucilla Cornell puts it in Beyond Accommodation, 
"fuckor and fuckec. "23 

Second, in MacKinnon's theory of gender as in the heterosexual male 
porn she analyzes, the subject positions of male and female arc formed 
only and totally by sexuality. Not only does gender lack other constitu
ents, but the making of gender is not seen to vary substantively across 
other formations and vectors of power-for example, race-except inso
far as these differences arc expressed sexually. Sexuality may be 
racializcd, racial subordination may be sexualized; but differences among 
women dissolve ,.,..hen sexuality is grasped as the universal axis of subor
dination. In this metaphysical overdetermination of gender as sexual, 
MacKinnon assists in the cunning of pornography. (Recall Baudrillard's 
argument that Marxism assists in the cunning of capital in its complicity 
with the metaphysical overdetermination of man as a producer by the 
code of political economy.) 

Third, in MacKinnon's theory as in the heterosexual male porn she 
analvzes, the sexual subject positions of male and female arc also made 

21 Nietzsche. Tu•ilig/11 ~f the Idvls, in The Hmablr Nietzs(/J,·, ed. W. Kaufmann (New 
York: Viking. 1954). Nietzsche argues that the hyperrationality of the Greeks should be 
read as a symptom: "The fanaticism with which all Greek reflection throws itself upon 
rationality betrays a desperate situation; there was danger. there was but one choice: either 
to perish or-to be absurdly rattoHal" (p. 478). 

2? Femi11ism l'!mwdi(ied, p. 15. 
1~ Bey£md Auommodation: Ethical f'eminism .. Deroustruaion, a11d lhc LaH' (Nev..' York: Rout

ledge, 1991). p. 119. 
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one with the subiccti!'ity of male and female, with the consequence that 
male and female subjcctivities arc totalized, dichotomized, and per
vasively sexualized. This is MacKinnon: 

I A] woman is a being who identifies and is identified as one whose sexuallty 
exists for someone else, who is socially male. What is termed women's sexu
ality is the capacity to arouse desire in that someone. Considering women·, 
sexuality in this way forces confrontation with whether there is, in the posses
sive sense of "women's." any such thing. Is women's sexuality its absence?24 

if gender is sexuality as it appears in heterosexual male pornography, 
then not only female sexuality but the totality of female consciousness 
consist solely of what men (now also unified as a consumer subject) re
quire. Thus, MacKinnon concludes, "if women arc socially defmcd such 
that female sexuality cannot be lived or spoken or felt or even somatically 
sensed apart from its enforced defmition, then there is no such thing as a 
woman as such; there are only walking embodiments of men's projected 
needs. "25 Of course, this evacuation of female subjectivity of any element 
not transparent on the pornographic page renders any cmancipatory pro
ject nearly impossible. MacKinnon is no more able to answer her own 
question about consciousncss-"how can woman, 'thingiflcd in the 
head,' complicit in the body, see her condition as such?"26-than she is 
able to imagine the making of a feminist female sexual future. 

Fourth, in MacKinnon's theory as in the pornography she analyzes, 
heterosexuality is the past, present, and eternal future of gender. If gen
der is sexuality, sexuality is always gendcred and women are sex for men, 
then, for example, lesbian sexuality either doesn't exist. is sex for men, 
or imitates heterosexuality-all of which are indeed tropes oflesbian rep
resentation in straight male porn as well as MacKinnon's account of les
bianism: "If being for another is women's sexual construction, it can be 
no more escaped by ... men's temporary concrete absence, than it can 
be eliminated ... by sexual permissiveness, which, in this context, 
looks like women emulating male roles. "27 And, "lesbian sex, simply as 
sex between women, given a social definition of gender and sexuality, 
does not by definition transcend the erotization of dominance and sub
mission and their social equation with masculinity and femininity. "2" 

Finally, and here the ground is more speculative, MacKinnon's social 

24 Toward a Fewiuisr Theory o(the State, p. 118. 
25 Ibid., p. 119. 
26 Ibid., p. 124 
27 Ibid., p. 118 
2B Ibid .. p. 119. In "Does Sexuality Have a History"" (Discourses a{ Sexuality: From .4ri.<

lotlc to AIDS. ed. Domna Stanton (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1992]). 
MacKmnon comments further 011 lesbran sexuality, but not in ways that are either analyt
ically compelling or politically consistent. Here is a sample: 
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theory of gender mirrors pornography in its prose structure and rhetori
cal effect, in a fashion similar to what Baudrillard identified as Marxism's 
mirroring of the code of political economy. The pornographic rhetorical 
structure of MacKinnon's writing and speech would appear to inhere in 
the insistent and pounding quality of her prose: in the rhythmic pulses of 
her simple subject-verb-object sentences in which a single point is inces
santly reiterated, reworked, driven, and thrust at its audience; in an over
burdened syllogistic structure, which makes the syllogistic logic more 
proliferative, intoxicating, overstimulating, agitated, and less contest
able; in the literalism and force of her abstract claims-"pornography is 
rhat way"-which simultaneously structure the scene and permit any 
(man) his own imaginative entry into the scene; in rhe use of simple, 
active verbs, hyperbolic adverbs, and strategically deployed sentence 
fragments; in rhe slippage between representation and action; in rhe di
rect and personalized form of address; in the repeated insistence on gen
der. sexuality, and representation as "the real"; and in the personification 
and activation of things or concepts. Consider: 

In pornography, women desire dispossession and cruelty. Men, permitted to 

put words (and other things) in women's mouths, create scenes in which 
women desperately want to be bound, battered, tortured, humiliated, and 
killed. Or merely taken and used. This is erotic to the male point of view. 
Subjection itself is the content of women's sexual desire and desirability. 
Women are there to be violated and possessed, men to violate and possess 
them, either on screen or by camera or pen, on behalf of the viewer. 19 

Listen again: 

What looks like love and romance in the liberal view looks a lot like hatred and 
torture in the feminist view. Pleasure and eroticism become violation. Desire 
appears as lust for dominance and submission. The vulnerability of women's 
projected sexual availability-that acting we are allowed; asking to be acted 
upon [a brief lingering, a tease, before returning to . . 1 is victimization. Play 
contorms to scripted roles, fantasy expresses ideology(, 1 . and admiration 
of natural physical beauty becomes objectification. 3'' 

\Vomen and rnen are still women Jnd rnen in the world, even when they are gay or Jesbian. 
That nnkcs lesbian women distincnvdy subordimted within a subordinate group, women, 
,md gay rncn disrinnively :-,ubordinared within a dominant group, rncn. 

Heterosexuality is construcrcd Jround gender, as the dominant paradigm of sex; homo
sexuality is construcn:d around gender, J.s the subordinated paradigm of sex. Both are 
deeply invested in gender, if in JitTerent ways. (p. 133) 

2'' Fe111i11istn Unmodified, p. HR. 
·"'Ibid., p. 149. 
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I am suggesting rhat MacKinnon repeats one of Marxism's most prob
lematic but also most rhetorically compelling features: the stylistic mir
roring of its subject of critique. MacKinnon's analysis acquires much of 
its potency from the cultural resonance it strikes, the libidinal excitation 
it incites, the pornographic guilt it taps and reworks-all under the sign 
of radical critique. This is a slightly different claim from Drucilla Cor
nell's bold suggestion that MacKinnon "fucks her audiences," yet it also 
converges with rhat view: MacKinnon's theory of gender transpires 
within a pornographic genre, suspending us in a complex pornographic 
experience in which MacKinnon is both purveyor and object of desire 
and her analysis is proffered as substitute for the sex she abuses us for 
wanting. This substitution itself participates in a pornographic chain; 
pornography as substitute for sex and the endless substitutability of all 
rhe parties to pornography are mirrored in MacKinnon's insistence on 
sexual equality as substitute for sexual pleasure and the endless substi
tutability of all parties to the figure of male and female in the regime of 
masculine dominance. MacKinnon's analysis takes part as well in the 
pornographic chain of prohibition and transgression: as pornography is 
premised upon desire constructed out of prohibition and must therefore 
continually reestablish the prohibitions it purports to undo through 
transgression, MacKinnon's analysis participates in this project by prolif
erating prohibitions, speaking transgressively, working our desire into a 
political opposition ro itself. If she assists in this way in the "cunning of 
pornography," perhaps literally abetting its production, her rhetoric also 
mirrors pornographic strategy insofar as she marks repeatedly the prohi
bmons agamst her work, its transgressiveness, and its unspeakability, 
even as she persists iu it. And as with pornography, this economy of 
transgression and prohibition is a closed one: as the sexiness of porn lies 
in its temporal repetitiveness and spatial sequestering, rhe power of 
MacKinnon's analysis is bound to its oft-noted theoretical closures and 
political foreclosures. "There's no way out" is among students' most fre
quent responses to her work. 

In short, in irs rehearsal of a powerful underground (pornographic) 
code of gender and sexuality, reinscribing and exploiting the power of 
tlus code even while denouncing irs contents, MacKinnon's theory per
mits easy cultural identification and recognition, giving her "radicalism" 
a seductively familiar rather than threatening resonance and cultural loca
tion. In rhis way, her putative radicalism simultaneously sustains the 
pleasure of the familiar, the pleasure of rhe illicit, the pleasure of moraliz
ing against the illicit, and the comforts of conservatism-gender is eter
nal and sexual pleasure is opprobrious-in an era of despair about 
substantive political transformation. 
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While the potency of MacKinnon's analysis is drawn in part from the 
Marxist method she seeks to appropriate for feminism, she also inten
sifies one of its more problematic tendencies by shearing it of history, 
dialectics, and a dynamic of change. For Marx, the resolution of society 
into "two great classes directly facing each other" is a historical 
achievement-"complete" only in the mid-nineteenth century. 31 (This 
"completion" turned out to be, as I am arguing hyperheterosexual gen
dering is, a fairly .brief moment in the history of capitalism, a dualistic 
social formation that was probably unraveling even as Marx wrote, to be 
reconfigured by the rise of the middle class, corporate capital, the decline 
of the bourgeoisie, and so forth.) Moreover, as a historical process struc
tured by the inherent contradiction of class domination and exploitation, 
capitalism produces in the proletariat not merely a class that serves the 
needs of capital but also '"its own gravediggers. "32 

By contrast, MacKinnon's utterly static account of sexual antagonism, 
conjoined with a Marxist view of the socially pervasive quality of this 
antagonism-its function as a structure of domination rather than mere 
or random "interest"-theoretically forecloses both the mechanism and 
trajectory of political transformation proffered by Marxist theory. 
namely, the movement of history according to struggle conditioned by 
systemic contradictions. So also docs she foreclose one of the transforma
tive possibilities held out by Marxism, by refusing to vest the class of 
women with the kind of power Marx vested in the proletariat: anxious 
not to sentimentalize femininity or female sexual power, she eliminates 
the very dynamic of social change on which Marx counted for emancipa
tory praxis, namely, that the class that is "in but not of society" harbors 
all of the productive force but none of the social or political power of 
society.33 In Marx's account, "for the oppressed class to be able to eman
cipate itself, it is necessary that the productive powers already acquired 
and the existing social relations should no longer be capable of existing 
side by side. "34 But unlike the contradictions of capitaL sexism for 

31 Communist Afani{csto, p. 474. 
32 ibid.' p. 483 
'' Sec Drucilla Cornell's critique of MacKinnon, in which she argues that "the feminine" 

is not reducible to what women are made to be for men: "l'ut very simply. MacKinnon's 
central error is to reduce feminine 'reality' to the sexualized object we are for them by 
idmt~fYin~ the feminine totally with the 'rcai world' as it is seen and constructed through the 
male gaze" (Beyond Accommodation, p. 130). Cornell seeks to avoid MacKinnon's totalization 
on the one side and an essentialized femininity, on the other. by mobilizing a "feminine 
imaginary" that is productive even as it is without specific content (see Bcymrd Aaommoda

tiall, p. 17). 
:14 "The Poverty of Philosophy." in lHarx-E11~ds Reader, p. 2lli. 
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MacKinnon is "metaphysically nearly perfect" and utterly static
without a history or a dynamic of transformation to open a different 
future. 3s Moreover, while labor is exploited for profit and is exploitable 
because of its capacity to generate a surplus, sexuality lacks such a dimen
sion; thus the raison d'etre of sexism would seem to recur, darkly, to the 
intrinsic pleasures of male sexual dominance. 

This evisceration of history, generativity, and dialectics from Marxism 
transforms it from radical political theory into an implicitly positivist, 
conservative project. The very meaning of a radical critique is trans
formed when there is no historical prospect of redressing the critique, 
when there is no social dynamic, and when the power deployed by the 
dominant class is not retrievable by the subordinate class because it never 
belonged to the latter and, indeed, is foreign to it. Prospects for radical 
social change evaporate when the oppressed class is only derivative of the 
dominant class, when it has no cultural meaning or existence other than 
this derivation, and when the oppressed have no inner resources for the 
development of consciousness or agency, precisely because they have 
been produced subjectively, and not only positioned, by dominant 
power. Whereas Marx distinguished between the conditions in which the 
proletarian found himself and his potential consciousness of his situation 
as being in contradiction with the dominant ideology-indeed, Marx 
counted on the contradictions between material conditions, proletarian 
consciousness, and dominant ideology for revolutionary possibility
MacKinnon's formulation of the organization of sexuality as the organi
zation of gender erases this distinction. Male dominance does not simply 
organize a class to serve it but, in producing a class whose identity is "to 
be for men," makes a class whose subjectivity is its social position and 
vice versa. 

In this regard, MacKinnon is not, as she suggests, merely meth
odologically post-Marxist but historically post-Marxist; in fact, she is 
posthistorical. She is a Marxist for whom history either never existed or 
never mattered, for whom the past has been erased and the future is an 
abyss, but for whom what Marx called the weight of the nightmare of 
dead generations on the brains of the living is incalculably heavy. As a 
total analysis of a social totality, a Marxism voided of historical struggle, 
contingency, and variation, as well as of prospects of change from 
within, is precisely totalitarianism. Indeed, a "Communist Manifesto" 
written without history or historical reason, without dialectics, without a 
dynamic of change, would not only transform in tone from exhilarating 
to depressing, but would become an argument for the condition it de
scribes as being in the nature of things; capitalist domination would ap-

" Toward a Ferni11ist Theory o( thr State. p. 115. 
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pear rooted in a will to dominate combined with the intrinsic power to 
dominate, md its "victims·· would thus appear to be in need of protec
tion rather than emancipation. Not surprisingly, sexual emancipation is 
what MacKinnon is always insisting women do not need more of 

In other words, theory in a Marxist modality \Vithout history and 
without dialectics is conservative insofar as it becomes hermeneutically 
and ontologically poSitivist-the condition it describes loses its histori
cally contingent and socially dynamic character. A different past never 
existed and the future contains no openings, no promises. I want to sug
gest that this core of MacKinnon's theory -;peaks directly to the anxieties 
of an age in the throes of a theoretical and political crisis about the end of 
history, an era defined by lost faith in progressivist or teleological move
ment in history. Indeed, in gutting Marxist social theory of htstorical 
laws of development and dynamics of change. MacKinnon's analysis 
converges with certain poststructural critiques of Marxist historiogra
phy. dialectics, and logics of systemic contradictions, critiques that figure 
all of these as part of Marx's uncritical and problematic assumption of 
Enlightenment premises. 

This "end of history" phenomenon-articulated in one domain by 
contemporary theoretical challenges to progressivist historiography, in 
another by both the global collapse of socialist aspirations and the re
trenchment of liberal-democratic promises of social improvement
breeds tor many an ensemble of anxious questions about political iden
tity. strategy, possibility, and future. For what the combination of theo
retical critiques and apparent political refutations of progressivist 
historiography appears to configure is :m unrelieved past, present, and 
future of domination: precisely what is articulated in MacKinnon's total
izing, circular theory of masculinist power and female subordination. 
Thus, not only MacKinnon's depiction of women as relentlessly vic
timized by their gendered construction but also the character of her polit
ical interventions-her insistence on the need to insulate us from the 
worst abuses of such domination not through emancipatory strategies 
but by curtailing and regulating sexuality, speech, and so torch-betoken 
radical despair in the face of this moment in history. With the lost prom
ise of forward movement. when substantive political freedom no longer 
seems possible or even intelligible, the best we might hope for is some 
minor relief from domination's excess. Not freedom but censorship; not 
First Amendment guarantees but more rights to sue tor damages; not 
risky experiments with resignification :md cmancipanon but more po
lice, more regulation, better dead-bolt locks on the doors. 

But to note how MacKinnon's account has clements of convergence 
\Vith late modern theoretical critiques and global political developments 
is not to say they all amount to the same thing. Indeed, MacKinnon's 
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postulations of a social totality. of a single socially pervasive dualism 
structuring that totality, and of that dualism relentlessly and universally 
governing the production of all subjects-these are at odds with post
structuralist msights about the character of multiply constructed social 
orders and social subjects who bear some capacity tor subversive resig
nification. Where much contemporary theory and many contemporary 
political developments cast into question-that is, deconstruct and 
destabilize-the categories of subject, identity, and society so central to 
modern and more specifically liberal societies, MacKinnon resurrects, 
restores, and reworks these categories. In her account, there arc men and 
women, dominators and dominated, exploiters and exploited, social sys
tems and social wholes. Thus, 1\1acKinnon gives us the com tort of recog
nizing ourselves in modernist terms, even as she exploits a growing 
popular and academic sentiment that we have no modernist future. 

From this perspective, it would appear that the very structure and cate
gories of her theory-its tautological and totalizing dimensions, its dual
isms and absolutes, its strange syllogisms and forced equivalences
articulate a profound late modern anxiety, channeling it into a certain 
militance while doing nothing to resolve its constituents. Thus the rhe
torical torce of MacKinnon's theory of gender may inhere as much in its 
homological refiguring of a late modern political despair as in its porno
graphic cadences, and perhaps especially in the potentially fascistic inter
play of manipulated despair and libidinal arousaL 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Rights and Losses 

For the historically disempowered. the conferring of rights is 
symbolic of all the denied aspects of their humanity: rights 
imply a respect that places one in the referential range of self 
and others, that elevates one's status from human body to 

social being. 
-Patricia Williams, The A/cltem)' of Race and Rijihts 

[l]t is not through recourse to sovereignty against discipline 
that the effects of disciplinary power can be limited, because 
sovereignty and disciplinary mechanisms are two absolutely 
integral constituents of the general mechamsm of power in our 
society. If one wants to . . struggle against disciplines and 
disciplinary power, it is not towards the ancient right of 
sovereignty that one should turn. but towards the possibility 
of a new form of right, one which must indeed be anti
disciplinarian. but at the same time liberated from th<: 

principle of sovereignty. 
-Michel Foucault, "Two Lectures" 

Minority people committed themselves to these struggles [for 
rights], nor to attain some hegemonically functioning 
reif1cation leading to false consciousness, but a seat in the front 
of the bus, repatriation of treaty-guaranteed sacred lands, or a 
union card to carry into the grape vineyards. 

-Robert A. Williams, Jr., "Taking Rights Aggressively" 

WHAT IS the emancipatory force of rights claims on behalf of politicized 
identities in late-twentieth-century North American political life' If, his
torically, rights have been claimed to secure formal emancipation for in
dividuals stigmatized, traumatized, and subordinated by particular social 
identities, to secure a place for such individuals in a humanist discourse of 
universal personhood, what docs it mean to deploy rights on behalf of 
identities that aim to confound the humanist conceit? What arc the conse
quences of installing politicized identity in the universal discourse of lib
eral jurisprudence' And what does it mean to usc a discourse of generic 
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personhood-the discourse of rights-against the privileges that such 
discourse has traditionally secured? 

In pursuing these kinds of questions about the contemporary deploy
ment of rights, I am not asking whether rights as such arc emancipatory. 
Nor am I concerned with the theoretical question of whether the sover
eign subject of rights can be squared with contemporary deconstruction 
of such subjects. 1 Rather, I want to begin by recognizing rights as pro
tean and irresolute signif!ers, varying not only across time and culture, 
but across the other vectors of power whose crossing indeed they are 
sometimes deployed to effect-class, race, cthnicity, gender, sexuality, 
age, wealth, education. 2 I want to acknowledge the diverse, inconstant, 
even contradictory ways that rights operate across various histories, cul
tures. and social strata. 3 

But an inquiry into the relationship between identity formation and 
rights claims in late-twentieth-century politics requires more than regis
tering the indeterminacy and contingency of rights. Those concerned 
with emancipatory political practices in our time confront as well a set of 
paradoxes about rights, perhaps the central one of which is this: The 
question of the liberatory or egalitarian force of rights is always histori
cally and culturally circumscribed; rights have no inherent political semi
otic, no innate capacity either to advance or impede radical democratic 
ideals. Yet rights necessarily operate in and as an ahistorical. acultural, 
acontextual idiom: they claim distance from specific political contexts 
and historical vicissitudes, and they necessarily participate in a discourse 
of enduring universality rather than provisionality or partiality. Thus, 
while the measure of their political efficacy requires a high degree of 
historical and social specificity, rights operate as a political discourse of 
the general, the generic, and universaL 4 

This paradox between the universal idiom and the local effect of rights 

1 Drucilla Cornell offers one of the most interesting speculations on this topic in "Dis
membered Selves and Wandering Wombs." chap. 2 of The Jmae~iuary Dmuaiu (forthcoming 
from Routledge). 

' See. on ; related but somewhat different point, Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffc, 
who argue that "the meaning of liberal discourse on individual rights is not defmitively 
fixed'' (H<~cmot~y aud Sodali.<t Strarcgy !London: Verso, 1985]. p. 176) 

3 Consider: rights as boundary. and as access; rights as markers of power, and as mask
ing lack; rights as claims, and as protection; rights as organization of social space, and as 
defense against incursion; rights as articulation, and as mystification; rights as disciplinary, 
and as antidisciplinary; rights as a mark of one's humanity, and as a reduction of one's 
humanity; rights as expression of desire. and as foreclosure of desire. 

• To put this matter in an old-fashioned way. rights work within the dissimulating ideol
ogy of modernism, and in this regard there will always be something of a chasm between 
the discourses of rights and their concrete operatiom. 
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itself transpires on both a temporal and spatial level. On_ the temporal 
level: While rights may operate as an indisputable force ot emancipation 
at one moment in history-the American Civil Rights movement, or the 
struggle for rights by subjects of colonial domination such as black South 
Africans or Palestinians-they may become at another nme a regulatory 
discourse a means of obstructmg or coopting more radical political de
mands, o~ simply the most hollow of empty promises. 5 This paradox is 
captured in part by Nietzsche's insistence that liberal institutions cease to 
be liberal as soon as they are attained. 6 It is expressed as well m the trony 
that rights sought by a politically defined gro11p are conferred upon depo
liticized individuals; at the moment a particular "we" succeeds m obtam
ing rights, it loses its "we-ness" and dissolves into individuals. On the 
spatial or social level: Rights that empower those m one soCiallocanon or 
strata may disempower those in another. The classiC example IS property 
rights, which not only buttress the power of landlords and capital but 
hdp co constitute the subjects called tenant and worker. Less obvtous 
examples would be the right to free speech, whtch some femmtsts argue 
fortifies the "speech" of pornographers that in turn "silences" women; or 
the right to privacy, a highly ambiguous right that d!lTerennal~?' serves 
chose differentially situated in the murky sphere demar:ated as the pn
V;Ite." The point is that rights converge with powers ot social stratltlca
tion and lines of social demarcation in ways that extend as often as 
attenuate these powers and lines. And when the temporal and spatial di
mensions of the paradox of the universalistic idiom and pawculanstlc 
force of rights are combined, we can see quite clearly the impossibility of 
saying anything generic about the political value of nghts: 1t makes httle 
sense to argue for them or against them separately from an analysis of the 
histoncal conditions, social powers, and political discourses w1th whtch 

they converge or which they interdict. . . . 
The universal-local paradox of rights is itself paradoxtcalmsofar as this 

"discovery" -that the value of rights is tethered to history, andthat the 
political efficacy of rights shifts according to which soctal g~~up ts \',',Ield
ing them and what social powers situate them-occurs as htstory un
ravels and social "identity" destabilizes. Thus, we htstonCize nghts mlate 
modernity even as we discredit history as such, and we try to take the_ 
measure of the political ctiectiveness of rights accordmg to an analysts ot 

' 1 rake this ro he the force of Derrick Bell's ngumenr in filfrs ,11 1hc B<•trow oftile Well 
I New York: Basic ]:looks. !9'12): namely, that wlurever cxrraordimry historical and politi

:·al event the Civil Hights movement was at the time, the emancipatory power of civtl ngh;s 
practices ,;fld ideology does not ncccss.uiiy endure over tirne. See .:tlso Knsnn Hum1l1cr s 

Tile Ciuil Riglus Soiii'ly (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992). " " 
,, Truili_~ht ,

0
(/lu· [,!,,Is, in The Poff;!/1/e i\iiet::sche, cd. W" Kaufn1Jnn (New York: V1kmg. 

1934). p. 541. 
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s<:cial stratification even as we place in question the structures and fixity 
ot the tdennnes that such measurement presumes. And within this para
dox hes still another: The late modern effort to critically rework the indi
vidualist and universalist legacy of rights tor a tormul~tion that offers a 
potentially more fecund form of political recognition-namely, "group 
rights," rights of "difference," or rights of "cultural minorities"-is an 
..:ffort also beset by the contemporary historical, geopolitical, and analvt
ical destabilization of identity upon which such formulations depe~d. 
Here we circle back to the first paradox: If contemporary rights claims 
are deployed to protect historically and contextually contingent identi
ties, might the relationship of the universal idiom of rights to the contin
gency of the protected identities be such that the former operates 
madvertently to resubordinate by renaturalizing that which it was in
tended to emancipate by articulating? In the context of this paradox, our 
question acquires an analytic as well as historical form: If, as Robert 
Meister paraphrases Hegel, "for itself, representation is a means for the 
people to transform the state [whileJ in itself, it is a means for the state to 
control the people, "7 when do rights sought by identity "for itself" be
come "in themselves" a means of administration? When does identity 
articulated through rights become production and regulation of identity 
through law and bureaucracy? When does legal recognition become an 
instrument of regulation, and political recognition become an instrument 
of subordination? 

Here is. yet another way of casting this paradox: Historically, rights 
emer~ed tn modernity both as a vehicle of emancipation from political 
dtsentranchtsement or institutionalized servitude and as a means of privi
leging an emerging bourgeois class within a discourse offormal egalitari
amsm and universal citizenship. Thus, they emerged both as a means of 
protection against arbitrary use and abuse by sovereign and social power 
and as a mode of securing and naturalizing dominant social powers
class, gender, and so torth. Not only did bourgeois rights discourse mask 
by depoliticizi~g the social power of institutions such as private property 
or the famtly. It orgamzed mass populations for exploitation and regula
non, thus tuncnonmg as a modality of what Foucault termed "bio
power. "~But. like the others, this paradox is not merely of anachronistic 

7 Poliliral Identity: Thinkin~ Tl~rough .Harx(Oxtord: l:llackwell, !9YO). p. 172. 

. " In this regard. I .1m distancing myself slightly from Foucault's suggestion that disci
plmary dtscourses historically Jispiat.:e or converge with discourses of rights, suggesting 
instead that rights arc from the beginning a potentially disciplinary practice. 

Rosalind Petchesky and Eli Zaretsky have both Jrgucd that the juridical recognition of 
women in the late nineteenth century corresponded with expanded state and medical con
trol over won1en's reproductive and sexual conduc[. See PNchesky. Abartivu and iY"omen's 

Cil,•ice: Tile St.Jte, Sexuality, .md Reprr>duaive Fm:dmn (New York: Longman, l9H4), .md 
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interest. How, we might ask, docs this historical function of rights as 
operating both to emancipate and dominate, both to protect and regu
late, resurface in contemporary articulations of rights, especially those 
sought for subjects recently, and patently, produced through regulatory 
discourses-subjects such as welfare mothers, surrogate mothers. or les
bian mothers'~ 

I begin with this nest of paradoxes not to resolve them-paradox desig
nates a condition in which resolution is the most uninteresting aim-but 
to avoid misconstrual of my critical engagement with contemporary 
rights discourse. I do not want to participate in an argument for or 
against rights as such-for example. the disagreement between Critical 
Legal Studies thinkers and Critical Race Theorists-precisely because 
such an argument eschews the significance of historical timing, social 
power, and political cultural context in adjudicating the emancipatory 
value ofrights discourse. Rather, I want to reflect upon the place of rights 
in the politics of politicized identities-rights of "inclusion" as well as 
rights of "difference" currently sought for people of color, homosexuals, 
and women in the late-twentieth-century United States. 

In the service of such reflection, let us reconsider the critique of"political 
emancipation" embedded in Marx's essay "On the Jewish Question." 
Arguably one of Marx's most philosophically and politically complex as 
well as least programmatic pieces of ·writing, the "Jewish Question •· was 

Zaretsky, "The Place of the Family m the Origins of the Welfare State,,. in Rcthillkiug rl" 
Family: Some Fcmi11ist Questious, ed. Barrie Thorne (New York: Longman. 1982). Through 
Michael Grossberg's study of nineteenth-century tamily law, Martha Mmow makes a 
similar poinr about the effect of children ·s rights in enlarging state power over both children 
and adults. Minow cites Grossberg's Govcmill!; tlte Hearth: La11• a>Jd the Famiiy w 

NiiiCfet!IHil-Centur)' A.merica (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolma Press, l9H5). 
pp. 287-307, in "Interpreting Rights: An Essay for Robert Cover." Tltc }ale Lau• Rt'virw 96 
(1987), p. 1882. n. H2. 

9 While the tradittonal left critique of rights focuses on the law ·s deconrextualization of 
persons from social power, the critique of contemporarv legal efforts ro arltirl'r snch con
textualization, to recognize subjects as "effects" of social power. might be precisely that it 
reifws these effects. marking with a reactionary permanence the productJOn of social sub
jects through. for example. "race." "gender." or "sexuality." A critique of contemporary 
efforts to install difference in the law would worry as well about the analytical slide from 
social construction and constructions of subjectivity to social posuion and constructions of 
identity. It would worry about the conversion of aruculations of modes of power com
plexly and temporally constitutive of subjectivity into statiC analyses of social position that 
are then installed in the ahistoncal discourse of the law. 
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and remains an occasion to inquire into the formulations of identity, 
state, and law configured by modernity, by liberal constitutional politics, 
and by capitalist economies. The quest for Jewish citizenship in a Prus
sian, Christian. or even ostensiblv secular state raised for Marx and for 
his left-Hegelian protagonist l3r~no Bauer an ensemble of questions 
about the nature of religious identity, the state, citizenship, political con
sciousness, and political freedom. Do Jews want political recognition and 
rights as Jews or as persons? How does the demand for recognition con
struct Jewishness, personhood, and citizenship? How docs this demand 
figure the state and political life-what is the state being asked to see or 
recognize, to disregard in its seeing. and to disavow in itself? Do Jews 
seeking emancipation want to be free from Judaism, free ofJudaism, or 
free to be Jewish? What docs it mean to turn to the state for such emanci
pation? What is the relationship between political representation, political 
identity, social identity, and religious identity? How does the nature of 
the political state transform one's social identity when one turns to the 
state for political resolution of one's subordination, exclusion, or suffer
ing' What kind of subject is being held out to the state for what kind of 
redress or redemption' 

While there are substantial riches to be mined from an essay concerned 
with such questions, there arc also stumbling blocks in using the "Jewish 
Question" to reconsider the formulations of identity, rights, and the state 
it poses. These include the anti-Semitism evinced in the essav an anti
Semitism that has led some to dismiss it (and Marx) altogeth~~. Other:-. 
have ignored the extent to which the essay is concerned with Jews and 
Judaism, treating it either as an immanent critique of Hegelian philoso
phy or as a critique of liberal constitutional precepts-in either case, for 
them the Jewish question is only an heuristic dcvicc.w I will try to steer a 

,,. Two provisional notes about the putative anti-Semitism of the "Jewish Question ... 
Since there is good evidence that Marx was as racist as he was anti-Semitic, and it is a 
certainty that he took Jewish men more seriously than he took any woman. we need to ask 
oursc(,,cs: What precisely vexes us here? Is his anti-Semitisn1 at issue because he \Vas writing 
about the "Jewish Question"? Or is It the possible specter of self-hatred and dissimulation 
within the quest for assimilation that produces anxiety' Why isn't J. S. Mill's sexism as 
bothersome to us' Is the problem anti-Semitism, Marx as a Jew, or Marx as a Jewish anti
Semite writing on the Jewish question? Insofar as Marx criticized religion as such and 
crmcized Christianity with vehemence. what specifically constitutes his criuque of Judaism 
as anti-Semitism? These questions are not intended to defend Marx but rather to suggest 
that m objecting to his anti-Semuism. we mav not know the real nature of our objections, 
what umque place the charge of anti-Semitism occupies in our psyches, what psychic place 
is held by the self-hating Jew, and why it is this and not Marx's terrible remarks about 
Africans or silences about women that is at issue. 

The second point responds to the impossibihty of the answering the first in anything 
short of a separate study of the problem. If there is something of potential value in Marx's 
essay. bnt it is not easily extricable from the deprecations of Judaism and Jews. then we need 
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third course, dismissing neither the essay nor its engagement with Juda
ism. Particularly in light of twentieth century formations of European 
anti-Semitism, including those of the present, Marx's rough distillation 
of Judaism into "practical need, egoism, " 11 is certainly disturbing, as IS 
his consequent resolution of the ''jewish Question" into the ·'general 
question of the age" -the domination of civil society by capital. But this 
is not the whole story of his treatment ofJudaism in the essay, nor can h1s 
cntique of] udaism be isolated from his more general critique of religion; 
his caricature of Christianity is at least as savage. 

Rather than inquiring into the anti-Semitic elements of the Jewish as
Sirnilationist formulations of which Marx's essay is a particular expres
sion, I want to consider the essay's characterizations of Judaism along 
different lines. The variations on the "Jewish question" across European 
states spurred Marx to attempt to diagnose politically, and resolve theo
retically, the historically specific making and meanmg _of the Jewish quest 
for political membership ,in a variety ~fstates, ~orne ot which :vere tacitly 
rather than explicitly invested in Chnsnamty. 1- And It 1s this tormulanon 
of the problem that may be of use in thinking about contemporary cam-_ 
paigns by feminists, gay activists, indigenous peoples,_ and peop~~ o_t 
color for emancipation through and for rather than m sp1te of thetr dtf
ference," for recognition from a state whose masculinism, heterosextsm, 
and whiteness is also frequently tacit rather than explicit. In other words, 
precisely because Jews sought political rights as secular Jews m Christian 
as well as "secular" states, precisely because the Jewish questiOn does nor 
issue from a whollv liberal claim to generic personhood on the part of the 
historically disenfr~nchised, Marx's essay has potentially rich contempo
rary resonances. Insofar as the analysis concerns the complex pohttcal 
claims and aspirations of a marked identity not constituted solely through 
subjugation and exclusion, not reducible to a socioeconomic category, 
and not figufable as a "difference" entirely attributable to a forn: of soCial 
power as class is attributable to property relations, the quest tor Jewish 

to proceed with the double consciousness such a paradox demands. [n this kind of con
sciousness, one attends both tO the exoteric argument or narranvc ol a novel or phllosophl

cal work and, simultaneously, ro the cffe~r of the anti-Semitism on rh.~ shape Jn~' turns ~f 
this argument. This reading strategy offers not Slmply a mode of correctmg Marx s 

prejudice but, even more- importantly, of lea~~ing, rather than preconcc1vmg. how thts 
preJudice operates both as philosophy and pohncs. 

11 "On the Jewish Question," Tl~e .Harx-En~els Reader, 2d cd., cd. K C. Tucker (New 
York: Norton, 197!1), p. 50. 

See Carlebach's K.~rl Marx and rhe Radtcal Cntique ofjudaism (London: Routledge, 
1978). for a discussion of rhe ways in whtch assimilation in general, and c~.nvcrsion and 
baptism in particular, tigured in both rhe background and foreground ot the Jewtsh ques
tion'' tn Marx's rime. 
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civil and political rights in European nation states in the nineteenth cen
tury bears some (incomplete) parallels to antiassimilationist juridical 
cla1ms generated by contemporary identity politics.l3 

Marx begins with a notoriously ungenerous engagement with Bruno 
Bauer's own attempt to "resolve" the Jewish question. But Marx is ulti
mately less interested }n the left Hegelianism Bauer espouses than in the 
htstoncal co~dmon ot which Marx takes Bauer (as well as Hegelianism, 
nght and lett) to be a political and philosophical symptom. For Bauer, 
the Jew1sh question arises as a consequen.:e of the unemancipated wn
moustless of Jews on the one hand and the state on the other: as long as the 
Jew pnvtlegcs hts Judaism (his partial nature) above his universal person
hood, and as long as the state privileges its Christianity above its univer
sal (secular) nature, this partiality (in both senses of the word) prevents 
the recognition and realiz:~tion of "the universal humanitv of man "14 

Marx's objection to Bauer's formulation is that within its terms,; both 
the state and the Jew could give up their religious "prejudice" and in so 
domg be "politically emancipated" without being emancipated trom reli
giOn. What, Marx asks, is the nature of the emancipation Bauer advocates 
such that it addresses only the way the state and the Jew respectively 
represent t~emselves, the way each thinks of itself in a political way, such 
;,hat the for~al s~~ulansm demanded from each in no way affects the· 

actual rehgtostty of either' What does it mean to render "prejudice" a 
matter of atm~de and freedom, a matter of words and representation, a 
matter of poset And why docs Bauer's (idealist) formulation of freedom 
so closely resemble that represented by the state itself? [s it significant 
that the left-Hegelian formulation of freedom as a rroblem of conscious
ness, representation, and state proclamations is precisely the formulation 
of freedom animating and legitimating the liberal constitutional state? 

In contending that the "actual religiosity" of the state. and its citizens is 
undiminished by the declared irrelevance of religion to politics, Marx is 
concerned not simply with the religious beliefharbored by Jews or the 
state, but, more importantly, with the conditions that give rise to reli-

11 
This, notwithstanding Marx's own effort ro reduce Judaism to an "empirical essence 

of: .. h.uc~srenn~ and Its conditions,·:, and rhus to render Judaism a, a "historically pro
duc~d n~e~ and the Jev:•:h quemon Js a symptom of an age materially dominated by 
relations ot capital and sptntualJy dommated by Christianity. At tht" extreme, Marx casts 
Judaism as the avatar ~f"mareria] egoism" md civil society, dialectically opposed to Chris
tianity as ~~e a~~rar of "spmtual eg01sm," imaginary transcendence, and the stare ('jewtsh 
Question,· p. :->_)_ 

14 Ibid., p. 2H. 
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gious consciousness, the conditions that produce and require religion. 
While Marx and Bauer share a view of religious consciousness as "a de
fect," Marx regards this consciousness, and the state's participation in it 
(expressed in the very declaration that it is free of religion when it ceases 
to determine political membership on the basis of religion), as histori
cally necessary rather than contingent. To the extent that religious con
sciousness is historically produced rather than freely adopted, it cannot, 
as Bauer would have it, be "cast offlike snake skins." Rather, for Marx, 

The question is: what is the relation between complete political emancipation 
and religion? If we fmd in the country which has attained full political emanci
pation [the United States], that religion not only continues to exist but is fresh 
and vigorous, this is proof that the existence of religion is not at all opposed to 
the perfection of the state. But since the existence of religion is the existence of 
a defect, the source of this defect must be sought in the uatun· of the state itself. 
Religion no longer appears as the basis, but as the mmzifestatiou of secular nar
rowness. That is why we explain the religious constraints upon the free citi
zens by the secular constraints upon them. We do not claim that they must 
transcend their religious narrowness in order to get rid of their secular limita
tions. We claim that they will transcend their religious narrowness once they 
have overcome their secular limitations. We do not turn secular questions into 
theological questions; we turn theological questions mto secular ones.'" 

Critical here is Marx's effort to reveal the metalepsis in Hegelian thinking 
about the relation between religious and secular life, consciousness and 
institutiom. This effort is most apparent in his insistence that religious 
consciousness is a mauf(estation of rather than the basis of what he calls 
"secular narrowness"-the social and political constraints upon substan
tive freedom, equality, and community. This, in a vernacular foreign to 
the one we now speak, is Marx's method of de-essentializing in order to 
deconstruct political expressions of cultural, ethnic. or religious identity. 
Reading religious consciousness as a political symptom, even a site of 
injury and despair about freedom in this world, Marx seeks to avoid re
sponding to it as a political demand issuing from fixed political identities 

or interests. 
What Marx calls religious narrowness, what we might term invest-

ments in particular identities, is not blamed by him as it is by Bauer upon 
those who have such investments and fail to understand their place in the 

"Ibid .. p. 31. Marx's point about the fresh, vigorous character of religion in the 
nineteenth-century United States was repeated on September 16, 1992, almost verbatim, by 
Clinton during his presidential campaign as he argued for the continuation of religious 
tolerance and separation of church and state. "In no other advanced nation," Clinton re
marked, "is religion so widely practiced, do so many people go to church, synagogues, 

temples, and mosques." 

/ 
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world of universal humanity, nor upon the state's failure to look beyond 
such mvestments to the universal humanity of its subjects. Marx's cri
tique. of Bauer's Hegelian emphasis upon the independence of 
consciOusness-either in individuals or in the state-turns on his deriva
tion of "religious narrowness" from the specific political conditions that 
require this "narrowness," conditions that, importantly, arc obscured 
rather than redressed through formal emancipation, through acquiring 
the nght to be free of the political stigma of this narrowness. In fact, 
~arx argues, the limits of political emancipation "appear at once in the 
tact that the state can liberate itself from a constraint without man himself 
really being liberated. "16 

The political "constraint" to which Marx refers is the state's vul
nerability to reproach for a religious bearing. for its appearance of failed 
or mcomplete secularism. Yet the state is no more liberated from religion 
by declaring itself religiously tolerant than it is liberated from private 
property through the ''abolition of the property qualification" for suf
frage17 Insofar as Marx delitera/izes both religion and secularism, he is 
able to establish the state's religiosity as inhering not in express religious 
statements but in its transcendent ideology, its representation of universal 
humanity above the mortal particulars of civil society. The constitutional 
state he is analyzing is homologically Christian in its reduction of free
dom to pronouncements of freedom, in its equation of equality with the 
declaration that it regards us as equal, in its creation of equality through 
Its tdeology of popular sovereignty; in short, in its idealist resolution of 
our relative lack of freedom, equality, and community. 

The "constraint" from which political emancipation "frees" the indi
vidual is politicized identity-the treatment of a particular social identitv 
as the basis for deprivation of suffrage, rights, or citizenship. But, Mar~ 
repeats. emancipation from this constraint docs not liberate the individ
ual from the conditions constitutive or reiterative of the identitv. To the 
contrary, it is only in abstraction from such conditions that the i~dividual 
can be "emancipated" by the universal state: 

man frees himself from a constraint in a political way, through the state, when 
he transcends his limitations, in contradiction with himself and in an abstraa 
narrow and partial way. Furthermore, by emancipating him,self politically, mat~ 
emancipates himself in a deviou.< way, through an intermediary, however ueces
sary this intermediary might be. ta 

Marx's characterization of political emancipation as "devious" does not 
constitute a moral objection to the evident hypocrisy of the liberal state. 

'" "Jewisn Question." p 31. 
17 Ibid., p. 33. 
'" Ibid .. p. 32. 
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Such an objection would remain within the rubric ofliberalism in whi~h 
certain attitudes or postures on the part of the state become chg1ble tor 
moral criticism and, potentially, reform; this is exactly the kind of criti
cism in which 1'v1arx considered left Hegelians like Bauer to be wrong
headedly engaged. Rather, "deviousness" here signals a ruse of power 
necessitated when the requisites of power's legitimacy generate a prormse 
upon which it cannot deliver; deviousness connotes the political culture 
of indirection and mediation inherent within, rather than accidental to, 
this political condition. 19 

In Marx's account. the ruse of power peculiar to liberal constitutional
ism centers upon grantmg freedom, equality, and representation to ab
stract rather than concrete subjects. The substitution of abstract political 
subjects for actual ones not only forfeits the project a:· emancipation but 
resubjugates us precisely by emancipating substitutes tor us-by emanCI
pating our abstracted representatives in the state and nammg this process 
'"treedom." The subject is thus ideally emancipated through Its anomtmg as 
an abstract pnson, a formally free and equal human being, and is prac
tically resubordittated through this idealist disavowal of the material constit
uents of personhood, which constrain and contain our freedom. T~us, 
because we are in this way subjugated by the very discourse of our tree
dam. liberal freedom is structurally, not merely definitionally, ambig
uous. The notion of "representative" and the process by which, 
according to Hobbes's Ler,iathml, we "author" the state cxell_lplify this 
condition, and Rousseau makes a similar point in his crinque ot represen
tative government in the "Discourse on Inequality" and the Social Gm
lract. 20 Marx himsdf develops this point through an analogy between the 
state and Christiamty: 

Religion is simply the recognition of man in a roundabout fashion; that is, 

through an intermediary. The state is the intermediary between man and hu

man liberty. Just as Christ is the intermediary to whom man attributes all his 
own divmity and all his religious b,mds, so the state is the intermediary ro 

which man confides all his non-divinity and all his lmmat~_freedom.-' 1 

Here again it becomes clear not only why Marx considers political eman
cipation partial, narrow, and contradictory, but why he insists that the 
"secular" state is Christian in character: As Christ represents man's hob
ness, the state represents man's treedom, and in both cases, this represen-

t'J l!sing rhe notlon of the c;unera obst.:ura, Marx wiH offer a more ,ubstanrial account of 
this featur~ of political power in the theory of the rclationshtp between consciousness and 
power developed in Tl~e Gmmm ldcolt•gy. 

"'Hobbes, Lcui.llhan, chap_ 16, and Rousseau, -·Discourse on Inequality" md The So<~•ll 
C\mmJ;.-(. 

'jewish Question," p. 3:!-
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ration abstracts from the untree and unholy conditions of man's actual 
hfe. Moreover, these unfree and unholy conditions are the basis of both 
state and Christianity: as the conditions of real as opposed to abstract 
human beings, they are the conditions that 11eressitate the state and Chris
tianity. As Christianity consecrates a ghostly ideal of man as divine and 
leaves actual man to sutTer on earth, so the state liberates its ideal of man 
and abandons actual man to the actual powers that construct, butTer, and 
subject him. 

In one of his earliest formulations of the political structure of alienation 
in modern society, Marx then argues that both Christianity and the con
stitutional state require that "man lea[ d), not only in thought ... but in 
reality, in life, a double existence-celestial and terrestrial";12 this "dou
ble existence" is one in \vhich heavenly life is inaccessible and earthly life 
IS degraded. Insofar as Christianity and the bourgeois state are the avail
able discourses for self-understanding and political articulation, it is in 
what Marx calls ''real life" -life in civil society and on earth-that man 
will be most illusory to himscl( while the "imaginary domains" of the 
state and heaven articulate the "real nature" of man: 

!Man] lives in the po/iri£,,[ commw1i1y, where he regards himself as a wmmrma/ 

l>ei11g, and in civil society where he acts simply as a priua1e iltdiuid11a/, treats other 

men as means, degrades himself to the role of a mere means, and becomes the 

pldything of alien powers_ The political state, in relatio11 co civil society, is just 
as spiritual as is heaven in relation to earth. It stands in the same opposition to 

civil society, and overcomes it in rhe same manner as religion overcomes the 

narrowness of the profane world; i.e. it has always to acknowledge it again. re
establish it. and allow itself to be dominated by it. _ , In the state, , , . where 

he is regarded as a species-being, man is the imaginary member of an imagi

nary sovercJgnty, d1vested of his real, individual life, and infused with an un
real universality, 2.; 

In the political stare, "man treats political life, which is remote from his 
own individual existence, as if it were his own true lite"; this formulation 
constitutes the religious consciousness of the state. However, Marx also 
insists that "religion is here the spirit of civil society" insofar as it "ex
presses the separation and withdrawal of man from man,·· and insofar as 
c~ery man is "considered a sovereign being, a supreme being," but as 
ahenated man, man "lost to himself. "24 The Christian dimension of the 
liberal ideological formulation of the state and civil society ordered bv 
capitalism rests here: although anointed as a sovereign, even a suprem~ 

'' Ibid_. p J~. 
'' Ibid_, p. 3~. 

lbrd-. p. 39. 
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being, man's sovereignty is ghostly, alienated, and fmally punishing, in
sofa;-as it casts this isolated and impotent creature as fully accountable for 
himself Man is proclaimed king but limited by his powerlessness and 
alienation; his crown ultimately serves to bewilder, isolate, and hum1hate 

him. 25 

Remarking that "the political elevation of man above religion shares 
the weaknesses and merits of all such political measures," Marx makes 
clear that he is not against political emancipation, which he deems "a 
--ea· p·~~ress[ 1 tbf' fi1nal form of human emancipation will1in the 
~~ L .lV5 t J • • • -- - - • 

framework of the prevailing social order";2'· rather, he seeks to articulate 
the historical conditions of its emergence and its consequent hmJtanons. 
The deviousness of political emancipation-its removal of a stratifying 
social power from political standing-calls ~ot for refusal ofth1s form of 
emancipation but for analysis of the kind ot soc1al and poht~cal relations 
engendering and engendered by it. In particular, Marx IS mtcrcsted Ill 

how the state's "emancipation" from particular social powers operates as 
a form of political suppression that tacitly legitimates these powers, and 
how, at the same time, this process itself constitutes the power and legit
imacy of the liberal state. Thus, for example, the cli,:Uination of th~ 
"property qualification" for citizenship const~tutes the 1dcal abohuon 
of private property, since the "property quahficanon lS the last polrtrcal 
form in which private property is recognized." Yet 

·the political suppression of private property not only does not abolish private 
property; it actually presupposes its existence. The state abohshes, after ItS 
fashion. the distinctions established by birth, social rmzk, educa/JOII, ocwpatwn, 
when it decrees that [these! are 11011-political distinctions; when it proclaims, 
without regard to these distinctions, that every member of society is an equal 
partner in popular sovereignty. . . But the state, none the less, allows pnvatc 

'.s If Marx's analvsis is difficult to follow at this point, this is because he is doing three 
things at once: he is criticizing rehgion and the state, establishing a homology between 
them, at~d establishing their philosophicaL as well as matenal and h!StoncaL presupposmon 
of each other. This is Marx, in other words, in his least economtstlc and most deconstruc
tive mode, but it is deconstruction in a historically progressi,·e register. governed by the 
dialectic, by reason in history. and by analytically coherent, if contradictory, s~ctal total
ities. While it is Marx's genius to sustain the analysis on all three levels at once, lt mav also 
be this genius, steeped in Hegelianism. that leads Marx to overstate the theologtcal d1mcn~ 
sion of the constitutional state. Here is the extended passage from wh1ch the Citation m the 

text is drawn: 

The members of the political state arc religious because of the dualism between individ
ual life and species-life, between the life of civil society and polmcal hfe. They arereh
gious in the sense that man treats political lift\ which is remote from hts own mdtv•dual 
existence, as if it were his true life; and in the sense that rebgtOn lS here the spmt of Clvll 
society, and expresses the separation and withdrawal of man from man. (lbtd., P· 39) 

2o Ibid., pp. 33. 35. 
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property, education, occupation, to act after their own fashion, namely as pn
vate property, education, occupation, and to manifest their particular nature. 
Far from abolishing these effective differences, it only exists so far as they are 
presupposed; it is conscious of being a political state and it manifests its univer
sality only in opposition to these elements .... Only in this manner, above the 
particular elements, can the state constitute itself as univcrsality27 

If civil society is striated by forms of social power that the state declares 
politically insignificant, and the state's universality or "perfected secular
ism" is premised upon its transcendence o( the particularism of civil soci
ety, then the state is premised upon that which it pretends to transcend 
and requires that which it claims w abolish; it reinforces by politically 
suppressing (removing from political discourse) that which grounds its 
raison d'etrc. But in addition to its legitimacy, the state achieves a good 
deal of its power through its devious claims to resolve the very inequal
ities that it actually entrenches by depoliticizing. Achieving its "univer
sality" and reinstantiating the "particularity" of civil society through this 
depoliticization, by this ruse it also acquires its own "right" to govern
to legislate and adjudicate, to mobilize and deploy forcc. 2h 

If, according to Marx, the bourgeois constitutional state is premised 
upon depoliticizcd inegalitarian social powers, if it depends upon natu
ralizing egoistic civil society and abstract representations of equality and 
community, then rights arc the modern political form that secure and 

27 Ibid p 33. 
2" It mav be appropriate here to mark the way in which Marx's critique of universalism. 

and the constitutional state's embodim•'nt of it, dif!Crs from many contemporary critique,_ 
particularly those traffickmg under the sign of postmodermsm, post-Marxism, or post
structuralism. For Marx, the false universalism of the state presupposes a11il entrenche' 
unresolved particulars, stratifying social powers that not only enact subordination and sus
tain poverty, bur estrange human beings from one another and divide us against our respec
tive selves. For post-Marxist critics of liberal universalism. the problem is of a different 
order: universalism is less an unrealized political ideal than an unrealizable one, a bad politi
cal metonymy in which particular kinds of humans and positions masquerade as generic or 
universal. Marx is not without sympathy for this position-indeed, he clearly appreciates 
the extent to which universalist discourse is always strategically deployed by the dominant 
or the would-be dominant: "For each new class which puts itself in the place of one ruling 
betore it, is compelled, merely in order to carry through irs aim, to represent its interest as 
the common interest of all the members of society, that is, expressed in ideal f<>rm: it has to 
give its ideas the form of universality, and represent them as the only rational, universally 
valid ones" (The German Ideology, in The Marx-Engel; Reader, p. 174). But especially for the 
early Marx, htstory is making irs way toward true, as opposed to strategic, universalism; 
for post-Marxist critics, universalism is unredeemable insofar as it is always one with the 
hegemonic aims of the historically dominant. 
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legitimate these tendencies. Rights emblematize the ghostly sovereignty 
of the unemancipated indivtdual m modernity. In order to see the con
nections as Marx makes them, we must return briefly to his engagement 
with Bauer on the question ofjews' entitlement to rights. 

According to Marx. Bauer argued that the Jew could neither acquire 
nor concede to others the universal rights of man because his "Jewish 
nature," and more particularly his avowal of its effect in separating him 
from other men (Gentiles), prohibited his entitlement to rights that asso
ciate all men with each other. 2Y In Bauer's view, "man has to sacrifice the 
'privilege of faith' in order to acquire the general rights of man," in order 
to acquire membershtp in the community which delivers these nghts. 
But why should this be, Marx asks, when the rights of man are_ nothmg 
more chan the rights of "a member of civil society[,] ... ot cgmsttc 
man, of man separated from other men and from the community?"J" 
Nothing about these rights, j'vtarx notes, pertains to human association, 
membership, or participation in political community; consequently there 
is no basis for ;,vithholding them from anyone, regardless of particulars 

of social station, faith, or consciousness. 
lt is within this analytical vein, where rights are ftgured as both mani

festations and entrenchments of a specific historical production of egois
tic man m civil society, that Marx proffers his (in)famous critique of 
bourgeois rights. This critique does not condemn but exposes the way 
rights encode rather than emancipate us from the social powers and social 
formations that are the conditions of our unfreedom. Thus Marx calls the 
constitutional right to liberty the right of "separation'' from other men, 
the ·"right of the cimmmribed individual, withdrawn into himself." The_ 
right to private property, as the practical ":1pplication" of the rtght of 
liberty, is only "the right of self-interest." And equality, putatively the 
most profound political achievement of liberalism, Marx identifies as a 
"term [that] has here no political significance," since it is "only the equal 
right to liberty [in which] every man is equally regarded as a self
sufficient monad. "31 Liberal equality, insofar as it neither constitutes po
litical community nor achieves substantive equality, guarantees only that 

·~ all individuals will be treated as if they were sovereign and isolated indi
viduals. Liberal equality guarantees that the state will regard us all as 
equally abstracted from the social powers constituting our existence, 
equally decontextualizcd from the unequal conditions of our hves: _ 

Marx concludes this brief assessment of rights with a constderatton ot 
the constitutional guarantee of security, "the supreme social concept of 
o;ociety; the concept of the police." Underpinning the basic bargain of the 

29 "Jewlsh Question." p. 40. 
Ibid., pp. 40, +2. 

11 Ibid .. p. 42 
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social contract in which we largely surrender to the state the power to 
protect our lives and our property, the concept of "security," imprecisely 
termed a right, reveals the essential character of this society and the his
torically conftgured obsession of its members: "The concept of security 
ts not enough to raise civil society above its egoism. Security is, rather, 
the assurance of its egoism. "32 The state founded on the promise to secure 
its members against each other is thus the state that provides an anti
political "resolution" of the historically produced Hobbesian character of 
ci~il society. Like rights themselves, the state's constitutional guarantee 
of security, embodied in "the concept of the police," reifies a historical 
condition as an ontological one, naturalizing rather than redressing it. 

Certainly Marx's polemical treatment of the civil liberties foundational to / 
the liberal state could be criticized for the undeconstructed binary opposi
tions it deploys: ideal versus material, theological versus secular, state 
versus civil society, mediated versus unmediated treedom, egoism versus 
association, universal versus particular. It could also be impugned for 
presenting as immanent critique what is actually bound to a panoply of 
normative referents: radical egalitarianism, "real" popular sovereignty, 
and "true" political community unmediated by the state. Moreover, in
sofar as rights are not tethered to the values j"vl.arx endorses but serve 
other ends, he could be faulted for demanding from them what they were 
not intended to figure or deliver. His criticism of the liberal state tor 
reducing the political to a "mer<;- means" glosses the possibilities that on 
the one hand, rights need not be the end ofliberal political states, and that 
on the other, liberal individuals, even socially subordinated ones, may 
want nothmg more than state-secured rights and protection-they mav 
bear no desire for radical freedom or community. · 

We shall return shortly to the problems of binarisms and progressive 
historiography in Marx's critique. For the moment, I want to suggest 
rhat while Marx's critique of the "egoism" of rights is fueled by ideals of 
political and economic life that exceed liberal aims, its force is not wholly 
dependent on these norms nor on the extent to which liberalism fore
closes them. Rather, it depends uponla critical reading of the form of 
politicallif~ produced by the social relations of capital; it depends upon 
understandmg the domination and alienation entailed in capitalist social 
relations as simultaneously reiterated and obscured by the political life 
they generate. 

In Marx's view, the transition from feudal monarchy to bourgeois de-

" Ibid .. p. 43. 
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mocracv entailed a form of economic and political revolution that "abol
ished tl;e pohtical character of c1vil society," that is, put an end to the 
ways in which "clements of civil life such as property, the family, and 
types of occupation had been raised, in the form of lordship, caste and 
guilds, to clements of political life." The European political revolutions 
that abolished monarchv at the same time shattered the expressly pohncal 
form of social and econ.omic stratifications, the estates and corporations. 
"The political revolution therefore alwlislzcd the political character of ciPil 
socictv" such that "a specific activity and situation in life no longer had 
any but an individua( significance. ;,_D Marx is again undcrscormg how 
certain modalities of social and economic domination arc less eliminated 
than dcpolitici:::cd by the political revolutions heralding formal equality. 
although these modalities arc transformed in the process, losing their 
formal representation in the state as estates. At the same time, Marx is 
seeking to articulate the extent to which the modern iudividual is pro
duced by and through, indeed as, this depoliticization and in the image of 
it. He is proffering a political genealogy of the sovereign individual, 
whose crucial site of production is the depoliticization of social relations. 
Put the other way around, Marx exposes the modern formulation of sov
ereignty as itself a modality of discursive dcpolittcization. Power as circu
latmg and relational-as located not in the state but in social relations and 
the movement of history-is ideologically suppressed in the congealed 
and static persona of sovereignty. 

Marx's criticism does not stop 'Nith depicting the political emancipa
tion or declared sovereignty of the individual as its effective dcpoliticiza
tion. He also posits the dcpoliticization of civil society as the 
"consummation" of the materialism of civil society. and the removal of 
political community to the realm of the state as the "consummation" of 
the idealism of the state. 3-l Community is figured in a ghostly way in the 
state. and social atomism is the concrete reality of civil society. But in 
becoming celestial and otherworldly, abstracted from the real character 
of its subjects, the state also tlgures its future overcoming, its future irrel
evance. And in becoming thoroughly material and egoistical. civil soci
ety forecasts its disintegration: "The bonds which had restrained the 
egoistic spirit of civil society were removed along with the political yoke. 
Political emancipation was at the same time an emancipation of civil soci
ety from politics and from even the scmblm1a of a general content. "33 

Establishing the breakup of the feudal state as that which "frees" civil 
society in a double sense-from feudal bondage but also from the bonds 

Ibid., pp. 44. 45. 
3J v-(,l/ct~dun,s .. ;, \Vhich Tucker translates as "consunlmation. ,, Olcans completion, tennina

tl011. ending, perfL·ctiotL 

" "jewish Que&tion.'· p. 45. 
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of association that express our ontological sociality, "from even the sem
blance of a general contcnt"-Marx signals the ambiguity that tor him 
characterizes not only bourgeois rights but the spirit of capitalism. (Re
call that this double freedom is also how Marx ironically frames the con
dition of the proletariat in C1pital. In contrast with the serf, the 
proletarian is tree to sell his labor power to any buyer. But he is also 
"free" in the sense of being unburdened and dcracinated: he lacks anv 
means of survival other than selling his labor pm.ver. The proletarian ;s 
"freedom" is thus the source of his radical exploitability alld of his ex
panded political capaciousness.) Similarly, when ]'.1arx refers to the rep
resentation of man in the political state as the "ideal" of man, he is 
identifying the state representation of community and equality as directly 
contradicted by the egoism of rights-bearing sovereign individuals in the 
depoliticized domain of civil society. And he is identifying rights as fun
damentally ambiguous: a marker both of our untreedom and of our ex
panded political capaciousness. 

What should be evident by now is that in contrast with some Critical 
Legal Studies scholars' anxieties about the individualism of rights, 
Marx's analysis in the "Jewish Question" is neither a moral critique nor 
an ontological claim about the "nature of rights." Hathcr, Marx's charac
terization of rights as egoist¥: rests on a reading of the ways in which the 
historical emergence of the" "rights of man" naturalizes and thus en
trenches historically specific, unavowed social powers that set us against 
each other, preoccupy us with property, security, and freedom of move
ment, and economically and socially stratify us. "The liberty of egoistic 
man, and the recognition of this liberty ... is the recognition of the 
_frmz1'ed movement of the cultural and material clements which form the 
content of his life. "3~> In other words, the kind of liberty that bourgeois 
nghts discourse casts as natural is actually the effect of the historically 
specific elements constitutive oflife in civil society. Through rights dis
course, bourgeois social relations arc reified as bourgeois man, and the 
rights required by this "frenzied" (zu,s;ellosen; actually, "unbridled'') so
cial order arc misapprehended as required by and confirming the natural
ness of the man it produces. 

For Marx, then, the political culture of "egoism" and rights produces 
not mere individualism but anxious, defended, self-absorbed. and alien
ated Hobbesian subjects ·who are driven to accumulate, diffident toward 
others, obligated to none, made impossibly accountable for themselves, 
and subjected by the very powers their sovereignty is supposed to claim. 
"Egoism" also connotes the discursive depoliticization of this produc
tion: an order of sovereign, self-made, and privatized subjects who sub-

''·Ibid 
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jectively experience their own powerlessness as their own failure vis-a-vis 
other sovereign subjects. In sum, even as they emancipate certam groups 
and certain energies from historical suppression, bourgeois rights codify 
the social needs generated by historically specific, traumatic social 
powers as natural, unhistorical, and permanent. 

Marx's criticisms of bourgeois rights might be distilled thus: (1) Bour
geois rights are rendered necessary by the depoliticized material condi
tions of unemancipated, inegalitarian civil society, conditions that rights 
themselves depoliticize rather than articulate or resolve. (2) They en
trench by naturalizing the egoism of capitalist society, reifying the "fren
zied movement of the material elements" of this society as the nature of 
man, thereby masking social power and mistaking its effects-atomistic 
individuals-for its wellspring and agents. (3) They construct an illusory 
politics of equality, liberty, and community in the domain of th_e sta~e,. a 
politics that is contradicted by the unequal, unfree, and mdtvtduahsttc 
domain of civil society. (4) They legitimize by naturalizing various strati
fying social powers in civil society, and they disguise the state's collusion 
with this social power, thereby also legitimating the state as a neutral and 
universal representative of the people. Thus they disguise the actual 
power constitutive of both civil society and the state through the ruse of 
establishing fictional sovereignty in the domain of civil society and illu
sory liberty, equality, and community in the state. 

Marx's enthusiasm for political emancipation, including bourgeois 
rights, could be distilled thus: (1) Being regarded by the state as if we 
were free and equal is an improvement over being treated as if we were 
naturally subjected and unequal vis-a-vis stratifying social powers. Inso
far as personhood and membership in community is ideally cast as un
constrained by these social powers, political emancipation constitutes 
progress. (Here, a discerning contemporary eye might see an analy_sis con
cerned with the way ideological idealism masks social power shdmg IntO 

one that emphasizes the discursive production of political possibility.) (2) 
The ideals of freedom, equality, and community in the bourgeois state 
figure the (historically unrealized) desire for these goods and, in a histori
cal process governed by dialectical materialism, they will be reali~ed 
through the establishment of the material conditions for them. (3) Polltl
cal emancipation in the form of civil and political rights can be embraced 
preciselv because it represents a "stage" of emancipation. In dialectical 
analysis: the failure of rights to procure "true human_ emancipation_" is 
made manifest in our experienced unfreedom and ahenauon, and 1t Is 
overcome by the development of forms of association appropriate to a 
society that has "revolutionized its elements" and transcended its egoism. 
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Marx's essay produces two sets of questions for contemporary political 
struggles waged under the rubric of identity politics. First, if the desire 
for rights in liberalism is, in part, a desire to depoliticize or unmark one's 
social existence, to be free of the politicization of subordinating social 
powers, and if, in this respect, rights entail a turn away from the political, 
how do they also advance a political struggle to transform the social con
ditions of one's making? What, if anything, guarantees their instrumental 
deployment in this direction? Marx's account could be cast in a more 
Foucaultian register: To the extent that the egoism of rights-their dis
cursive formation of the sovereign individual-obscures the social forces 
producing rather than merely marking particular groups or behaviors as 
subhuman, rights appear to discursively bury the very powers they are 
designed to contest. To the extent that the "egoism of society" both pro
vokes nghts cla1ms and IS entrenched by them, the social relations iterat
ing class, sexuality, race, and gender would appear to be individualized 
through rights discourse, ascribed to persons as attribute or internal con
tent rather than social effect. If rights thus reify the social power they are 
destgned to protect agamst, what are the political implications of doing 
both? What happens when we understand individual rights as a form of 
pro_tection against certain social powers of which the ostensibly protected 
mdJvtdual 1~ actually an effect? If, to paraphrase Marx, rights do not 
liberate us trom relations of class, gender, sexuality, or race, but onlv 
from formal recognition of these elements as politically significan;, 
thereby liberating them "to act after their own fashion," how does the 
project of political_emancipation square with the project of transforming 
rhe condtt!ons agamst whtch nghts are sought as protection? 
. The second set of questions pertains to the place of rights in legitimat
mg the humanist dimensions of liberal discourse. To what extent is the 
power of a humanist fiction of universality affirmed as the mantle of 
generic personhood sought by the historically disenfranchised? How is 
the metonymic operation of the generic person obscured by the increas
ingly wide distribution of its political attributes? How can the invidious 
dimensions of universalist claims be contested even as the historicallv 
disenfranchised seek a place under their auspices? ' 

. These questions become more vexed when the progressive histo
nography presumed by Marx is excised from his critique of rights, when 
the contradiction between "political emancipation" and "true, human 
emancipation" is no more likely to erupt as radical consciousness or be 
tra~scendcd through revolution than various contradictions within cap
Italism are hkely to explode into a socialist alternative. Absent this teleol-
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ogy, instead of rights constituting a "historical stage" of the progress 
toward emancipation, they figure a political culture that daily recapitu
lates its value in anointing and protecting personhood and daily reiterates 
the egoism out of which rights emerge. Operating as a discursive regime 
rather than a stage in the history of emancipation, rights appear as politi
cal ends rather than historical or political instruments. And situated 
within the larger context ofWeberian rationalization in modernity, a pro
cess whereby instrumental rationality cancerously supplants all other 
values as all means become ends, the so-called litigious culture dispar
aged across the contemporary political spectrum becomes more than a 
contingent item for political criticism.37 In this recasting, rights discourse 
appears in opposition to-rather than a stage in the progress toward
alternative modes of redressing social subjugation expressed as politi
cized identity. When "history" is no longer regarded as driven by struc
tural contradictions and tethered to the tclos of freedom, the delusion is 
no longer possible that •·every emancipation is a restoration of the human 
world and of human relationships to man himself. "3

M 

Yet it is also the case that when we cease to regard history as composed 
of coherent social totalities and single threads of progress, viewing it 
instead in terms of converging and conflicting discourses and genealo
gies, a different order of political thinking becomes possible. Consider 
the difference in the relationship between history and freedom conceived 

4Jy Marx and by Foucault: For Marx, political promise inheres in the 
dialec'l:ical movement of history toward freedom. (Animated generally 
bv a d'rive to overcome scarcity expressed in the developmental aspect of 
1~odes of prod1.,1ction. histo~y is speciftcally powered bv the class 
struggles that occur at the point of contradictions between the means, 
mode, and relations of production.) Thus. for Marxists. history voided 
of a teleological project-an emptiness achieved by exposing the reli-

37 The political range of critics of the "litigious soctety" ;, quite wide: from George 
Bush's 1992 campaign attack on "trial lawyers" to Mary Ann Glendon's Ri,<iiiL< Talk: Tile 
lmpovcrislmtelll of Political Discourse (New York: Free Press. )991), to Ben Barber's WOTr) 

over the contemporary privatizing tum of rights discourse ("Constitutional Rights: Demo
cratic Institution or Democratic Obstacle?" in The hamcrs mtd Fut~dameuMI Rij!lus. ed. Rob
ert A. Licht (Washington. D.C.: AlE, 1992). and Michael Walzer's kindred worry m What 
It MeatlS ro Be an AmcricatJ. especially the essay therein entitled "Constitutional Rights and 
the Shape of Civil Society" (New York: Marsilio. 1992). 

'" 'jewish Question," p. 46. There is a question. at least in my mind. about whether 
poststructuralist critiques of historical metanarrative should be historicized such that only i11 
our rime does progressive historiography collapse, or whether the stronger poststructuralist 
claim that all progressive nouons of history were thoroughgoing fictions should be advo
cated. I remain enough of a Marxist to find it difficult to surrender the notion of "develop
ment" in a historiography that accounts for the "transition'" from feudalism to capitalism, 
from competitive capitalism to corporate capitalism, and from industrial to postindustrial 
capitalism in the global economic core (Europe and North America). 
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gious Hegelian metanarrative at the core of Marxist historiography
implies the political nightmare of nihilism or of eternal daylight. of time 
frozen. The forfeiture of historical design implied by the "end of his
tory," by the bankruptcy of the principle of temporal (dialectical) move
ment forward, signals the political crisis of a total present. It heralds 
totalitarianism insofar as the pervasive domination in the social totality 
Marxism depicts is left without a principle of self-overcoming. Marxist 
critique absent redemption through dialectic, it may be recalled, was pre
cisely the logic structuring the dark conclusions of Marcuse's Oue
Dimmsional A1m1. 

For Foucault. on the other hand, the end of history is less a political 
problem than a political relief. The critique of mctanarrative offers re
prieve not only from humanist conceits but from temporal or structural 
models of power: economic models in which power is figured as a wield
able commodity, and repressive models, in which power is figured as 
suppressing the capacities of a transcendent subject. The critique of tele
ology in history releases us as well from models of the political subject · 
framed in the (global) narrative of identity, subjugation, and redemption. 
Reason in history, which requires both the fiction of social totalities and 
the fiction of epochal periodization, is made to give way to genealogical 
analyses of selected regimes of truth, analyses that make no claim to 

spatial or temporal comprehensiveness. We arc also urged to conceive the 
problematic of power in spatial yet nonstructural terms and temporal yet 
nonlinear terms: space is refigured as the domain in which multiple and 
contestable discourses operate, time as a domain of imprecise and rc
figurable repetition. Intervention or rcsignification is possible in both di
mensions insofar as power is reconceived outside discourses of 
structures, laws ofhistory, and even hegemony. In this regard, Foucault's 
insistence on the spatialization of power means that "history" fmally be
comes human. 

Yet if Foucault's critique of progressivist historiography offers a re
prieve from historical and political perspectives tied to social totalities 
and temporal stages, thereby varying and widening the field of political 
intervention, his investigations into the nature of power also complicates 
the problem posed by depoliticizing discourses such as those of rights. In 
his concern with disciplinary power, in his articulation of how certain 
discourses are forged into regimes of truth, and in his formulation of 
power as that which produces subjects rather than simply suppressing or 
positioning them, Foucault conjures a political field with relatively little 
open space and none of the tricks of self-overcoming, of forward mo
tion, contained in Marxist historiography. This Foucaultian discernment 
of power where neither Marxism nor liberalism perceives it forces a re
thinking of the Marxist formulation of politicized identity and rights 
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claims. Foucault's account nor only severs "political emancipation" from 
a phantasmic progress of emancipation, it alsoproblematizes the Marxist 
presumption that the quest tor such emancipation tssues from htstoncally 
subordinated or excluded subjects seeking a place in a d1scourse of um
versal personhood. It suggests instead that these claims may issue from 
contemporary productions of the subject by regulatory norms, produc
tions that may be entrenched as much as challenged or loosened through 
political recognition and acquisition of rights. In other words, _the col
lapse of a progressivist historiography becomes more senous g1ven the 
extent to which contemporary discourses of rights converge With the 
disciplinary production of identities seeking them, given the extent to 
which contemporary discourses of political emancipation rna~ be prod
ucts not simply of stratified and egoistic civil society, but of d1soplmary 
modalities of power producing the very subjects whose rights become a 
method of administering them. Here, one additional comparison be
tween Marxist and post-Marxist social theory will indicate how certain 
limitations in Marx's formulation of power interact in a complex way 
with his problematic historiography. 

for Marx, subordination is a function of social position, of where one 
is positioned within hierarchical relations of power constitutive of a social 
order. At its most economistic, the Marxist formula for measunng sub
ordination involves ascertaining a subject's relationship to the means of 
production within a particular mode of production. In its less economis
tic moments (for example, in the ''Jewish Question" or "The Holy fam
ily"), elements of social power other than production may be considered 
relevant, but the issue remains one of positioning. The problem of palm
cal consciousness thus becomes one of accurately apprehending one's so
cial positioning and hence the truth of the social totality, a _matter that 
requires "piercing the ideological veil" in which,the order 1s s~rouded 
and, in particular, reversing the "camera obscura by whtch tt d1sgutses 
its power. Political consciousness in inegalitarian societies is thus a matter 
of perceiving the power by which such societies are obje_ctively stratified, 
a perception that depends upon a critique of the ideological mysttficatt~n 
(and especially naturalization) of stratification in order to recogmz~ tts 
achievement by power. (This process ts mapped m the d1scu~ston of tde
ology in the The German Ideology and is modeled in the d1scusston of 
commodification in volume 1 of Capital.) For Marx and in many social 
theories heavily indebted to Marxism-for example, Catharine 
MacKinnon's-subject position is social position; determined by social 
relations that structure stratification, subject position can be apprehended 
through scientific discernment of these relations, a science elaborated in 
various incarnations of standpoint epistemology. 

While critical theories of gender, race, and sexuality probably cannot 
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dispense entirely with a notion of subject position, the formulations of 
power and of_ the subject entailed by this notion are also inadequate to the 
aspuanons of such theories. Consequently, much contemporary critical 
theory has moved to augment the Marxist account of subordination as a 
function of social positioning. Post-Marxist feminist theory, for exam
ple, figures the political problem of women both as a problem of con
structed subjectivities (local, particular, unfixable, always exceeding the 
denotations of woman or women) and as one of social positioning (name
able~ tangible yet always abstract, a potent designation evacuated of any 
partiCular mhabltant). If "identity" "occurs," is named or produced, at 
the point where these touch, where the particulars of subject formation 
intersect with vectors of social stratification such as race or gender, then 
the richest accounts of racial formation or gendering will prevail when 
subjectivity and social positioning are figured simultaneously.39 More 
than stmply recognizing the importance of both analytic registers, this 
requires interlacing them such that social "positioning" is formulated as 
part of subject production and the construction of subjectivity is formu
lated as an element in the making of social hierarchy and political 
domination. 

What are the implications for the emancipatory potential of rights of 
replacmg an account of subjugation as subject position with an under
~.tanding of "subject ~ormation" and with an understanding of power as 
somethmg whtch Circulates[,] ... which is never appropriated as a 

commodity or piece of wealth ... but is employed and exercised 
through a net-like organization"? What happens when we come to un
derstand subjects as not only positiot1ed by power, as not only created out 
of the expropriation or exploitation of their powers, but as effects of 
power, as formed or produced by power, and as "simultaneously under
gomg and exercising ... power"?-14) What happens when we understand 
subjects of racial or sexual domination to be the partial effects of re.~Jimes 

w Yet this project is made difficult by virtue of the articulation of subject positioning and 
formations of subjectivity in such different registers. While subjectivity is local, particular, 
psychoanalytic, concerned with the problem of consciousness and unconscious, body and 
psyche, and desire and culture, social positioning invariably refers to orders or structures of 
power; it involves reading them historically and deducing how subjects are located within a 
tield of power rather than how subjects are formed by specific operations of power. Many 
!but not all) contemporary battles about the "discursive" versus the "material" elements of 
power are drawn over this line, where those most concerned with subjectivity insist that all 
is discourse while those who see only social positioning insist on the pre- or extradiscursive 
rmrerialiry of that positioning. Resolving this matter will undoubtedly require a more thor
oughly developed notion of discursive materiality and the different valences ot~ for exam
ple, political discourses of race and discourses of racial subjectivity. 

"'' Michel Foucault, 'Two Lectures,'' in Power/Knowlcd_qe: Selected Imewiews a~~d Other 
WritinJ?s, 1972-!977, ed. C. Gordon (New York: Pantheon, 1980), p. 98. 
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and f0rmati011s of race and sexuality, rather than positioned within and 
fully formed by totalizing systems? What is imphed for rights when we 
understand politicized identity as a regulatory production of a disciplin
ary society and not only as political consciousness of one's social posi
tioning in orders stratified by hierarchical social power' Might rights 
then appear as a means both of contesting state power by asserting indi
vidual autonomy and of more deeply articulating identity by forgetting 
the social norms and regulatory discourses that constitute it' Do rights 
affixed to identities partly function to imprison us within the subject 
positions they arc secured to affirm or protect? 

Contemporary reflection on Marx's critique of right portrays its value as 
mixed, On the one hand, a number of Marx's operative assumptions arc 
called into question by post-Marxist theory: the "real universality'' em
bodied in "true human emancipation"; the progress toward this univer
salism secured by a Hegelian historiography rooted in the resolution of 
systemic contradictions through dialectic; the ontological, historical, and 
epistemological distinctions between state and civil society. politics and 
cconomv, ideal and material orders; and the distinction between social 
position.and subjectivity presumed by the possibility of scientific critique 
and rational consciousness. On the other hand, the experience of late 
modernity poses questions about the emancipatory function of rights 
never entertained bv Marx: these include attention to disciplinary power, 
subjectivity, and st;bjcct production; political culture understood in spa
tial rather than temporal dimensions; and power and politics formulated 
in the metaphor of "battle" or permanent contestation rather than the 
metaphors of contradiction, progress, and transcendence. 

Yet for all the limitations and aporias in Marx's formulation of rights 
and political emancipation, there arc strong claims to be made for its 
contemporary relevance. In fact, rather than vitiating the Marxist cri
tique of rights, the suspension of certain Marxist assumptions and the 
addition of certain Foucaultian insights may intensify its force. Indeed, 
post-Marxist theory permits us to understand how rights pervasively 
configure a political culture (rather than merely occupying a niche within 
it) and discursively produce the political subject (rather than serving as 
the instrument of such a subject). It also permits us to grasp the way in 
which disciplinary productions of identity may become the site of rights 
struggles that naturalize and thus entrench the powers of which those 
identities arc the effects. 41 

4 ' See n. 6 above. The point here is that naming may be sirnultmw>usly a form of em
powering recognition and a site of regulation: this is the ambiguity about identity that 
Foucault articulated in his concern that we might be excavating only to then inter insurrcc-
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But to suggest that rights sought by politicized identities may cut two 
(or more) ways-naturalizing identity even as they reduce clements of its 
stigma, depoliticizing even as they protect recently produced political 
subjects, empowering what they also regulate-is nor to condemn them. 
Rather, it is to refuse them any predetermined place in an cmancipatory 
politics and to insist instead upon the importance of incessantly querying 
that place. I want to proceed with such querying now by reflecting on the 
formulation of rights by two of their progressive exponents in contem
porary law and politics, Patricia Williams and Catharine MacKinnon. 

What happens, in the kind of culture Marx diagnosed as producing the 
need and desire for rights, to those without them, or to those largely 
sequestered in domains marked "private" or "natural" where rights do 
not apply' What happens to the "frenzied" order of egoistic civil society 
where those subordinated via race, sexuality, gender, or age-locked out 
or thrust into the ontological basement of the social structure-are roue:. 
tincly exploited or violated by those armed with rights, social power. and 
social legitimacy? What happens when the lack of a right to property or 
speech, bodily integrity or sexual conduct, is conjoined with the vul
nerability and dependence created by relative social powerlessness and 
marginalization? 

This is the perspective, in her terms "the subject position," from 
which Patricia Williams's defense of rights issues in The Alchemy of Race 
and Rights. This defense is mindful of critiques from the left wing of the 
legal establishment as well as of the failure of civil rights, once gained. to 
substantially augment the socioeconomic condition of the majority of 
blacks in the United States. It is also a defense that de-emphasizes the 
ways the emergence of rights interlocked with the triumph of the bour
geoisie in postfcudal Europe, with capital's pressing need for the free 
circulation ofland and labor, and with individual propertied male owner
ship of the members and clements of his household. It is a defense that 
eschews the way that, historically, rights discourse legitimated the nc·w 
class formations as well as a constitutional state designed to secure and 
naturalize them. Williams's account begins already inside this history, 
presumes the Hobbesian/ Adam Smith ian culture it figures, and dwells 

oonary discourses. Moreover the emancipatory function of rights cannot be adjudicated in 
abstraction from the bureaucratic juridical apparatus through which thev are negotiated. 
Who, today, deli.'nds their rights without an army of lawyers and reams of complex legal 
documents? In this regard, nghts, rather than being the '"popular and available" currency 
depicted by Patricia Willtams, may subject us 10 intense forms of bureaucratic domination 
and regulatory power even at the moment that we assert thetn in our O\Vn defense. 
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upon the experience of those explicitly deprived of rights within it: those 
whom, Dred Scott opined, "were so far infenor, that they had no nghts 
which the white man was bound to respect. '' 42 For Patricia Williams, in 
whose analysis of the law "subject position is everything, "43 thinking 
about rights is unavoidably tethered to the experience of those persons 
historically denied them in a political culture in which political member
ship, civic belonging, bodily, emotional, and sexual boundary, social re
spect, legitimacy as an actor, capacity as a transactor, autonomy, pnvacy, 
visibility, and generative independence are all negotiated through the lan-
guage and practice of rights and rightlessness. . . 

While the importance of this link cannot be overstated, neither can ItS 
partiality. For deprivation on this scale is not merely lack but the creation 
of desire through lack. As homosexuals may crave the legitimacy con
ferred by the institution of marriage from which we are debarred-and 
thus reinscribe the very mechanism of our subjection in our yearning for 
that which is premised on our exclusion-Patricia Williams's defense of 
rights on the basis that it is "a symbol too deeply enmeshed in the psyche 
of the oppressed to lose without trauma and much resistance" poses a 
conundrum. 4 4 What if this deeply enmeshed symbol operates not only m 
but against that psyche, working as self-reproach, depoliticized suffer
ing, and dissimulation of extralegal forms of power? To see how this 
might be the case, I want to consider three strands of Williams's argu
ment in The Alchemy of Race and Rights: her critique of the phenomenon 
she calls "privatization," her analysis of black women's cultural position
ing, and her effort to proliferate and resignify the meaning and distribu
tion of rights. 

For Patricia Williams, the "over-expanded mental state we call 'pri
vacy' " is among the most pernicious and subtle enemies of contempo
rary democracy, as well as a powerful mode oflegitimizing class and race 
inequalities. "The tyranny of what we call the private," she argues, risks 
reducing us to "the life-crushing disenfranchisement of an entirely 
owned world," where "permission must be sought to walk upon the face 
of the earth." Williams spies the corrosive effects of privatization in con
temporary arguments about "reverse discrimination" and for "employer 
preference," in Supreme Court decisions permitting states to determme 
levels of indigent support, in police commissioner complaints about be
ing singled out for media attention during police brutality investigations, 
in John Tower's promise to give up drinking if confirmed as Bush's de-

+2 Quoted in Tlte lllchemy of Race aud Ri:::hts (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1991). p. 162. 

'-'Ibid., p. 3. 
44 Ibid .. p. 165. 
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fense secretary. Criticizing not only privatization of public functions by 
the economy (workfare or school vouchers), Williams also assails in
creased privatization of the economy, represented by restricted access in 
commerce. The latter frames an incident in which a young white Benet
ton salesman refused her entry to a buzzer-controlled shop in New York 
and characterizes as well a sign she saw in a Greenwich Village 
bout!que-"Salc! $2 overcoats. No bums, no booze"-which com
modifies poverty while excluding the poor. -+5 

Williams also traces forms of privatization that, like the design of cor
porate parks_ and shoppmg malls, effectively resegregate populations 
along lm_es ot race and class. Reflecting on Mayor Koch's plea for black 
compasswn toward wh1te Howard Beach residents unhappy about an 
mterrac1al pro~est march through "their" streets, she writes: "Koch was, 
m effect, pleadmg f?r acceptance of the privatization of public space. This 
IS the de facto eqmvalent of segregation; it is exclusion in the guise of 
deep-moated property 'interests' and 'values.' Lost is the fact that the 
object of discussion, the street, is public. "46 Williams also examines how 
the language of privacy and its cousin, "choice," are used to mask state 
coer.~wn as pri;ate de~ire. When defendants in child abuse or rape cases 
~re offered a .chotce between ... Jail and sterilizationf,] ... the de
tendant ts positioned a;, a purc~aser, as ·~uying' ... freedom by paying 
the pnce of h.er womb or by choosmg castration. -+7 This repackaging 
of state dommauo~ as the. market freedom of individuals, she argues, 
1mpenls both pubhc morahty and the meaning of citizenship. It vandal
tzes a langu.age of public obligation and at the same time legitimizes the 
de facto raCism, misogyny, and hatred of the poor that, in her analysis, it 
Is the task of the political to mitigate. In short, "privatization" violates 
pubhc space, depoliticizes socially constructed problems and injustices, 
exonerates pubhc representatives from public responsibility, and under
mmes a notiOn of political life as concerned with the common and obli
gatmg us m common. 

How is this searing political critique reconcilable with Williams's un
all.oyed defense of rights? Rights in liberal capitalist orders, Marx re
mmds ~s, are bits of discursive power that quintessentially privatize and 
depohtiCize, that mystify and reify social powers (property and wealth, 
but also race, sexuahty, and gender) as the natural possessions of private 
persons, that analytically. abstract individuals from social and political 
context, that are m fact ~{focts of the social power they obfuscate. Indeed 
to the extent that rights discursively mask stratifying social power~ 

H Ibid .. pp. 43, 42. 
"" Ibid., p. 69. 

"
7 Ibid .. pp. 32. 33. 
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through their constitution of sovereign subjects rendered formally equal 
before the law, they would appear to be among the most basic strategies 
of the privatization Williams condemns. As the Reagan-Bush years made 
clear, rights discourse is precisely what furnishes the claims of revers;: 
discrimination and employer preference, the justifications for school 
voucher systems, regressive tax reform, union busting, and the preroga
tives of store owners and neighborhoods to restrict access. Rights dis
course in liberal capitalist culture casts as private potentially political 
contests about distribution of resources and about relevant parties to de
cision making. It converts social problems into matters of individualized, 
dehistoricized injury and entitlement, into matters in which there is no 
harm if there is ~o agent and no tangibly violated subject. And if we shift 
here from Marx to Foucault in querving the incommt:nsurability of Wil
liams's critique of privatization and defense of rights, we can ask: What 
more thoroughly obscures domination by regulatory norms-the 
"whiteness" or "maleness" of certain standards of excellence-than the 
figure of the sovereign subject of rights' And what would more neatly 
converge with the late modern disciplinary production of identity, and 
regulation through identity. than the proliferation of rights Williams 
counsels' 4H 

None of this is to suggest that those without rights in a rights
governed universe should abandon the effort to acquire and use them. 
Williams and others make clear enough that such counsel, especially 
from white middle-class academics, is at once strategically naive and a 
disavowal of cultural prerogatives. 49 But to argue for the importance of 
having rights where rights are currency is not yet an assessment ofhov. 
they operate politically nor of the pohtical culture they create. Rather, 
that argument underscores both the foolishness of walking into a pitched 
battle unarmed and the crippling force of being deemed unworthy of 
whatever a given culture uses to designate humanity. The question Wil
liams's defense leaves unasked is whether the proliferation of rights she 
advocates might not abet the phenomenon she calls privatization, the 
encroachment of "a completely owned earth," the disintegration of pub-

'" Ibid., p 165. 
'"Sec both Williams's account of mental experiments she Ulldcrtook to sec if she wuld 

,:et help for her enslaved great-great-grandmother without the discourse of rights (ibid., 
pp. 157-SH) and her account of the different subject positioning that kd her and a whue 
male colleague to have very dtfferent attitudes toward formal legal arrangements such as 

rental comracts (pp. 146-491. Sec also the e>say by Robert Williams, Jr., "Taking Right> 
Aggressively: The Perils and Promise of Critical Legal Theory for Peoples of Color" (Lat<• 
and Jncq .. alitj': A_loumal q(Tiu·m)' and Practice 5 [l\187]. pp. 103-34), in which he argues that 
Critical Legal Studies critiques of rights and those who clamor for them involve a certam 
condescension, even racism, in their blindness to the privileged position from which they 
make theiT argument,. 
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lie obligations and a political culture of responsibility, It also leaves unin
terrogated the relationship between the promise of rights for black 
people as "an illusion (that] became real for only a few"5o and the func
tion of rights in depoliticizing economic po·wer, in privatizing economic 
circumstance-in short, in disguising the workings of class. 

Williams's defense of rights veers away from these questions and instead 
focuses on the historical deprivation of social, sexual, and physical integ
rity that rightlessness conjured for blacks in the United States. With Rob
ert Wiiliams, she argues that if rights function to individuate, separate, 
and defend individuals, if they grant individuals a sphere of bodily integ
rity and privacy, if they announce our personhood even in abstract fash
ion and our membership even in an abstract communitv, then these mav 
be exactly what is needed and wanted by those denied ~hem in a cultur~ 
which marks its "others" through such deprivation .51 "[W]here one's ex
perience is rooted not just in a sense of illegitimacy but in being illegiti
mate, ... then the black adherence to a scheme of ... rights-to the 
self, to the sanctity of one's own personal boundaries-makes sense," 
Given the history of violent "familiarity" and "informality'' with which 
blacks have been treated by \vhites in the United States, some distance. 
abstraction, and formal rather than intimate recognition might be an im
portant remedy. "For me," Patricia Williams argues, "stranger-stranger 
relations are better than stranger-chattel. "52 

Elaborating this argument, Williams delineates the dilemma of" expo
sure and hiding" as the constant experience and measure of subjugation 
of black women, The choice between humiliating exposure and desper
ate hiding is the nonchoice that configures the drama ofTawana Brawlcv. 
Anita Hill, Williams's own "exaggerated visibility and invisibility'' ;~ 
black female law professor, black women as slaves-"teeth and buttocks 
bared to interested visitors ··-and black women's present positioning in 
a racial-sexual economy that routinely marks their sexuality as unbarred 
availability. 53 

This unnavigable "choice" between exposure and hiding clearly calls 
for redress through social practices that accord black women autonomy 
and pnvacy, agency and respect. But perhaps, heeding a Foucaultian ap
preciation of subject formation, this violent legacy also takes shape as a 
complex form of desire in the su~jects it creates, a desire symptomized in 
Patricia Williams's deeply personal and quasi-confessional writing. In
deed, how else to explain her production of our inrmsio11 into her morn-

"'Patricia Wllliams. Alchemy of Race atid RiJ<IIfs, p. 163. 
5

' Robert Williams, "Taking Hights Aggressively ... 
52 Alclumy pf Race and Rt~lw, pp. 154. 14~. 
53 Ibid, pp. 18, 92-93, 175-77, 1'1(,_ 
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ing toilette-her exposure of how with astringent, mascara, and lip glaze 
she hangs her face in contradictions to "deny pain[,] ... be a role 
model[,] ... pav{e] the way for [her] race" -and in this way restages the 
scene of invasion, the absence of bodily privacy that is the history of 
African American women? How else to explain the revelation of bouts of 
depression, humiliating teaching evaluations, unedited dreams and 
nightmares, long hours of suffering in her terry cloth bathrobe, and van
ity before the mirror? Perhaps this historically produced desire-for the 
right to expose oneself without injury, and for the right to hide without 
recrimination-undergirds a certain desire for rights, those implements 
that promise, as liberalism does more generally, to guard exposed sub
jects and legitimize hiding. But rights could only fulfill this promise if 
they could bring into view the complex subject formation consequent to 
a history of violation. precisely the articulation they thwart in figuring 
desire as natural, intrinsic, and unhistoricaL 

Thus, as with the relationship between rights and privatization, it may 
be that the very condition that designates liberalism's "others" -being 
condemned to exposure or hiding (here homosexuality also comes to 
mind)-is both intensified and redressed by rights: the same device that 
confers legitimate boundary and privacy leaves the individual to struggle 
alone, in a self-blaming and depoliticized universe, with power that seeps 
past rights and with desire configured by power prior to rights. It may be 
that the discourse of rights, Maxine Thomas's stock in trade, is precisely 
what could not protect her from, and indeed what stole the political lan
guage tor, the unlivable contradictions that finally made this stunningly 
accomplished black female judge "split at the seams and return to the 
womb ... exploded into fragments of intelligence and scattered wis
dom. "54 It may be that the withdrawal that rights offer, the unmarking 
or destigmatizing they promise, has as its cost the loss of a language to 
describe the character of domination, violation, or exploitation that con
figures such needs. Indeed, what if the desire for withdrawal into the 
butTered and enclosed space of liberal personhood marked by nghts IS 

symptom, and what if treating the symptom distracts us from and thus 
covers over its generative source? What if, as Marx put it, the "right of 
the circumscribed individual, withdrawn into himself" responds to the 
socially produced condition of exposure or hiding, excessive vul
nerability or invisibility, humiliation or death, by codifying that condi
tion as natural and installing it in the law ?55 

There is still another strand to Williams's defense of rights: as the histori
cally and currently existing social form of freedom, they are both con-

5" Ibid., pp. 191i-97. 
os "Jewosh Question, ·• p. 42. 
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cretely available and "magic" in the mouths of black people. Yet, even as 
Williams Insists upon the immediate political efficacy of rights and con
trasts this efficacy with the "timeless, formless futurism" held out by 
nghts cntics,. she also makes a fierce argument for the exploitability of 
the mdetermmacy of rights: 

The task ... is not to discard rights but to see through or past them so that 
they reflect a larger definition of privacy and property: so that privacy is turned 
from exclusion based on self-regard into regard for another's fragile, myste
rious autonomy; and so that property regains its ancient connotation of be
ing a reflection of the universal self. The task is to expand private property 

r.ights into a conception of civil rights, into the right to expect civility 
trom others. . . Society must give frights] away ... to slaves[,] ... to 
trees(,] ... to cows[,] ... to history[.] ... to rivers and rocks."' 

The r~sk here is that the appreciation of the power and flexibility of the 
word atforded by recent literary theory may have converged with what 
M_arx identified as liberalism's theological impulses to exaggerate a sense 
ot what can be accomplished with words. How resonant of Bauer's un
derstanding of civic emancipation is Patricia Williams's proclamation that 
·'the problem with rights discourse is not that the discourse itself is con
stricting but that it exists in a constricted referential universe. "57 In liter
alizing the promise of rights on the one hand and lifting them from 
histoncal and social context on the other, an analysis so dependent upon 
floatmg sigmfiers appears to end up intensifying the idealist tendencies of 
liberal thought. Indeed, how could extending "to all of society's objects 
and untouchables the rights of privacy, integrity, and self-assertion"58 
cont~st the steady commodification of the earth and of public life that 
Williams also decries? Might words be more mutable, more subject to 
alchemical fire,_ than the political histories that generate rights, the politi
cal economies m which they operate, and the subjectivities they fashion? 

In this sense, what Williams calls the "magic" of rights may pertain less 
to their transmutatwnal capacities than to the fact that while they for
mally mark personhood, they cannot confer it; while they promise pro
tection from humiliating exposure, they do not deliver it. (Hence the 
Benetton incident, which no truckload of rights can ameliorate or re
dress:) The necessarily abstract and ahistoricizing discourse of rights 
mystifies the condlttons and power that delimit the possibility of achiev
mg personhood, while its decontextualizing force deprives political con
snousness of recognition of the histories, relations, and modalities of 
power that produce and situate us as human. 

"'lb>d., pp. 163, 164-liS. 
57 Ibid .. p. 159. 
'"Ibid., p. lli5. 
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Thus. if the provision of boundary and protection from "bodily and 
spiritual intrusion"5" offered by rights arc: what historically subjugated 
peoples most need, rights may also be one of the cruelest social objects of 
desire dangled above those who lack them. for in the very same gesture 
with which they draw a circle around the individual, in the very same act 
with which they grant her sovereign sdfhood, they turn back upon the 
individual all responsibility for her failures, her condition, her poverty. 
her madness-they privatize her situation and mystify the powers that 
construct, position, and buffet her. In this respect, perhaps they not onh· 
failed to save Judge Maxine Thomas-perhaps they also intensified the 
isolation of her struggle with all the contradictory forces of power and 
freedom that rights disavow in their occupation of the field of justice. If 
rights are all that separate Williams from her bought-and-sold. raped
and-abused great-great-grandmother, they arc also the device that 
demeans Clarence Thomas's now infamous sister, that permits him to 

ratify a larger social presumption that if he could become a Supreme 
• Court justice, then so could they both, and only her laziness. her lack of 

moral fiber or industriousness, or her corruption by "welfare culture" 
accounts for the difference. Perhaps Williams's contrast of the concrete, 
immediate, and aYai!ablc character of rights discourse with the "timeless, 
formless futurism," the ''unrealistic[,] ... unattainable!, 1 or other
worldly" characteristic of other emancipatory political projects''" is, fi
nally, a false contrast dependent on a false concreteness. Under the guise 
of the concrete, what rights promise may be as elusive, as otherworldly, 
as unattainable as that offered by any other political myth. 

Catharine MacKinnon's effort to rectify the masculinism of the law and 
redress women's inequality depends upon taking seriously Marx's cri
tique of rights, bending it in a feminist direction, and incorporating it 
into a form of jurisprudence that Marx never entertained. Unlike Marx. 
MacKinnon seeks to make visible withi11 the law. and particularly within 
rights discourse, precisely the kind of social power that Marx argued was 
inherently obscured by bourgeois rights discourse. for MacKinnon, the 
project of feminist jurisprudence, especially in the domain of sexual ha
rassment and pornography, is to make rights articulate and respond to 
rather than mask the systematic workings of gender subordination. 

In MacKinnon's analysis, gender is the congealed effect of a patriarchal 
organization of sexuality as male dominance and female submission. A 

'"Ibid .. p. 104. 
6 " Ibid., pp. 163-6-1 
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specific organization of sexuality creates gender as a specific organization 
of work creates class, and a politics that redresses gender inequality is 
therefore a politics that makes visible the construction and enforcement 
of women's subordination through the appropriation, commodification, 
and violation of female sexuality. Sexual harassment, rape, battery, and 
pornography in this way appear not simply as violations, but as viola
tions that specifically reduce persons to women, that iterate and 
reiterate-indeed, perform-the category "women," and that thus con
stitute a violation of women's civil rights, women's right to civic and 
political equality. In Althusserian terms, MacKinnon regards these prac
tices not simply as hurting but as illterpellatin:;z women as women, where 
"woman" is analytically conceived as only and always an effect of male 
dominance constituted by and operationalized as sexual dominance. 

MacKinnon criticizes legal claims to objectivity as inherently masculi
nist, casting the law's claimed aperspectivalism and universalism a~ 

"male" m substance as well as form: "In the liberal state. the rule oflaw
ncutral, abstract, elevated, pervasive-both institutionalizes the power 
of men over women and institutionalizes power in its male form. "61 In 
arguing that point-of-viewlcssncss is the law's maleness, she adapts for 
feminism the Marxist Yiew that universal discourse-the discourse of 
liberal constitutionalism-in an unequal social order is a ruse of power, 
presenting as generic v\·hat actually privileges the dominant. More specif
ically, she argues that the universalism of the state masks its masculinist 
substance through the (masculinist) aperspectival form, a form that cov
ers the la\v's maleness just as the "universality" of the state both consti
tutes and legitimizes the state's bourgeois character. 

MacKinnon thus seeks to make the law "gender equal" precisely by 
prying this project loose from one of" gender neutrality," indeed by op
posing gender equality to gender neutrality. Arguing that the law is most 
gender biased where it is most gender blind. she seeks to make the law 
"gender sighted." in pan by bringing to light its gendered perspective. 
MacKinnon's effort to usc the law as a means of rewgnition and rect~ticafi(ltl 
of gender subordination depends upon forcing the law to recognize and 
reform its own masculinism. This she aims to achieve by establishing 
both the partiality and the veracity of women's "perspective, a perspec
tive rooted in women's experience of sexual subordination and violation. 

MacKinnon seeks to realize the universal claim of liberal equality nor 
by expanding the law· s range of inclusion but by installing within the law 
the capacity to recognize stratifying social power, which its formal cate
gories ordinarily make invisible and which rights discourse in particular 

'' 1 Tmmrd a Feminist Theory ~{tile State (Cambridge: Harnrd University Press. 198'J). 
p. 2.'11-i 
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depoliticizes. Thus, MacKinnon does not abandon the universal formula
tion of justice claimed tor the present by liberals and anttctpated m the 
future by Marxists; nor, however, does she postpone the reabzatton of 
true universal equality and liberty to a postliberal, nonstate millennium. 
Rather, MacKinnon aims to compel the law to fulfill its universalist 
promise by forcing it to recognize and rectify relations. of domination 
among its subjects-in particular, by makmg tt recogmze gender as a 
relation of domination rather than a benign or natural marker of 
difference. 

If the law can be made to articulate rather than mask social domination, 
if it can be made to reveal gender as the effect of eroticized male domi
nance, then perhaps substantive rather than merely formal equality can 
be won through civil rights law. This is what MacKinnon seeks to 
achieve through a jurisprudence that equates women's equality with 
women's rights against the incursions of male sexuality, against what 
MacKinnon posits as the material basis of female subordination. The pro
ject is ingenious in the parsimony and radicalism of its basic formula: If 
sexual subordination defmes the category "woman," then sexual 
subordination-whether through rape or marriage, incest or harassment, 
abortion restrictions or pornography-must be legally construed as a 
violation of women's civil rights in an egalitarian legal order, a violation 
of women's right not to be socially subordinated. In this way, sexual 
harassment and pornography become issues of gender equality rather 
than issues of gender "difference," and rather than gender generic issues 
of obscenity, assault, or labor relations. 

In this etiort to install an analysis of women's sexual subordination in 
the law, MacKinnon attempts to resolve the chief Marxist ambivalence 
about rights and legal reform, namely, their potential n:ystitication of the 
"real, material basis" of subordination even as they offer formal protec
tion to marked subjects. MacKinnon resolves this dilemma by refusing 
it, by installing within legal discourse an analysis of the material basis of 
women's subordination. Thus, rather than emancipating women ab
stractly while leaving intact the substantive conditions of their subor
dination, MacKinnon's legal theory and legislative proposals seek to 
emancipate women from these conditions by making the conditions 
themselves illegal, by politicizing them in the law. Put the other way 
around, instead of emancipating us abstractly by denying the relevance of 
sexuality to gender and gender to personhood, a move that, to para
phrase Marx, emancipates sexuality to act after its ~wn fashion, namely 
as male dominance and female subordination, MacKmnon ms1sts that the 
emancipation of women is the right of women to be free from sexual 
incursion, violation, appropriation, and subordination. She would thus 
seem to be doing precisely what Marx thought could not be done: em-
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ploying rights discourse to expose and redress inequalities that its ab
stract formulations of personhood and equality are thought to obscure 
and depoliticize. 

With due admiration for the brilliance of MacKinnon's argument, 
there are a number of political and strategic questions to be posed about 
this work, many of them now sut1iciently familiar (and considered at 
length in chapter four) to be summarized rather than detailed here. 

First, if MacKinnon aims to write "women's experience into law," 
precisely which "women's experience(s)," drawn from which historical 
moments, and which culture, racial, and class strata, is MacKinnon writ
ing? Certainly many women have argued that MacKinnon's depiction of 
pornography as "the graphic sexually explicit subordination of women," 
which violates women's civil rights, squares with neither their experi
ence of being female, their experience of pornography, nor their ambiva
lence about the legal regulation of porn. Similarly, many feminists have 
protested MacKinnon's reduction of gender to sexuality, arguing that 
motherhood or other gendered practices are at least as constitutive of 
their subordination through gender. 

Second, what does it mean to write historically and culturally circum
scribed experience into an ahistorical discourse, the universalist discourse 
of the law? What happens when "experience" becomes ontology, when 
''perspective" becomes truth, and when both become unified in the Sub
ject of Woman and encoded in law as women's rights? Moreover, what if 
the identity of women as keyed to sexual violation is an expressly late
twentieth-century and white middle-class construction of femininity, 
consequent to a radical deprivatization of sexuality on the one side, and 
erosion of other elements of compulsory heterosexuality, such as the sex
ual division of social labor, on the other? What does it mean to install in 
the universalist discourse of law an analysis of women's subordination 
that may be quite historically and culturally circumscribed? 

Third, does a definition of women as sexual subordination, and the 
encoding of this definition in law, work to liberate women from sexual 
subordination, or does it, paradoxically, reinscribe temaleness as sex
ual violability? How might installation of "women's experience" as "sex
ual violation" in the law reiterate rather than repeal this identity? Foucault 
(along with certain strains in psychoanalytic thought) reminds us that the 
law produces the subjects it claims to protect or emancipate. How, then, 
might a formulation of women's civil rights as violated by pornography 
or sexual harassment produce precisely the figure MacKinnon complains 
we have been reduced to by sexism, a figure of woman wholly defined 
by sexual violation, wholly identified with sexual victimization? 

Fourth, insofar as MacKinnon's attempt to legally encode "women's 
experience" interpellates women as sexually violable, how does this 
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eftectivelv deny the diversity and complexity of women and women's 
experien~e? Might this interpellation be particularly unemancipatory for 
women whose Jived experience is not that of sexual subordination to 
men but, for example, that of sexual outlaw? How does the encoding of 
women's civil rights as rights against male sexual violation reaffirm the 
operations of exclusion enacted by the heterosexually normative cate-

gory, woman? . . r· 

fifth, by returning to the analogy with class that maugurates MacKm-
non's analysis of gender and feminist JUrisprudence, we can see from yet 
another angle how her effort to achieve substantive equality through 
rights may reiterate rather than resolve the oppositiOn between nghts and 
equality articulated in Marx's critique. MacKinnon's method ofmstallmg 
within rights discourse an analvsis of the social power constitutive of 
gender ought to be applicable to class, that form of social power from 
which her analvsis took its inspiration. Bur to render class explottatton 
illegal, to outla~ its conditions as MacKinnon seeks to outlaw the condi
tions of gender domination, would entail circumscription if not elimina
tion of the right to private property. one of the most fundamental nghts 
of liberal capitalist orders. (As Marx reminds us, real emancipation from 
private property requires the abolition of private property, not the aboli
tion of political distinctions based upon property ownership.) . . 

Now if substantive economic equality. the abolition of class, Js mcom
patible with private property rights, might it be the case that substantive 
gender equality as MacKinnon defines It 1s equally mcompanblc w1th 
rights of free speech' If. as MacKinnon argues, sexual dommance IS m 
part a matter of speech (c. g., sexual harassment) and representation (e.g., 
pornography), then is it any surprise that MacKinnon's effort to ''get 
equality for women" comes into direct conflict with the First Amend
ment? Here it would appear that MacKinnon has not so much countered 
as extended and affirmed Marx's critique of rights as masking power and 
social inequalities. Her analysis (ot~firms rather than resolves the opposi
tion Marx articulates between "the rights of man'' on one side (property, 
freedom of expression. freedom of \\'Orship, etc.) and the substantive 
equality (which she calls the civil rights) of women on the other. Appro
priating a discourse of civil rights to procure equality for women, Mac
Kinnon opposes the liberties secured by constitutional universalism and 
in this sense reaffirms rather than reworks Marx's formulation of the 
opposition between political emancipation and true human emancipa
tion, between liberal universalism and domination in civil society, be

tween bourgeois liberty and real equality. 
On the one hand, MacKinnon seeks to encode the "experience" or 

"subject position" of a fiction called "women" in the timeless discourse 
of the law, such that women arc produced as the sexually violable crca-
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tures the law says we are. On the other, she appears engaged in a critique 
of rights in the name of women's equality. Together these efforts may 
reveal the extent to which deployment of a Marxist critique of liberal 
universalism as law, rather than a.~aitw the law, paradoxically breeds a 
politics of severe unfrcedom. Legally codifying a fragment of history as a 
timeless truth, interpellating women as unified in their victimization, and 
casting the "free speech" of men as that which subordmatcs women. 
MacKinnon not only opposes bourgeois liberty to substantive equality 
but potentially intensifies the regulation of gender and sexuality through 
nghts d1scourse, abetting rather than contesting the production of gender 
identity as sexuaL In short, as a regulatory fiction of a particular identity 
is deployed to displace the hegemonic fiction of universal personhood, 
we see the discourse of rights converge insidiously with the discourse of 
disciplinarity to produce a spectacularly potent mode of juridical
disciplinary domination. 

Perhaps the warning here concerns the profoundly antidemocratic ele
ments implicit in transferring from the relatively accessible sphere of 
popular contestation to the highly restricted sphe'rc of juridical authoritv 
the project of representing politicized identity and adjudicating its tern~ 
poral and conflicting demands. MacKinnon's ingenious and failed effort 
at appropriating Marx's critique for legal reform may also stand as a 
more general caution against installing identity in the law, where inevita
bly totalized formulations of identity converge with the individuating 
effects of rights to produce levels of regulation through juridical individ
uation not imagined even by Foucault. Her failure mav caution too that 
even as the generic man of the universal "rights of m;n" is problematic 
for the social powers it discursively cloaks, the specifications of idcntitv 
in late-twentieth-century rights discourse may be equally problematic fo.r 
the social powers they discursively renaturalize. In this regard. Marx's 
critique of rights may function most effectively in an era of proliferating 
politicized identities as a warning against confusing the domain of rights 
with the domain of political contestation: rights must not be confused 
with equality nor legal recognition with emancipation. 

What if the value of rights discourse for a radical democratic project 
today lies not in its potential affirmation of difference, its guarantees of 
protection, its circumscriptions of autonomy, or as remedy to social in
jury, but in the (fictional) egalitarian imaginary this discourse could en
gender? Might rights campaigns converge most effectively with 
"prepolitical" struggles for membership or postpolitical dreams of radi
cal equality? Certainly the contemporary right-wing reading of cam
paigns for equal rights for gays and lesbians suggests that the political 
disruptiveness, the democratizing dimension of rights discourse, may 
pertam preCisely to the sustained universalist fiction of this discourse, a 
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universalism that the charge of "special rights" attacks. The moment at 
which, through the discourse of rights, lesbians and gays claim their per
sonhood against all that would disallow it is a radically democratic mo
ment, analogous to those moments in U.S. history when white women 
and African Americans made similar claims. 

If, as Marx argued 150 years ago, the democratizing force of rights 
discourse inheres in its capacity to figure an ideal of equality among per
sons qua persons, regardless of socially constructed and enforced partic
ularities, then the political potency of rights lies not in their concreteness, 
as Patricia Williams argues, but in their idealism, in their ideal configura
tion of an egalitarian social, an ideal that is contradicted by substantive 
social inequalities. Such a claim further implies, with Marx, that the 
democratic value of political emancipation lies partly in its revelation of 
rhe limits of political emancipation. But while Marx counted on a pro
gressive dialectical process for such revelation, it now becomes a project 
for discursive struggle whose parameters are invented rather than secured 
in advance and whose outcome is never guaranteed. 

If rights tigure freedom and incite the desire for it only to the degree 
that they are void of content, empty signif1ers without corresponding 
entitlements, then paradoxically they may be incitements to freedom 
only to the extent that they discursively deny the workings of the sub
stantive social power limiting freedom. In their emptiness, they function 
to encourage possibility through discursive denial of historically layered 
Jnd institutionally secured bounds, by denying with words the effects of 
relatively wordless, politically invisible, yet potent material constraints. 
Still more paradoxically, when these material constraints are articulated 
and specified as part of the content of rights, when they are "brought into 
discourse," rights are more likely to become sites of the production and 
regulation of identity as injury than vehicles of emancipation. In en
trenching rather than loosening identities' attachments to their current 
constitutive injuries, rights with strong and specified content may draw 
upon our least expansive, least public, and hence least democratic senti
ments. It is, rather, in their abstraction from the particulars of our lives
;md in their figuration of an egalitarian political community-that they 
may be most valuable in the democratic transformation of these 
particulars. 

{ 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Liberalism's Family Values 

Women repres~n.t the. interests of the family and of sexual life. 
T~e work of C!Vlhzatwn has become increasingly the business 
ot men, 1t confronts them with ever more difficult tasks and 
compels rhem to carry out instinctual sublimations of which 
:vomen are little capable .... Thus rhe woman fmds herself 
!orced mto the background by the claims of civilizarion and 
she adopts a hostile attitude roward it. 

-Sigmund Freud, Civilization atld liS Discomems 

The family, as person, has its real external exisrence in 
properry; and ir is only when this property takes the form of 
capiral rhar ir becomes rhe embodiment of the substantial 
personaliry of the family .... 

The family as a legal entity . . must be represented bv the 
husband as its head .. Further, it is his prerogative ro go o~t 
and work for 1£S hvmg, to artend to its needs, and to control 
and ~dminister its capital. 

-G. W. F. Hegel, Philosophy of R(;;ht 

The bourgeoisie has rorn away from the family 't . I 
veil. _ . . -K rl . . . 1 s sentJmema 

a Marx, .Uallifrsto •>/ tile Communist Parry 

AT THE ClOSE of The Protestant Ethic and the Sp irl·t O'r C "' .I I. M w; b 1 · '1 ar 1 a Hm, ax 
e cr unsctt eshts account with the reflection that capitalism no !on er 

requues the religiOus. ascenctsm he painstakingly established in/ -
pensable to us formatton: as IS 

The Punra~ wa~red to work in a calling; we are forced to do so .... To-dav 
rhe spmt ot rchgwus asceticism ... has escaped from th • B . . , 

. ]' · · e cage. Ut V!Ctonous 
capita Ism, smce It rests on mechanical foundarions, needs its sup ort no 
longer. The rosy blush of its laughing heir the Enlighrenme t p l 
b · · bl . ' n , seems a so to 

e trretncva y fadmg, and the idea of dury in one's calling prowls about in 
our hves hke the ghost of dead religious beliefs. 1 ' 

. '. The. Protestam Ethic m•d the Spirit of Capitalism, trans. 
Scnbner s Sons, 1958), pp. !Hl-B2. T. Parsons (New York: Charles 
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On one reading. Weber has charactenstically subverted the strength of 
his endeavor. Marking its anachronistic quality. he casts it-like the fig
ure of the true politician in "Politics as a Vocation"-as something of an 
impotent eric de coeur against the force of rationalization that increasingly 
orders everything: culture, capitalism, politics. Yet Weber's discernment 
of capitalism's Protestant roots and character lingers in another register, 
one not captured by a historiography of causality and a sociology of 
functional equivalents, which Weber thus cannot himself fully articulate 
analytically, even as he alludes to it poctically-"prowls about in our 
lives like the ghost .... " If capitalism no longer requires the Protestant 
ethic, if it now "rests upon mechanical foundations" and therefore ap
pears equally compatible with Chinese post-Confucian post-Maoism and 
Iranian Islamic fundamentalism, it nonetheless reproduces certain Protes
tant cultural expressions and figures. In this way, its Protestant "origins" 
live some\vhcre in a cultural-as opposed to a substantively economic
modality that capitalism is and generates. 

In The Sexual Coutmct, Carole Pateman argues that the sexual subor
dination of women in marriage is both required by and an effect of the 
social contract ostensibly generative of liberal political orders. Insisting 
that the social contract to make civil society and the state carmot come h1to 
bcin;,; without a sexual contract that subordinates \Vomen in marriage, she 
also insists that the sexual contract is where patriarchalism lil'cs in the 
political and legal order ordinarily understood as its supersession. While 
Locke's response to Filmer is conventionally regarded as a critique of 
patriarchalism (the divine right of fathers and kings), Patcman reads it 
otherwise-as the reorganization rather than the abolition of patriarchy. 
Locke's critique of Filmer, she reminds us, depended upon separating 
political right from paternal right such that "masculine right over women 
is declared non-political" but is not thereby transcended. 2 

To the contrarv Pateman and manv other feminist theorists have ar
gued, the liberal 't~rmulation of free ;nd equal men in civil society re
quired that patriarchalism be relocated from the political to the private 
domain. In this relocation, both the conceptual continuity and the ho
mology Filmer ascribed to the relation between the political and the fa
milial suffered permanent rupture: "paternal power" is now sharply 
differentiated from "political society. "3 Where the family had been con
ceived by Filmer (and by Hobbes) as a miniature of the state, "a little 
monarchy," its character is reformulated in liberalism as opposite to that 
of the state. Where the civil subject was understood by Filmer to reiterate 

Pateman, Th,. Sexual Comraa (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1%8), p. '10. 
' "Paternal power" and "political society'' constitute two successive chapters in Locke\ 

Secoud Treat is!' on Gtlvl'rtttnnlt. and operatlonalize his critique (in the First Treatise) of 
Filmer's collapse of them. 
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the familial and religious subject, liberalism reformulates them a~ com
plementary such that the civil and familial domams do not constitute a 
single identity unified within a single subject but produce instead a di
vided, "naturally'· alienated one. This splitting of the subject and stark 
differentiation between family and civil society is linked, of course, to the 
growing chasm between the household and societv occasioned bv the 
shrinking productive function of the household, tl;e steady remo~al of 
production and exchange to the distinctly bounded realm of the 
economy. 

Pateman makes a compelling case for conjugal right as the basis for 
father right, and the sexual contract as the basis for the social contract. 
However, Pateman docs not query whether or on what level contemporary 
hberahsm requires a social contract. She thus elides the question of the 
relation between the tales of social contract spun by Hobbes, Filmer, 
Locke, Pufendorf, and Rousseau and the contemporary basis of legit
Imacy and citizenship in liberal regimes. Put differently, Pateman, like 
Weber. elegantly crafts the historical case; unlike Weber, she does not 
a~equatcly inquire into the nature of the legacy of this history, the nature 
ot Its bearing on a time in "vhich both liberalism and women's subordma
tion may well be sustained without contract. Instead, Pateman unconvin
cingly asserts this in her accounts of contemporary sexist practice' 
tn the wage economy and in the household. 4 The assertion is unconvinc
ing because while such practices certainly abound, they are neither ubiq
Uitous nor systematic-they do not appear inherem within liberal order~. 
The assertion is also unconvincing because it eclipses the experience of 
women who function outside the heterosexual division of labor: her ar
gument cannot account for the existence, let alone the occasional pros
penty, of lesbians, single women, or single mothers in a liberal order. In 
short, since Pateman locates the mechanism of women's subordination 
(as well as that of workers) in contract as such, it is contract toward 
which she directs the full force of her feminist anger and critique. In 
Marx's terms, Pateman would thus appear to be "criticizing a fetish." 
Or, to sustain the comparison with which we began, the oddness of her 
move becomes apparent when we imagine railing against Protestantism 
as a contemporary force of capitalist exploitation and alienation. 

As women are no longer required to enter a sexual contract
subordination in marriage-for survival or social recognition (although 
these both continue to be enhanced by heterosexual marriage), liberal 
pohtical orders no longer need refer to an imaginary social contract for 
their legitimacy. ·while contractarian discourse once demarcated the le
gitimacy of a liberal capitalist order vis-a-vis a feudal monarchical one. 

4 See Sexual Cantr.~ct. chap. 5. 
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while the formally "free" and "voluntary" characteristics of contract 
served to anoint and naturalize the "freedom" of both the wage laborer 
and che citizen of representative government, no longer are monarchs, 
feudalism, or slavery that against which liberalism arrays itselffor defini
tion. If, in previous centuries, contractarian language was required for 
justifying revolutions, political foundings, and arguments for extensions 
of the franchise, the language of contract no longer seems essential for 
these functions. If this language also operated to legitimate, even inspire, 
colonial and imperial domination by articulating the superiority ofEuro
Atlantic political cultures over those subjugated by them, that legitima
tion is now achieved through the "self-evident" superiority of rights dis
course and constitutional government w all other modalities of political 
order and disorder. Legitimation is procured, at least provisionally, 
through the absence of viable alternatives. Not the autonomy of the orig
inally willing subject-to which even most contemporary liberal theo
rists do not subscribe-but the patent unhappiness of the former Soviet 
or Somali subject is tendered as proof (enough) of the supremacy of lib
eral regimes. As liberalism has become one with modernity, rather than a 
position within it, liberal discourse becomes so naturalized that it no 
longer depends upon the mythologies and legal fictions generated by 
origin swries attendant upon a regime at odds with its predecessor (feu
dal monarchy) or with its ideological "opposite" (communism). Indeed, 
it is no small irony that in the epoch of rampant ontological deground
ing, the forthrightly conventional order of liberalism achieves the status 
of "nature"-as that to which "human nature" always defaults-and iS 
protected from interrogation precisely through those quotation marks. 

If not literally or causally, then, how might the "sexual contract" as 
predicate, corollary, and effect of the liberal social contract inhabit the 
contemporary terms of liberal discourse? Where does the legacy of 
women's subordination through the sexual contract live within liberal
ism when both social and sexual contract fade as constitutive factors and 
legitimating forces of liberal orders? In what follows, I shall argue that 
the legacy of gender subordination Pateman identifies as historically in
stalled in the sexual-social contract is to be found not in contemporary 
contract relations but in the terms of liberal discourse that configure and 
organize liberal jurisprudence, public policy, and popular consciousness. 
This contention does not so much quarrel with Pateman's claims about 
history as require that we think differently about the particular ways the 
history she delineates bears on the present. In rerouting her historical 
work in the direction of genealogy, the aim is to deliteralize and de
materialize contract in order to examine the operations of a discourse 
premised on a sexual contract even while its perpetuation as a gendered 
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discourse does not depend on that contract nor the naturalized sexual 
division of labor on which such a contract was premised. 
. ~h~~e. the i~eological naturalization of the family achieved by liberal
tsm s htdden sexual contract appears to be falling asunder in the late 
modern epoch (hence the hyperbolic assertion of "family values" in
tended to mark feminism and homosexuality as unnatural and them
selves a sign of the unraveling of a sound moral-political order), the 
status of the liberal civil subject has never been more secure. This reminds 
us that while the ~amilial and civil dimensions ofliberalism's split subject 
are mterconstltuttve and their histories are correlated, these histories are 
not id~ntical, nor even fully deducible from one another. (Capitalism 
condmons the production of the familial order but does not exhaust the 
dis.courses constitutive of it.) Thus, even as the familial subject natu
rah~e~ by. the classical liberals is patently in crisis today, the possessive 
md1v1duahsm of the liberal civil subject is being affirmed from Beijing to 
Budapest. And msofar as Pateman's account of the structurally inherent 
quality of women's subordination in liberalism depends upon the express 
sexual subordmatton of women, what it cannot explain or even articulate 
IS t~e masculinism of liberal discourse that supersedes such express sub
ordmatiOn, that is contained in the masculinism of the civil subject cut 
loose from the famtly, that constructs and positions women and men in 
socially male terms in civil society and the state absent a sexual contract 
involving the family. 

Pateman, of course, is only one of many feminist theorists who have 
worked to articulate the gendered character ofliberal political theory and 
mstltunons. Susan Moller Okin has criticized liberal theorists' failure to 
recognize the mutually reinforcing subordination of women in the 
spheres of family and economy and their concomitant failure to extend 
thei: interest in democratizing public institutions to democratizing the 
family,_ chlldreanng, and housework.5 Lorenne Clark and Lynda Lange, 
follo\1/mg C. B. MacPherson's critique of classical liberalism's bourgeois 
premises, have exammed the _ways in which assumptions about repro
ductive work ~nd cspec1ally its (presumed negative) bearing on ratio
nahty undergird classical liberal theories of membership. 6 Linda 
Nicholson argues that hberal theory naturalizes a particular version of the 
famdy and reifies a distinctly modem and ideological division between 
family, civil society, and state. 7 Valerie Hartouni reveals the gender of 

5 jwtice, Gender, and the Family (New York: Basic Books, 1989). 
" The Sexism ~{Social and Political Theory, ed. Lorenne Clark and Lvnda Lange (Toronto· 

University of Toronto Press, 1979). · . 
7 Ge~~der ,,.,d History: The Limits of Social Theory in the ll.ge of the Family (New Yo k· 

Columbia University Press, !986). r · 
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liberal personhood in the discourses of contemporary ,debate about abor
tion and other reproductive technologies. s Essays m Carole Patcman and 
Elizabeth Grosz's volume on feminist interventions in soCial and poht!Cal 
theory link liberal conceptions of equality, politic~! rationality, desire, 
and consent to the political exclusion and sooal subordmatlotl of 
women.~ Nancv Hirschman exposes liberal theories of obligation as gen
dcred; Joan Tr;nto criticizes liberalism for privanzing and feminizing the 
virtue ~f caring; Nancy Hartsock allies liberalism's abstract formulations 
with "abstract masculinity, "10 And Catharine MacKmnon has sought to_ 
establish the masculinist character of the ideological aperspecnvahsm ot 
the liberal state, as well as the fundamental contradiction between liberal 
formulations of cqualitv as sameness and gender as difference -11 If, as 
MacKinnon argues, liberal equality is premised upon sameness, yet sex 
always connotes difference, then liberal equality itself is gendcred msofar 
as it turns on a standard that both denies and precludes the poss1b1hty of 
women's equality with men. Moreover, this is the gcndcring that liberal 
discourse obscures every time it deploys gender-neutral language; hence 
MacKinnon's insistence that the state is most gender biased where 1t IS 

most gender blind. . . 
Consider, in this regard, the analysis of abortion proffered by hbcral 

legal and political theorist Bruce Ackerman,_ an analysis that docs not 
once mention gender, women, or the constitution of gender through 
regimes of sexuality and reproductive work: 

1 can think of four reasons a person may \Vish to abort a fetus; nvo arc plainly 

legitimate; one, illegitimate, one, troubling. . 
(1] The first rationale proceeds from the fact that '''"' do not possess a perkct 

technology of JUStice that guarantees the right of contraception. As a result, 
unwanted cmbrvos are conceived: [2] more subtlv. but no \e<,s wrongly. em

bryos arc conceived before the parents have had time to decide whether they 

really want to be parents .. 
[3] Suppose. however, that . . the parents . . want to abort the parrinii.JY 

, "Containing Women." m Techr>owlwrc;, ed. Andrew Ross and Constance Penley 
·N y k R utled"'' 1''9'' and "Brii!'C New I.J,erld in the DIScourses of Hepro. duww ( f\\' or : o M'-· '7 -;. - . • . 

and Genetic Technologies," in [t> the ;''liaturc ofTitill.~s: Language, Prlrtw, aud the trll'lr<Jimrtrli. 

ed. Jane Bennett and William Chaloupka (Minneapolis: Uni,·ersity of Mmnesota Press. 

t9Y3L r h hG 
o fcmiui<t Clrallcn.~cs: Soda/ and Political Theory, ed. Carole l'ateman and E !Za et rosz 

(Boston: Northeastern Universitv Press, 19R6). . . 
w Hirschman, Rcthinki11,~ Ohligario11 (Ithaca: Cornell UmversJty Press. 1992); Tronto. 

\1oral Boundancs (New York: Routledp:e. 1993); Hartsock. Mrucy, Sex, aud Pmi'Cr: Ioward a 

Feminist Historical Ma1crialism (New York: Longman. 1983). . . . 
1 

,, Toward a Fcminisr T!Jcory of rlrr State (Cambridge: H.~rvard Un1vermy Press. 198J). 
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child on the basis of genetic information provided by their doctors. Arc "thera
peutic" abortions always legitimate? 

[4] This leaves a tina!, tcrribk case. Suppose a couple simply N~ia)' abortions 
so much that they conceive embryos simply to kill them a few months later. 
Cannot the state intervene to stop such brutality?'" 

Striking in Ackerman's analysis is not only the bizarre, improbable char
acter of the fmal case but its grammar: "Suppose a w11plc simply e11iny 
ahortio11s so much that they wllcciuc embryos simply ta kill them" sup
presses the fact that it is women who have abortions, that conception and 
abortions occur at the site of women's bodies, and that this site is the 
effect of the very social powers (of women's subordination) making 
abortion a political issue in the first place. In this suppression, of course, 
male anxieties about womcu 's control over fetal life (life with which we 
may presume at least some men intensely identify) arc also obscured. In 
short, the "gender neutrality" of Ackerman's language rcinscribes and 
rcnaturalizcs-by rendering invisible-both the gender subordination 
enacted in women's lack of control over the terms and conditions of 
sexuality and reproduction and the distil;ctivc masculinist psychic stakes 
in the abortion dilemma. The pr~jcct of this chapter is in part to discern 
what makes a formulation such as Ackerman's possible in our time: \Vhy 
and how do the terms of liberal discourse promulgate such abundant 
confusion about gender, gender neutrality, and gender justice; How docs 
a liberal discourse of generic personhood rcinscribe rather than emanci
pate us from male dominance? Where docs male dominance live in the 
very terms of liberal discourse; 

Liberalism is a nonsystcmatic and porous doctrine subject to historical 
change and local variation. However, insofar as liberalism takes its defi
nitional shape from an ensemble of relatively abstract ontological and 
political claims, it is also possible to speak oflibcralism in a generic fash
ion, unnuanced by time or cultural inflection. Indeed, my argument tran
spires at a level of historical and intellectual generalization with which no 
single hbcral culture or epoch, and no single liberal thinker, could be 
aligned. It proceeds without distinguishing among the liberalisms of 
Locke, Tocqueville, Bentham. Constant, or Rawls. between liberalism 
in France or in the United States, or bet\vecn liberal political claims in 
1848 and 1988. Rather, taking a leaf from liberal thinking itself to theor-

12 Soria/ jmtitc itJ tlrr Li/w,,/ Swt (New Haven: Yale Umversity Press, 1980), pp. 127-
2S. 
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izc about politics in a mythological and ahistorical space and time, the 
argument proceeds by assuming liberalism to ~;a conter;;porary cultural 
text we inhabit, a discourse whose terms arc ordmary to a very con-
temporary "us." . _ 

Liberalism will appear here as both a set of stones and a set ot prac
tices, as ideology and as discourse, as an obfuscating narrative about a 
particular social order as well as a narrative constitutive of this social order 
and its subjects. These two apparently antagomstic formulations-the 
former associated with a Marxist theory of ideology and the latter with 
Foucault's critical replacement of that theory with the notion of 
discourse-arc both important to apprehending the operation of gender 
in liberalism. 13 

I want to argue, tirst, that liberalism is premised on and perpetuates a 
sexual division of labor, the actual powers of which are obscured by the 
terms of liberal discourse. Yet I also want to argue that liberal discourse 
produces subjects without regard to their "social positiomng" by other 
discourses of gender, class, and race. In this regard, hberahsm both pro
duces and positions gendercd subjects whose production and positioning 
it disavows through naturalization (an ideological moment) and produces 
abstract, genderless, colorless sovereign subjects (a more discursive mo
ment), whose sovereignty and abstract equality contend une:mly With 
the discourses marking relative will-lessness and interiority accordmg to 
socially marked amibutes. Thus while acknowledging that discourses 
other than those of the liberalism are constitutive of the subject 
"women," including those conscious and unconscious discourses of gcn-

" To my knowledge. no one has yet satisfactOrily arnculated a relationship b~tween 
discourse and ideology as terms of critical theory .. md a loomote is certainly not the place 
tor such an articulation. However, a tew notes in this direction may be appropnate. 

What does each term "do" that implicates or requires the other? In Foucault's formulation 
of power in and as a regime of truth, the ideological element of discourse appears not in 
oppoSition to materiality but in relation to the etfects of power that II naturalizes or ontolo
gizes. Thus, the discursive production of the subject can be conceived as 1deolog1cal not m 

relation to some "real" subject or non discursive account of the subject, but msofar as thiS 
discourse naturalizes itself and thereby renders effects of power-subjects-as objects m the 
prediscursive world. (To some extent, Marx grasped this process through the terms "reif
icauon" and "commodiftcation," but limited their scope to capitalist relations.) 

In Marx's formulation of ideology as a function of class inequality, and in particular as 
consequent to the camera obscura issuing from the social division between manual and 
mental labor (see The German ldeolo;:y ), ideology is that wh1ch obscures the terms of Its 
own making along with the power that makes the world. But this claim, des1gned to de
scribe the relationship of ideology ro power, reveals yet does not account for the extraordm
ary power of ideology itself In other words, what Marx d1d not explam. and what 
l\lthusser formulated the interpellative dimensiOn of ideology to address. was the extent to 
which ideology does not simply (mis)represent the world but is itself productive of the 
world, and particularly of the subject. 
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der in the heterosexual nuclear family articulated by psychoanalysis, 1 
reJect the thesis that women "escape" the discourse of liberal individual
ISm by virtue of a "different voice," orientation toward "relationalitv " or 
:·maternal thinking."!{ If there are nonlibcral discourses of gender c~hab
mng With hberahsm that foment the kind of subject formation these des
Ignation~ seck to capture, women do not thereby elude formation by 
hberal discourse as welL In short, while liberalism is not the onlv dis
course constitutive of gender, it is inevitably one of the discourse; pro
ducmg and posmonmg the gendered subject. 

Within liberal discourse itsclt~ there is both an expressly gcndered and 
a gcnenc Stram, th: former often subterranean and surfacing only at 
pomts at wh1ch the tam!ly, heterosexuality, maternity, or sexual violence 
IS. explicitly at issue. Yet the generic or gender-neutral strain, while 
wieldmg substantial_ force, overlooks the extent to which subjects are 
Interpellated and pos1t10ned as gender, and it is in this regard that liberal
ISm "misdescribes" or ideologically obscures the extent to which its sub
Jec_ts arc shaped and positioned by a sexual division of labor and a sex 
,lJtference that liberal discourse presumes to transcend. The gcndered 
Ideolo~tcal moments of liberalism, then, pertain on the one hand to es
sentiahzmg gcnde_r as difference; on the other, to glossing the soG:ial 
power of gender tormatton with generic or neutral language. 

Thts analysts pays little attention to the great variety in liberalism(s) 
present even at the doctnne's inceptive moments in seventeenth-century 
Europe, emp?astzmg Instead liberalism's historical emergence our of the 
break~p of t:udal economic and monarchical political arrangements. 
New torms of property, modes of production, and attendant subject for
mation generated a need for new political institutions that permitted the 
free nrculatton of capital and property, secured a mass of free laborers, 
and articulated. the formal liberty and equality of relatively abstract hu
man bemgs m mctptcnt mass society.l 5 In this sense, liberalism emerges 
out of both a specific "social" (class) division of labor and a "sexual" 
(gendered) one and is also part of the economic and social transition to 
cap!tahsm, marking continuity as well as change in these divisions of 
labor.l6 

'" For contributions to such theses (although these authors do not themselves necessaril 
make the_ argument that women "escape" liberal discourse), see Nancy Chodorow, T!.~ 
Reproductron/J ,'vfothering (Berkeley: Umversity of California Press, !978); Carol Gilligan, In 

"Diffirent ~o/Ce (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1982); Seyla Benhabib, Siruatin~ the 
Sei{(New York: Routledge, !992); and Sara Ruddick, Maternal Thinkino (Boston· Bea~on 
1'189). ,, . . 

'
5 

See Karl Polanyi, The Great Transjormation (Boston; Beacon 1944) 
'" N I . . . . 

.. o more yncal summary of th1s process can be tound than Marx's account in The 
,\tamjesto oft!u Communist Party (in The lvfarx·En_gels Reader, 2d ed., ed. R. C. Tucker [New 
York: Norton, l978j): "The bourgemsie ... has put an end to all feudal, patriarchal. idyllic 
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Within a general sexual division of labor-female labor within and 
male labor outside the houschold-tvvo roughly contradtctory tenden
cies unfold in the course of capitalism's development. On one stdc, as 
household production shrinks and (increasingly industrialized) socialized 
production takes its place, women's varied tasks assooated wah the 
double-sided reproduction of labor-generating the new, replcmshmg 
what exists-arc increasingly privatized and confmtd to the household, 
while men's work is increasingly socialized and removed from the home. 
The steady widening of the spatial separation between "home'' and 
"work" has significant indirect effects: women's work in the home be-_ 
comes less visible as work. and the constitutive values of the realm ot 
civil society arc distinguished trom the order of the family. As a "separate 
sphere," the family thus becomes available for sentimentalism, for retf
ication as a naturalized haven in a heartless world. However, on the other 
side, the steady movement of"womcn's work'' into thc_markct (produc
tion of food and clothing, education and socialization ot cluldrcn, serviCe 
work of every variety) increasing! y reduces women's work in the home 
to service functions and also erodes the scparanon between home and 
market, rendering the membrane between them high!~ _permeable m 
both directions. This tendency articulates the ''houscwttc as a htston
cally specific-fleeting, rather than permanent-feature of liberal capital
. t en

1
cnts subiects "the famil,·" to new and ultimately untenable ts arrang . , J , . . . 

pressures, and generally undermines the spatially orgamzcd sexual diVI-
sion of labor on which liberalism is premtsed. Fcmmtsm ts one lustoncal 

effect of these eroded arrangement~. 
Prior to further consideration of the feminism spawned bv these con

flictina forces, a schema oflibcrahsm itself may be helpful. What follows 
aims ~0 be a non tendentious narrative of liberalism's constitutive 

elements: . 
(1) A tripartitt soda[ order. Consequent to the social divisions achtcved 

by capitalism and sketched above, liberalism addresses a soCial ontology 
imagined to be divided naturally into state, economy (ctvil soctety), and 
family. \Vhile these realms arc obviously intcrconsntunvc and. Without 
distinct boundaries. they arc analytically separated 111 ordmary dtscourse, 
in the domain of Jaw, and in a range of other institutional and academic 
discourses from welfare policy to family psychologv. 

17 

relations. It has pitilessly torn 1_ 
superiors' and has )eft rcnlaining no other nexus bet\\-TCH ITlJTI and Ulan than naked sc t-

interest, than callous 'cash pavmcnt' ,. (p. 473). . . . . 
; t Largely consequent to the- force~ of t\Venticth~cen~ur~· capit,lh~Jn .. the d!sn_nctlml~ 

th 
'111 ar" less sustainabh.· than at anv previous tune ln hbcrahsn1 s histor )'. a~ 15 made 

among e ' ,. · · · . h b · ] · 
dear ~n one side- by the cxtenslvc dvi) funcnnns of th~. state and ou the or cr . } ~ ~~ 
- ' b ~r of individuals li\·ino outside the ac!.!.lS of the heterosexual nuclear fanHl) · 
mcrcastng nnn1 c · r:-· - ~ 
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(2) U11it ofpalitical anal}• sis. The basic unit of political analysis in liberal
ism is both the individual and the family, a paradox already mentioned 
and to which we will return shortly. For the moment, what is significant 
is the contrast between liberalism and those political orders in which the 
basic unit of political analysis is the state, tribe, estate, polis, city, village, 
kingdom. empire, class, ethnic group, or other site of collective identity. 

(3) Tlu· political. The legitimate domain of the political in liberalism is 
the state. The state is also conceived as the sole domain in \vhich political 
power is at play; civil society, to the extent that it is acknowledged as a 
domain of power, is understood as a field of nawral power and natural 
social relations. (We thus speak of political intervention in the economy 
in order to describe state economic policy.) The family is cast as even 
more natural than civil society, or as divinely ordained and ordered. as 
outside history and thus fully outside convention. 

(4) The sul>jcct. The liberal subject is the individual, a paradoxical crea
ture whose isolation renders it quite vulnerable to "socialization" by fam
ily and society. although, as the language of socialization indicates, it has 
a precultural essential and tramcendcnt nature. This nature is the founda
tion of the subject's presumed sovereignty. In Locke's account, "J\.1an 
being born ... with a Title to perfect Freedom . , , hath by Nature a 
Power to prcscrYe[,] .. , to judge ... and punish .... "IH Liberal indi
viduals arc conceived as bundles of power, as origins of power, rather 
than as effects of power; socialized, rather than as socially constructed: 
divided by reason (objectivity) and passion (subjectivity) .. rather than as 
interpellated or subjected by discourses of "truth. " 1 ~ 

(5) R(f!llls and liberties. Individuals within liberalism are accorded rights 
and liberties by the state. These rights and liberties arc exercised by indi
viduals against each other in civil society (civil rights) and against excess 
arrogation of power by the state (political rights). 

(6) The state. The state's primary and consistently legitimate function is 
to protect its members from dangers without and to secure citizen's 
rights and liberties within. The state has no higher purpose, and although 
it may undertake other tasks, such undertakings always cast into question 
state neutrality, thereby politicizmg the state in \vays that may result in 
crises of legitimation.:>" 

(7) Equality. Civil equality consists of all citizens being subject to the 
same laws, and it corresponds to a presumed natural equality rooted in 

1' Two Treatises o{Guuermncnr, ed. P. Laslett (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
1%0), pp. 366-67. 

1'' I have put the matter this way to emphasize the extent to which Foucault's critique of 
the subject is a crinque of liberal discourses of the subject. 

See Jurgen Habermas, L<:~ililllatiott Crisio, trans. T. McCarthy (New York: l:leacon, 
1'!75), 
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d in our mutual endowment wHh the 1 ubiection to nature an . h 
our mutua s J ther "'1 Liberal equahty t us con-
capacity _to threaten or destro;llon:u~n~cted ·~ and by the law. "Equality 
stitutes hberal subjects as equ y d~ ij'- we were equal regardless of 

h l " means bemg treate as ' ' . ( 
before t e aw . . I markings, and locations m un-differences in our Circumstances, socta 

avowed) relations of social powers. . d'n to one's desires 
(8) Liberty. Liberal liberty consists obfacthmg a~~%olb;cs's terms, "Lib-

h 1 d not hmlt or proscn e t em. . 
where t e aw oes . the absence of Opposition; (by Oppost-
erty, or freedom, stgmfieth . : . otion·) and may be applyed no 
tion, I mean externall Impediments of m h' t Rational!. "22 Liber-

. II d Inammate creatures, t an o 
!esse to Irrauona ' an . c h e individual, instrumental, and ties converge With nghts msorar as t. ey ar 

b d · between mdtvtduals. d' 
articulate oun anes 1 ed to be individually ts-

(9) The Good. Values and goa s aredpresu:forced by political institu-
d d d neither detcrmme nor .b 

ccrnc an pursue ' I h t te shall promote or proscn e, D b bout what va ues t e s a . I d. 
tions. e ates a . h onstitute a distinctly illibera ts-. 11 . the moral domam, t us c . . f 
cspecta Y m . ..,., 1 t'on marks the privauzauon o L k ' Letter Concernmg l o era ' k 
course. oc e s . . 1. . 1 d ctrine· Mill's On Liberty mar s values consistent with hberal po It~ca o ' 
<>elf-direction as an ethical imperauvc: . 

. . n of it choose his plan of life for hJm 
He who lets the world, or hls ow~:a:~~e a e-iike one of imitation .... Hu-
h as no need of any other facultby b ., fi Pa model and set to do exactly the 

. t chme to e Ul t a ter ' 
man nature IS no a ma h' h . 

5 
to grow and develop itself on 'b d t; . t b t a tree w Ic reqmre . . 

work prescn e. or l ' u ' f he inward forces which make it a hvmg dll sides, accordmg to the tendency o t 
thing. 23 

. th ·s formulation in his critical account of 
Michael Sandel contemp~,nzes 1 bein composed of a plurality of per-
deontological hberahsm: soctety, g d conceptions of the good, is 

h · h h. n aims mterests, an 
sons, eac Wit IS ow . ' d b rinciples that do not themselves best arranged when It IS governe y p"24 

ception of the good. . . 
presuppose any_ con ffb 1' . The state is fully conventional; It ts 

In brief, in thts acco~?t o I era lSI~·-ffe cnces hence a domain of uni
the domain for reconCihanon of Cfl~.~ Il r litical life" for liberals. Civil [. d . . the domam o rea po . h 
11ersa 1ty; an It IS . 1 .. t . s the domain where ng ts are Society or the economy IS natura to man, 1 1 

. I ,d C B MacPherson (Harmondsworth. Middlesex:: Penguin, 21 Hobbes, LeviaiJan, c · · · 
1968), p. 183; Locke, Two Treatises, p. 309. 

'2 Leviathan, p. 261. . . 1 . (1689)· John Stuart Mill, On Uberty, ed. 
OJ John Locke, Letter C.mcernm,q To eratwn - - , 

· r H k ·n 1978) PP· =>6-~7 - t982l E Rapaport {1nd~anapo lS: ac ." • . •• b id e· Cambridge University Press, • 
24 Liberalism and the Limits oj ]usltce (Cam r g . 

p. 1. 
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exercised and individuality is expressed, hence a domain of particularity; 
and the stratifications within it constitute the domain of "real political 
life" for Marxists. The family or personal lifo is natural to woman and in 
some formulations divinely ordained; it is a domain governed by needs and 
affective ties, hence a domain of collectivity; and the hierarchy within it 
also constitutes the domain of "real political life" for feminists. 

If civil society in liberal doctrine is the place where man's acquisitive, 
accumulative, self-interested, or "trucking and bartering" nature ex
presses itself, it also is defined by abutting the domain of the (unnatural) 
political on one side and the (hypernatural) familial on the other. While 
the state is conceived as forthrightly conventional, erected for the pur
poses of arbitrating collectively what our natural individualism will not 
permit, the family is something of an anchor for man in civil society, 
tethering what is otherwise in a kind of perpetual agitation, and civilizing 
and temporizing an otherwise ruthless social ethos. Hence the insistence, 
relatively continuous from Jean-Jacques Rousseau and John Stuart Mill to 
Phyllis Schlafly, that women in the family are the seat of moral restraint 
in an immoral world . 

What is the relationship between the ''naturalness" of civil society and 
the "naturalness" of the family in liberal doctrine? Evidently each is gen
dcred such that the nature of man is expressed in the former while the 
nature of woman is realized in the latter; it could also be said that the 
family is natural without being fully expressive of man's nature. This 
suggests a certain persistence of Aristotelianism in modernity, in which 
the naturalness of the household grounds man but docs not articulate his 
telos precisely because it is not a fully human domain. Consider, in this 
regard, Hegel's formulation of the family as necessary but msufficient to 
man's ethical life in civil society and freedom in the state: "Man therefore 
has his actual substantial life in the state, in learning, etc. and otherwise in 
work and struggle with the external world and with himself. ... 
Woman, however, has her substantial vocation in the family, and her 
ethical disposition consists in this piety. "25 

There is a second dimension to the naturalness of civil society in liber
alism. Conceived in terms of temporal (mythohistorical) rather than spa
tial relations, as a modulated and regulated version of its mythical 
antecedent (the state of nature), civil society may be understood as nature 
civilized but not transcended. Civil society is bounded with power, lined 
with limits, and above all disarmed, but it does not thereby lose its wild
ness. Put differently, for man in civil society, the state is the lid and the 
family is the anchor: without the hedge afforded by each, man is destruc-

1

' Philosophy of R(~ht, ed. and trans. T. M. Knox (Oxtord: Oxford University Press, 
1957). paragraph 166, p. !14. 
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rive of both self and other; by nature he is neither internally nor socially 
harmonious. Yet neither the state nor the family constitutes an adequate 
domain for the expression of man's nature or fulftllmcnt of his d~sires. In 
Hegel's formulation, "the disposition [appropriate to the family] 1s to 
have self-consciousness of one's mdividuality witlli11 t/ds wJity as essen
tiality which has being in and for itself, so that one is present in it not as 

an independent person but as a meml1cr. "2
'' 

Many feminist critics ofliberalism have commented upon the apparent 
contradiction between classical liberalism's representation of the state of 
nature as a domain of unrelieved individualism and the positing of fami
lies or mother-child bonds there. Hobbes confronts this problem di
rectly arguing that "the naturall inclination of the Sexes, one to another, 
and ~~ their ~hildren" is not enough to bind individuals in the state of 
nature, and that mother and child enter instead into something of a pre
political contract27 However, as Parcman points out. the tcr~s of th1s 
contract. in which a child "obeys him by whom It 1s preserved. are qmte 
inconsistent with H.obbes's formulation of contract and covenant else
\Vhere in LcFiatlum.2K Locke, interestingly, deals with the problem in a 
more explicitly Hobbesian fashion than Hobbes. For Locke, t~e combi
nation of dependency created through childrearing and woman s mfenor 
strength creates the conditions for her attachment and subordmanon to 

men. This overdetermined argument for natural subordmatlon contrasts 
sharply with Locke's assumption of the independence and equality of 
men among men in the state of nature and begins to reveal the gendered 

ontology underlying the Lockcan social contract. 
What Locke etches lightly, I shall argue, stands as the most coherent 

reconciliation of naturalized familial bonds with ontological individual
ism in liberalism. In brief. the unchecked individualism of the state of 
nature docs not extend to all persons: while men arc regarded as autarkic 
and obligated to nothing, women arc regarded as always already attached 
to men and obligated to children. This attachment and th1s obligatiOn 
calling forth the presence of proto-families in the state of nature 111 turn 
enable the easy naturalization of family in civil society. Conversely, th1s 
presence illuminates something of the gender of the generic person ftg
urcd bv liberalism: the naturalization of families means that women SJm
ply ca;mot be the possessive individualists men are. In this regard, the 
formulation of man contained in the "Rights of Man" is clearly more 
literal-a more meaningful and explicit omission of women-than many 
liberals today want to believe. This omission, as Patricia Williams argues 

2<, Pllilosoplly o( R(~!lt, paragraph 15!>. p 1 HI. 

27 Lcuiarlwtl, p. 233. 
2H Ibid .. p. 25+; Pareman. Sc>·,;a/ Cemracr. pp. 4+-311. 
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in a d.ifferent context. constitutes "a form of expression, ... a literal part 
of ongmal mtent[.] . . . [an] omission that has been incorporated into a 
theory of neutrality. "2" 

Critics of liberalism ranging from C. B. MacPherson to Roberto Un
ger to Michael Sandel have insisted that its implicit or explicit theories of 
Jusnce, morahty, psychology, and economics arc predicated upon a par
ticular kmd of person that it simultaneously reflects, engenders, and dis
torts. But not only, as C. B. MacPherson argues, is this figure a rational 
calculator, d~iven by passionate self-interest, and expressive of the pos
sessive md1v1duahsm perfectly tailored to bourgeois acquisitiveness and 
accumulation:3" he also bears au array of character attributes that conf(:r 
his specifically ma~culine status. Fiercely autonomous and diffident, he i, 
unencumbered by anyone or anything, independent in both senses of the 
term (free of dependents and dependency in civil society). He is not ori
ented toward relationships and persons but toward self and things. If he j, 
"at home" anyv.rherc, it is in the sphere of civil society insofar as his 
nature JS expressed there and he performs all of his significant activities 
there. The political is an instrument to his happiness (in Marx's terms, 
political lite in the liberal state is reduced to "a mere means"), while the 
household is a place to retreat to and emerge .fi·om rather than a place to be; 
It is a "man's castle" in an oddly instrumentaL compensatory, and transi
tiOnal sense. Household property, including women, launches rather 
than confers what Kant calls "civil personality'': it is prerequisite to rather 
than constitutive of that personality. 

In short, the central terms of liberal discourse assume that men circu
late in civil society while women arc stationed in the familv-this not
withstanding the fact of women working in the wage eco~omy (a fact 
that the class and gender character of classical liberal man tacitlv ob
scures). Within liberalism, the familial haven in a heartless world, ~hile 
critical for the hereditary transmission of property accumulated in civil 
society and as the inert anchor of man ·s individualistic energies, func
twns neither as the unit of analysis in politics nor as a unit of acnvitv in 
civil society. But this is not to reiterate the conventional point that. the 
t~dlvJdual, rather than any form of association, is the fallacy upon which 
hberal doctrme 1s bmlt and to whose interests it is devoted. Rather, it is to 

explain how the systematic (rather than contingent) subordination of 
women reconciles what otherwise constitutes a persistent legal and polit
Ical tenswn between the individual and the family in liberalism. Onlv bv ~ 

assuming women's natural subordination, by assuming woman as ~up~ , 

:~The illdu·my o(Race and Riyl1ts (Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 1'!91), p. 121. 
C. B. MacPherson, The P<>lltlcal Theory •'I Pom's3it•r ludi•mlua/wn: Hobbes ,,, L 1•cb 

(London: Oxford University Pr<'ss. 1962). 
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plement ro man, can the apparent tension between liberal individualism 
and liberal familialism be reconciled; only at the site of this assumption 
can one discern liberalism's family values. 

We may arrive at the same pomt by reflecting on the relationship be
tween the condition of perpetual insecurity and mortal danger in the 
''state of nature" and the warm safety and protectiveness held out by the 
liberal version of the family. If the family, like the state of nature, is a 
"natural condition" and as such is ordinarily beyond the purview of the 
state and the eyes of the law, why isn't there war of all against all here? 
The answer lies not in affinity or affection, which no liberal takes to be a 
determinant part of human nature, but in the naturalized lack of equality 
and competition in the family. The liberal conception of the natural cohe
siveness and peacefulness of the family thus depends upon its lacking the 
fundamental condition of the state of nature-equality of desire and 
equality of ability to enact desire. Not only is brute equality prerequisite 
to the state of war in the state of nature, but sufficient rationality of that 
state's inhabitants is presumed by all state of nature theorists to argue 
that it is as irrational to attack as to trust when one is certain to lose. This 
suggests that the "natural peace" of the family is consequent to the natu
ralized subordination of women and children to men, revealing liberal 
ontology to be fundamentally rather than contingently gendcrcd as male 
dominance and female submission. 

The gcndcred character of the tension between the family and the indi
vidual as the basic unit of analysis in liberalism is discernible in an infa
mous passage from Blackstone's Commentaries on the Laws of En.i/land: 
"the husband and wife arc one person in the law; that is, the very being, 
or legal existence of the woman is suspended during the marriage, or at 
least is incorporated and consolidated into that of the husband. "31 It is 
also manifest in the conventional marriage ceremony's nonparallel nomi
natives, ''man and wife." And it is apparent as well in the persistent diffi
culty of establishing marital rape as rape in law and the courtroom. While 
many feminists attribute this resistance to sexist conventions-women's 
"presumed consent" to (all) sex in marriage, or women conceived as the 
sexual property or chattel of men in marriage-the foregoing suggests 
that the difficulty may inhere in the presumed nonviolence of masculine 
dominance in the family, a nonviolence itself made possible through in
stitutionalized inequality. (Liberal statc-ot:.nature theory presumes that 
violence inheres among equals, not between dominant and subordinate 
persons. Liberalism, presuming rational men, has no theory of violence 
practiced for reasons-psychic, erotic, etc.-independent of material 
gain.) Indeed, the articulation of women's personhood over the last cen-

31 Cited in PJteman, Se.~ual Cuntmct, p. 91. 
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tury reveals the extent to which female sub d' . . . 
sustenance of family bonds· wh t l . o: mation IS requued for the 
. · a c atms to temalc p h d b · 

hght are both the extent to which the . erson oo rmg to 
the state of nature-replete with sexua::~~er~ family does resonate with 
tent to which women's 1. d" "d l. . p ystcal abuse-and the ex-

n !VI ua Ity m a world g db h 
capital is incompatible with th . ovcrne Y t e values of 

Ifthe c: 'l )" e mamtenancc of the family form.-'2 
tami Y natura Izcd by hb 1 d · . 

ured by liberal doctrine the famir: octrme Is a_t the same time config
to civil society but . ' . h y Js not ontologtcally outside of nor prior 

' Is, m t e transitiOn fr f, d 1 · 
liberal capitalism rendered opp . 't d b od~ eu a . patnarchalism to 

• ' O.>! e an su or mate to ·1 · f 
thts perspective the family ( d h CIVI soncty. rom 
. . ' an not t e state that b k · ·1 "'. . nvll socicty·'s "oth " w· h. c: ro ers CIVJ conutct) 1s cr. It m a teudal m h · 1 · 

hold as a productive unit stood . . onarc tea regime, the house-
jeered by it· in libcralt.sm's t!n oppositiOn to the state and was sub-

' recon tguratton t t . d · ·1 . 
opposition to the camt'ly .t l ' 5 a e an CIVI society stand in 

" -I s va ues con · · · 
ethos. Thus it would not ap b' h cerns, activities, and putative 

pear to e t e case as s . Ok' 
thhat contemporary liberal political theorists hav~ o~i~;;: the ~n s~g~ests, 
t etr concerns With JUstice-th c "l . . ami y rom 

. . e •ami y ts not simp] "] fi " fl. polttJCa) thought.33 Rather l"b 1. . Y c tout o tbcral 
· , 1 era Ism emerges wtth th . · f . . 

cty, specifics civil society as the do . . . c nse o CJ VI) soci-
. mam proper to JUStl d · d · 

opposes civil society to the household or fam. - ce, an . In omg so 
spectfic theorization of the famil . (L k ' Ily, thus entailtng a very 
gitimacy, it will be recalled y. doc e s argument for liberalism's le-

' procee s prcctscly by · 1 .. paternal power· by defi · . . . _ opposmg po ltlcal to 
· nmg Citizens agamst tath ) I h · 

arguments put forth by putative critics of ers. n t ~s regard, those 
such as Michael Sandel and All Bl contemporary hberal theory-

an oom-that th £ "1 · · 
purview of liberal standards of . . c e amt y Is outstde the 

. JUStice conwrm mo 1 . 
ahsm 's project of justice and its formulation of thre ;ccu{atehy to hbcr-

~T~:~n~:~:rxt1e:~nli~:~llstcnetsS to thcO£kamily aw~w:~~: a~::n;:d t~; 
• , or us an In. J4 

32 And at the same time, JS Sheila Rowbotham . 
mJnds on the tamilv intensify rather th d. . . h pomted out years ago, emotional de-
rv. ' , . an lnllms With the d ·I f . . 

oman s Consciousness, .Han's Warld (l·hrmond . eve opmenr o. capitalism. In 
wnres: "The lamilv under capitalism carr,· . sworl th, Middlesex: Pen gum, 1973). she 
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If the social order presumed by liberalism is itself pervasively gcndered. 
representing both a gendercd division oflabor and a gendercd division of 
the sensibilities and activities of subjects, we should expect to fmd this 
gendering as well in the terms defming the interests, activities, and politi
cal freedom of the subject in civil society, the political subject of liberal
ism The remainder of this cssav outlines the ways in which the 
con~titutive terms of liberal political discourse depend upon their implicit 
opposition to a subject and set of activities marked "feminine," and at the 
same time obscure both this dependence and this opposition.-'" The dis
cussion proceeds by identifying constitutive dualisms in liberal discourse 
and then discerning how the power of the dominant term in the dualism 
is achieved through its constitution by. dependence upon, and disavowal 
of the subordinate term. Tracking how the second term is pushed out of 
the first in the latter's claim to primacy and power permits an under
standing of how these dualisms arc operations not merely of division or 
distinction but dominance-male dominance-at the heart of liberal 

discourse. 
The constitutive dualisms of liberalism under consideration arc 

equality 
liberty 
autonon1y 

rights 
individual 
self-interest 
public 
contract 

difference· 
necessity I en cum brancc 
dependence/dependents 
needs I relations/ d uries 
family 
selflessness 
private 
consent 

Perhaps with the exception of the fmal pair. the association of most of 
these antinomies with gender is not ne\v; a range of feminist thinkers 
have explored them for quite diverse critical and normative purposes. 
My concern. however, is to establish them as specifically bound to the 
production and reproduction of a masculinist liberal subject, a subject 
premised upon a sexual division of labor and activities, a subject that 
persists even as this division unravels and even as it is detached from 
physiological correlates. What follows will also seck to establish the ways 
in which these gcndcrcd dualisms constitute not merely a discourse of 
sexual difference within liberal discourse but reveal liberalism as a dis

course of male dominance. 

35 Fcn1ininc here ha!-. no rranscendcnt or essential referent bur rather refers solely ro the

sexual division of 1ahor that converts itself mto J gcndcrcd ontologv. 
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Equality-D~[fere11ce, In liberalism, equality is defined as a condition 
of sameness, a condition in which humans share the same nature the 
same rights, and the same terms of regard by state institutions. Individ
uals arc guaranteed cqualitv-thc right to be treated the same as everyone 
else-because we arc regarded as having a civil, and hence political, 
sameness. This sameness is the token of our economic and political inter
changeability. However, as MacKinnon and others have made clear 
while equality is cast as a matter of sameness, gender in liberalism consis~ 
tcntly emerges as a problem of difference, or simply as difference: there is 
human equality on the one hand, and J!Cilder difference on the other. HcrL· 
It is important to note that liberal equality's conceptual opposite is not 
mequality but difference: while inequality is the problem to which equal
Ity as sameness is the solution, difference is the problem to which equal
Ity as sameness docs not apply. In liberalism, injustice occurs when those 
considered the same arc treated differently; but ontological difference is a 
problem outside the purview of justice. 

The consequences for gender justice of a formulation of equality as 
sameness and gender as difference arc significant: If difference (gender) is 
the conceptual opposite of universal human sameness (liberal human
ism), then gender difference-that is, female sexual difference-is the 
conceptual opposite of the liberal human being, and equality as samenes!> 
IS the conceptual opposite of gender as difference. Consider that for the 
last decade, feminist theory classes, feminist legal theorists, and popular 
science JOUrnals have obsessed relentlessly over a single question: "Hmv 
do women differ from men'" This question arises not because it is intrin
sically an interesting or good question but because our discourse of 
equality is sameness and our anxiety about gender equality pertains to 

gender difference. Put the other way around. equality as sameness is the 
term that maintains difference as a problem for women (and other 
"others" of liberal humanism). Equality as sameness is a gcndcrcd for
mulation of eq_uality, because it secures gender privilege through naming 
women as d1ftcrcnt and men as the neutral standard of the same. 

Why can't women be included in a formulation of equality as same
ness? This is to ask whether and in what respects women can be the same 
as men, a question that comes in many versions: Who and what is stop
pmg them from bemg so? Is the "sex difference" relevant to the terms of 
political sameness? Which has greater political relevance, human sameness 
or sexual difference? However these questions are answered, none of 
them interrogates an ontology of masculine sameness, an ontology that 
produces a formally masculinist standard insofar as it is premised upon 
Its differentiation Ji'Oin womerz. The sameness of men requires the difference 
that is women, just as whiteness requires people of color, heterosexuality 
requires homosexuality, and so forth. Put another way, difference's 
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among men are named "woman," displaced from men onto women, 
whose status as "difference" is then cast as intrinsic, even while it is a 
construction that functions less as a description of women than as the 
premise of men's sameness. Thus the liberal formulation of equality docs 
not merely serve to mask privilege and social inequality insofar as it con
founds formal equality before the law with substantive social equality. 
Rather, liberal equality is masculinist because its terms are sameness and 
difference, terms that both allegorize gender and establish gender's place 
within liberal discourse. 

Liberty-Necessity. Liberty, which denotes the sovereignty of the lib
eral subject, marks the freedom to do what one desires, the freedom to 
discover and pursue one's interests where the law does not interfere. In
sofar as liberalism premises our liberty on a relatively unencumbered 
\vill-the possibility of choosing-and a domain of free movement-the 
possibility of acting-liberty signifies our sovereignty in both a subjec
tive and a worldly sense. We are considered to have liberty when we have 
choices and when we have the capacity to exercise our deliberative fac
ulty. The opposite of liberty is therefore not slavery but will-lessness 
and/or constraint. Just as equality is premised upon overcoming inequal
ity but is not its opposite, liberty is what liberates us from the condition 
of slavery or political subjection but is not irs opposite. Liberal liberty's 
opposite is encumbrance, constraint by necessity: barriers to deliberat
ing, choosing, or acting. If we are free when we have free will, when the 
will desires and is free to :1ct on its own behalf, we are unfree when we 
.:~re without desire or aim on the one hand, and weighed down, con
strained by necessity, and lacking choice or freedom of movement on the 
other. 

Within almost any sexual division of labor in history, women have 
been encumbered by the bonds of necessity and the stigma of ontological 
immanence. Bound over time to relationships they are born to honor and 
tend, confined spatially to caretaking and labor in the household, women 
are also bound symbolically to the work their bodies are said to signify; 
in this sense, they are without the mark of subjective sovereignty, the 
capacity to desire or choose. This is what Simone de Beauvoir names 
"the worst curse that was laid upon woman ... biologically destined for 
the repetition of Life. "30 Indeed, the "pro-choice" language of reproduc
tive politics aims at giving women the status of choosing rather than 
immanent beings; in seeking to emancipate us from both semiotic and 
physical constraints of the female body, it asserts our right to share the 
voluntarist premises ofliberal freedom with men. And much of the polit-

. lo The Sew11d Srx, trans. H. M. Parshley (New York: Random House, 1952), p. 72. 
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ical lai_Iguage opposing abortion aims to deny women preciselv this 
nght, tnsistmg either that a woman should not have s h l'b : h 
first place, or that she necessarily loses this liberty whenu~er lb edrt~ ~~ t e 
ural p " k h o Y s nat-rocesses ta e over, w en she is taken over by her nature b n t 
by necessity, by another.37 A similar rehearsal of women's r~la~vea c::~ 
sJgnment to her body transpires in political and legal arguments about 
rape and sexual harassment,. where the question of women's own desire 
and self-?,etermmauon remams a question so long as "consent" and "in
~~t~m~nt are the terms through which the sexual (non)agency of women 
IS ro ered. The character of argument in both domains reveals the en
dered charactenstics of liberal freedom the extent to wh· h th g 1 

d d · · ' 1c e sexua 
an repdro uctive hberty of men is premised upon an immanent and con 
strame other. -

A fobrmulation of liberty that has as its opposite immanence necessity 
encum ranee and exter . 1 · ' · • - . , - na nature Is not, of course, the onl ossibl 
tormulation ot human freedom.38 It is, rather, a notoriously ~!lf eoi: 
but now also evidently gendered formulation, and a formulationgthat 
depends upon and enforces a gendered division oflabo . h" h b . r m w Ic women 
;i~n cncum ered while men arc free, in which encumbrance and subjec-

by the body function as the permanent constraint on freedom. This 

J7 Here, of course, familiar associations appear bet , . 
side and human-libert -man on the o h . . ween nature-necessuy-woman on one 

human liberty: signiii:d by mind, act~a;:;e:~;t ~~:v "\pears ~s an i~teresting paradox of 
·" So 'II d. . ' l can e con.ounded by ctther 

tial fo·rn:~a~~ns ~;~;;e~~:nv~r;;~c~ between my account ofliberal freedom and exis;en-
. . . . . o mean to suggest that they share masculini • 

Jmsogymst premJses-precisely those for which de Beauvoir's Second S l I. st, hcven 
crttJClzed. Here is de Beauvoir: .. ex us o cen een 

Every time transcendence falls back into immanence sta >n· t' . 
of existence into the "en-soi'' -the brutish lite of b • .. g a lOn, there •s a degradanon 
l'b . . su ~ectJon to given conditions-and f 
' erty mto constramt and contingence. This downfall re resent o 

subject consents to it; if it is inflicted upon him, it spells r:Ustrati;na a~~o:al fa.uh lf the 

~hoatth h~:s;s '\JS an abso;ute evil. Eve_ry individual concerned to justify his e~fs::~~~~~e~~ 
·h XIS ence mvo ves an undetmed need to transcend himself to engage in freel 
c osen proJects. ' • Y 

Now, what peculiarly signalizes the situation of woman is that sh ~- d 
omou · b · l"k ]] h e-a ree an auton-

s emg l e a uman creatures-nevertheless finds herselfliving in a wo ld h 
men compel her to assume the status of the Other Th . r w ere 
object and to doom her to imma , h . ey propose to stab•hze her as 

nence smce er transcendenc . t b h d 
~orever transce~ded by another <.'go (comcimce) which i~ •:s~en~i~ve~:d a owed and 
IPP· xxxm-xxx1v) sovereign. 

De Beauvo · ' d 
h 

lf s argument oes not question the terms of liberty from h. h 
Ot er has been excluded· · · 1 . d . w tc woman as 
of liberty that ontologie~;]~ p:~::~:~:· lt oes not Identify :he masculinism of a formulation 
tOr woman,s recognitlon as "a ffee andwa:~an as lts ant.Jt c~is. Rachcr, her argument caHs 

;~~hb::a:. she can be assimilated to this torm
0

u~~t:~u~f~~~:;t~~~ ::~I ~~:;rf~~e~a~t ~~:·;~:e:·; . 
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formulation oflibcrty, and the identification of the liberal subject with IL 

requires that someone somewhere be fu~ly bound by necessity, while 
others eschew this responsibility, thereby mstltutlonally secunng the un
free nature of such responsibility, In liberal discourse, of course, the do
main of avowed and naturalized encumbrance is the pri\'atc, fanuhal, 
sexual, and reproductive domain(s), the domains th:ough and Wlthm 
which women arc marked and positioned as women. fhe sphere of hb
crty, the sphere of civil society, is defmed historically against feudal tl:' 
of encumbrance and rclatJonality, tics that pcrsJst, as th~ F1lmer-Lockl 
quarrel reminds us, in the familial domain, the domain of patnarchahsm 
now divested of political standing. 

The liberal formulation of liberty is thus not merely opposed to but 
premised upon encumbrance; it is achieved by displacing the embod1ed, 
encumbered, and limited nature of extstmcc onto womcJJ, J displace
ment that occurs discursively and practically through a set ot ass1gned 
activities, responsibilities, and emotional attributes. Insofar as tlns for
mulation oflibcrrv require.\ the existence of encumbered bcmgs, the sooal 
activitv of those without liberty, it can never be fully umversahzcd. A 
libertv' whose conceptual and practical opposite is encumbrance cannot, 
bv ne.cessitv, exist without it: liberated beings defmed a> unencumbered 
d~pend for.their existence on encumbered beings. whom the1r liberty lll 
tum encumbers. In this regard, libcrahsm would seem to taCJtly sustam 
rather than break with the explicit belief of the ancient citizens of Athens: 
some must be slaves so that others might be free.:'') 

Autonom y-Depelldcrtcy/Dcpendetzts. The autonomous self and psyche 
of the liberal subject, whose libt:rty we have JUSt corlSldered, also denvcs 
from and inscribes a gendercd sexual division oflabor. The autonomv of 
the liberal subject has three aspects. . . 

First, this subject, which is expressly civil rather than fanuhal, moves 
about freely in civil society. He is nor encumbered by confhctmg respon
sibilities or demands elsnvhere; he does not have dependents attached to 
him in civil society, making claims on him, surviving dire~tly bv h1s 
hand. This dimension of autonomy refers to the absence of nnmed1atc 

tral. nts 011 one's entrv into and movement within civil society, and Jt cons . 'bT · 
contrasts directly with \Vomen's encumbrance by fiunilial rcspons1 J mes 
that limit her movement into and within civil society. . 

Second, the liberal subject is autonomous in the sense that he IS pre
sumed capable of providing for himself; he is not conceived as dependent 

-'"Recall that Hannah Arendt lamented modcrniry·s inability to sustain what she took to 
he "the Greeks·" appreciation of this truism Sec Tht Hum.w C.'Clnditwn (Cl11cago: Umvcr
sity of Chicago Press, 195<l), Pr- 50-73. 
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on others for survival or protection. Ontologically naturalized, thi:, di
mension of autonomy is facilitated by the state in its provision of collec
tive protection and its establishmem of an individual's rights not to be 
mfrmged upon by others. This dimension of autonomy also contrasts 
with the conditi~on of women when they arc engaged in child raising, 
With a culture ol naturalized and legitimate violence against women, and 
wnh the construction of women as inherently emotionallv dependent or 
needy. ' 

The thi~d feature of the libe-ral subject's antonomy pertains to a pre
sumed sclt-mtcrcst and self-orientation. The su~jcct of liberalism drawn 
for us by Hobbes and Locke as well as contemporary liberals and bour
geois economists is presumed to have an identity and bearing of diffi
dent, acquisitive self-regard. Needless to say, this figure of self-interest 
and self-orientation is quite at odds historically with what men have 
wamed women to be, with what women were ailowed to be, with what 
families have required of women, and with what women have been so
cially constructed to be. 

These three aspects of the autonomy of the liberal subject correspond 
to three ways in which that subject is gendcred masculine. That subject 
IS, first, drawn m opposition to women's acti\'ity, responsibility, charac
ter, expenence, and the expectations placed upon her. Indeed, the auton
omous woman-the childless, unmarned, or lesbian woman-is within 
liberalism a sign of disordered society or nature gone awry on the one 
hand, or of individual failure to "adapt to femininity" on the other. 
Second, the autonomous subject ofliberalism requires a large population 
of nonautonomous su~jccts, a population that generates, tends, and 
avows the bonds, relations. dependencies and connections that sustain 
and nourish human life. Indeed, as Adam Smith himselfknew, and wor
ried about at length in The Theory of Alora/ Selltimmts, a world of unre
lieved autonomous individuals is an unlivable world: it offers no bases for 
association and connection other than utilitarian or instrumental ones. As 
Durkhcim and later Habermas added, such a culture is not simply unde
Sirable but is, rather, impossible to the extellt that it lacks an internal 
principle of cohesion. In Durkheim 's formulation, market contracts re
quire precontractual sensibilities and relations (truth telling and honor) 
for their ~iability: in I-I a berm as's account. mass participation in a capital
Ist workforce depends on motivations induced by precapitalist social 
formations-religious, cultural, and familial-all of which capitalism 
weakens in the rationalizing course of its development. Finally, the puta
tive autonomy of the liberal subject partakes of a myth of masculinitY 
requiring the disavowal of dependency, the disavowal of the relations tha-t 
nourish and sustain this subject. Male autonomy constituted in opposi
tion to dependency and immediate responsibility for dependents is 
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. . both onto women thus sustaining rhe fantasy of a 
achieved by displac~ng ffi . . d self. rr:ade from birth to death. 
creature who is sel -su IC!ent an l~b al subiect is a fantastic figure, 

h ay the autonomous 1 er J 

Put anot er w .' ll in the realm of civil society, who disavows 
born mto and exis~mg who y b'ects that sustain him in civil society from 
the relations, activities, andhsu / 'l This creature is not only fantastic, 
their sequestered place m t e admi y. h " tonomous" subject depends 
h b t ultimately depen ent: t e au h . l 

owever, u . f he "dependent" ones for emotional and P ysica 
on the subjeCtiOn o t ts b women to assume such autonomy 

:~;t~~:~c:a~;~;~~~e~~~J'~h~fi~:espo~sible, _or, more to the ~oin~;t:i:p~~ 
fi . . " Ifl'beral autonomy were umversa!Ized, the s PP p "un em1nme. I · 

which ~t res~s would disso~ve. these terms, liberal tcminism finds itself in 
Insofar as 1t operates Wit m , . ht to autonomous person-

the position either of argmng fot~;~~a::::~l~ and repudiating the rela
hood, thereby joimng men md " h'ch women have been made 
· d dents and depen cncy ror w I h f. 

tlons, epen ' . - fi 1· "difference , thereby reifying t c e -
'bl or argumg tor ema e ' d d' · · 

respons1 c, . h hallen es the gendere !VISion 
fects of this economy. Neither a~~~~:~s ~vic au~onomy in opposition to 

between public a~d pnv;te tha~ . Neither approach challenges the 
the family, sexuality, an repro ucnon. de endence/dependents by ar
liberal antinomy between autonomy ai~dthe ~ontext of connection or by 
ticulating a formulatmh~ of a~tonor;Jependence with mutual, partial, or replacing permanent Ierarc Ies o 
contingent dependencies. 

. f t :-.Jeeds Operating as both articulations and custodians of o~r 
Rig l s-, . . . h' l'b al discourse (though not necessanly m t omv nghts Wit m 1 cr . . . . .1 . 

au on , , h I' . I f e of the sovereign subject m CIVl son
other conrexhts) are r he po ::gl~ats ;; and not only against something-for 
cty Even w en we ave · · · bl a pro 

. l he ri ht to free speech-rights assertion IS mevlta y -
examp e, t g . f i hts is to push away or push away ]] ment The motion o r g . . 
pe ant move . . he state a ainst incursions, limitations, or 
from-against others, agamst t ' g c · ht operate to distance 

h r autonomy Insotar as ng s 
cncroac ments uho~ o~ a means of socially organizing us by separating 
and demarcate, t ey ar a d independence to produce a us, using the fiction of our autonomy n 
social order reflecting it. 40 

""' In Ah'hemy of Race uud Rights, Patricia Williams makes this point from the perspective 
of those who have been rightless historJcally: . 

·n en •a edina struggle to set up transactions at 
L:nlike fa whtte male colleague J, I am su ~ g m-yself as a bargainer of sepa-

, length as legitimately commernal, an to portray ( 14!!) 
arm s th distinct power, sufficient nglw to mampulate commerce. p. . 

rate wor . ' . . d the conferring of rights is symbolic of all. the demed 
For the historically dtsempowere ' I t places one in the referenual range of 

• h . h 't . ights Imply a respect na _ ) 
aspects ol t elr umam Y· r · , · - h n body to social being. (p. b3 
self and others, that elevates one s status trom uma 

I 
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This mode of organizing relationships in civil society conrrasts sharply 
with the need-based familial order. It is a commonplace ofliberalism that 
rights pertain to civil society while needs govern the family. Hence the 
protracted difficulties of establishing reproductive rights, rights against 
sexual and physical violence for family subordinates (sanctions against 
marital rape and battery as well as child abuse), and economic rights in 
the family. When women try to inject rights (and hence their autonomy 
and personhood) into the family, they arc often reproached tor infusing 
the family with market values, for corrupting the domain of love, need, 
and reciprocity with the language of contract and right. This reproach, of 
course, elides the potent critique of the family implicit in the feminist 
argument for the appropriateness of rights discourse there: to the extent 
that the demand for rights by subordinated subjects signifies both the 
presence of an oppressive or threatening power and a desire tor protec
tion from such power, such a demand challenges the myth of the family 
as a nonviolent sanctuary mutually cherished by all of its inhabitants. In 
short, the desire for rights on the part of women or children disrupts the 
myth of paternalism and protectionism that governs familial patriar
chalism. 41 

The opposition between rights claims and needs claims corresponds 
not only to the opposition between civil society and the tamily, but to 
that between liberty-which rights actualize-and encumbrance-of 
which needs are the presumed effect. Moreover, rights relationships pre
sume conditions of formal equality, while needs relations permit legiti
mate inequalities based upon "differences": for example, those between 
children and parents, women and men, the mentally disabled and the 
mentally competent. Rights relations presume autonomy and indepen- * 
dcnce while relations of need presume intimacy and dependence. 

However, the opposition between rights and needs is not a relation of 
simple mutuality or complementarity. Rather, rights and needs are con
stitutive and productive of each other in liberalism. The domain of rights 
produces a domain of need in a literal sense (as property rights produce a 
class of tenants and of the homeless); moreover, rights are presumed in
dependent of need and arc invoked to triumph over need claims ("I have a 
right to that whether or not you need it"). Yet rights are only viable as 

meant not untrammeled vistas of possibility but 
the crushing weight of total-bodily and spiritual-imrusion. (p. li\4) 
4

' Interestingly, paternal right-a right secured in the domain of civil society and backed 
by law o~<tsidc the family-is routindy invoked in both pre- and postfeminist eras to bid tor 

a variety of male privileges, from corporal punishment of children to preventing women 
from aborting a man's progeny. This invocation partakes of that fimction of rights radically 
opposite to mitigating the vulnerability of the powerless insofar as it extends and legiti
mizes the power of the dominant. 
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political. social, and economic currency to the extent that needs are pro
vided for in a rightless domain. to the extent that there is an order ofnced 
not governed by right, where life-sustaining relationships cannot be sev
ered by the invocation of rights. As even the most adamant rights theo
rists will concede, a world of unrelieved rights-bearing individuah, a 
world ordered wholly by rights, is an unlivable world. a world \Vithout 
basis for connection or bonding. and a world without security f()r the 
needy and dependent. If granting women the status of full rights-bearing 
and rights-invoking creatures is to sanction them to act withom regard 
for the needs of others, it is to literally unglue the social bond, a bond that 
now appears to be profoundly gcndcred. Moreover, graming women 
this status intensifies the disavmvals entailed in liberal rights formation. 
As the order of rights is dependent upon a separate realm of need
satisfaction-a dependence it disavows-the rights-bearing individual 
disavov,·~ the provision for his needs on which his rights arc premised and 
the order of need itself produced by his invocation of righb. Thus. ,,·hilc 
the enfranchisement of women as rights-bearing individuals formally de
links gender from defmition by right and need, it docs not disrupt the 
interconstitutive and hierarchical relationship of right and need, nor the 
capacity of this relationship to construe subject positions that "happen to 
be gendcred." 

bldividuai-Family {Se!Jinterest-Se(flessuess). The concept of the in
dividual in liberalism, while popularly contrasted with the social or the 
communal (as in "the individual versus society"), actually has its discur
sive opposite in the familY. As the family dissolves individuals, individu
alism dissolves the family, and as woman's right to be an individual is 
curtailed by her idcntitication with the family, man's relationship to the 
family is limited by his status as an individual. 

We can see the discursive relationship bcnveen the individual and the 
family in liberalism more clearly by returning to the question of hmY 
liberalism claims both the individual and the family as a basic unit of 
analysis. Why is there ambiguity if not outright confusion in most liberal 
theorv about the status of the familv and the individual in the state of 
natur~ and in civil society? Or, why .docs Kant refer to women as being 
"without civil pcrsonality"?42 

In liberal discourse. the individual is presumed to have roots in the 
family, but the family is something other than a composite of individ
uals. As a haven in a heartless world, it functions discursively as the back
ground of the socially male individuaL While the individual is 

42 The ,\ferapliysiu of ,\1"'"'-'· excerpted in p,,Jirical Wri1111.e-'. ed. B. Rem (Cambridt:c 
Cambridge Um\'ersiry Press. 197U). p. l3'J. 
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understood to be made possible through the family-harbored, 
grounded, and nourished there-all cannot be individuals or there would 
be no family, no "it" that harbors, grounds, and nourishes. Thus, ac
cording to Hegel, while '-man ... has his actual substantial life in the 
state, in learning[,] ... in >vork[,] ... so that it is only through his di
VISion that he fights his way to self-sufficient unity with him
sclfl,] · .. woman has her substantial vocation in the family. "4:l 

The gendcred antinomy between individual and family emerges as 
well 111 the terms expressing the respective ethos of civil society and the 
family: "self-interest" on one hand and "selflessness" on the .other. In 
civil society, individuals arc said to exist onlv for themselves and the 
appropriate ethos is thus selfishness. In the family, (adult) individuals arc 
expected to exist for the family, to be selfless in relation to the good of the 
whole. Clearly. if every individual bore a self-interested character. there 
could be no realm of selflessness, and if all were selfless, there would be 
no indiYiduals. There arc two ways of solving this problem: by splitting 
the subject mto two, d~a~netrically opposed psychic orientations, or by 
cstabhshmg a (gendcrcd) division of psychic orientation among sub1ccts, 
a division legitimated by gender ideology. Most theorists of libera-lism, 
critical and otherwise, simply assume the latter solution; in doing so. 
they tacitly rather than explicitly naturalize the familv and women's role 
within it. An interesting exception is Rousseau, wh~. while no admirer 
of liberalism, no_netheless struggles within the social formations that 
structure it. In Emile, Rousseau so mericulouslv crafts masculine and 
feminine orientations toward the self that many h~vc accused him of con
tradicting his naturalistic ontologies in the production of Sophie's selfless 
femininity. Rousseau makes clear that Sophie's total lack of amour de sai
mcmc is required to prevent Emile's sense of self from becoming amo1n 
proprc, that dangerous variety of self-love that is at bottom a nest of van
ity and insecurity, breeding decadent and corrupting social and politic,J! 
behaviOr. In this regard, Rousseau makes clear that feminine selflessness 
is a socially tzeccssary prop tor a hcalthv variety of masculine selfhood· it is 
not simply valuable for family man;gcmcnt. but is an indispensabl; ele
ment of the delicate psychic economy prerequisite to civic virtue in mod
ernity. Rousseau is thus quite explicit about a matter that his liberal 
kinsmen handle more indirectly: it takes two (female and male) to make 
one (citizen). 

The antinomy between civil self-interestedncss and familial selflessness 
suggests that liberalism is all or nothing about selves: one group surren
ders sclfhood so that another group can have it. This formulation, cap
tured in the "hostile" relation between family and civil society theorized 

4
·' Philomplir <;( RrJ!.Iir. paragraph 16G, p. 114. 
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as a universal axiom in Freud's Civilization and Its Discontents, also reveals 
the extent to which the self-interested individual is premised upon a self
less one, indeed, draws the material and sustenance of its "self" from the 
sclllessness of another. As the "individual" is made possible through the 
family it claims both to represent and support, as labor in civil society is 
made possible through the invisible labor of the household, so the self
interested subject of liberalism bmh requires and disavows Its relation
ship to the sellless subject of the household, typically gendered female. 
Again, it is a commonplace that women who assert themselv~.s as self
interested individuals confront the reproach of "selfishness, Itself a 
metonymy tor failed femininity. Accused of organiz_ing themselves 
around a self they are not supposed to have, they are hgured as mon
strous in their departure from a (sellless) nurturant nature.44 Conversely, 
if men become too seltless, even in the household, the1r masculmtty 1s 
called into question: this is the discomforting figure of the househusband 
or the perverse one of the nellie queen. 

Contract-Consent. Social contract theory is conventionally under
stood to rely mechanically, and for legitimacy, on a combination of tacit 
and express torms of consent. Contracts as such con~ist of consent to the 
terms of the contract by eligible parties, an eltg1b1hty determmed by 
markers of rationality, maturity, and freedom from duress. As cnt1cs of 
contract theory have often pointed out, however, contract presumes mdl
viduals abstracted from relations of power or equal wnhm those rela
tions; ability to contract is thus equated with equality in contract._ In this 
vein Marxists and feminists have challenged, rcspccnvcly, the vahdtty of 
the :Oeasures by which workers arc said to "consent" to wage work in 
wage contracts, or women can be said to "consent" to sex m marnage 
contracts or other inegalitarian settings. Both have questioned what so
cial relations of power and inequality must be disguised in order to pre
sent those subordinated by such relations as freely consentmg to chmccs 
o!Iered them. 

While concurring generally with the critiques of contract and social 
contract theorv that these challenges proffer, I want to cons1der the prob
lem of consen~ from a different angle, one that emphasizes the gendered 
relation between contract and consent. Within liberalism, contract is a 
civil act abstracted from relations of power: it is expressive of, and per
forms, formal equality and relations of distance. Consent is a m~re inti
mate act implicating relations of power; it marks the presence ot power, 
arrangements, and actions that one does not oneself create but to wh1ch 

+4 One onlv need reach back ro the 1992 presidential campaign fOr a recent instance of 
>uch female ,;onstrousness. Recall Republican Party and media hysteria over Hillary Chn
rnn's disinclination to take her husband's name or "stay home and bake cookies." 
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one submits. (The Oxford Enp,lish Dictionary gives one meaning of con
sent as "voluntary agreement to or acquiescence in what another pro
poses or des1res; compliance, concurrence, permission. ")45 Insofar as 
consent involves agreeing to something the terms of which one does not 
determine, consent marks the subordinate status of the consenting party. 
Consent m th1s way functions as a sign of legitimate subordination. 

Statutes concerning rape provide an excellent example of this. If, in 
rape law, men are seen to do sex while women consent to it, if the measure 
of rape is not whether a woman sought or desired sex but whether she 
acceded to it or refused it when it was pressed upon her, then consent 
operates both as a sign of subordination and a means of its legitimation. 
Con_sent Is thus a response to power-it adds or withdraws legitimacy
but Is not a mode of enacting or sharing in power. Moreover, since con
sent is obtained or registered rather than enacted, consent is always medi
ated by authority-whether in a second or third person-and is thus 
both constitutive of that authority and legitimated by it. 46 In these two 
respects, consent would appear to be profoundly at odds with radical 
democratic forms of equality and autonomy. 

What, in this context, is the standing of the social contract as that to 
which we consent, tacitly or expressly, in order to acquire civil society? 
Consent here too is a mark of subordination, in this case subordination 
by subjects to the state they "authorize" as sovereign, as the legitimate 
"monopoly of violence," or as that entity invested with the powers of 
legislating, executing, and enforcing law. The story of the move from 
state of nature to civil society, whether told by Hobbes, Locke, Freud. or 
Rousseau, is a story of transition from ontologically imposed subjection 
by nature to deliberately chosen (self-imposed) subjection by the state. 
But this subjection, through which subjects of the state (citizens) are 
brought into being, is neither the whole nor the conclusion of the story. 
Rather, It would appear that as men collectively consent to the social 
contract by which they arc subjected, with the aim of becoming beings 

" Oxford English Dittionary, 2d ed., s. v. "Consent." 

"" Sin_ce "consent" is such a critical term in debates about sexuality and pornography 
.m10ng lcrnmiStS, I want to clanfy that while I am suggesting that where consent really 
matters. " matters because It marks relations of subordination. It is nevertheless often 
used-infelicitously 5n my view-::-to legitimate activities in relatively egalitarian settings. 
Thus, for example. lem1mst JUstifications of sadomasochism that rely on the "consensual" 
nature of the activity defensively address the anxiety that the manifest appearance of sexual 
domination or inequality might obscure the mutual desire for the activity. But this defense. 
rather than quelling the anxiety, probably activates it precisely by raising a subterranean 
specter of inequality in the language of consent. Why not say "this is her desire" rather than 
"she consented to what may appear as her violation"? Why 15 mnsent the only language we 
have for mutual agreement that is not contract. and what is revealed by the failure of lan
guJge here? 
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individuallv contracting with one another, they institutionalize a condi
tion in which women become beings consenting to individual men. 47 

If the attributes and activities of citizenship and personhood within liber
alism produce, require, and at the same time disavow their feminiz.cd 
opposites, then the liberal subject emerges as pervas1vely mascuhmst not 
only in its founding exclusions and stratifications but m Its contemporary 
discursive life. To the extent that the attnbutes ofhberal personhood and 
liberal justice arc established by excluding certain beings an_d certain do
mains of activitv from their purview. liberalism cannot fulhll!ts umvcr
salist vision but~persistently reproduces the exclusions of humanist Man. 

The hollowness of liberalism's universalist promise, then, mhercs not 
onlv in its dcpoliticization of invidious social pm.vers. not only in its often 
cru~l celebration of fictional sovereignty, but in its emergence out of and 
sustenance of female difference and subordination. Feminism operating 
with unreconstructed liberal discourse is thcretore trapped. It is not just a 
matter of choosing between becoming persons in the generic (male) sense 
or struggling for recognition as women, as a difference that cannot be 
equality, a difference that is an ideologically ontolot,nzed d!vtswn of la
bor. Rather, the trap consists in working with formulations of persm~
hood, citizenship, and politics that themselves contam wom:n s 
subordination, that can indeed be extended to women, or to activities 
inside "the family," but are not thereby emancipated from their mascuh
nism by virtue of such extension. Moreover, to the extent that many 
elements of women's subordination are tied to a division of labor that 
does not require all biological women to occupy the position assigned 
their gender, the emancipation of particular wo~1en can be '·purchased" 
through the subordination of substitutes. Put dJfterently, the ~cndered 
terms of liberal discourse solicit the productiOn of a bourgeois tcmmtsm 
that emancipates certain women to participate in the terms of masculinist 
justice without emancipating gender as such from those terms. In short, 

~- gender and class converge here, as every middle- and upper-class woman 

47 In revisiting the questton of women's subjection through and by the founding of tlw 
state, a question exceeding liberal formations bur reltcrated wuhm th:m· we are pl.aced at 
the threshold of themes and thinkers beyond the scope of this chapter. I hcsc would mcludc· 
the fall, betrayal, or subjection of women attendant upon political foundmgs narrated 11~ 

different registers by thinkers as diverse as Aeschyl11s, Mach!avelh, I<.ousseau, Engels. an~ 
freud. Thev have been analvzed with particular acuity by Norman 0. Brown m LPr•c_s 
Body (Wesl;yan: Wesleyan U;1iversity Pres.. I Y5<,~), and by Melissa Matthes in ·~sexual D•l: 
terence, Virw, and Theatricality: The Rape of Lucrella and the Foundmg o! Hcpubhc> 
(Ph.D. diss .. University of California. Santa Cruz. l\194). 
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knO\vs who has purchased her liberty, personhood, and equality through • 
child care and "household help" provided by women earning a fraction • 
of their boss's wage. 

One question often posed within feminist political and legal theory is 
whether justice for women should be sought in the masculinist terms of 
liberal "sameness" or in the terms of some feminist version of "differ
ence." But if the masculinist terms ofliberal discourse contain within and 
thereby construct a feminized other, and if"diffcrence" is how that other 
is named. this ostensible dilemma would appear to be largely internal to 

liberalism, not disruptive of it. It is not a dilemma between liberalism and 
alternati vc discourses of political life, but a dilemma whose terms emerge .
from and reiterate liberal masculinism and thus contain fev,: possibilities '
for subversive resolution. 

Let us therefore pose a different question. Since it is certain that under 
the banner of feminism women will continue to struggle for equalin· 
within liberal regimes, are contemporary social forces such that repro~ 
duction. sexuality, and emotional \vork are likely to become more com
modified and the social order more fractured and individualistic-in 
short, more masculinist for women and men alike? Arc the lives of men 
as well as women likely to be more pervasively regulated by the unre
constructed discourses of rights, autonomy, formal equality, and liberty, 
not only m the domains of civil and entrepreneurial life but in the do
mains of childrcaring, health, sexuality, and so forth' Or arc the social 
forces such that the sovereign, rights-bearing subject of liberalism is 
likely to be increasingly challenged both as an empirical fiction and a 
normative ideal, a challenge that could signify the breakdown of histori
cally masculmist norms governing political life? Arc the political dis
courses of rights and autooomy being decentered by discourses of need ' 
or mutual 'dependency In crucial domains of public life? And do these ' 
latter discourses subvert or reiterate liberal conventions of feminine posi
tioning and concerns? If, as seems likely, both tendencies arc currently at 
work, both reaffirming and deccntcring masculinist liberal discourse, 
what hybrid liberal political culture is figured by their entwining? And •· 
what new cast of democratic possibility might be forged from such a -
culture' 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

Finding the Man in the State 

Every man I meet wants to protect me. Can't figure out what 
from. -Mae West 

State is the name of the coldest of all cold monsters. 
-Friederich Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra 

A MATURING feminist epistemological intelligence and late modem reflec
tions upon the socially constructed "self" combine to obstruct easy de
terminations about what, other than primary and secondary sex 
characteristics (themselves not immune to ambiguity and tractability), 
may be identified with confidence as female or male, feminine or mas
culine, woman or man. All such determinations, whether denved from 
feminist readings of history, biology, philosophy, anthropology, or psy
choanalysis, have foundered on the shoals of fictional essentialism, false 
universals, and untenable unities. In addition to these theoretical inter
rogations, political challenges to feminisms that are white, heterosexual, 
and middle class bv women who are otherwise have made stnkmgly 
clear that "woman". is a dangerous and depoliticizmg metonymy: no in
dividual woman harbors the variety of modes of subjection, power, de
sire, danger, and resourcefulness experienced by women living inside 
particular skins, classes, epochs, or cultures. "All that is solid melts into 
air"-the sanguine "we" uttered in feminist theory and practice only two 
decades ago is gone for good. . . . 

Feminist theory rooted in female identity may be Irreconcilable wtth 
the diverse and multiple vectors of power constructing and diversifying 
tdentity; however, feminist claims about masculine domination do not 
thereby disintegrate. The workings of power-producin_g subjects are re
corded in different stories and require different tools ot storytellmg than 
the phenomenon of hegemonic or ubiquitous formations of power. Just 
as we can decipher the coursc(s) of capital even if we canno5 deduce every 
important feature of capitalist society from this course, so }'II<: can articu
late some of the mechanisms of pervasive if unsystematic male domma
tion even if we cannot deduce the precise identity of particular women 

' and men from such articulation. Put differently, while gender identities 

may be diverse, fluid, and ultimately impossible to generalize, particular 
modes of gender power may be named and traced with some precision at a 
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relatively general level. While these mode~ of power are themselves pro
tean, porous, and culturally ancf historically specific,· they are far more 
circumscribable than their particular agents, vehicles, and ob}ects .. It is in 
a similar vein that Foucault traces great variety in the effects of disciplin
ary power while grouping all these effects under the aegis of one kind of 
power.! 

For purposes of developing a feminist critical theory of the contempo
rary liberal, capttahst, bureaucratic state, this means that the elements of 
the state identifiable as masculinist correspond not to some property con
tamed wtthm men but to the conventions of power and privilege constitu
tive o[ gender within an order of male dominance. Put another way, the 
masculinism of the state reters to those features of the state that sig~ify, , 
enact, sustam, and represent masculine power as a form of dominance. ' 
This dominance expresses itself as the power to describe and run the 1 

world and the power of access to women; it entails both a general claim to 
terntory and claims to, about, and against specitlc "others." Bourgeois, 
white, heterosexual, colonial, monotheistic, and other forms of domina
tion all contain these two moments-this is what distinguishes them 
from other kinds of power. The two moments are interwoven, of course, 
sine~ control of vast portions of social territory-whether geographic or 
semtottc-carnes With it techniques of marginalization and subordina
t~on. Thus, for example, dominantdiscourses render their others silent 

~or freakish in speech by inscribing point-of ... vlewlessness in their terms of 
analysis and adjudications of value. The powerful are in this way discur
sively normalized, naturalized, while the dominated appear as mutants, 
dtsabled. In this light, Ari.st.o_t!e's characterization of women as "de-
formed males" makes perfect sense.2-· · 

. Amid late modem circumspection about grand theory, the absence of a 
comprehensive account of the masculinist powers of the state is an admit
tedly ambiguous lack. 3 However, two overlapping sets of political devel-

1 
Discipline a11d Punish: Tire Birth of the Prison, trans. A. Sheridan (New York: Random 

House, I 977). 
0 

"The female is as it were a deformed male; and the mtonstrual discharge is semen, 
thol~~h man rmpure condiuon; i.e., it lacks one constituent, and one only, the principle of 
soul (Geueratiou of Ar1imals 737a25). 

• 
5 
~ sampling of recent feminist literature on the state would include Kathy Ferguson, 

The Femrmst Case agamst Bureaucracy (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1984); Cathar
ine Ma.~Kmnon, "FeminiSm, Marxism, Method, and the State: Toward a FeministJurispru· 
dence, . St,l!m 8 (1983), pp. 635-58, Feminism Unmodified: Discourses an Lift and Law 
(Cambndge: Harvard University Press, 1987), and Toward a Feminist Theory of the State 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1989); Zillah Eisenstein. Feminism and Se;ua/ Equal
fly (New York: Monthly Review., 1984); Michele Barrett, Women's Oppression Today: Prob
;,cms m ."'·farxrst Femmw Analysts (L~ndon: New Left Books, 1980); Varda Burstyn, 

Mascuhne Dommance and the Stare. ' The Socialist Re.~ister, ed. Ralph Miliband and John 
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opments in the United States suggest the need for as full and complex a 
reading of the state powers that purvey and mediate male dominance as 
feminist theorists can achieve. First, the state figures prominently in a 
number of issues currently occupying and often dividing North Ameri
can feminists, including campaigns for state regulation of pornography 
and reproductive technologies, contradictory agendas for reforms in la
bor, insurance, and parental leave legislation (the "difference-equality'' 
debate in the public pohcy domain), and appeals to the state. at times 
cross-cut by appeals to the private sector, for pay equity, child support, 
and day care funding. Second, an unprecedented and growing number 
of women in the United States arc today directly dependent upon the 
state tor survival. Through the dramatic increase in impoverished 
"mother-headed households" produced by the socially fragmenting and 
dislocating forces of late-twentieth-century capitalism, and through the 
proliferation and vacillation in state policies addressing the effects of these 
forces, the state has acquired a historically unparalleled prominence
political and economic, social and cultural-m millions of women's lives. 

State-centered femimst politics, and feminist debates about such poli
tics, are hardlv new. Nineteenth-century feminist appeals to the state 
included campaigns for suffrage, protective labor legislation. tem
perance, birth control. and marriage la"Y reform. In the twentieth cell
tury, the list expanded to campaigns for equal opportunity, equal pay. 
equal rights, and comparable worth; reproductive rights and public day 
care; reform of rape, abuse, marriage, and harassment laws: and in the 
last decade, labor legislation concerned with maternity. as well as state 

Sa<:ille (London: Merlin Pre". 19o3): Mar\' Mcintosh. "The State and the Opprcsston ot 
Women." tn 1:-eminism awl Marcl'iah.Hfl, ed. Annette Kuhn and AnnMaric Wolpc (London: 
Routledge, 1971>); Rosalind Petchesky, ,'1b<•Hi•'" a11d Wt>HH'II's Clit>irc: Tile Stale. Scxllality, 
a11d Reprod11ctivc Fr..cdom (New York: Longman, 19H4): Eilec11 Boris and Peter Bardagho. 
"The Transformation ofPatnarchy: The Htstoric Role of the State.'' !11 F.1111ilies, p,,/itic; a11d 
Public P<>liry: A Femmis! Dwl,~~"c 011 JhH11e11 and the Stall', ed. Irene Diamond (New York: 
Longman, 1983): Carol Brown. "Mother;. Fathers, and Children: From Private to Public 
Patriarch\·." in W1>111en ami Ret~olwion, ed. Lydia Sargent (Bmton: South End, 1981>): Lind.! 
Nicholso;,, Gmdrr a11d Histt•ry The Lin11ts of Social Theory it~ rln Axe of rile Family (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 19H6); Eli Zaretsky. "The Place of the Famil\' in the· 
Origins of the- WelfJ.rL' Stat(.: .. , iu Rethil1kil1,~ tln Family.· 5(1/1/l f'cmir~isl Qucnit1115', ed. B~nri~· 

Thorne (New York: Longman, 19fQ,, Rachel Harrison and Frank Mort, "Patriarchal As
pects of Nineteenth-Century State Formation" in Capira/rnn, ,\:)taft' F·flrmation, and A1t1rxin 

Thc1>ry: Historical lnPcsti.~mioHs, ed. Philltp Corrigan (london: Quartet Books. 1'1HII): 
Nancy Fraser. U11rl-ll)' Praaifcs: P(lH'rJ, DlsrorirSC1 ami Gcndct io CmiiCHIJWrary Sori<-1f Thn,rr 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 19H9), chaps. 7, 8; Mimi Abramodtz. Reg~<· 
Iarin}! RiHncll (Boston: South End, 198H):Jcnnifcr Dale and Peg!!Y Foster. f'cmiHi.w aHd Srat, 
!tel/arc (London: Routledge. 1986); Wt•mcu. the State, m11l Wr/flm. cd. Linda Gordon (Mad
ls.on: Universitv of \Xlisconsin Press, 1 'i90); and Play£nx t/Jr Slalf: Au:aralim1 Fewinisl lt!tcr
velltimts, cd. So.phic Watson (london: Verso, 19<JI1) 
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regulatiOn of pornography, surrogacy, and new reproductive technolo
gies. In North American feminism's more militant recent past, argument 
about the appropriateness of turning to the state with such appeals fre
quently focused on the value of"reform politics"-a left skepticism-or 
on the appropriateness of state "intervention" in familial and sexual 
issues-a liberal nervousness. Less often raised is the question I want to 
pose centrally here: whether the state is a speci6cally problematic instru
ment or arena of Jeminist political change. If the institutions, practices, 
and discourses of the state are as inextricably, however differently. bound 
up with the prerogatives of manhood in a male dominant society as they 
are with capital and class in a capitalist society and with white supremacy 
in a racist society, what arc the implications for feminist politics~ 

A subset of this question about feminist appeals to the state concerns 
the politics of protection and regulation, the inescapable politics of most 
state-centered social policy. While minimal levels of protection may be an 
essential prerequisite to freedom, freedom in the barest sense of partici
pating in the conditions and choices shaping a life, let alone in a richer 
sense of shaping a common world with others, is also in profound ten
sion with externally provided protection ... Whether one is dealing with 
the state, the Mafia, parents, pimps, police, or husbands. the heavy price 
of institutionalized protection is a! ways a measure of dependence and 
agreement to abide by the protector's rule~ As Rousseau's elegant cri
tique of "civil slavery" made so clear, institutionalized political protec
tion necessarily entails surrendering individual and collective power to 
legislate and adjudicate for ourselves in exchange for external guarantees 
of physical security, including security in one's property.4fndeed, within 
liberalism, paternalism and institutionalized protection are interdepen
dent part~ of the heritage of social contract theory, as "natural liberty" is 
exchanged for the individual and collective security ostensibly guaran
teed by the state. s 

If those attached to the political value of freedom as self-legislation or 
direct democracy thus have reason to be wary of the politics of protec
tion, women have particular cause for greeting such politics with cau
tion. Historically, the argument that women require protection bv and 
from men has been critical in legitimating women's exclusion from .some 

4 Sec Rousseau's "Discourse on the Origin and Foundations of Inequality among Men," 
in ]eau-Jacqtres Rou.<.<cau: T1tc First a11d Second Discourses, ed. R. Masters (New York: St. 
Martin's. 1964), part 2, and Thr Social Cotttraa, book 1, chap. 4. 

5 
The classic fornmlation of these arrangements are contained in Hobbes's Let,iatilall and 

Locke's Secoml Treatise 011 Govemmem; the classic critic is Jean-Jacques Rousseau. for femi
nist commentary sec Carole Pateman, The Sexual Contra(( (Stanford: Stanford UntverSII\ 
Press, 1988), and the essays in part 2 of Femiuisr Cltalleuges: Social aud Political Theory, ed 
Carole Pateman and Elizabeth Grosz (Boston: Northeastern Universttv Press. 1986). 
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spheres of human endeavor and confinement within others. Operating 
simultaneously to link "femininity" to privileged races and classes, pro
tection codes are also markers and vehicles of such divisions among 
women, distinguishing those women constructed as violable and hence 
protectable from other women who are their own .violation, who are 
logically inviolable because marked as sexual ava!labihty without sexual 
agency. 6 Protection codes are thus key technologies m regulatmg priVI
leged women as well as in intensifying the vulnerability and degradation 
of those on the unprotected side of the constructed divide between light 
and dark, wives and prostitutes, good girls and bad ones. 7 Finally, if the 
politics of protection are generically problematic for women and for fem
inism still more so are the specific politics of sexual protectiOn, such as 
those' inherent in feminist antipornography legislation and criminaliza
tion of prostitution. Legally codifying and thereby ontologizing a cul
tural construction of male sexual rapaciousness and female powerless
ness, such appeals for protection both desexualize and subordinate 
women in assigning responsibility to the state for women's fate as obJects 
of sexist sexual construction. Moreover, if, as I will argue, state powers 
are no more gender neutral than they are neutral with regard to class and 
race, such appeals involve seeking protection from masculimst msmu
tions agairut men, a move more in keeping with the politics of feudalism 
than freedom. Indeed, to be "protected" by the same power whose VIola
tion one fears perpetuates the very modality of dependence and pow
erlessness marking much of women's experience across w1dely diverse 
cultures and epochs. . .. 

As potentially deleterious but more subtle in operation than the politics 
of protection mherent in state-centered feminist reforms are t~e po:Itlcs of 
regulatiott entailed by many such reforms. Foucault, and betore him We
ber and Marcuse, mapped in meticulous detail "the increasmg orgamza
tion of everytl1ing as the central issue of our time" and illuminated the 
evisceration of human depths and connection, as well as the violent struc
tures of discipline and normalization achieved by this process.~ Yet with 

"See Hortense]. Sp!llers, "Interstices: A Small Drama ofWords" in Pleasure and Da11ger: 
Explorin,q Female Sexuality. ed. Carol Vance (Boston: Routledge, l\lll4). for what remams 
one of the most complex exploratlons of this element in the construcnon of Afncan Amen
can women. 

7 See jacqueline Dowd Hall, "The Mind That Burns in Each Body," in Vance, Pleasure 
<~nd Dan~er; Good Girls, &d Girls: Feminists ""d Sex Trade Workers Face to h1ce, ed. Laune 
Bell (Toronto: Seal, 19R7); and MacKinnon, Feminism L'mnodijied. . 

< Herbert Dreyfus and Paul Rabinow, :Hichel Foucault: Beyond StructuraliSm and Hermene~
tics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982), p. xxii. See also Sheldon Wohn, Poilt1cs 
,md Visiott: Continmty and bmovatiotl ill Westem Political Tl1ou,qht (Boston: L1ttle, Brown, 
191\0), chap. 10. Recently, several political economists md cultural theorists have. argued 
that this tendency-a tendency specific to modernity and cspenally orgamud cap1tahsm-1s 
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few exceptions, feminist political thinkers and activists eschew this as
sessment, pursuing various political reforms without apparent concern 
for the intensification of regulation-the pervasively disciplining and 
dommatmg effects-attendant upon them. Comparable worth policy, 
for example, mvolves extraordinary levels of rationalization of labor and 
the workplace: the techniques and instruments of job measurement clas
sification, and job descri,ption required for its implementation mak~ Tay
lonsm look hke child s play. Similarly, state-assisted child support 
guarantees, mcludmg but not only those utilizing wage attachments, in
vite extensive state surveillance of women's and men's daily lives, work 
activities, and sexual and parental practices, as well as rationalization of 
their relationships and expectations. Given a choice between rationalized, 
procedural unfreedom on one hand, and arbitrary deprivation, discrimi
nation, and violence on the other, some, perhaps even most, women 
might opt to inhabit a bureaucratized order over a "state of nature" suf
fused with male dominance. So also would most of us choose wage work 
over slavery, bur such choices otTer nowhere a vital politics of freedom. 

The second historical development calling for a feminist theory of the 
state-the dramatic increase in impoverished, woman-supported house
holds over the last two decades-raises a related set of issues about de
pendence and autonomy, domination and freedom. The statistics are 
familiar: today, approximately one-fifth of all women are poor and two 
out of three poor adults are women; women literally replaced men on 
state poverty rolls over the last twenty years. The poverty rate for chil
dren under six is approximately 25 percent-and is closer to SO percent 
for African American and Hispanic children. Nearly one-fifth of U.S. 
families are officially "headed by women," but this fifth accounts for half 
of all poor families and harbors almost one-third of all children between 
three and thirteen. 9 Approximately half of poor "female-headed" house
holds are on welfare; over 10 percent of all U.S. families thus fit the 
profile of being headed by women, impoverished, and directly depen
dent on the state for survival. w These data do not capture the growing 

in decline, indeed that the hallmark of postmodernity is diso~qa11ization. See Scott Lash and 
John Urr~, The E11d of Organized Capitalism (Madison: University of Wisconsin, 1987), and 
Claus Ofte, Dtsorganized Capitalism (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1985). 

" Ruth Side!, Womm and Children Last: Tile Pl(qhr o(Poor >t\Jmen i11 ,'i.ffiuent America (New 
York: Pengum, 1986), pp. 3, 16, 24; and Hilda Scott. Working Your Way to the Bollom: The 
Feminization of Poverty (London: Pandora, 1984), p. 19. Figures drawn from these volumes 
were updated with Census Bureau and Bureau of Labor Statistics data from the 1990s. 

"' "Dependence" is, of course. the terminology chosen by neoconservatives to indict the 
growth of the weltare state for producing a "welfare-dependent" population, a formulation 
that can be criticized on a number of grounds. Empirically, a small fraction of those on the 
welfare rolls at any one time are "chronic," i.e., are on the welfare rolls for more than two 
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urban homeless population, male and female, whose poverty is neither 
registered nor attenuated by the state. 

An appreciation of the gendered characteristics of the institutions now 
figuring so largely in the hves of millions of U.S. poor women and chil
dren is surely critical to formulating intelligent feminist strategies for 
dealing with the state.ll Indeed, quietly paralleling the controversial fem
inist advocacy of state regulation of pornography is an equally question
able but less hotly debated feminist insistence upon state solutions to 
female poverty. While Linda Gordon, Mimi Abramovitz. and a handful 
of other teminist welfare state cntics do work to probkmatize this insis
tence, the dominant position in feminist political discourse is typified by 
Barbara Ehrenreich and frances Fox Piven. who began arguing in the 
early 1 ':!80s that left and radical feminists must overcome their "categori
cal antipathy to the state. " 12 In Ehrenreich and Pivcn 's vic\\\ such indis
criminate (and implicitly unfounded) mistrust of authority and institu
tions obscures how potentially empowering for the women's movement 
is the considerable and growing involvement of women with the state
mostlv as chents and workers but also as constituents and politicians. 
Largeiy on the basis of hypothetical alliances (between middle-class 
women in the welfare state infrastructure and their clients) and imagined 

years. According to Fred Block and John Noake;, "welfare dependent adults'' comprise 
fewer than one in sixteen oi all adults in poverty. mcludiug those with medical and emo
tional problems ("The Politics of the New-Style Workfare." Sori.rlisl Reuiw· 1 i:>. no. 3. 
jl<J88J, p. 54). Moreover. as Ehrenreich and others have pointed om, the disccmrse of wel
fare "dependence" constructs welfare chents in the degrading id10m of addicuon or the 
condescending idiom of childhood. and it also intends to contrast the supposedly indepen
dent condition of wage workers and the dependent straits of welfare clients. What. ask 
socialist feminist critics of this language, is so independcm about the life of a woman bound 
to a low-paying joh for survival' (See, for example, Barbara EhrenreKh, "The New Right 
Attack on Social Welfare,'' in The Mean Scasotl.' The Attack Ml the Welfare Stare. ed. Fred 
Block ct a!. [1\<ew York: Pantheon, 1987]. pp. 187-88.) While I am in complete accord with 
this nitiqnc. u also begs a critical question: insofar as the dtscourse of neoconservatives 
reflects rather than contests the discourse of the welfare state. how and in what ways docs 
the state. through such discnrsive practices, produce dependent state subjects' If dependence 
on the state for survival is no "worse"-morally or economically-thau dependence on the 
local MacDonald's franchise for survival. it is also not any les; a site of production of 
women's lives and consciousnesscs. Thu~. critique of reactionary discourse ah(lu/ the wel
fare state opens rather than conclud"s a discussion of how the state constructs the women it 
processe:,. 

11 See Wendy Brown, "Deregulating Women: The Tnab of Freedom under a Thousand 
Points of Light," s"hivmio11.' 1 (1991). pp. 1-8. 

12 Frances Fox Piven. "Ideology and the State: Women, Power. and the Welfare State.'· 
in Gordon, Women, the State, and lt<·/farc, p. 250. and Barbara Ehrenretch and Frances Fox 
Piven. nWomen and the Welfare State," in .4/tcnu:~tivcs: Proposals_li>r ./i.nzcriw .h·om the Dnth'
rratic Lefi, ed. Irving Howe (New York: Pantheon. 1'1!-13) 
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possibilities for militant collective action (in the vein of welfare rights 
actions of the 1 %0s), Piven and Ehrenreich argue that the welfare state is 
not merely a necessary holding action for millions of women but consti
tutes the base for a progressive mass movement: "The emergence of 
women as act1ve political subjects on a mass scale is due to the new con
sciousness and new capacities yielded women by their expanding rela
tiOnships to state institutions." J' 
. Ehrenreich and Piven arc sanguine about precisely what I \vant to place 
111 question, that U.S. women's "expanding relationships to state institu
tions" .unambiguously open and enrich the domain of feminist political 
possJbthtJes. Do these expanding relationships produce only active politi
ml sub_Jecb, or do they also produce regulated, subordinated, and disci
plined state subjects) Does the late-twentieth-century configuration of the 
welfare state help to emancipate women from compulsory motherhood 
or also help to administer it) Arc state programs eroding or intensifying 
the Isolation of women in reproductive work and the ghettoization of 
women in service work? Do female staff and clients of state 
bureaucracies-a critical population in Ehrenreich and Pivcn 's vision of a 
militant worker-client coalition-transform the masculinism of bureau
c;acy or reiterate it, becoming servants disciplined and produced by it? 
Cons1dermg these questions in a more ecumenical register. in what wavs 
might women's deepening involvement with the state entail exchangi~" 
dependence upon individual men for regulation by contemporary institu~ 
tlonahzed processes of male domination? And how might the abstract
ness, the ostensible neutrality, and the lack of a bodv and face in the latter 
help to disguise these processes. inhibiting wom~n · s consciousness of 
their situation qua women, and thereby circumscribing the impetus for 
substantive feminist political change' 

In the interest of addressing-developing more than answering-these 
question~. this essay offers a contour sketch of the specifically masculinist 
J'Oltlers ot the late modern U.S. st:tte. Although it docs not build toward 
policy recommendations or a spccitlc political program, it issues from 
and develops two political hunches: First, domination, dependence, dis
cipline, and protection, the terms marking the itinerary of women's sub
ordination in vastly different cultures and epochs. arc also characteristic 
effects of state power and therefore cast state-centered feminist politics 
under extreme suspicion for possibly reiterating rather than reworking 
the condition and construction of women. Second, insof.lr as state power 
IS, inter alia, a historical product and expression of male predominance in 
public life and male dominance generally, state power itself is surely and 

Piwn. "Ideology and the State," p. 251; see also pp. 25~-5'1, and Ehrenreich and 
Piwn, "Women and the Welfare State," p. 3fl 
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problematically gendercd; as such, it gives a specifically masculinist spin 
to the generic problematic of the high tension and posstble incom
patibility between prospects for radical democracy and the growing, al
beit diffused, powers of the state in the late twentieth century. 

Discerning the socially masculine dimensions of the state requires com
ing to terms with the theoretical problematic of the state itself, specifi
cally the paradox that what we call the state is at once an incoherent, 
multifaceted cnsem ble of power relations and a vehicle of massive domi.: 
nation. The contemporary U.S. state is both modern and postmodern, 
highly concrete and an elaborate tlction, powerful and intangible, rigid 
and protean, potent and without boundaries, decentered and centraliz
ing, without agency, yet capable of tremendous economic, political, and 
ecological ctTects. Despite the almost unavoidable tendency to speak of 
the state as an ''it," the domain we call the state is not a thing, system, or 
subject, but a sigf!_ificantly unbounded terrain of powers and techniqu_es, 
an ensemble of discourses, rules, and practices, cohabiting in limited, 
tension-ridden, ofi:en contradictory relation with one another. 14 The 
seemingly paradoxical dimension of a nonentity exercising this degree of 
power and control over a population may be best captured by Foucault's 
account in The History of Sexuality: 

Power relations are both i,:tentional and ,lOIJSrJbjectitJe. If in fact they are intelligible, 
this is not because they are the effect of another instance that "explains" them, 
but rather because they are imbued, through and through, with calculation: 

1 + Other femimst scholars concerned with the state have sought to grasp this feature of 
it. In Harrison and Mort's account, "the State should be seen not as a monolithic and unified 
'subject.' but as a differentiated set of p~actl~es and institutions which at specific historical 
moments may stand in contradiction or opposition" ("Patriarchal Aspects of Nineteenth
Century State Formation,'' p. 82). According to Burstyn, "the term, 'stare,' like the term 
'mode of production'. . is a generalization and abstraction. It sums up and schematlses a 
system of relations, structures, institutions and forces which, in industrialized society, Are 
vast, complex, differentiated and as an inevitable result, contradictory at times as well" 
{"Masculine Dominance and the State,., p. 46). While the emphasis upon "contradiction" in 
each of these descriptions is meant to mark something like what I am calling the incoher
ence of the state, it actually does the opposite. Contradiction, as it is employed in the 
Marxist tradition with which Harrison, Mort, and Bursryn identify, implies a coherent 
system containing a basic internal logic and set of conflicts. While I do not want to deny the 
presence of substantive internal conflicts in state power and processt!s-c.g., the state's 
mnultaneous tendency toward bureaucratic rigidity and its need for flexibility, or its stead
ily increasmg interventionism and irs dependency upon neutrality for legitimacy-! am 
seeking to break with an understanding of state power as systematic or even adherent to a 
linear political logic. 

I 
i 

I 
! 
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capitalist dimension of the state includes provision of capitalism's n:oor
ings in private property rights as well as active ~nvolvement mcapttahst 
production, distribution, consumption, and legltlm~uon17 Thts dtmen
sion of the state has been sketched by Marx m hts later wntmgs and 
exhaustively theorized by twentieth-century nco-Marxist scholars, 18 and 
a number of European and North American Marxist-feminists have an
alyzed aspects of masculine privilege inscribed in it. 1

Y ~~e P!crogatwcdt
mension of the state pertains to that which marks the state as a state: 
iegiti~ate a;bitrary power in policy making and legitimate monopolies 
of internal and external violence in the police and military. As the overt 
power-political dimension of the state, prerogative includes expressions 
of national purpose and national security as well as the whole range of 
legitimate arbitrary state action. from fiscal regulation to incarceration 
procedures. Machiavelli and Hobbes are prerogative power's classic theo
rists; the analyses of war and militarism undertaken by Judtth Stethm, 
Carol Cohn, Jean Bethke Elshtain, Nancy Hartsock, and Cynthta Enloe, 
as well as by nonacademic cultural and ceo-feminists, have opened the 
terrain of prerogative state power to feminist theoretical critique. :w The 

Frug. Postmodem Legal Feminism (New York: Routledge, 1992); . . 
All the Di[lerence: I11dusio11, l:;xclusioJJ, and Americau Lau• (Ithaca: Cornell Umverstty Press, 
1990}; and At the Bou!ldarie> of Law: FeminiSm a11d Legill Theory, ed. Martha Fmeman and 
Nancy Thomadscn (New York: Routledge. 1991) 

t7 The most succinct accounts of the state's involvement with ''organized capitalism" are 
those of James O'Connor, Ftscal Crisis o( the State (New York: St. Martin's. 1973). and 
Acwmulatio11 Crisis (London: Blackwell, 1986);Jurgen Habermas, LeJ!illmatiotJ Crisis, trans. 
T. McCarth'' (Boston: Beacon, 1975); and Claus Offe. Comradictious q(the llei(arc State, ed. 
J. Keane (C;mbridge: MIT Press, 1984). On the postmodern state and posnndustri~l cap
italism, see Lash and Urry, End o(Orgmtizcd Capitalism, and Offe. Drsorgamzed Capualzsm. 

tA In additton to the works cited m the previous note, a short list of neo-Mannst ac
counts of the capitalist state would include Louis Althusser, Lmi11 aud Philosophy (London: 
New Left Books, 1971); State afld Capital: i! Marxist Debate ed. John Holloway and Strnon 
Picciotto (London: Arnold, 1978); Fred Block. "The Ruling Class Does Not Rule: Notes on 
the Marxist Theory of the State," Socialist Ret>oluriott 7 {1977), reprinted in Revisin,i! State 
Theory: Essays itt Politics a11d Posti11dusrrialism (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1987): 
Ralph Miliband, The Stare in Capitalist Society (New York: Bas1c Books, 1969); and Nzcos 
Poulantzas, Political Power and Social Classes, trans. T. O'Hagen (London: New Left Books, 
1973). Surveys and analyses of these debates can be found in Martin Carnoy. The State a,d 
Political Theory (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984); David Gold et al., "Recent 
Developments in Marxist Theories of the Capitalist State," A1omhly Revieu• 27, no. 5 
(1975}, pp. 29-43; no. 6 (1975), pp. 36-51; and Bob Jessop, "Recent Theones of the Cap
italist State," Cambridgc]oumal '!.(Economics 1, no. 4 (1977), pp. 553-73, and The Capztalzsr 

State: Marxist Theories aud Methods (New York: New York University Press, 1982). 
tY See Barrett, Women's OppressioH Today; Burstyn, "Masculine Dominance and the 

State"· Eisenstein Feminism and Sexual Equality; Mcintosh. "State and the OppressiOn of 
Wom:n"; and Za~etsky, "Place of the Family in the Origins of the Welfare State." 

2<• Judith Steihm, ed., ttomen atrd Men's lt<m (Oxford: Pergamon, 1983), and Womm'.< 
View; o(llw Political Worlds ~(Men (Dobbs Ferry. N.Y.: Transnational, 1984); Nanc-y Hart-
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.. Jn:lr.eaucratic dimension ofthe state, like the others, is expressed in tangible 
institutions as well as discourse: bureaucracy's hierarchicalism, pro
ceduralism, and cult of expertise constitute one of several state "voices" 
and the organizational structure of state processes and activities. Classi
cally theorized by Max Weber, cast in a narrower frame by Michel 
Foucault as the problematic of "disciplinary" power, this dimension of 
state power has been subjected to feminist critique by Kathy Ferguson.21 

Before elaborating each of these dimensions of state power, three pre
fatory notes about male dominance and state power are in order. First, 
the argument I am here advancing is that all dimensions of state power, 
and not merely some overtly "patriarchal" aspects, figure in the gender
ing of the state. The state can be masculinist without intentionally or 
overtly pursuing the-;'interests" of men precisely because the multiple 
dimensions of socially constructed masculinity have historicilly-shaped 
the_rJiultiple modes of power circulating through the domain called the 
state-this is what it means to talk about masculinist power rather than 
the power of men. 0!1 the other hand, whiTe all state power is marked 
with gender, the same aspects of masculinism do not appear in each mo
dality of state power. Thus, a feminist theory of the state requires simul
taneously articulating, deconstructing, and relating the multiple strands 
of power composing both masculinity and the state. The fact that neither 
state power nor male dominance is unitary or syste~atic means that a 
feminist theory of the state will be less a linear argument than the map
ping of an intricate grid of overlapping and conflicting strategies, tech
nologies, and discourses of power. 

A second significant feature of state and male domination and the qual
ity of their interpenetration pertains to the homology in their 
characteristics-their similarly multiple, diverse, and unsystematic com
position and dynamics. Apprehending and exploiting this homology en
tail recognizing that male dominance is not rooted, as domination by 
capital is, in a single mechanism that makes possible a large and complex 
system of social relations. What links together the diverse forms or 
"stages" of the economic order called capitalism-the liberal or competi
tive form, the monopoly or organized form, the postindustrial or disor
ganized form-is its linchpin of profit-oriented ownership and control of 
the means of production. Thus, however deeply and variously involved 
the state may be with capitalist accumulation and legitimation, the state's 
capitalist basis remains its guarantee of private ownership as private prop-

sock, A1oney, Sex, and Power: Toward a Feminist Historical Materialism (New York: Long
man, 1983);Jean Bethke Elshtain, Women and War (New York: Basic Books, 1987); Cynthia 
Enloe, Does Khaki Become You? The Militarizatimr of Women's Lives (Boston: South End, 
1983); and Radical America 20, no. I (1986), an issue devoted to "Women and War." 

21 The Feminist Case against Bureaucracy. 
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crty rights. There is no parallel way in which the state is "male" because 
male dominance does not devolve upon a smgle or essential pnnCJple, 
which is whv it is so hard to circumscribe and inappropriate to systema
rize. 21 In mo~t cultures, male dominance includes the regularized produc
tion of men's access to women as unpaid servants, reproducers, sex, and 
cheap labor, as well as the production of men's monopolies o~ intellec
tual, political, cultural, and economic power. But t~e mascuhmty and 
hence the power of men is developed and expressed d1tferently as fathers, 
as political rulers or members of a political brotherhood, 3S o:vners and 
controllers in rhe economy, as sexual subjects, as producers ot partiCular 
kinds of knowledges and rationality, and as relative nonparticipants in 
reproductive work and other activities widely designated as women's 
purview. The diversity and diffuseness of masculinis: power result 111 

parallel diversity across women's experience inside r~e tam1ly and ?ur, as 
mothers and prostitutes, scholars and secretanes, pmtors and _tash10n 
models. These differences cannot be reduced to the intersection ot gender 
with class, race, and sexuality; they pertain as well to the different :tTects 
of the multiple dimensions and domains of male power and temale 
subordination. 2.1 

A related feature of the homology between masculinist and state pow_cr 
pertains to their ubiquitous quality. State and masculine domination both 
work rhrough this ubiquitousness rather than through nght, coherent 

!\1any ft-rninists haYC strained toward such systetniz.ttion~ n?ne. m~re ticrccly, ho~.v
cver, than Catharine MacKinnon. For more extended critique ot this etfort on MacKi~
non 's part, see my reviews of Fem111ism Unmodified in Politiml Thec>ry ( 1989), pp . .\89-92, 
Jnd of Tc>ward ,, Fe111inist Theory ,(tile State in The •'.f<11io11, 8-lSJanuary 1990, pp. 61-64. 

2J This poult may be sharpened bv recalling the ditiicultics of analyzing gender rdauons 
L:tilizing unreconstructed tools of ,\1a.rxism. Marx and Engds ~os1t htstonc;I~ constructiOns_ 
of the family as a function of the sexual division of labor spec1f1ed by a particular mode ot_ 
production. But neither the sexual division of labor nor ~he more ge~eral structure ot 
power withm the family are simply produced by relatmns ot production \as Engels 1mphes 
Without ever really establishing). Rather, it is politically procured pnv!leges granted to men 
bv men that make possible the sexual d1vision of!abor as such. Poliucal power, buttressed 
,,;id conditioned by but still distinguishable from economic power. confers pnv!lege: upon 
men that extend beyond the privileges conterred by the sexual dtv!Ston of labor m any 
particular epoch. . 

Political power may be used to secure privileges other than purdy cconomtc ones. Marx 
dided this because his focus was class, the economic moment of sonety and the place where 
political power most dose!y reiterates or simply mirrors eco~o~ic power. Oomina~t eco
nomic interests must be very nearly directly served by a capllahst state, although this may 
include managing contradictions and dealmg with legitimacy problems. But why 15 the 
dominant class male? And why, rhen, are women not all one class? It JS the gap between 
these two phenomena-the pervasiveness of male d•>mmance and the impossibility olper
"1as1ve]v tormulmng women as a class-that makes clear the extent to wh1ch pohttcal 
privileg~ is not so closely hinged to economic dominance in th~ case of ll1t;!n as m the case of 
[he bourgeoisie. 
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strategies. Neither has a single source or terrain of power; tor both, the 
power producing and controlling its subjects is unsystematic, multi
dimensional, generally "unconscious," and without a center. Male 
power, like state power, is real but largely intangible except for the occa
sions when it is expressed as violence, physical coercion, or outright 
discrimination-all of which are important but not essential features of 
either kind of domination, especially in their late modern incarnations. 
The hegemonic effect of both modes of dominance lies in the combina
tion of strategies and arenas in which power is exercised. Concretely, if 
men do not maintain some control over relations of reproduction, they 
cannot as caslly control women's labor, and if they do not monopolize 
the norms and discourse of political life, they exercise much less effective 
sexual and economic control over women. But these strategies buttress 
and at times even contradict each other; they arc not indissolubly linked 
to one anothcrJl Women's subordination is the wide etiect of all these 
modes of control, which is why no single tcminist reform-in pay eq
mty. reproductive rights, institutional.1ccess, child care arrangements, or 
sexual freedom-even theoretically topples the whole arrangement. The 
same is true of the state: its multiple dimensiOns make state power diffi
cult to circumscribe and difficult to injure. There is no single thread that, 
when snapped, unravels the whole of state or masculine dominance. 

One final prefatory note on discerning gender in the state: In the U.S. 
context, as well as that of other historically colonial or slave-based politi
cal economies, state power is inevitably racialized as well as gendered and 
bourgeois. But the white supremacist nature of contemporary stare 
power-the specific mores and mechanisms through which state power 
Is systematically rather than incidentally racist-are only beginning to be 
rhcorized by scholars investigating the inscription of race and race su
premacy in political power, and these speculations are not further devel
oped here. 

25 
What c:n be argued with some certainty is that while the 

2< Although drawn from outside the United States and focusing on different kinds of 
states than those l am analyzing here, two fascinatmg accounts of conflicting strands of male 
dominance ne"gotiated through state policy .111d jurisprudence can be found in M. Jacqui 
Alexander, .. Redrafting Morality: The Postcolonial State and the Sexual Oflences Bill of 
Tnnidad and Tobago • ., in T/,ird m~rld Wmnm Jnd the PolitiCs <1·Feminism, cd. Chandra Mo
hanty et aL (Bloomington: lndiana University Press. 1991), and 111 Zakia Pathak and Ra
jeswari Sunder Raj an, " 'Shahbano.' " in h:minists TIJevrize the Political, ed. Judith Butler 
and Joan W. Scott (New York: Routledge, 1992). 

A sampling from this devdopmg literature, particularly strong m Britain, would iu
dude The BoHnds o( Race, cd. Henry L. Gates. Jr .• and Dominick La Capra (lthaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1990); Paul Gilroy, There :lJn 't .\io Black in the Univ.1 Jack (London; 
Hutchinson, l'J87), and The Black Atl,mtir: Modernity and Dou/Jic Comciousness (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1')93); Anatomy of R,1dsm, ed. David Goldberg (Minneapolis: 
University of IV1innesota Press, ltJ90}; Stu,1rt HalL Race .:-lrtiwlatwu <111d Societies Strll[flired itt 
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racialized, gendered, and class elements of state power are mutually con
stitutive as well as contradictory, the specific ways in which the state is 
racialized are distinctive, just as the gendered aspects of state power are 
analytically isolatablc from those of class, even while they mingle with 
them historically and culturally. In other words, however these various 
modes of social, political, and economic domination intersect in the daily 
constitution and regulation of subjects, as modes of political power they 
require initially separate genealogical study. To do otherwise is to reiter
ate the totalizing, reductionistic moves of Marxist theories of power and 
society, in which analysis of one kind of social power, class, frames all 
modes of domination. 

Let us now fill out the four modalities of masculinist state power sketched 
above. 

1. The Libera/ Dimemior1. Liberal ideology, legislation, and adjudica
tion is predicated upon a division of the polity into the ostensibly autono
mous spheres of family, civil society (economy), and state. In classical as 
well as much contemporary liberal discourse, the family is cast as the 
"natural" or divinely given-thus prcpolitical and ahistorical-part of 
the human world. Civil society is also formulated as "natural" in the 
sense of arising out of"human nature," although the civility of civil soci
ety is acknowledged by liberal theorists to be politically "achieved" and it 
is also within civil society that the rights guaranteed by the (nonnatural) 
state arc exercised. In the classic liberal account, the state is the one con
ventional and hence fully malleable part of this tripartite arrangement; it 
is constructed both to protect citizens from external danger and to guar
antee the rights necessary for commodious commerce with one another. 

The problem with this discourse for women has been rehearsed exten
sively by feminist political theorists such as Carole Pateman, Catharine 

Dominance (Paris: UNESCO, 1980); Manning Marable, Race, Reform, and Rebellion: The 
Second Reconstructiotl it1 Black America, 1945-1982 (London: Macmillan. 1984); Martha Min
now. Making All the Differerue; Michael Omi and Howard Winant, Racial Fonnation ;, the 
United States: From the 1960s to the 1980s (London: Routledge, 1986); Peter Scranton, Tlu 
State of the Police (London: Pluto, 1985); Cornel West, A Getlealogy of Racism (London: 
Routledge, 1990); Wahneema Lubiano. "Like Being Mugged By a Metaphor: The World
ing ofPolttical Subjects," in Multi£ulturalism? ed. Avery Gordon and Christopher Newf1eld 
(Minneapohs: University of Minnesota Press, 1994); and Kimberle Crenshaw, "De
marginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique of Anti
discrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory, and Anti racist Politics." The University of 
Chicago Legal Forum 139 (1989), pp. 139-52. 
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MacKinnon, and Lorennc Clark. First, since the family is cast as natural 
and prepolitical, so also is woman, the primary worker within and cru
cial signifier of the family, constructed in these terms. In this discourse, 
women arc "naturally" suited for the family, the reproductive work 
women do is "natural," and the family is a "natural" entity. Everywhere 
nature greets nature and the historical constructedness and plasticity of 
both women and the family is nowhere in sight. As the family is depo
htlctzcd, so IS women's situation and women's work within it; recog
nized neither politically nor economically as labor, this work has a 
discursively shadowy, invisible character.26 Second, since much of 
women's work and life transpires in the "private" or familial realm, 
women's involvement with the place where rights are conferred and 
exercised-civil society-is substantially limited by comparison with 
men. Thus, even when women acquire civil rights, they acquire some
thing that is at best partially relevant to their daily lives and the main 
domain of their unfreedom. Third, historically the "private sphere" is 
not actually a realm of privacy for women to the extent that it is a place of 
unfettered access to a woman by her husband and children. "Privacy is 
everythmg women ... have never been allowed to have; at the same 
time the private is everything women have been equated with and de
fined in terms of men's ability to have. "27 Insofar as it arises as a realm of 
privacy from other men for men, the private sphere may be the last place 
on earth women experience either privacy or safety-hence the feminist 
longing for a "room of one's own" within men's "haven in a heartless 
world." In classical formulations ofliberalism, rights do not apply in this 
sphere; rather this realm is constructed as governed by norms of duty, 
love, and custom in addition to nature, and until quite recently it has 
been largely shielded from the reach of law. Indeed, the difficulties of 
establishing marital rape as rape, wife battering as battery, or child abuse 
as abuse derive, inrer alia, from liberal resistance to recognizing person
hood inside the household; in the liberal formulation, persons arc rights
bearing individuals pursuing their interests in civil society. 21! Thus Tyrell 

26 
See Sheila Rowbotham, Woma11's Consciousness, Mat!'s World (Harmondsworth, Mid

dlesex: Penguin, 1973), chap. 4. 
27 MacKinnon, "Feminism, Marxism, Method. and the State," p. 656. 
2

" The "right to privacy," tenuously established by the Supreme Court in Griswold v. 
Cmmeaicut, generally deplored by conservatives and defensively dung to by liberals, per
fectly expresses this difficulty with recognizing personhood in the household. In the sphere 
of the family, the Court recognizes household privacy in lieu of rights attendant upon civil 
persons. For critiques of the right to privacy along these lines, see Catharine MacKinnon 
"The _Male Ideology ofPrivacy: A Feminist Perspective on the Right to Abortion." Radical 
Ammca 17, no. 4 (1983), pp. 23-35, and Wendy Brown, "Reproductive Freedom and the 
'Right to Privacy': A Paradox for Feminists," in Diamond, Familie5, Politics, and Public 
Policy. 
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in the eighteenth century. and Kant and Blackstone in the mnctecnth, 
argued that it was reasonable for women to be polmcally r:presented by 
their husbands because "women have no ov!l personahty -they ex1st 
onlv as members of households, \vhile personhood is achieved m CJVJi 

society. 29 Within liberalism, the non personhood of women, the extra-_ 
legal status of household relations, and the ontologiCal association ot 
both with nature are all mutually reintorcing. 

According to the very origins myths of liberalism, men come out of 
the "state of nature" to procure rights for themselves ill society; they do 
not establish the state to protect or empo,ver individuals inside families. J(~ 
The relevance of this for contemporary ,malysis lies in its revelation ot 
the masculinism at the heart of the liberal formulation of political and 
civil subjects and rights: the liberal subject is a man who m~ves freely 
between familv and civil society, bearing prerogative m the tormer and 
nghts in the l~ttcr. This person is male rather th~m generic because his 
enjoyment of his c1vil rights is buttressed rather than lnmtcd by h1s rela
tions in the private sphere. while the opposite IS t_he case for women: 
within the standard sexual division of labor, women s access to CIVJI socl
ctv and its liberties 1s limited by household labor and responsibilities. 
Liberalism's discursive construction of the private sphere as neither a 
realm of work nor of power but of nature, comfort, and regeneration is 
inherently bound to a soCially male position within it; it_parallels rhc 
privileging of class entailed in bourgeois characterizations ot Civil society 
,ts a place of universal freedom and equality. 

One problem with liberal state power tor women, th_cn, is that those 
recognized and granted rights by the state arc walkmg treely about civil 
society not contained in the family. Women domg pnmary bbor and 
achie~i,ng primary identity inside the family dre thus i1:hcrently con
strained in their prospects tor recognition as persons msotar as they lack 
the stuff of liberal personhood-legal, economic, or civil personality. 
Thev arc derivative of their households and husbands, subsumed !11Jdcn
tity 'to their maternal activity, and sequestered ~-rom the place _where 
rights arc exercJscd, wages arc earned, and political. power I_s wielded. 
Moreover, because the liberal state does not recognize the family as a 
political entity or reproduction as a social relation. women's situation as 
unpa1d workers within the family is dcpoliticizcd. Fmally, wlule women 

From B!Jcbrone's Comtllcfllurtrs 011 rile L 1ws of' c.,:,:[Jud: "By marri.1g:e, the husband 
and wife are one person in iaw; .. the very being or legal existence of the '\V01TIJn 15 

d d 
.. ( · d · Carole ["t"man "Women and Conscm." Politiwl Tl1rory 8 [1\180], 

'>ttspen e , cltc tn , ,, ... , 

pp. 152, 155). . , .. , 
"' Hobbes, Ln•i,Hittlll. cd. C. B. MacPherson (Harmondsworth, M1ddlesex. l cn~um, 

19
L8) p '>'>3-'R· Locke y,., Trt<~tises o(Gm,mrmem, cd. P. Laslett (CJmbnd;;e: Lam-
" ' p ' -- - ' . ' .. 

bridge Umvcrsity Press, l%0), pp .. 161-77. 
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have no\v been granted roughly the same panoply of civil and political 
nghts accorded men, these rights arc of more limited usc to women 
bound to the household and have different su bstamivc meaning in 
women's lives. It is as gratuitous to dwell upon an impoverished single 
mother's freedom to pursue her own individual interests in society as it is 
to carry on about the property rights of the homeless. 

This last point raises a fmal consideration about the liberal state's male
ness. one suggested by the work of thinkers as different from each other 
as Luce lrigaray and Carol Gilligan. 31 The liberal subject-the abstract 
individual constituted and addressed by liberal political and legal codes
may be masculine not only because his primary domain of operations is 
civil society rather than the family, but because he is presumed to be 
morally if not ontologically oriented toward autonomy, autarky, and in
dividual power. Gilligan's work suggests that social constructions of 
gender in this culture produce women who do not think or act like liberal 
subjects, that is, in terms of abstract rights and duties. For Gilligan, inso
far as \Vornen develop much of their thinking and codes of action within 
J.nd for the comparatively nonlibcral domain of the family. relationships 
and needs rather than self-interest and rights provide the basis tor female 
identity tormation and decision-making processes. While Irigaray moves 
in the domain of philosophy and psychoanalysis rather than empirical 
social science, her insistence that "the subject is always masculine" is 
predicated upon a convergent account of the repudiation of dependency 
entailed in the psychic construction of the male subject. 

By incorporating selected insights from these thinkers, I do not mean 
to suggest that there is something essclllially masculine about the liberal 
subject or state. Supplementing either the theoretical or empirical ac
counts with historical, cultural, and political-economic components, one 
could plausibly argue that liberal discourse and practices are the basis for 
the social construction of bourgeois masculinity rather than the other 
way around. But causation is a poor analytical modality for appreciating 
the genealogical relationship between masculinity and liberalism, a rela
tionship that is complexly interconstitutivc. One effect of this genealogy 
is that the liberal state not only adjudicates for subjects whose primary 
activities transpire in civil society rather than the familv, but does so in a 
discourse featuring and buttressing the interests of i~dividualistic men 
against the mandawry relational situation of women in sequestered do
mains of caretaking. Similarly, not only docs the liberal state grant men 
access to women in the private sphere by marking the private sphere as a 

11 Carol Gilligan. In·' Di{Jt'rcm V,,ite (Cambndge: Harvard University Press. 1 982); Luce 
lrigany. "The Subject Is Always Masculine," in Tl1is Sex Wlrich is ,\,·or 011e, trans. C. Porter 
Orhaca: Cornell University Press. 1'JH5). See also NJncy Hartsock's formulation of "ab
..;[rJct mJsndinity" in ;~/,Juey, Srx, ~wd Powt:r, 
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natural and need-ordered realm largely beyond the state's purview. it 
requires that women enter civil society on socially male terms. Recogni
tion as liberal subjects requires that women abstract from their daily lives 
in the household and repudiate or transcend the social construction of 
femaleness consequent to this daihness, requirements that in addition to 
being normatively problematic are-as every working woman knows
never fully realizable. Thus, not merely the structure and discourse but 
the ethos of the liberal state appears to be socially masculine: its discur
sive currencies arc rights rather than needs, individuals rather than rela
tions, autogenesis rather than interdependence, interests rather than 
shared circumstances. 

2. The Capitalist Dimeruion. The masculinism of the capitalist dimen
sion of the state, like that of the liberal dimension, is also moored in a 
public/private division, albeit one that moves along a somewhat d1fferent 
axis. In this division, men do paid "productive" work and keep women 
in exchange for women's unpaid work of reproducing the male laborers 
(housework), the species (child care), and caring for the elderly or infirm. 
The sexual division oflabor historically developed by capitalism is one in 
which almost all women do unpaid reproductive work, almost all men 
do wage work, and the majority of women do both. 

A large portion ofli:he welfare state ;is rooted in capitalist develop
ment's erosion of the 'h~usehold aspect of this division of labor, in the 
collapse of the exchange between wage work in theeconomy and t1npaid 
work in the family and the provision of household care for children, old, 
and disabled people that this exchange secured. But as feminist scholars 
of the welfare state Mimi Abramovitz, Nancy Fraser, and Linda Gordon 
make clear, the fact that the familial exchange process has broken down 
docs not mean that capitalism and the capitalist state are no longer struc
tured along gender lines.32 First, these arrangements, on which the "fam
ily wage'' and unequal pay systems were based, leave their legacy in 
women's sixty-four-cents-on-the-dollar earning capacity and ghettoiza
tion in low-paying jobs. Second, unpaid reproductive work continues. 
and continues being performed primarily by women, even though this 
work is increasingly (undcr)supported by the welfare state rather than by 
a male wage. Consequently, ever-larger numbers of working- and 
middle-class women arc doing all oflifc's work-wage work, child care, 
domestic labor, sustenance and repair of community tics-within an 
economy that remains organizationally and normatively structured for 

32 Abramovitz, RegulatiiiJ! Womm; Gordon, mtroduction to Womeu, the Sratc and Welfare; 
Fraser. "Stru!'(gk over Needs" and "Women, Welfare, and the Politics of Need Interpreta
tion,., in Lhrruly Pmctl'ccs. 
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male wage earning and privilege insofar as it assumes unpaid female la
bor, and especially child care, in the home. 

In Capital, Marx speaks ironically of the double sense in which the 
worker within capitalism is "free": he is free to dispose of his own labor 
as a commodity and he is free from any other means of sustaining himself 
(i.e., property). Women, of course, do not bear the first kind of "free
dom" when they arc engaged in reproductive work-they cannot 
"freely" dispose of their labor as a commodity or "freely" compete in the 
labor market. This is one of the mechanisms by which capitalism is fun
damentally rather than incidentally gendered. Indeed, as long as signifi
cant parts of domestic labor remain outside the wage economy and 
women bear primary responsibility for this work, women will be eco
nomically dependent on someone or something other than their own 
income-earning capacities when engaged in it. 

The social transformation we arc currently witnessing is one in which, 
on the one hand, for increasing numbers of women, this dependence is 
on the state rather than individual men; on the other hand, the state and 
economy, rather than individual men, are accorded the service work of 
women. While much work historically undertaken in the household is 
now available for purchase in the market, women follow this work out 
into the economy-the labor force of the service sector is over
whelmingly fcmale. 33 Thus, as capitalism has irreversibly commodified 
most elements of the private sphere, the domain and character of "ex
change'' in the sexual division of labor has been transported from the 
private and individualized to the public and socialized. The twin conse
quences arc that much of what used to be women's work inthc home is 
now women's work in the economy andthat the state and economy, 
rather than husbands, now sustain many women at minimal levels when 
they arc bearing and caring for children. 

In sum, the capitalist dimension of the state entails women's subor
dination on two levels. First, women supply unremunerated reproduc
tive labor, and because it is both unremunerated and sequestered from 
wage work, most women arc dependent upon men or the state for sur
vival when they are engaged in it. Second, women serve as a reserve 
army of low-wage labor and arc easily retained as such because of the 
reproductive work that interrupts their prospects for a more competitive 
status in the labor forcc. 34 The state's role in these arrangements lies in 

"Sidcl, Womm ,,a Children Last, pp. 61-62. 
34 There is no better testimony to this than the "workfare" clauses of welfare enacted by 

the 19HH Family Support Act, stipulations that will do little to break "the cycle of poverty" 
or "the feminization of poverty" but will supply millions of cheap, docile female workers to 
the economy during a predicted shortfall oflow-wage labor in the coming decade. Not ten 
years earlier, Reagan publicly named women in the workforce as a prime cause of high male 
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securing, through private property rights, capitalist relations of produc
tion in the first place; buttressing and mediating-through production 
subsidies, contracts, bailouts, and fiscal regulation-these relations of 
production; maintaining-through legal and political regulation of mar
riage, sexuality, contraception, and abortion-control of women's re
productive work; and perpetuating, through a gendered welfare and 
unemployment benefits system and the absence of quality public day 
care, the specifically capitalist sexual division of labor. 35 

3. I/Je Prero.~ative Dimension. Prerogative power. the state's "legiti
mate" arbitrary aspect, is easily recognized in the domain of international 
state action. Here, as Hegel reminds us, "the fdea of the state is 
:Ktualized "-the state expresses itself as a state and is recognized as such 
by other states. -'6 For Locke, the occasional imperative of maximum cfft
cicncv and flexibility of state action in bmh the domestic and interna
tional <!rena justifies the cultivation and deployment of prerogative 
power. :\7 Among political theory's canonical tigures, however, it is nei
ther Hegel nor Locke but Machiavelli who treats most extensively the 
dynamics and configurations of prerogative power-its heavtly extrale
gal, adventurous, violem, and sexual characteristics. Machiavelli theor
izes political power in a register in which violence, sexuality. and political 
purpose are thoroughly entwined, precisely the entwming that signals 
the presence of prerogative power . .18 

That an early-sixteenth-century Florentme could illuminate this feature 
of the late modern U.S. state suggests that unlike liberal, capitalist, and 
bureaucratic modalities of state power, prerogative power is not specific 
to modernity. Indeed, for liberals, prerogailve power is the liberal state's 
expressly nonliberal dimension. Classical liberal thought depicts princely 
prerogative as precisely what liberalism promises to diminish if not can-

unempJoyment rates. Reagan was not :done: very few politici.1ns advocJted workfare tOr 
tcmale welfare clients in l'JHO. 

.\5 See Barbara Nelson, "The Origms of the Two-Channel Welfare State: Workmen's 
Compensation and Mother's Aid," and Nancy Fraser, "Stmggle Q,·er Needs," in Gordon, 
Women, the Slate, .md IVeljare. See also Abramovitz, Rcg"J,ui".ll m,nell. 

pf,ilosophy of Ri~ht. rrans. T M. Knox (Oxiord: Oxford Uniwr>ity Press, I 957), 
p. 20'1. 

l7 Two Trfatiscs, pp. 421-27. See .1lso Sheldon Wolin, '"Democracy and the Welfare 
StJ.te: The Political Jnd Theoretical Connections bct·wcen Srilatsr,'i:uu and H'tJIJ~_t;'thrtsst.Mts

rdsofl," in The Prc.-cucc (:{Ihc Past: Ess,lp :)H rile Sr..ae 1111d flu: Con.llr'tmion (Ha!timore: Johns 
Hopkins Unrversity Press. l'JH'J). 

,,.. In addition to .~J.chiavdli's oeuv1·e, :sec H;Jnna Pitkin, Fortune is !l ll/omau (Uerkdey: 
Univcrsitv of California Press, l'JH4); Wendy Brown, .H,wlwod <111d Pditits: .~ l+millist Rmd
iug ill Poli;ica/ Theory (Totowa, N.J : Rownun and Littlefield, 1'JHH); .md Wolin, "Democ
racy and the Welf:.rc State." 
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eel: historically, monarchical power is dethroned, and mythically, the 
state of nature (in which everyone has unlimited prerogative power) is 
suppressed. In this regard, the emergence of liberalism is conventionally 
conceived as the advent of an epoch in vvhich political organizatio~ 
bound to the privileges of the few is usurped by the needs of the many, in 
which raisort d'etat shifts from power to welfare, in which the night 
watchman replaces the prince. But there is another way of reading the 
origins of the liberal state, in which the arbitrary and concentrated 
powers of monarchy are not demolished. Rather, princely power Is dis
simulated and redeployed by liberalism as state prerogative that extends 
from war making to budget making. In this reading, the violence of the 
state of nature is not overcome but reorganized and resituaced in, on rhe 
one hand, the state itself as the police and the military, and, on the other, 
the zone marked "private" where the state may not tread and where a 
good deal of women's subordination and viola~ion is accomplished. 

. '"!ax ~<:?~..:.'s}~Ie()fo~i~ins a~out the st~Ee is quite suggestive tor map
pmg the connections between the overt masculinism of international state 
action (the posturing, dominating, conquering motif in such action) and 
the internal values and structure of stare-ruled societies. According to 
Weber,. the state has_ a double set of origins. In one set, organizecfpoliriea1 
mstttutwns are prchgured in the formation of bands of marauding war
ri?~~ . .:·men's leagues," who live off, without being integrated into, a 
particular territorial.population and who randomly terrorize their own as 
well as neighboring populations. In the other, institutionalized political 
authority is prefigured in the earliest household formations, where male 
or "patrimonial" authority is rooted in a physical capacity to defend the 
household against the pillaging warrior leagues. 39 

The first set of origins, which features a combination of predatory 
sexuality, territoriality, violence, and brotherhood in warrior league ac
tivity, certamly adduces a familiar face of prerogative power-egregious 
in the ways of street gangs, rationalized and legitimized in most interna
tional state activity. In this vein, what Charles Tilly calls "war making 
and state making as organized crime" Ortega y Gasser conjures as the 

'" Eco11omy ,wd So(icty, r:d. G. Roth and C. Wittich (Berkeley: University of California 
Press. 1978), pp. 357-59. Other theonsts have suggested thar these fraternal organizations 
reveal the extent to which what we call politics is rooted in "male juvcmle delinquency" 
msofar as th~ warnors raped and pillaged not out of neces;ity, as a Marxist reading would 
have lt, but tor sport, fun, md prestige. Underscoring the intensely homosocul nature of 
the leagues and th~ quintessential expression of their power in the abduction and gang r.!pe 
of young women !rom neighboring tribes, these authors posit a gendered and sexual rather 
than economic underpinning to all political power and political formations. See Norman 0. 
Brown, Love's Body (Wesleyan: Wesleyan Universtty Press, 1959). and Jose Ortega y Gas
set, "The Sportive Origin of the State." in History as 11 Sj•.\fcm awl Otlu·r Essay; toward ,, 
1'/ti/o.<ophy of History (New York: Norton, 1%1). 
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"sportive origins of the state," and Norman 0. Brown anoints "the ori
gins of politics in juvenile delinquency[:] ... politics as gang rape." All 
posit, contra Marx, a gendered and sexual rather than economic underpin
ning to the political formations prefiguring states. 40 But if we add to this 
picture the second strain of Weber's origins story, that concerned With 
the foundations of male household authority, it becomes clear how con
temporary prerogative power constructs and reinforces male dominance 
across the social order, and not only through overtly masculinist displays 
of power by the Pentagon or the police. 

In Weber's account, while warrior leagues are initially consociated "be
yond and above the everyday round of life," they are eventually "fitted 
into a territorial community," at which point a recognizable "political 
association is formed. "41 This association presumably retains many of the 
characteristics it had as a more mobile enterprise, especially its founda
tion in organized violence, which, for Weber, is the identifying charac
teristic of the state. During this transition, the social structure of the 
territorial population shifts from one of mother-children groups to 
father-headed households. The authority of the adult male, Weber sug
gests, derives not from his place in the division of labor but fr?m his 
physical capacity to dominate and defend his household, a capacity s~g
nificant only because of the omnipresent threat to household secunty 
posed by the warrior leagues. 42 Thus, male household authority would 
appear to be rooted in its provision of protection from msntutJOnahzed 
male violence. In other words, the patriarchal household and Its legm
mate structure of authority arise not merely as an economic unit but as a 
barrier between vulnerable individuals and the sometimes brutal de
mands or mcursions of the state's prefigurative associations. This ar
rangement is codified and entrenched through asymmetrical legal 
privileges and an asymmetrical sexual division oflabor: household patn
archs "protect" dependent and rightless women from the violence of 
male political organization. In this respect, the state is an insignia of the 
extent to which politics between men are always already the polmcs of 
exchanging, violating, protecting, and regulating women; the one con
stitutes the imperatives of the other. 

Widely disparate Western political origins stories, from those of the 
Greek tragedians to Freud to modern social contract theorists, resonate 
with Weber's. In each, a single event or process heralds the disempower
ing and privatizing of women on the one hand and the emergence of 

"'' Charles Tilly. "War Making and State Making as Organized Crime." in Brin,~in,~ tlu 
State Ballz Iu. ed. P. Evans et al. (Cambridge: Carnbndge University Press, 1985): Ortega Y 
Gasset, "The Sportive Origin of the State," pp. 26-32; Brown, Laue's Body, P· 13. 

41 Ecmwmy and Society, p. 906. 
<>Ibid., p. 35'1. 
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formal political institutions on the other. According to these stories, the 
birth and consolidation of organized political power er~tails women's loss 
of power and public status. Moreover, once the women are conquered 
and the men are organized, the supreme political organ of society guar
antees individual men access to individual women and protects each 
man's claim to his woman against infringement by other men. Thus, the 
basic narrative is always a version offreud's contract among the brothers 
after they have killed the father: to prevent the situation that necessitated 
the patricide, they erect the state and through it convenant to keep their 
hands off each other's women, thereby relaxing the tension that an absent 
father introduces into a brotherhood. From this perspective, the "pri
vate" sphere appears to be necessary for this deal to work: it is the place 
of access to women by men, a place outside the eyes or reach oflaw and 
other men, where every man is "king in his own castle." The threshold 
of the home is where the state's purview ends and individual man's be
gins. Not surprisingly, this threshold-what it marks, prohibits, and 
contains-is among the boundaries most actively contested and politi
cized by contemporary feminist jurisprudence concerned with marital 
rape, battery, property rights, reproductive rights, and other issues rele
vant to woman's achievement of personhood or "civil personality." 

These stories articulate a basic political deal about women, a deal ar
ranged by men and executed by the state, comprising two parts: one 
between men and the other between the state and each male citizen. In 
the first, the state guarantees each man exclusive rights to his woman; 
hence the familiar feminist charge that rape and adultery laws historically 
represent less a concern with violations of women's personhood than 
with individual men's propriety over the bodies of individual women. In 
the second, the state agrees not to interfere in a man's family (de facto, a 
woman's life) as long as he is presiding over it (de facto, hcr). 43 

According to Weber's version of these arrangements, the character of 
political power concerned with security, protection, or welfare is shaped 
by the ultimate "power purposes" of a political organization. This sug
gests that the gendered structure ofliberalism is partly determined by the 
gendered character of prerogative power, in which women are cast as 

43 In short, the state's purview begins where man's ends. and there lies the rub for 
millions of poor women today, smce these arrangements contain only two possibilities for 
women who cannot singlehandedly provide for themselves and their families. Either tht· 
stare guarantees the rights of the man in their hves or the state is the man in their lives. The 
state stays outside the household door unless there is no man presiding over the horne: at 
that point, if the state assumes the provider role, it also assumes as much about its access 
rights to a woman's space as any man could ever display. The infamous AFDC "man in the 
house" rule was the concrete expression of this: Two men-the state and a woman's boy
friend or husband-could not be in the woman's horne at the same time, bur each was 
guaranteed access to her and her horne in the absence of rhe others claim. 
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requiring protection from the world of male violence while the superior 
status of men is secured by their supposed ability to offer such protec
non. For Weber, the modern legacy of the warrior leagues lies in the 
state's tdos of domination, realized through territorial monopoly of 
physical violence and resulting in a "legitimate authority" predicated 
upon this domination. This reading of state origins also leads Weber to 
formulate politics and the state as appropriately concerned not with the 
well-being of the population but with what he terms the "prestige of 
domin;Jtion. "44 The legitimacy of prerogative power is rooted in the 
state's pursuit of self-affirmation through displays of power and prestige, 
and not in protection or sustenance of human life. 

The problem here is one most feminists can recite in their sleep. His
torically women have been culturally constructed and positioned as the 
creatur~~ to whom this pursuit of pm~er and glory for its own sake stand 
in contrast: women preserve life while men risk it; women tend the mun
dane and the necessary while men and the state pursue larger-than-life 
concerns; men seek immortality while women look after mundane af
fairs; men discount or threaten the realm of everyday life while women 
nurture and protect it. Simone de Beauvoir casts this not as an ideology 
or discourse of gender, but as indeed the factual history of gender's 
origin: 

The warrior put his life in jeopardv to elevate the prestige of the horde, the 
clan to which he belonged. And in this he proved dramatically that lite is not 
the supreme value for man. but on the contrary rhat it should be made to serve 
ends more important than itselt~ The worst curse that was bid upon woman 
\Vas that she should be excluded from these warlike forays. For it is not in 
giving life but in risking life that man is raised above the animal; that ts why 
superiority has been accorded in humamty not to the sex that brings forth but 
to that which kills. 45 

The problem then, lies not in women's exclusion from the domain of 
prerogative state power but in its gendered character. The distinction 
between daily existence preserved by women and the male pursuit of 
power or prestige through organized violence simultaneously gives a 
predatory, rapacious, conquering ethos to prerogative power and disen
franchises women from this kind of power. Conventional constructions 
of masculine sexuality (as opposed to masculine rationality, interests, or 
privileges) are heavily featured in this domain because this dimension of 
state power is more immediately visceral and corporeal than, for exam-

H CCOilutuy .wd Society. pp. ~110-11: Arthur Mnzman, Tlte !roll c,_~e: All Hiswrical lmer
prefoltiOII o( :\.lax Wel>er (New York: Knop( 1970), p. >12. 

" Tlze s,·,_·ond Sex, trans. H. M. Parshley (New York: Random House, 1952), p.,72. 
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pie, bureaucratic or juridical power, both of which tend to organize and 
work on bodies without touching them so directly. 

The masculinism of state prerogative power inheres in both its violent 
and its transcendent (i.e., above life) features, as well as in their relation: 
women are the "other" of both these moments of prerogative power as 
well as the conduit between them. Yet because prerogative power ap
pears to its subjects as not just the power to violate but also the power to 
protect-quintessentially the power of the police-it is quite difficult to 
challenge from a feminist perspective. The prerogative of the state, 
whether expressed as the armed force of the police or as vacillating crite
ria for obtaining welfare benefits, is often all that stands between women 
and rape, women and starvation, women and dependence upon brutal 
mates-in short, women and unattenuated male prerogative. -!6 

-I. The Bureaucratic Dimension. Max Weber and Michel Foucault for
mulate bureaucratization and its normalizing, disciplining effects as the 
distinct and ubiquitous domination of our age. 47 Neither limits this mode 
of domination to the state; to the contrary, each regar~ds~the modern fil
tration of bureaucracy Or disciplinary institutions :lCfOSS the social order 
as precisely what permits a decrease in the overt exercise of (prerogative) 
state power without a corresponding decline in political and social con
troL 4~ Indeed, one of the most significant aspects of bureaucratization is 
its blurring of a clear line between state and civil societY. Consider the 
proliferating social services bureaucracies, regulative bu;eaucracies, and 
military-(post)industrial complexes: the purview of each involves institu
tionalized penetration and fusion of formerly honored boundaries be
tween the domain of political power, th~ household, and private 
enterprise. 

In The Femi11ist Case against Bureaucracy, KathyFerguson employs the 
insights of Foucault and Weber to explore ~two cflf(erent moments of 
masculinism in bureaucratic power. She argues first that bureaucratic 
power "feminizes" bureaucratic staff and clientele by rendering them de
pendent and submissive and by forcing them into strategies of imp res-

-+r~ For an unequivocal expression of the view that the state insulates women from more 
brutal victimization by sexism, see Frances Fox Piven and Richard A. Cloward, "The Con
temporary Relief Debate," in Block et al., Tl~e ,1,/ean Seasot1: "UJust as rhe availability of 
Income supports helps people cope with the vagaries of the labor m.rket, so does it reduce 
the helplessness of women and children in the face of the weakening of the traditional 
fannly" (p. 97). 

47 
Ec,momy a11d Soclery, pp. 223, 9i!7, IJ93-Y4: Jnd "Politics as a Vocation," in From lvlax 

Weller, cd. H. H. Gerth and C. W. l'vhlls (New York: Oxford Cniversity Press, 1946), p. 82; 
Foucault, Discipli11e <111d Prmi.</1. 

'" ln Weber's understanding this is the triumph of rational legal authomy: in Foucault's, 
it is the supplanting of sovereign or juridical power with disciplinary power. 
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sion managing that "protect them from the worst aspects of domination 
while simultaneously perpetuating that domination." Second, she insists 
that bureaucratic discourse is masculinist insofar as it bears what Carol 
Gilligan, Nancy Chodorow, Nancy Hartsock, and others identify as so
cially male values of abstract rationality, formal proceduralism, rights 
orientation, and hierarchy, while opposing or colonizing socially female 
values of substantive rationality, need-based decision making, rcla
tlonality, and responsibility.49 For Ferguson, the masculinism of bureau
cratic discourse thus lies in a dual production: it creates frminized subjects 
while it excludes or colonizes frmale subjects. 

Ferguson's distinction between "femininity" and "femaleness" is 
drawn from the complexity of women's experience as subordinates (the 
site of production of "femininity") and as caregivers (the site of produc
tion of "femaleness"). l:fowevcr, insofar as these arc not separate sites of 
activity and women do not actually have these experiences separately, the 
distinction would appear to be rooted in a false essentializing of female
ness as caregiving.S0 Moreover, if bureaucracy's creation of subordinates 
is the process of feminization, then bureaucratic domination and male 
domination each lose their singularity; in assimilating them to each other, 
gender and bureaucracy both disappear as specifiable kinds of power. 
Domination in Ferguson's analysis thus begins to appear flatly generic, 
notwithstanding her effort to distill distinctly feminized modes of coping 
with subordination. 

More persuasive than Ferguson's argument about bureaucracy's femi
nization of subjects is her account of the way the structures and values of 
bureaucracy-hierarchy, separation, abstract right, proceduralism
stand in relation to what she posits as women's socially constructed expe
rience as caregivers. When measured by the norms of bureaucratic dis
course, the values of a caregiving milieu appear immature or irrational: 
this is the political face of Gilligan's critique of the norms ofKohlberg's 
development psychology. Not only docs bureaucratic discourse perpetu
ate the devaluation of practices oriented toward need and care, it carries 
the state's masculinism in agencies and agents dealing with women as 
caregivers insofar as it both judges its female clients in masculine terms 
and constructs them as feminized dependents. 

49 Feminist Case against Bureaucracy, pp. 92, 158-69. 
5" Ferguson certainly seeks to avoid such essentialism by identifying as a political strugtll" 

the "complex process of calling out that which is valuable in each gender and carefully 
disentangling it from that which is riddled with the effects of power" (Feminist Case agait!st 
Bureaucracy, p. 170). However, in this formulation-which distinguishes what is "riddled 
with power" from what is not-and in her identification of "women's experience" as "dis
torted by oppression," there does seem to persist a notion of a female experience, if not 
subjectivity, that is unconstructed or undistorted by power and hence essential to a particu
lar set of beings or activities. 
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Ferguson's critique of bureaucracy by no means exhausts the possible 
range of bureaucratic power's masculinist features. !j1;1ve _argued else
where t~at the instrumental rationality constituting both the foundation 
of bureaucratic order and the process of bureaucratic~ rationalization is 
grounded in the social valorization of maximized power through maxi
mized technocratic contr_ol. 5! This particular expression of a will to 
power-domination through regimes Of predictability, calculability, and 
.control-appears to be socially masculine in the. West insofar as the ulti
maTe value is control, and the uncont~ollable as V.:~1i ;s that which is to be 
controlled-external nature or the body politic-are typically gendered 
female in these discourse. Finally, bureaucratic power quite obviously 
"serves" male dominant interests through its disciplinary function: state 
agencies of every variety create disciplined, obedient, rule-abiding sub
jects. This aspect of bureaucracy's involvement with masculine domi
nance does not require that bureaucratic power itself be masculinist, only 
that it be an effective instrument of domination and that the policies it 
executes are gendered, whether they be enacted through HUD, the IRS, 
or military regulations. In this mode, bureaucracy's regulatory and disci
plining capacities enable and mask male dominant interests external to 
bureaucracy, much as Foucault casts the disciplinary organization of 
schools and hospitals as auxiliaries of a generalized aim of social control. 
The fact that bureaucracy as discipline is both an end and an instrument, 
and thereby operates as power as well as in the service of other powers, all the 
while presenting itself as extrinsic to or neutral with regard to power, 
makes it especially potent in shaping the lives of female clients of the 
state. 

As the sites and registers of women's relationships to the state expand in 
late modernity, both the characteristics and the meaning of the state's 
maleness transmogrify. Ceasing to be primarily a domain of masculinist 
powers and an instrument of male privilege and hegemony, albeit main
taining these functions, the state increasingly takes over and transforms 
the project of male dominance. However, as it moves in this direction, 
the state's masculinism becomes more diffuse and subtle even as it be
comes more potent and pervasive in women's lives. Indeed, while the 
state replaces the man for many women, its jurisprudential and legislative 
powers, its welfare apparatus, and even its police powers often appear as 
leading agents of sex equality or female protection. In this regard, the late 
modern state bears an eerie resemblance to the "new man" of pseudo-

Sl Manhood and Politic;, chap. 8. 
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femmist infamy. Beneath a thin exterior of transformed/reformed gender 
identity and cdncern for women, the state bears all the familiar elements 
of male dominance. Through its police and military, the state monopo
lizes the institutionalized physical power of society. Through its welfare 
function, the state wields economic power over indigent women, arbi
trarily sets the terms of their economic survival, and keeps them dan
gling. and submissive by providing neither dependable, adequate income 
level nor quality public day care. 52 Through age-of-consent laws on con
traception, regulation of abortion and other repr_oduct!ve technologies, 
and stipulating that mothers be heterosexual and tree ot substance abuse, 
the state controls and regulates the sexual and repradtlctwe construction 
and condition of women. Through its monopoly of political authority 
and discourse, the state mediates the discursi!!e, semiotic, and spatial terms 
of women's political practices. Thus, while the state is neither hegemomc 
nor monolithic, it mediates or deploys almost all the powers shapmg 
women's lives-physical, economic, sexual, reproductive, and political-
powers wielded in previous epochs directly by men. . . 

In short, in precise contrast to Foucault's argument about the declmmg 
importance of the state in the disciplinary age, male social power and the 
production of female subjects appears to be increasingly concentrated 111 

the state. Yet like the so-called new man, the late modern state also repre
sents itself as pervasively hamstrung, quasi-impotent, unable to come 
through on many of its commitments, because it is decentralizing (decen
tcring) itself. because "it is no longer the solution to social problems," 
because it is "but one player on a global chessboard," or because 1t has 
forgone much of its power in order to become "kinder, gentler." The 
central paradox of the late modem state thus resembles a central par_adox 
of late modern masculinity: its power and privilege operate mcreasmgly 
through disavowal of potency, repudiation of responsibility, and diffu
sion of sites and operations of control. 

We may now return to Piven and Ehrenreich's claim, rehearsed earlier, 
about the ostensibly radical potential inherent in women's growing in
volvement with the state. Such an argument depends upon a Marxist 
conviction about the inevitably radicalizing effects of collectivizing sub
jects previously isolated and dispersed in their oppression.s:> This convic
tion in turn presumes a transcendental subject, a subject who s1mply 
moves from isolated to collectivized conditions, as opposed to a subject 
who is produced or engendered by these respective conditions. In this re
gard, Piven and Ehrenreich's analysis is impervious to how the discursive 

;2 Wolin, "Democracy and rhe Welfare State," pp. 160-63. 
'' "The welfare stare hrings together millions of poor women who depend on welfare 

state progran1s. These constituencies are not .. , simply .uomized Jnd therefor~ hd.p?es1~ people. Rather the structure of the wdfare state itself has helped ro create new soltdarmes 
(Pi,·en, "Ideology and the State, .. p. ~60). 
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and spatial disciplinary strategies of the late modern workplace and state 
atfect workers or state clients. Just as microelectronics assembly plants in 
Third World Free Trade Zones do not simply employ women workers 
but produce them-their bodies, social relations, sexualities, life condi
tions, genders, psyches, consciousnesses54-thc state docs not simply 
handle clients or employ staff but produces state subjects, as bureau
cratized, dependent. disciplined, and gendered. Put another way, capital
ism's steady erosion of the liberal boundary between public and private, 
its late-twentieth-century disruption of the boundary between household 
:md economy, and the politicization of heretofore private activities such 
as reproduction and sexuality achieved by these developments do not 
automatically generate political consciousness or struggles for freedom 
.my more than the state's increasing entanglement with the economy au
tomatically generates working-class consciousness or militance. 55 Again. 
this is because the state docs not simply address private needs or i;sues 
but configures, administers, and produces them. While Piven speaks of 
women as "partly liberated from the overweening power of men by the 
'breakdown' of the family, "56 what is "liberated'' from the private sphere 
may then be colonized and administered by one or more dimensions of 
masculinist state power. Indeed, the state may even assist in separating 
individuals and issues fi:om the "private" sphere in order to effectively 
administer them. This is certainly one way of reading the workings of 
birth control legislation in the nineteenth century, and surrogacy legisla
tiOn and "squeal laws" requiring parental notification in the late twen
tieth. 57 It is also an important caution to feminists evaluating current 

5
' On the production of a new wlrure of female workers in Free Trade Zones, see rhe 

excellent pJmphlet by Annette Fuentes and Barbara Ehrenreich, Wo111en inrhc Global Factory 
!Boston: South End, 1983). 

"•S In Le~ilimati<'il Crisis, Habernus argued that the ·'recoupling" of rhe economic and 
polincal spheres effected by "advonccd capitalism" would inhercnrlv rcpoliticize rhe ccun
omy and thereby intensify the state's legimnation problems (see pp. ~6-48, 1)8-70). While 
this move from market capitalism (and its attendant ideology of inequality produced by 
natural forces) to state-administered and thereby politicized capitalism has certainlv oc
curred, Habcrmas underestimated North Americans' tolerance for st:Jte-adnlinistered eco
noJnic in~quaiiry. 

"' "Ideology and the State,·· p. 239. 
57 

In the United States, nineteenth-century recognition of wonH."n in the household as 
sep.uate legal personalities barely preceded state regulation of contraception, .Ibortion. and 
female labor-stare recognition of won1en as persons thus facilitated state regulation of 
women's sexuality and of reproductive .1t1d productive work (see Boris and Bardaglio. 
"'The Transformawm of Potriarchy," pp. 73-74)" State recognition of women as persons 
bccon1es a means of controJ, for ,my thing must be separated our fro1n a mass, individuated. 
to be cft]cicmlv and effccrivdv .:onrrollcd. ll.s Foucault reminds ns, rhc kcv mechanisms of 
disciplinary power are precisely those of indi viduarion and isolation. "Dis~iplmc is a poliri
CJI anatomy of derail[.] ·. disciplinary space tends to be div1ded into as rnany sections as 
there are bodies or clements to be distributed" (DisnplifiC ""d Ptmisii, pp. l39. 1-IJ). 
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proposals by the Clinton administration to "end welfare as we know it," 
whose chief strategy appears to be workfare administered individually to 
women by "personal social workers." Here, not only intensifted regula
tion of poor women at the individual level but greater levels of integra
tion between invasive bureaucratic state power and the low-wage 
economy are the specters haunting the future of poor women's lives. 

However important "the family" remains-particularly in its 
absence-in constructing the gendered unconscious, it is decreasingly 
the daily superintendent of masculine dominance in late modern life. To
day, women's struggles for social, political, and economic freedom in the 
United States more often transpire in or near the domain of the state, 
whether these concern issues of poverty, welfare benefits and regulations, 
in vitro fertilization, abortion, day care, surrogacy, teenage reproductive 
rights, sexual freedom (including the rights and claims of sex workers), 
affirmative action, education, or employment. From what I have argued 
about the historical legacies and contemporary reworkings of masculi
nism in state powers, it is clear that there are dangers in surrendering 
control over the codification of these issues to the state, as well as in 
looking to the state as provider, equalizer, protector, or liberator. Yet like 
male dominance itself, masculinist state power, consequent to its multi
ple and unsystematic composition, is something feminists can both ex
ploit and subvert, but only by deeply comprehending in order to 
strategically outmaneuver its contemporary masculinist ruses. 
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